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Chapter 2.0 Laboratory-Determined
Hydrologic Properties and Processes
W. Lin and J.Roberts
Understanding the movement of moisture-including liquid water, steam, and
vapor-in the near-field environment (NFE) of the potential nuclear-waste
repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, Is one of the goals of the waste-package
environment hydrologic investigations. This chapter discusses how thermal
loading resulting from waste package emplacement will affect the preconstruction
hydrologic properties and processes of the NFE.
One of the main concerns about the NFE of a nuclear-waste repository is the
quantity and quality of water that may be present and that may contact the waste and
waste packages (near field) and be In the rock mass surrounding the repository.
Water can cause property changes in the altered zone. Processes that may affect the
quantity and quality of water are coupled thermal-mechanical-hydrologicalchemical (TMHIC processes. The TMHC processes may involve the in-situ pore
water in the Topopah Spring tuff, water present in fractures, and/or condensate that
results from water mobilized by heat, as well as any water introduced (either
naturally or artificially) after the emplacement of the wastes. Field and laboratory
tests are conducted to enhance our understanding of the coupled TMHC processes
and to measure physical properties. The field tests are reported in Chapter 9.0. The
laboratory tests of hydrologic properties and processes will be used as input data to
model calculations of the coupled TIMHC processes, to improve the understanding
of the model calculations, to gain Insight into physical processes and thus learn
under what conditions specific coupled processes become dominant or Important,
and to help in analyzing the results of the field tests. The laboratory-determined
hydrologic properties reported in this document Include moisture-retention curves
at elevated temperatures, water permeability at elevated temperatures and
pressures, electrical resistivity as a function of water saturation at elevated
temperatures, and relative humidity as a function of water saturation at elevated
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temperatures. The laboratory studies of the thermal-hydrologlcal-chenical processes
include fracture flow vs. matrix imbibition at elevated temperatures, fracture
healing, and condensation along a fracture. All of the laboratory test results are not
qualified, as defined in the quality assurance procedures.
2.1 Laboratory-Determined Hydrologic Properties
The work described here can generally be classified into two different areas with
regard to the NFE: (1) preconstruction conditions and processes and (2) the perturbed
environment. Preconstruction conditions and processes are those processes that
occur prior to any disturbance; that is, they occur naturally.
The perturbed environment Is the region that has changed because of some
human activity. During the post-emplacement period, the near field may experience
at least one dehydration-rehydration cydle. After waste emplacement, the rock in the
near field Is expected to dehydrate as a result of heating. The rate of dehydration and
the movement of moisture in the rock will depend on, among other factors, the
initial moisture content in the rock, the geometry and configuration of fractures,
and the force of gravity. Later, as the rock temperature decreases below the boiling
point of water, rehydration of the near field Is expected to occur. The dehydration
and rehydration processes and the effect of temperature on the hydrologic properties
of tuff are discussed below.
The laboratory work described in the NFR Rev. 0 was divided into these two
sections. Because of the Increased number of experiments, many of them performed
over a range of conditions including ambient condition, it was decided in this report
to describe each experiment and the results separately. In addition, In reporting
laboratory test results, it is easier to appreciate the effect of temperatureon the
properties if the results at room temperature and elevated temperatures are
presented together. Generally, work performed at near-ambient temperatures (20250C) applies to preconstruction conditions, while work at higher temperatures is
relevant to the perturbed environment. Obvious exceptions to this are the
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measured physical properties at ambient conditions after a cycle of heating, pressure,
or fluid flow.
2.1.l Moisture Retention at Elevated Temperatures
The suction potential of rock determines the imbibition of water in the matrix.
That, in turn, affects the relative importance of matrix flow and fracture flow
because greater suction potential enhances matrix flow. Moisture content as a
function of matric potential (moisture retention curves) of Topopah Spring tuff
samples at elevated temperatures was determined using a constant-relativehumidity chamber. The method of measurement was described in Daily and Lin
(1991), Roberts and Lin (1995a), and Roberts and Ln (1996a). Some of the test results
have been published in Daily and Lin (1991), Roberts and Lin (1995a), and Roberts
and Lin (1996a). Daily and Lin (1991) reported results of measurements at 20 and
700C on Topopah Spring tuff samples from the USW H-1 borehole at a depth range
from 333 to 350 m and from outcrops at Fran Ridge, Nevada Test Site. The Topopah
Spring tuff samples used in the tests by Roberts and Lin included cores from
borehole USW G-4 at a depth of about 360 m (1147 ft) and cores from the Large Block
Test. Figures 2-1 to 2-4 show the results of Daily and LUn (1991). As noted on the
figures, suction potential is a strong function of saturation below 20-30% saturation
but is less dependent on saturation above 30% (varying between 200-400 atm). At
near-ambient temperatures the suction potential decreases much more rapidly with
increasing saturation during wetting than it does during drying (samples from USW
H-1). This difference in behavior between wetting and drying is also seen at elevated
temperatures, although the difference is not as pronounced as for ambient
temperatures. Figure 2-5 summarizes the results of Roberts and Lin (1995a and
1996a) and shows the moisture retention curves of USW G4 samples at
temperatures of 24.8, 78.4, and 93.6¢C for both drying and wetting phases. In this
study there was not a consistent difference between wetting and drying curve shape,
although there is a difference in the curves for 93.60 C
Peters et al. (1984) and Klavetter and Peters (1987) used psychrometers to measure
the suction potential of both welded and non-welded tuff from Yucca Mountain at
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200C during the dehydration phase. Our data at 200C are within the spread of
corresponding results of Klavetter and Peters, as noted on Fig. 2-3 of NFER Rev. 0.
Results from another experiment using five samples of Grouse Canyon tuff from
the G-Tunnel showed that in a 100% relative humidity environment, the suction of
water into rock samples Is quite different from that in an environment of liquid
water, although both have zero water potential (NFER Rev. 0). The samples were
placed in a constant-humidity chamber at 100% humidity for more than 917 hours,
after which they were removed and submersed in liquid water. Under 100%
humidity the suction of moisture was limited to no more than 20% of the sample
porosity. Yet, when the samples were removed from the 100% humidity
environment and submersed in liquid water, the degree of saturation Increased
overnight to -70% of their porosity, and then continued to increase. This implies
that in the NFE the moisture-content change in the matrix during the flow of steam
or vapor through fractures will be quite different from that of the change during the
flow of liquid water, also indicating that after the liquid water has been driven off as
a result of thermal loading from waste emplacement, the rock's saturation level will
not be elevated to above -20% until liquid water is able to return to the NFE. During
the G-Tunnel field experiments, rehydration took place much more slowly than did
dehydration, supporting the observation that saturation levels do not increase
without liquid water (Ramirez et al., 1991).
Generally speaking, water saturation at a constant matric potential decreases with
increasing temperature. Hysteresis between the drying and wetting phases exists at
most of the temperatures. The hysteresis at 78.40 C is much smaller than at other
temperatures. For most of the samples the hysteresis is that more moisture is
retained in the samples during drying than during wetting. However at 93.60 C the
hysteresis was reversed. The explanation for this discrepancy requires further
investigation. No process has been Identified that can explain smaller hysteresis at
78.4 0C than at other temperatures, or explain the hysteresis reversal at 93.60 C.
However, in this test the samples were heated from 24.80 C to 93.60C then cooled to
78.40C. This heating history may have some effect on the moisture-retention curves.
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2.12 Water Permeability at Elevated Pressures and Temperatures
Water permeability in Topopah Spring tuff samples as functions of pressure and
temperature has been measured to provide input data for model calculations. The
techniques used to measure the permeability were described by Lin and Daily (1984).
As expected, water permeability In intact Topopah Spring tuff samples was different
than in fractured samples; however, it was determined that permeabilities of
fractured samples responded to elevated temperature In a fundamentally different
way than for unfractured samples (see Section 22.3) (Un and Daily, 1984; Daily et al.,
1987; Lin and Daily, 1988; Lin, 1991; Roberts and Lin, 1995b; Lin et al., 1995). The
water permeability of intact Topopah Spring tuff samples is reported in this section.
The water permeability of fractured tuff samples is reported in Section 2.23,
'Fracture Healing."
An intact Topopah Spring tuff sample machined from an outcrop at Fran Ridge,
Nevada Test Site, was used by Lin and Daily (1984) to measure water permeability at
various times during a series of three dehydration and rehydration cycles. The
sample was under a constant confining pressure of about 5 MPa, and temperatures
up to 1400C. The water permeability of the intact tuff sample was independent of
temperature, time, and dehydration and rehydration cycles. At 210 C, before starting
the dehydration-rehydration processes, the permeability was 0.34 x 10-18 m 2 (0.34
pD); after the first drying phase, at 980 C, the permeability was 0.32 x 10-18 m 2 (0.32
IiD); then at 140VC, also after the first drying phase, the permeability was 031 x 10-18
m 2 (0.31 VD); after three drying phases at 980 C the permeability was 0.35 x 1-18 m 2
(0.35 l1D). The steam permeability after two drying phases, at 1400C, was 1.99 x 10-18
m 2 (1.99 ID). The greater steam permeability may be a result of the effect of gas flow
on permeability, as normally seen in gas permeability measurements due to the
Klinkenberg effect. Recently, water permeability of an intact core from the Large
Block Test was measured by Lin and Roberts. The results are shown in Table 2-1.
The water permeability of the intact tuff sample is again independent of
temperature and ranges from 0.09 to 0.67 x 10-8 m 2 (0.09 to 0.67 ILD). For
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comparison, Ramirez et al. (1991) reported water permeability, at 200C, of intact
Grouse Canyon tuff from G-Tunnel, Nevada Test Site, to be about 1j18 m 2 (1 rD).
Moore et al. (1986) reported that the water permeability of Topopah Spring tuff
samples at 20 0C ranged from 0.85 to 64 x 10-18 m2 (0.85 to 64 ILD). It is not clear if the
samples used by Moore et al. were intact or fractured.
2.1.3 Electrical Resistivity as a Function of Water Saturation at Elevated
Temperatures
Spatial distribution and temporal variation of moisture content in the rock mass
in the repository horizon are among the most Important parameters needed to
understand the coupled TMHC processes. There are no direct methods for
measuring moisture content other than drying and weighing, therefore geophysical
methods are required to determine the moisture content in a rock mass. Electrical
resistivity tomography (ERT) is one of the few geophysical methods that can
effectively determine the distribution of moisture content In a two-dimensional
plane and/or a three-dimensional region. ERT determines the distribution of
electrical resistivity in an imaging region. Laboratory-determined relationships
between electrical resistivity and moisture content over a range of temperatures are
required to interpret the ERT results in terms of moisture content. Measuring the
electrical resistivity as a function of moisture content at various frequencies can also
provide information about the microscopic wetting and drying processes in rocks
(Roberts and Lin, 1996b).
Laboratory-determined electrical resistivities of Topopah Spring tuff as a
function of water saturation at elevated temperatures have been reported by Roberts
and Lin (1994a, 1994b, and 1996b). Topopah Spring tuff samples used in this study
were from holes U3hg-1 at 399-m depth, USW GU-3 at 330-m depth, and USW G-4
at 374-m depth. The connected porosity of the samples were 25-28% for U3hg-1, 914% for USW G-4, and 9-10% for USW GU-3. The electrical properties
measurement techniques were described in Roberts and Lin (1994a and 1994b).
Briefly, the two-electrode method was used on thin disc-shaped samples that had
sputtered gold electrodes backed by gold foil. Samples were placed in holders to
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inhibit the uptake or loss of moisture to the surrounding atmosphere. Water was
added to the samples in small increments, and saturations were determined
gravimetrically. Electrical resistivity measurements were conducted after each
addition of water until a constant value was reached, at which point it was assumed
the water was evenly distributed throughout the sample. This redistribution of fluid
generally took between 4 and 6 hours but was dependent on saturation and the
amount of sample area to which fluid was added. The time-dependent monitoring
of samples was discontinued after the length of time for re-equilibration to occur
was established, and measurements were made approximately daily (or 4 to 6 times
as long as needed for re-equilibration to occur). We used four samples of each rock,
each having a different thickness. This was done for several reasons: to check the
effect of electrode contact impedance on the measurement (minimal at 1 kHz), to
measure heterogeneity (most of the scatter in Figs. 2-6 through 2-9 results from the
multiplicity of samples for each rock), and to provide more data points.
Figures 2-6 to 2-8 show the electrical resistivity of these rock samples at room
temperature as a function of water saturation. The resistivity measured during the
drying process is slightly greater than that measured during the wetting process. For
all of these rocks the resistivity is most sensitive to the water saturation when the
water saturation is below 20%. The slope of the resistivity vs. saturation trend is
related to the connected porosity the U3hg-1 samples had the steepest slope; the
USW G-4 samples had the most gentle slope. Roberts and Lin (1994b) also reported
that the electrical resistivity in USW G-4 has only slight anisotropy: that is the rock
is slightly less resistive for electrical current that flows along the bedding planes, but
the difference in the resistivity is small and most likely will not affect the use of
electrical resistivity measurements for determining water saturation in laboratory
and field tests.
Figure 2-9 shows the electrical resistivity of samples from USW G4 as a function
of water saturation at various temperatures from 23 to 950C during wetting. As
expected, the resistivity decreases with increasing temperature. The temperature
effect is very small when the water saturation is less than 10%. The maximum
decrease in resistivity as a result of temperature occurs in the 20-40% saturation
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range, when the decrease in resistivity due to Increased saturation is also very high.
Above 40% saturation the difference due to temperature is greater than the
difference due to saturation.
Figure 2-10 shows the resistivity of USW G-4 samples as a function of
temperature for 40 and 75% saturation. The individual data points were selected
from the total data set for points that ended up having similar saturations. This
means that the curve for 40% saturation, for instance, might have data points for
different G-4 samples; thus there is some Inherent scatter in the data. Despite this,
there is a clear trend in the data. Note that the resistivity axis is linear in this case.
Resistivity decreases by about a factor of 3 to 4 from 20 to 100 0C. The data are
described by simple power-law fits of the form p

= aC"e)

where p is the resistivity In

ohm-m, T is temperature In IC, and a and b are fitting parameters. The fits shown
have values of 23920 and 19896 for a and values of 0.9184 and 0.9811 for b for 40 and
75% saturation respectively. These values are relevant only to the specific data set
for which they were derived, and we caution that more data points are needed to
confirm any systematic relationship.
Based on these results, we conclude that using electrical resistivity to determine
the distribution and variation of moisture content in Topopah Spring tuff is most
effective when the saturation is less than 40%. For greater levels of saturation, the
method is still useful but potentially with less accuracy, depending on how well
temperature changes can be determined. It will be necessary to have a separate
determination of temperature to get the most accurate saturation estimates. For
water saturation greater than 50%, relative permittivity (dielectric constant) may be
more sensitive to water saturation than resistivity (Roberts and Lin, 1994b).
2.1.4 Relative Humidity as a Function of Water Saturation at Elevated
Temperatures
Relative humidity in the waste package environment is a key factor affecting the
Integrity of the waste canister. The purposes of determining the relative humidity as
a function of water saturation in Topopah Spring tuff are to provide experimental
data for comparison with the calculated relative humidity in the near-field
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environment, to assess the ambient (pre-heat) relative humidity in the repository,
and to understand the diffusion process of vapor through the matrix of the tuff.
The technique of measuring the relative humidity as a function of water
saturation was described In Lin et al. (1996). One cylindrical Topopah Spring tuff
sample was machined from a small block of the tuff collected at the Large Block Test
site. A Humicap humidity sensor was sealed In a hole about 1.0 cm in diameter, in
the central portion of the sample. Distilled water was added to the outer surface of
the sample, and the relative humidity was monitored continuously until a steady
state was reached. The experiment is still under way, and at this reporting time the
experiment has only been completed at room temperature. Although it is planned
to conduct the experiment at elevated temperatures, we do not believe that
increasing temperature in the sample will change the condusions reported here.
Figure 2-11 shows the current status of the test results. Prior to adding water to
the sample, as is indicated by the first spike in the figure, the relative humidity in
the entire system was monitored for about one week. Because the experiment
started with a dry sample, the relative humidity inside the sample was
approximately zero during the pre-test monitoring period, while the room
humidity was about 30 to 40%. Water was added to the sample in increments. Each
spike in the figure was due to exposing the Humicap to the room air during the
water-adding processes. The three spikes in the last segment of the relativehumidity curve were due to some electronic noise of unknown source occasionally
received by the data acquisition system. The noise does not seem to affect the quality
of the data. The water saturation at each increment of relative humidity shown in
the figure was determined based on the amount of water in the sample (by weighing
the sample) when the relative humidity had reached a steady state. Currently the
relative humidity in the sample is approaching 95% with a saturation level of about
15.9%.
These experimental results Indicate that in a closed system very high relative
humidity can be reached with very small moisture content. The ambient moisture
content in the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) is estimated to be about 85%. With
this ambient moisture content we expect that the relative humidity in the waste
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package environment, without drying out the rock and without considering
thermal gradients, to be near 100%. Corrosion rates in AISI carbon steel were
observed to increase notably at relative humidities above 7580% (Estill and
Gdowski, 1996). The moisture content in the rock will have to be below about 10%
saturation to maintain an environment that dry. At greater temperatures we expect
the relative humidity at a given saturation level to be less than shown here, but we
don't expect the temperature effect to be great enough to alter the conclusion for the
rock itself. However, thermal gradients can modify the relative humidity in drifts or
near waste packages by a significant amount. Another observation In this test is the
slowness of the vapor diffusion in an intact rock. If this process also occurs in the
Topopah Spring tuff rock mass, the increase of moisture content in the matrix due
to vapor flow in the fractures will be very slow. Earlier tests indicate that moisture
content increases via vapor diffusion are limited to about 20% saturation. This is
consistent with data presented in Section 2.1.1 that show a large decrease in suction
potential at saturations near 20%. For greater saturations, the suction potential
decreases very little with increasing saturation, an indication that matrix saturation
above 20% by way of vapor transport alone is unlikely.
2.2 Laboratory Study of Thermal-Hydrological-Chemical Processes
2.2.1 Condensation Along a Fracture
Thermal-hydrological model calculations predict that radioactive decay heat
from the waste packages will dry out the surrounding rock mass by evaporating the
pore water and will move the vapor away from the waste packages. Based on
hydrological tests, both in the laboratory and in the field, and on model calculations,
it is believed that fractures are fast paths for the movement of vapor and steam.
How the vapor flows within fractures and how the water, which is condensed from
the vapor/steam, moves within the fractures affects the moisture distribution in the
near field environment. To help understand the thermal-hydrological model
predictions and future field thermal tests, we are conducting a laboratory test on a
core to study the condensation of vapor in a single fracture.
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The core is about 5 cm In diameter and 35.56 cm in length. It was machined from
a Topopah Spring tuff block that was collected from the Large Block Test site. The
core was split in two by a longitudinal saw cut. Eleven pairs of gold shims, 25 pm in
thickness, were placed evenly along both edges of the saw cut to serve as electrodes
and to control the aperture. The 11 electrode pairs were used to measure electrical
resistance in the saw cut, and the measured electrical resistance was used to detect
moisture movement within the saw cut. A high-input impedance bridge was used
to measure the resistance (1 kHz measurement frequency) of each electrode pair at
regular time intervals. The largest resistance measurable was 100 MCI. Ten
thermocouples were mounted in holes in the sample 90° from the plane of the saw
cut. One thermocouple was placed in each of the top and bottom brass end-caps; one
thermocouple was placed in the rock about 2 un from the top and bottom ends; six
thermocouples were placed within the core, evenly spaced along its axis. The
measuring tips of the thermocouples were located very close to the saw cut (within
-3 mm). Water was added to the core to obtain a water saturation level of about
95%. The cylindrical surface of the core was coated with high-temperature RTV
silicon cement to prevent moisture loss. The sample assembly was placed vertically
on a hot plate. A vapor release tube was installed in the top end-cap and connected
to a water collecting bottle. Fiberglass insulation was used to cover the entire
cylindrical surface of the core. The core was heated to a constant temperature of
about 1600C at the bottom; the temperature at the top of the core reached and stayed
at about 330 C. Copper coils for a heat exchanger to control the top temperature were
installed on the top of the core, but it was not necessary to use the heat exchanger in
this test. Ambient temperature and electrical resistance data were collected for a few
hours before the heating started. The sample was heated for about 245 hours, then
the heater was turned off. The experiment is now at about 700-hour elapsed time.
Data acquisition continued throughout the heating and cool-down phases. Some
observations of the test are summarized in the following paragraph. The test is still
in progress, therefore the observations and conclusions presented below are
preliminary and are subject to reinterpretation upon condusion of the test.
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Figure 2-12 shows the temperature distribution in the sample assembly for the
first 300 hours of the test. For the rest of the test beyond 300-hour elapsed time, the
temperatures in the sample are all at room temperature. Thermocouple #1 MTI)
and thermocouple #10 (Tc10) were In the bottom brass end-cap and top brass end-cap
respectively. Tc2 and Tc9 were located about 2 mm from the bottom and top of the
core respectively. Tc3 to Tc8 were evenly distributed along the core axis from bottom
to top respectively. During most of the test the temperatures in the sample were
constant. The step-down In temperature at the 200-hour mark was probably caused
by an unplanned decrease in the power output from the hot plate. Just before the
heater was turned off, at about 245 hours, we opened the insulation material to
inspect the integrity of the RTV moisture coating. No obvious breakage in the RTV
was observed. Based on the temperature distribution In the core, cooling of the core
seems to be slightly faster than the heating. This may be related to the different
thermal capacities of the saturated versus partially saturated rock. The reason for the
step-up in temperature at the 100-hour mark (Tc2 to TcMO) is unknown. It was
probably a real temperature increase, because there was a simultaneous resistance
decrease at electrode pairs 6 to 8. Figure 2-13 shows the electrical resistance measured
from electrode pairs I to 8 for the entire 700-hour duration of the test. The resistance
of electrode pairs 9 to 11 were off-scale during the entire period of this test, and
therefore are not shown in Fig. 2-2 through 2-13. The high resistance in the upper
portion of the core was probably due to water loss in the upper portion of the core.
The water loss was likely due to gravity drainage to the lower portion of the core or
through a leak near the vapor collection system at the top of the sample. The
resistance of all electrode pairs went off-scale at about the 220-hour mark, indicating
substantial dry-out before the heater was turned off. This figure shows sequential
drying of the saw cut from the bottom upward. Figures 2-14 and 2-15 show more
detailed variance of the resistance at electrode pairs 14 and 5-8 respectively. The
resistance decreased at the beginning of the experiment because of the heating of the
pore water. As heating continued, resistance increased when the saw cut was drying
out because of evaporation. The changing slope of the resistance-time trend in
electrode pairs 3 to 8 may be caused by the slowing down of the dry-out process in
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these portions of the saw cut. The slowing down of the dry-out process may be
caused by many factors, such as slower dry-front propagation rate into the matrix,
and moisture supply from above, in the form of condensate refluxing. In addition,
the resistivity as a function of saturation and temperature for tuff is not a simple
relationship, as demonstrated in Section 2.1.3. More detailed observation will be
conducted in the future to determine the real cause of this phenomenon.
No vapor was observed to exit the top of the core, and no water was collected in
the bottle. The temperature in the core has been decreased to room temperature for
at least 350 hours, but no change in the electrical resistance, which would indicate
re-wetting, has been observed. Future tests to verify the current observations will be
conducted. Those include model calculation of the experimental setup,
measurement of electrical resistance perpendicular to the saw cut, thickening the
RTV layer to minimize vapor loss, and an improved vapor collection system at the
top.
2.22 Fracture Flow vs. Matrix Imbibition at Eevated Temperatures
As mentioned in Section 2.1A, the diffusion of vapor into the matrix because of
the vapor flow in fractures may not be very effective in transporting moisture. The
understanding of how water Imbibes into the matrix during fracture flow will
become more Important for enhancing our knowledge about the coupled TMHC
processes. The purpose of this test is to visualize the fracture flow and matrix
imbibition process when the sample is at elevated temperatures. By this
visualization we hope to determine the parameters, such as fracture aperture,
infiltration rate (i.e., the fracture flow rate), initial moisture content of the matrix,
and thermal gradient, that may affect the coupling between water flow in fractures
and the imbibition into the matrix. The experimental techniques and procedures,
and some of experimental results were reported by Roberts and Lin (1996c). Basically,
a linear x-ray source of 160 kVp was used to conduct vertical scans of blocks of
Topopah Spring tuff containing vertical fractures. Water, doped with KI to enhance
the x-ray attenuation contrast, was introduced into the top of the fracture. X-ray
radiographs were taken periodically to image the movement of water in the fracture
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and the matrix. Images were normalized using aluminum standards. After the
normalization, difference images were created by subtracting a beginning image
from the subsequent images. In this manner only the relative changes in the x-ray
images are studied. AR the x-ray images presented in this report use the following
convention: darker shades indicate higher x-ray attenuation (or changes in
attenuation) and imply higher water content, and lighter shades indicate relatively
low x-ray attenuation (or changes in attenuation) and imply lower water content.
Quantitative saturation fields can be calculated but are not presented here (see
Tidwell and Glass, 1994, or Roberts and Lin, 1996c).
So far four experiments have been conducted: (1) fracture flow and matrix
imbibition in an artificially induced tensile fracture without shims; (2) fracture flow
and matrix imbibition in the same fracture as in experiment (1) with four shims of
25-pm thickness; (3) after completion of test (2), dehydration of the sample under a
thermal gradient of about 95°C at the bottom and 330C at the top; and (4) fracture
flow and matrix imbibition against a thermal gradient, tested in another Topopah
Spring tuff block that contained nine 25-pm gold shims. The results of the first three
experiments were reported in Roberts and Lin (1996c) and are summarized later in
this report. The sample dimensions for experiments (1), (2), and (3) were 14 x 10 x 2.5
cm (length, height, width). Experiment (4) is described in the following paragraph,
and its results are summarized later, along with the results of the first three
experiments.

In the fourth experiment, a dry block of Topopah Spring tuff machined from a
small block of the rock collected at the Large Block Test site was used. The
dimensions of the block were 29.21 cm tall by 15.1 an wide by 2.65 cm thick. The
sample preparation and test procedures were similar to the preceding experiments,
with the exceptions noted here. Nine 25jtm gold shims were placed inside the
tensile fracture at regular intervals. Five thermocouples were placed inside the rock
at 0.2, 7.5,14.8,22.1, and 29.1 cn, from the bottom of the sample to the top,
respectively. The temperatures in the dry rock prior to flow were 115, 48.4, 33.8, 29.4,
and 28.10C, from bottom to top. The temperature between the heater and the bottom
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of the sample was 1260 C. Even though insulation was used wherever possible, a
relatively large temperature gradient existed at the bottom of the sample. Initial
images were taken, and then water was permitted to pond on the sample. Only the
fractured region on top (-1 an wide) was exposed directly to the ponded water, the
other areas having been coated with RTV.
The results of the four fracture flow and matrix imbibition experiments are
summarized here. Figure 2-16 shows the x-ray difference image of fracture flow and
matrix imbibition In a tensile fracture without shims, at room temperature. The
fracture is located near the left edge of the image. Water was ponded at the top of the
image. The darker region represents the region where water has wetted the sample,
47.3 hours after the ponding started. The roughly V-shaped wetted rjegion, with the
tip of the "V" at the front of the fracture flow, is very similar to that of fracture flow
in a block of plaster of Paris with 25-pm shims that had been used as a test of
analytical approaches of fracture/matrix interactions (Fig. 2-17). The matrix
permeability of the tuff is about 3 orders of magnitude less than that of the plaster of
,XNow, Paris. The result of this experiment Indicates that fracture flow and matrix

imbibition in an unshimmed tensile fracture in tuff is qualitatively similar to that
in a material with a higher permeability matrix that contains a fracture with greater
aperture. Figure 2-18 shows a sequence of x-ray difference images of fracture flow
and matrix imbibition in the same fracture shown in Fig. 2-16, except that four gold
shims of 25utm thickness were placed in the fracture. The test was also conducted at
room temperature. There is no V-shaped wetted region, as seen in Figs. 2-16 and
2-17. Water flowed through the fracture within a couple of minutes (Fig. 2-18a), then
matrix Imbibition began. The Imbibition into the matrix was faster on the right side
of the sample as compared to the left side. This is more evident at longer times
(Fig. 2-18). Examination of the fractured sample after the experiment revealed
pumice fragments near the areas where lateral Iiribition was the fastest. Small
microfractures around the edges of these fragments are believed responsible for the
enhanced lateral imbibition.
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The larger fracture aperture changed significantly both the volume of flow
through the fracture and the rate and amount of imbibition into the matrix. These
effects are being studied further because they have bearing on models of repository
performance.
Figure 2-19 shows the movement of the wetting front versus the square root of
time for three locations: within the fracture (-1/3 the distance from the top of the
sample on both sides of the fracture) and the top of the sample (-3.5 an from the left
edge of the sample). The wetting front was arbitrarily defined as 75-80% saturated.
The large variability in matrix Imbibition Is evident in this figure. The imbibition
from ponded water on top of the sample was slowed considerably by a relatively
impermeable crystal-lined cavity (low attenuation region-may be porous area)
-1 cm beneath the surface. After an initial time lag, all three locations are linear
with respect to timel/ 2 . The slope of this line Is related to permeability.
Figure 2-20 shows the x-ray image of the drying process of the sample as in
experiment (2) after the infiltration had totally wetted the sample. Again, as in the
previous experiment, the fracture had four shims of 25jim thickness within it. The
drying was created by using a heater at the bottom of the sample to maintain the
temperature there at about 950 C, while the temperature at the top of the block was
about 300 C. The image shows that the fracture was dried out within hours after the
heater was turned on. A darker horizontal region near the lower part of the Image
seems to indicate greater x-ray attenuation. The greater attenuation may be because
of increase in water saturation or deposition of Ki. Because the higher attenuation
band changed shape and moved up and down slightly during the sequence, it is
believed that It represents increased saturation In this instance.
As mentioned previously, the fourth experiment was designed to visualize the
fracture flow and matrix imbibition in a heated block of fractured Topopah Spring
tuff. Based on examination of difference images, several important features were
noted. Figure 2-21(a, b, c) shows images taken at 1.7, 73.5, and 360 hours respectively
and Illustrates most of the following points. Initially, water flowed relatively quickly
into the rock with minimal lateral imbibition into the matrix from the fracture,
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similar to that in Experiment (2). By 1.6 hours, water had flowed -16 can down the
fracture with the width of the highly saturated zone -0.8 to 15 cm (Fig. 2-21a). At
this point, downward flow slowed considerably and lateral imbibition continued.
The most likely reason for the stop In downward flow Is the existence of a low
density (ie., more porous) pumice fragment at -16 an from the top. After -23 hours
the water began to move past this region as a V-shaped wetting front The highly
saturated zone was -2.2 to 3.5 cm wide. Water continued to travel down the fracture
until -27 hours, when a narrow region of high x-ray attenuation began to develop
in the fracture between -22 6 and 26.3 cm (from top). At longer periods of time, a
circular region of high x-ray attenuation developed near the bottom of the sample,
centered on the fracture (Fig. 2-21b). Because this is the hottest region of the rock,
where temperature was above the boiling point of water, a likely reason is the
concentration of Kl (used as a dopant to Increase x-ray attenuation) in these regions.
Water never penetrated the entire sample; that is, water never was observed to exit
the bottom of the sample past the "boiling zone." Although dependent upon many
factors (i.e., hydraulic head, porosity, permeability, pore size distribution), this could
be a very important observation because it indicates that condensate will not
penetrate the boiling zone for fractures less than some critical aperture. Additional
studies are needed to verify and determine the aperture dependence. Continued
lateral imbibition was observed up until the experiment was stopped at -360 hours
elapsed time; however, it appeared that the rate of advancement of the wetting front
slowed as time progressed (Fig. 2-21c).
The results of this experiment suggest that rock heterogeneity plays a significant
role in the speed at which water flows down gradient in a fracture. Although not
conclusive, the existence of a boiling region stopped downward flow, while lateral
imbibition continued. Post-experimental examination of the fracture surface near
the boiling zone revealed small crystals. It is thought that these are KI crystals
indicative of boiling and would explain the higher x-ray attenuation discussed
above. Thus the resultant increased x-ray attenuation in the boiling region was
probably a result of crystal formation rather than of increased saturation.
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2.23 Fracture Healing
As mentioned in Section 2.12, the laboratory-determined water permeability of
fractured Topopah Spring tuff samples at elevated temperatures behaves differently
than that of intact samples. The water permeability in the fractured tuff samples
decreases with Increasing temperature. A series of laboratory experiments were
conducted to understand the mechanism(s) that may cause the fracture healing.
Those experiments have been reported by Lin and Daily (1984), Daily et al. (1987), Un
and Daily (1988), Lin (1991), Roberts and Liin (19955b), and Lin et al (1995). The
experimental techniques were described in Liin and Daily (1984). All of these
experiments were designed to measure water permeability in fractured Topopah
Spring tuff samples as functions of temperature, under various sample and
experimental conditions that included reopened natural fractures, introduced
tensile fracture, saw cut without shims, naturally fractured sample in a thermal
gradient, and naturally fractured sample with variable pressure differences
(confining pressure minus pore pressure). To understand the fracture healing
process, we also conducted tests to investigate the effects of temperature and
pressure on dry gas permeability, the effect of heating a saturated sample with water
not flowing on the water permeability at room temperature, and the effect of
flowing steam on gas permeability. In some of these experiments, the water that
flowed through the samples was analyzed for concentration of certain elements,
such as Si, Ca, K, etc. Also for some experiments the scanning electron microscope
(SEM) was used to image the fracture surfaces before and after the experiments. The
results of earlier experiments and a discussion of the mechanisms of fracture
healing were reported in NFER Rev. 0. The results of these experiments are
summarized in the following paragraphs.
The results of all of these experiments showed that flowing high-temperature
(greater than 90'C) water through fractured tuff samples under compression caused
water permeability to decrease significantly. This was true for both uniformly heated
samples and samples under a thermal gradient. Mlowing steam through a naturally
fractured sample for about one week also decreased the dry N 2 permeability
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measured at room temperature before and after the steam-flowing by about one
order of magnitude. Flowing dry N 2 gas In fractured tuff samples under the same
temperature and pressure conditions did not affect the gas permeability. Heating a
saturated fractured tuff sample when water was not allowed to flow during heating
did not affect the water permeability at room temperature. Based on these
observations and the results of chemical analyses of the water, and SEM studies of
the fracture surfaces, we concluded that dissolution and deposition of minerals,
such as silica by the water in the fracture surfaces, may smooth out asperities and
cause the fracture aperture to decrease under confining pressure. These processes are
relatively insensitive to the type of fracture surface, such as natural fracture, rough
tensile fracture, and smooth saw cut (NFER Rev. 0).
Recent study of fracture healing at various differential pressures reveals more
detailed information about the healing mechanism. Figure 2-22 shows the water
permeability of a naturally fractured tuff sample with respect to time. The figure also
shows water permeability and confining pressure with respect to time during the
experiment. The pore pressure in the sample was kept constant at 0.5 MPa, therefore
the variation of confining pressure equals the variation of differential pressure. The
experiment consisted of several parts. First the confining pressure was cycled from I
to 5 to 1 MPa at ambient temperature. Next were several cydes in temperature, from
approximately 25 to 150 to 250C at constant confining pressures (1, 2,3, and 5 MPa).
The first decrease in permeability, as shown in Fig. 2-22 at about 400 hours
elapsed time, was caused by increasing confining pressure at room temperature.
When the confining pressure was released, the permeability recovered to its original
value. This shows that a confining pressure of 5 MPa at room temperature is not
enough to cause any nonelastic deformation on the fracture surfaces. Upon heating,
the permeability began to decrease as soon as temperature started to increase, even at
the lowest differential pressure, 0.5 MPa. For the entire experiment the permeability
decreased from about 18 x 1015 m 2 (18 mD) to about 2 x 1015 m 2 (2 mD). Most of
that decrease in permeability was accomplished during the first heating cycle.
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Figure 2-23 shows the Si concentration In the water that flowed through the
sample during the test, and temperature as a function of the elapsed time. The two
x's at the zero elapsed time are the Si concentration in the virgin J-13 water, before it
flowed through the sample. With regard to Si concentration and permeability
decreases, the experiment can be divided into two parts as Indicated by the line at
-2000 hr on both Figure 2-22 and 2-23. The largest decrease in permeability occurred
during the first thermal cycle prior to 2000 hr (from 18 x 10-15 m 2 to about 6 x 10-15
m 2 [18 to 6 mD]). Also note that during the first thermal cycle the Si concentration In
the water was below that in the virgin J-13 water until the temperature reached
1500 C, and the fluid exiting the sample was undersaturated with respect to Si during
this period. This indicates that during the first heating phase Si may have been
deposited on the fracture surfaces. After 2000 hr, during subsequent heating cycles,
the permeability change is much less than the first thermal cycle (about 6 x 1i-15 m 2
to 2 x 10.15 m 2 [6 to 2 mDl) and the water Is saturated with respect to Si (acristobalite; W. Glassley, personal communication, 1995). As observed in Figure 2-23,
the Si concentration is strongly correlated with temperature during this period.
During this period permeability does show a relationship with confining pressure,
because permeability decreases with increasing confining pressure. As shown in Fig.
2-22, slight increases in permeability were observed at the end of thermal cycles
because of cooling (e g., 2900 hr). Under the condition of Si saturation, both
dissolution and deposition of Si can occur. However, the dissolution and deposition
were probably not very active because the corresponding decreases in permeability
were not significant. In addition, during the later part of the test the fracture surfaces
may be smoother than before; therefore the effect of dissolution and deposition on
permeability may be reduced.
The coupled processes that are evident in this experiment demonstrate a
complex relationship, and the subsequent effect they have on the permeability is
often difficult to fully understand. This experiment provides us with some
indication of which specific process is active during the different portions of the test.
During the first temperature cycle, thermal-chemical processes seem to dominate
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hydrologic changes. Later, when the Si concentration reached saturation, thermalmechanical processes appear to most affect the permeability. This test confirms the
previous conclusion that rock-water Interaction is probably the cause of the fracture
healing. In addition, it shows that permeability in fractured tuff samples can
decrease even at very low pressure. It also indicates that the rock-water interaction
was most active during the initial heating of the sample. In terms of modeling and
understanding repository design and performance, this is an extremely important
result and is worthy of more study. If the laboratory-observed phenomena also occur
in situ, these coupled processes can have a potentially large effect on the movement
of condensate, the importance of preferential pathways, and the effective local
permeability, as well as on other issues related to repository design.
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Figure 2-1. Percent saturation as a funcon of suction potential measured at 20 0C for threesamples of
Topopah Spring tuff. Samples were Initially saturated so that these data are the capillary suction for drying.
All samples were taken from USW H-I core.
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Figure 2-2. Percent saturation as a function of suction potential measured at 200C for nine samples of Topopah
Spring tuft. Samples were Initially dry so tat these data are the capillary suction for wetting. Samples 1-3
were taken from USW H-1 core; samples 4-9 were taken from Fran Ridge outcrop.
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Figure 2-4 Percentage saturation as a function of suction potential measured at 70°C for three samples of
Topopah Spring tuff. Samples were initially dry so that these data are the capillary suction for wetting.
Sample 3 was taken from USW H-1 core; samples 7 and 9 were taken from Fran Ridge outcrop.
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Figure 2-5. Saturation as a function of suction (atmospheres) for USW G-4. Wetting and drying curves are
shown for three temperatures. The lines are not fitted curves but indicate the connection between points that
are averaged for several samples. Error bars for suction assume 2% error in the relative humidity
measurement. Note the reversal in hysteresis from low to high temperature.
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Fracture

Figure 2-16. X-ray difference image sequence of radiographs of tuff containing a tensile fracture. No shim
was put in the fracture. The experiment was performed at room temperature. Water containing KI to
enhance attenuation of x rays was ponded on top of the sample. A roughly V-shape wetting front was
observed at 47.5 hours.
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Figure 2,17. Fracture flow and matrix imbibition in plaster of Paris. Liquid containing dye was ponded on
top of the sample and flowed into the fracture. The fracture was held open by 25-pSm gold shims. The lines
indicate the progress of the wetting front as a function of time (hours).
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(c) 70.0 hours
I_

Figure 2-18. X-ray difference image sequence of radiographs of tuff containing a tensile fracture. Four 2-jim
gold shims held the fracture open. The experiment was performed at room temperature. Water containing K!
to enhance attenuation of x rays was ponded on top of the sample. The elapsed time of each image is (a) 0.03,
(b) 2.0, and (c) 70.0 hours. Darker shades represent a large change in attenuation (the addition of water from
the first radiograph). The spots on the right side of the images are holes that were plugged with RTV after the
start of the experiment. (a) After 0.03 hours, water had already flowed the length of the fracture. (b) At later
times, 2.0 hours, water began to imbibe laterally into the matrix. (c) After 70 hours the non-uniformity of
matrix imbibition is evident (see text).
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Figure 2-19. Tracking of the wetting front in the experiment shown in Fig. 2-18 plotted as distance (mmn) vs
the square root of time for three separate locations. The different slope of each line indicates difference
imbibition rates for each location, demonstrating the heterogeneity of the rock.

Figure 2-20. X-ray radiography image of the dry-out of the same fracture as in Fig. 2-18 after it was wetted.
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Figure 2-21. X-ray difference image sequence of radiographs of tuff containing a natural fracture. Nine 25pn gold shims held the fracture open. The sample was initially heated (faint traces of the thermocouples can
be seen) to above boiling at the bottom of the sample. The top of the sample was approximately 28°C. Water
was ponded on top of the sample near the fracture only (as opposed to the entire sample top). Water quickly
flowed into the fracture (similar to the unheated experiment in Fig. 2-18) after which the progress of the
fracture flow slowed, shown in (a) 1.73 hours. The point at which flow slowed was found to be a relatively
porous low x-ray attenuation region intersected by the fracture. At greater times, flow eventually proceeded
past this region (after -23 hours). There was also considerable lateral imbibition by this time. (b) Shows
progress of fluid after 735 hours. The darkest region indicates the porous region now highly saturated. At
the bottom of the sample centered on the fracture is a second dark region. This is interpreted as a region of
high attenuation because of KI precipitation during boiling. (c) At 360 hours, water continued to imbibe
laterally but never penetrated past the bottom of the sample.
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Figure 2-22. Permeability, confining pressure, and temperature of tuff containing a single fracture as a
function of elapsed time. The vertical line at 2000 hr is explained in the text.
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Figure 2-23. Si concentration at selected times during the experiment. Temperature of the experiment is also
shown. During the initial pressure and heating cycles before 2000 hr. the Si concentration is relatively low.
This is the period of the largest decrease in permeability. After 2000 hr, Si concentration is correlated with
temperature (and is saturated with respect to a-cristobalite). Only a small decrease in permeability occurred
during the period after 2000 hr.
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Table 2-1 Permeability Measurements on Intact Core Sample SPC00504573.4
Temperatre,

Caning Pessure,

'IC

oa

23
25
26
26
53
53
83
91
92
130
130
154

5.06
5.07
5.06
5.06
5.06
5.06
5.06
5.06
5.06
5.05
5.05
5.06

DifferentWal fressure,

Permeability,

Wa
olD

1.92
2A7
2.59
2.61
2.42
1.91
2.02
2.17
1.60
1A6
2.04
1.61.
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0.12
0.14
0.67
0.20
0.11
0.15
0.17
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.11
0.09
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Chapter 3.0

Geochemistry

3.1 Summary of Recent Studies Concerning Geochemical and Mineralogical
Evolution of the Near-Field Environment
This section provides a brief summary of the more detailed results presented in
Sections 3.4 and Chapters 10.3 and 10.4 of this report. As appropriate, reference is
made to the relevant subsections where the detailed information can be located. The
results described here use, as a basis, the research summarized in the Preliminary
Near-field Environment Report, Volumes I and IH.The primary change between the
PNFER and this report reflects a change in modeling approach, rather than a change
in models or data. The results described in Sections 3.4.2, 3.4.3, and Chapters 10.3 and
10.4, document that limitations in thermodynamic and kinetic data, which are used
to describe future mineralogical and chemical changes, constrain our ability to
simulate future mineralogical and chemical conditions. Therefore an approach is

proposed In which general mineral assemblages ('facies') will be used to describe
future mineralogical and chemical conditions, rather than detailed descriptions of
mineral assemblages that include specific mineral types and compositions. See
Section 3.4.2 for a thorough discussion of this issue.
3.1.1 Near-Field Environment
The results of three studies are reported here that consider the geochemical and
mineralogical evolution of the NFE. Since the temperature In this region will be
significantly above ambient for many years, evaporation of pore water will occur.
One study (Section 3.4.1, Equilibrium Bounds on Water Chemistry and
Mineralogical Changes Produced by Near-Field Relative Humidity Changes)
examines these effects through numerical simulation of water chemistry changes
resulting from evaporation. This study found that the main controls on water
composition, and the secondary minerals precipitated as water evaporates, are the
composition of the gas phase in equilibrium with the water, and the degree of
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evaporation. The numerical simulations show that the coexisting gas phase
composition primarily influences pH and redox state of the pore water. If the water
remains in equilibrium with air, for example, pH increases significantly, reaching
values in excess of 9.5, while the Eh decreases to values on the order of +500 mv. On
the other hand, if the water is isolated from the atmosphere and the coexisting gas
phase evolves in equilibrium with the water, pH decreases to values less than 6.75
and the Eh becomes more oxidizing, reaching values in excess of +650 mv.
The numerical simulations show that carbonates, phosphate, Al-silicates, and Si
polymorphs are saturated in the water at very low degrees of evaporation (<10%).
However, the only phases that may develop in significant abundance (>10-3 moles
per kilogram of water) are carbonate and Si-polymorphs, even at relatively high
degrees of evaporation (70% to 90%). At higher degrees of evaporation, chloride salts
may precipitate, in volumes that are ca. 10-6 of the original fluid volume. However,
it is also to be expected that, as evaporation approaches 100%, very small volume
films of high salinity brines will form In restrictions (pore throats, restricted
channels, etc.), and persist to high temperatures due to the effect of salinity on water
vapor pressure. These results suggest that the initial volumes of water entering the
dry-out region, after the initial thermal pulse, should be expected to have ionic
strengths and salinities that are elevated above ambient, due to dissolution of the
previously precipitated mineral phases.
A second study (Section 3A2, Testing EQ3/6 and GEMBOCHS Using FluidMineral Equilibria in the Wairakei Geothermal System) was undertaken to
determine the extent to which numerical simulations could provide detailed
descriptions of which minerals may develop as the repository heats up and cools
down. This study used detailed chemical and mineralogical data obtained from the
Wairakei Geothermal system in New Zealand, where rocks that are virtually
identical to those that make up Yucca Mountain are undergoing alteration as they
interact with water at elevated temperatures.
These observational data were compared to the results of numerical simulations,
which used thermodynamic data from different sources. Employing a technique
which considers the computed temperature-dependent affinity of several different
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mineral species, it is possible to identify suites of minerals that are predicted to stably
coexist.

Comparison of these predicted mineral suites to the observed mineral
assemblages in the Wairakei rocks, allows one to determine the adequacy of
different thermodynamic data sets. In all cases, it was.possible to select a
thermodynamic data set that best reproduced the observed mineral assemblages.
Nevertheless, regardless of the data set employed, some minerals are predicted to
occur which are not observed in the natural assemblages. This result leads to the
conclusion that a fades concept should be used when describing the mineralogical
evolution of the repository block. In such a concept, it is recognized that a specific
suite of mineral types are expected to occur, but precise prediction of the mineral
structures and compositions is not attempted, since small, local variations in
intensive and extensive parameters, and uncertainties in thermodynamic and
kinetic data, will lead to variations among the mineral assemblages that may
actually form.
A third study (Section 3.4.3 Mineralogy-Petrology Observations Regarding the
Near-Field Environment; also see "Summary and Synthesis Report on Mineralogy
and Petrology Studies for the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project,"
3-volume report, in preparation) summarizes host rock mineralogy, and some data
on mineral stability relevant for near-field processes. The bulk-rock mineralogy
within the near-field environment varies with depth and laterally across Yucca
Mountain. Comparatively soluble silica phases, including cristobalite, tridymite,
opal-Cr, and volcanic glass are ubiquitous within the NFE. Limited data illustrate
that major amounts of dinoptilolite and mordenite are common directly
underlying the host rock in the eastern portion of Yucca Mountain, in and below
the lower vitrophyre of the Topopah Spring Tuff. Natural alteration in the lower
vitrophyre exemplifies hydrothermal modification of rock porosity by the
dissolution of volcanic glass and precipitation of smectite, zeolite, and silica. This is
consistent with several previous detailed studies which documented that significant
changes in bulk rock solid volume will occur during rock-water interaction and
temperature change, and that these changes may significantly modify rock and
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fracture porosity and permeability (Meike and Glassley, 1990; Glassley, 1993; Glassley
et al., 1994; Lin et al., 1995). Simplified mass balance calculations are presented in
Section 3.4.3 that substantiate those previous conclusions. The rates at which
mineral reactions will occur in the presence of water are dependent upon
dissolution and precipitation kinetics of mineral phases. This was pointed out in the
PNFER, where studies completed to 1990 were sumarized in Section 3.3.2,
Kinetics'". Since then, several additional studies have been completed (kaolinite,
Carroll and Walther, 1990, Nagy, et al., 1991, Nagy and Lasaga, 1993; gibbsite, Nagy
and Lasaga, 1992; heulandite, Ragnarsdottir, 1993; cristobalite, Carroll et al., 1995,
Renders et al., 1995) that established the kinetics of dissolution for a variety of
phases important for modeling repository-relevant rock-water interaction as a
function of time. As an addition to this database, recent results of dissolution
kinetics experiments on clinoptilolite and analcime are discussed in Section 3A.3, as
well as recent data on the thermodynamic properties of analcime and clinoptilolite.
Based on existing data, the dissolution of clinoptilolite appears to be slower than
analcime, by a factor near 100. The energgtics of solid-solutions and cation exchange
models were discussed In the PNFER, Section 33.3. In this report, additional models
for exchange are discussed in Section 3.4.3.
3.2 Ambient Conditions
The rock unit that is being characterized for waste emplacement is within the
Topopah Spring member of the Paintbrush Tuff and has been designated as unit
TSw2 on the thermal and mechanical stratigraphic map of the region (Ortiz et al.,
1985). TSw2 is a devitrified, welded, rhyolitic tuff and consists of intact blocks
separated by fractures. Price et al. (1987) report that the majority of the rock contains
fine-grained matrix regions and gray-colored, vapor-phase-altered regions. In
addition to these main components, the rock contains small lithophysae (open and
closed) and fractures, some of which are filled with quartz, calcite, or other minerals.
The porosities of the matrix and vapor-phase-altered regions are between 8 and 49%
(Price et al., 1985; 1987). The matrix in the potential repository horizon has an
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estimated mean water saturation of 65% (Montazer and Wilson, 1984). Existing data
_v

also Indicate that the fracture density may be approximately 40 per m 3 , and
predominantly oriented in the vertical direction (Scott and Castellanos, 1984).
Field, petrographic, electron microprobe, scanning electron microscopy, and Xray diffraction analyses (Carlos, 1985, 1987, 1989; Schuraytz et al., 1986; Broxton et al.,
1987,1989; Bish and Chipera, 1989; Chipera and Bish, 1989; Carlos et al., 1990,1993;
1995; Levy et al., 1996) have shown that the tuff consists of both primary and
secondary minerals. The primary minerals (sanidine, plaglodase, quartz, biotite, FeTi oxides, allanite, and zircon) were formed at temperatures in excess of 6000 C in a
magma chamber prior to eruption of the tuff. Secondary minerals such as
cristobalite, opal, tridymite, quartz, alkali feldspar, carboantes, and smectite
collectively make up a substantial portion of the rock and were formed at
temperatures less than 500TC, either during cooling, or later as alteration products.
See Section 3.4.3 for a more detailed discussion.
3.3 Processes That Will Modify Ambient Conditions Within the
Near-Field Environment
Emplacement of waste packages in this environment will modify the thermal
and radiation fields experienced by the host rock, and may lead to complex chemical
reactions between the near-field fluids and minerals.. The nature of these reactions
will depend on a variety of parameters, including the temperature of the
environment, the composition of the fluid phase, the rate at which the thermal
field changes, the kinetics of reactions, fluid movement rates and pathways, and the
amount and nature of radiolysis products. The values of these parameters will
change through time as the thermal and radiation fields decay.
Numerous simulations of the hydrological evolution of the WP environment
(Nitao and Buscheck, 1989; Buscheck et al., 1991, 1993, 1994; Buscheck and Nitao,
1992, 1993; Nitao et al., 1992) have suggested that four different hydrothermal
regimes will form in the vicinity of WPs:
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A. A regime in which temperatures are elevated, but are below the boiling
point;
B. A regime in which boiling occurs;
C A regime in which temperatures are above boiling and relative humidities
may be low (<95%)
D. A regime in which rock properties are permanently modified, such that rock
characteristics during cool down do not recover to pre-emplacement state or
values.
These regimes form because pore water will be heated as energy Is transferred
from the WPs to the surrounding rock. This heating will lead to (1) evaporation of
pore water as temperature rises, (2) condensation of water vapor in cooler regions,
and (3) boiling and dessication in those regions that reach or exceed the nominal
boiling temperature. The local heat budget will thus reflect the local balance between
convective and conductive processes. The kinds of processes and effects that may
develop are described below.
Regime A: Tenperature < Tbailing This regime encompasses those areas in
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which the temperature is between ambient and boiling. It Is therefore significant for
all regions that undergo heating. As heating occurs, in situ pore water is heated and
evaporates. Water vapor moving in fractures to lower temperature regions will
condense on fracture surfaces. The condensed water either will be imbibed into the
matrix by capillary suction or will flow along fracture surfaces, depending on the
degree of matrix saturation and the permeability of the fracture surfaces.
Within a few tens of meters of the walls of drifts within which waste has been
emplaced, Regime A will persist for a very brief period of time (less than 10 years)
because of the rapid rate of heat deposition. In contrast, rock that is hundreds of
meters from emplacement drifts will heat up slowly, resulting in the persistence of
Regime A for hundreds to thousands of years.
Regime B.: T = Tboiming. Between Regime A and the WPs, temperatures will
eventually reach the boiling point for virtually all scenarios with APDs greater than
20 kW/acre. When this condition is met, pore water will vaporize and the resulting
steam will migrate to cooler regions where it will condense. Imblbition of the
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condensed steam into the matrix of fracture-bound blocks will eventually result in
fully saturated rock adjacent to fractures transporting steam Thus, this rock volume
is one in which temperature Is essentially constant at the nominal boiling point
(-96C), and much of the rock may be at 100% saturation. Above the repository, this
may lead to a region of water refluxing In which water will cydle from the boiling
zone to the condensation front (as vapor), and back again (as liquid). Below the
repository, refluxing will not occur, but the saturation zone will be widened as
condensed hot water flows downward along fractures.
The water that condenses is distilled, and thus must be treated as a liquid that is
far from equilibrium with either the host rock or fracture lining minerals. Extensive
dissolution of rock matrix and fracture lining minerals must be anticipated for this
region.
This regime grows in volume as long as the thermal envelope around the
repository is expanding. The regime thickness varies, being virtually zero at the edge
of emplacement drift walls when the boiling point is first reached shortly after waste
emplacement, to thicknesses that may be in excess of 100 meters several hundred to
thousands of years after the repository Is dosed. This regime will be one of the most
chemically active since a high temperature is achieved at full saturation for long
time periods (10's to 100's of years).
Regime C: T > Tbolling. Regime C is bounded by the boiling point isotherm
outward, and the repository inward, and represents the region within which
temperatures are above the boiling point and relative humidity is variable (<90%).
Local persistence of liquid water to very high temperatures, perhaps as high as 150 to
210 0Ci may result from (1) vapor pressure lowering due to increased salinity of
trapped water In restricted pores, (2) boiling point elevation associated with high
vapor pressures In block Interiors, where vapor migration to fractures may be
restricted, or (3) water adsorbed onto mineral surfaces. In general, however, it is
expected that this regime will be one dominated by relative drying of the rock, with
a persistent but very small volume of water remaining.
Regime D: T < TV meax. This regime develops after the local thermal maximum
has been achieved. It encompasses rock that has been physically modified during the
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heat-up period, either as a result of mineral dissolution or precipitation or both, or
because of mechanical effects. These effects will be evident as changes In bulk and
fracture porosity and permeability, and mineralogy. In those regions where
saturation had increased above pre-emplacement ambient values, slow removal of
water will lead to decreasing saturation. Those regions that had experienced
decreased saturation relative to pre-emplacement ambient saturations will begin to
rehydrate slowly as the local thermal maximum passes. Current modeling suggests
that the rates of resaturation are so slow that it will be IO0ts of 1000's of years before
pre-emplacement ambient saturations are approached. This regime could be realized
in all of the other regimes, as cooldown proceeds.
Preliminary modeling has suggested that regimes A and B may quickly pass
through the NFE, If thermal loadings are > 100 kw/acre (Nitao, 1988). Nevertheless,
complex coupling of fluid velocities and mineralogical reactions in fractures and
matrix blocks suggests that mineralogical equilibrium may be approached for some
portions of the NFE, even under these conditions (Glassley, 1993). This work has
shown that, as evaluated using classic Damkohler numbers or characteristic times of
silicate reactions, reaction rates are fast enough to establish chemical steady state
relative to transport rates In all regions except the Immediate vicinity of
emplacement drifts, or In regions of rapid refluxing and rapid fracture flow. At
lower thermal loadings, or for certain scenarios in which there is wide spacing
between emplacement drifts, regimes A and B may persist within portions of the
NFE for hundreds of years. For this reason, the effects of all regimes must be
considered as potentially significant for the NFE.
The composition of water that may contact waste containers will depend on the
mineralogy of the near-field which, In turn, will be influenced by recrystallization
processes that will occur during the period of time prior to incursion of liquid water
(see Bish et al., this volume), and on the presence of materials placed within
emplacement drifts during construction (see the Introduced and Man-Made
Materials Chapter in this report). Within this section (Section 3) only those effects
that result from Interaction with the in situ rock will be discussed.
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The primary chemical and mineralogical effects will be the result of interaction
of the distilled, condensed water with rock matrix and fracture lining minerals. The
main mechanisms responsible for the chemical evolution of the water will be
dissolution and precipitation of along flow pathways. Water composition will also
be influenced by evaporation, boling, mixing of waters from different sources or
regions, and infiltration. The effects of some of these processes on near-field water
composition are discussed in Sections 3.4 and Chapter 10.3.
Such effects of rock-water interaction will change the local hydrological
properties of the rock by dissolving pre-existing materials, and thus increasing local
porosity and permeability, or precipitating minerals, thus decreasing porosity and
permeability. Efforts to characterize these effects along flow pathways are in progress.
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3.4 Results of Recent Geochemical Research Relating To Near-Field
Geochemistry And Mineralogy
3.4.1 Equilibrium Bounds on Water Chemistry and Mineralogical Changes
Produced by Near-Field Relative Humidity Changes, by William E. Glassley,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
3.4.11 Introduction. Radioactive decay heat will lead to interaction of rock and
water at high temperatures In the vicinity of emplacement drifts (Buscheck and
Nitao, 1992; Nitao et al., 1992; Buscheck, et al., 1993). In order to determine how
possible thermal histories will affect water chemistry and near-field mineralogy, the
evolution of water compositions over a range of scenarios must be determined. This
section describes how water chemistry may change due to evaporation. It does not
consider the role of rock-water interaction, or the role of boiling, In the
development of water compositions. Those aspects will be treated in a later report.
Evaporation of water is an important consideration for establishing the nature of
secondary precipitates that may be deposited along fracture surfaces, in rock pores
during various phases of the thermal evolution of the repository, or on waste
containers from dripping water. The specific precipitates that may develop will
reflect the initial water composition. In using J-13 well water (see below) this study
considers those scenarios in which water evaporation begins with a dilute water that
is close to equilibrium with high silica rhyolite similar to that which makes up the
repository horizon at Yucca Mountain.
The chemical consequences of evaporation are distinct from those of boiling, due
to the contrast in behavior of dissolved gases during evaporation and boiling.
During open-systen boiling, dissolved, volatile weak electrolytes (e.g., COG, H 2 S)
will exsolve from the liquid phase to varying degrees, depending upon the water
composition. Their behavior can be described by means of Henay's law relationships
which can take into account the relative "volatilities" of the dissolved species
(Drummond and Ohmoto, 1985). Rayleigh distillation models can then be used to
describe the overall evolution of the water chemistry during boiling (e.g., Arthur
and Murphy, 1989; Criscenti and Arthur, 1991). Evaporation, on the other hand, can
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be approximated as a simple removal of water from a system, with the dissolved gas
behavior expressed by temperature-dependent changes in the equilibrium partial
-pressure of the gas coexisting with the water.
3.4.12 Previous Work. Numerous studies have summarized the chemical
characteristics of natural ground waters and pore waters in the vicinity of the
repository block (Ogard and Kerrisk, 1984; Benson and MdKirney, 1985; Yang et al.,
1988; Bruton, et al., 1993). Those waters provide an indication of the degree of local
compositional variability that may be expected. As a step in determining how these
water compositions may be influenced by evaporation, a water composition typical
of well J-13 was used in the simulations described here. This water was selected
because It is a typical example of the type of water that occurs in the region, that Is, it
is a relatively dilute chloride- and sulfide- and sulfate-poor, bicarbonate
groundwater (Glassley, 1986; Harrar, et al, 1990; Bruton, Glassley and Viani, 1993).
Other water compositions will be considered as funding permits.
3.4.L3 Approach. Evaporation of J-13 water was simulated using the EQ3/6 code
package (Wolery, 1992 ab; Wolery and Daveler, 1992) by removing water at a
specified rate during reaction progress in an EQ6 simulation (Wolery and Daveler,
1992). Water was evaporated at constant temperatures of 310 C and 900C. It was also
evaporated at increasing temperatures using arbitrary relationships between
amount of water evaporated, and temperature change, from 31VC to 950C (see
Fig. 3.4-1 for the different temperature-evaporation trends used). Differences in the
relationship between temperature and the moles of water evaporated had no
discernible effect on the results. The variable temperature calculations allowed
consideration of the effects of disequilibrium between heating and evaporation rate.
These simulations were conducted with and without controls on the
composition of the coexisting gas phase. The simulations done without gas-phase
controls simulate scenarios In which there is no influence of atmospheric gases on
the composition of the evolving gases or water. Simulations conducted in which 02
and C02 gas fugacities were assumed to remain constant at their atmospheric values
(.2 and .0004 bars, respectively) address scenarios in which equilibration of
atmospheric gases with pore waters is rapid, relative to the rate at which
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evaporation occurs. Although disequilibrium may occur between water and gas,
these simulations bound the extreme case where equiulibrium is achieved, and
water pH may be most severely affected by carbonate.
Simulations were conducted with and without precipitation of quartz, tridymite
and talc. Suppression of these phases simulates scenarios in which metastable
precipitation of other phases is allowed to occur. This is consistent with
experimental studies in which the aqueous Si0 2 concentration is controlled by the
least stable silica polymorph present in the coexisting rock, and the fact that, at low
temperatures similar to those considered here, the minerals that form most readily
are those which most significantly lower the system's free energy and not necessarily
the phases that are thermodynamically stable (see summary in Bruton et al., 1993).
Although a number of other phases could also be justiflabley suppressed, these
particular ones were selected because they are among those phases which commonly
occur as precipitates in simulations, but which are not observed in experimental
studies. Simulations In which these minerals were not suppressed consider
scenarios in which the most thermodynamically stable phases precipitate. These
contrasting approaches allow consideration of the relative importance of metastable
precipitation of phases on the aqueous chemistry.
As a note of caution, it must be pointed out that the phases which occur as the
"most thermodynamically stable" are identified as such on the basis of the
thermodynamic properties compiled in the EQ3/6 database. Uncertainties in the
values of thermodynamic properties, which are inherent in a compilation of this
sort (see Johnson, et al., 1992 for discussion of this issue), make problematic the
identification of the actual phases that would precipitate during evaporation. The
phases that appear in the simulations, therefore, must be viewed as an
approximation to the mineral assemblages that would develop in the course of
evaporation. In addition, metastable crystallization of phases, due to nucleation or
other kinetic effects In real systems, may also influence the actual sequence of
minerals that would form during evaporation. Hence, the general sequence of
precipitation that is obtained during the simulations may not be the same as that
observed in the laboratory or in nature. However, efforts to evaluate the accuracy of
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simulations have been undertaken, using data from the New Zealand geothermal
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system (see Section 3.4.2).

Interaction with rock was not considered. These simulations, therefore, apply to
the extreme case where evaporation occurs at very high rates, relative to the rates of
dissolution or precipitation of rock components. Although later studies were
planned that would consider the consequences of reacting rock with evaporating
waters, such studies have been indefinitely postponed due to budgetary and
schedule constraints. Laboratory studies and simulations of rock interacting with
J-13 well water have been carried out over a range of conditions, and are reported
elsewhere (Knauss and Pelffer, 1986; Knauss et al., 1986; Knauss, 1987; Delaney 1985;
Bruton et al, 1993).
The simulations reported here were conducted using the extended Debye-Hickle
activity coefficient model (Helgeson, 1969; Helgeson et al., 1970). This model is
applicable only to systems in which the ionic strength is less than ca. 0.5 molal,
which Is approximately equivalent to evaporation of 55 moles of water from 1 kg of
J-13 well water (1 kg of water equals ca. 55.51 moles of water). Although the
simulations were carried to higher degrees of evaporation, only the results that were

obtained well within the region over which the extended Debye-HIckle approach is
valid (ie., for <53 moles of evaporated water, which Is approximately 95%
evaporation) are reported here. Simulations at higher ionic strengths, using more
appropriate models of ion interactions, will be conducted when applicable data are
available.

3.4.1.4 Results and Discussion. The results of the simulations are shown in
Figs. 3.4-2 through 3.4-14.
The effect of controlling gas composition can be dramatic, for some aqueous
species and solids. In those cases where the effect is evident, circles are used in the
figures to indicate values computed with no gas phase controls. Squares are used to
indicate cases where gas phase controls were implemented. Solid symbols indicate
simulations in which quartz, tridymite and talc precipitation was not suppressed,
and open symbols are used for cases where they were suppressed.
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Although calculations were conducted for both constant temperature and
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varying temperature conditions, the results were similar. Hence, the following
discussion and data presentations only deal with the case in which temperature
changed during evaporation.
Evaporation that occurs in the absence of any controls on the composition of the
coexisting gases results in water compositions in which the pH remains near
neutral, and the Eh slightly oxidizing (Figs. 3.4-2 and 3.4-3). In addition, Na
(Fig. 3.4-4), S (Fig. 3.4-5), Cl (Fig. 3.4-6), and F (Fig. 3.4-7) concentrations increase
linearly as the activity of H20 decreases. For Na, S, and Cl, no solids precipitate that
Incorporate these elements, hence their concentrations Increase by the same factor
(i.e., 23 times). F, on the other hand, is incorporated Into fluor-apatite and fluorite
during evaporation. However, fluor-apatite precipitates during the very early stages
of evaporation and remains constant in abundance, and fluorite only occurs in
small concentrations toward the end of the evaporation, hence the relative behavior
of F in solution mimics that of Na, S, and C1, but at a lower degree of enrichment
(ca. 15 times).
The concentrations of Ca (Fig. 3.4-8), P (Fig. 3.4-9), and Si (Fig. 3.4-10), on the other
hand, are effected by precipitation of carbonates, phosphates, and silicates as
evaporation proceeds. Changes in Ca concentration mainly correlate with
precipitation of calcite, which is the most abundant precipitate formed, after the
silica polymorphs (Fig. 3.4-11). Dolomite precipitation also influences Ca
concentration, but to a small degree (Fig. 3.4-12). P variation reflects the effects of
precipitation of fluor-apatite. Si variation is controlled by the solubility limits of
quartz and chalcedony, with which the waters are saturated; the particular
polymorph that occurs in the simulations reflects whether quartz precipitation was
inhibited.
For conditions in which the coexisting gas phase is fixed at atmospheric 02 and
C02 fugacities, the fluid composition evolution is significantly different in pH, Eh,
Ca, and Si. Because of the effect C02 fugacity has on the stability of carbonate and
bicarbonate ions, the pH is more alkaline, reaching values >9.0. In addition, the Eh is
more oxidizing at low temperature, but becomes more reducing at high
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temperatures, than for the simulations in which the gas composition is
uncontrolled. This behavior reflects both the effect of C0 2 abundance on the
carbonate-bicarbonate system, and the retrograde solubility of calcite at elevated
temperatures. Together, these processes influence the relative solubilities of
components that make up the main redox couples in the system (ferric-ferrous and
sulfide-sulfate). These effects lead to much greater Ca and Si concentrations in
solution. Ca, F, S, and P concentrations are virtually the same as in the case where
gas composition is not controlled.
It is clear in these simulations that the specific silica polymorph that is allowed to
precipitate has only a second order effect on the solution composition. This is
mainly expressed in the Si and Ca concentrations. The latter is sensitive to the
Impact of Si concentration on the occurrence of Ca-bearing aluminosilicates (e.g,
saponite clays and the zeolite stilbite; Figs. 3A-13 and 3.4-14).
In all of these simulations, regardless of the specific conditions imposed on the
system, fluor-apatite, nontronite, and pyrolusite occur as small abundance
precipitates at constant concentration regardless of the degree of evaporation. Their
occurrence reflects the low solubilities of these solids.
3.4.1.5 Conclusions. Simulated evaporation of J-13 well water suggests that the
most significant variable that controls the evolution of the water chemistry and the
solids that precipitate, is the composition of the coexisting gas phase, and whether
that gas phase is in equilibrium with the water. The most significant effects can be
seen in the divergence of pH and Eh (Figs. 3.4-2 and 3.4-3) as evaporation proceeds
with and without equilibrium with a gas phase. These effects influence total
concentration of elements that occur in silicates and carbonates that have
solubilities sensitive to moderate changes in solution pH. Conservative elements
(Cl, F, S) change concentration linearly as evaporation proceeds, since they do not
play a role in any of the precipitates that form.
Further work should focus on how these changes will be modified by rock-water
interaction during evaporation, and on bounding the range of water variability
using the spectrum of water chemistries exhibited by the analyzed groundwaters.
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3.4.2 Testing EQ316 and GEMBOCHS Using Fluid-Mineral Equilibria In the
Wairakel Geothermal System, by Carol Bruton, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory
3.4±1 Introduction. It is necessary to establish well defined bounds on the range
of chemical conditions that may develop within a nuclear waste repository in order
to evaluate the extent to which corrosion of waste containers, dissolution of waste
forms, and transport of radionuclides may occur. This information forms part of the
basis for total system and sub-system performance assessment evaluations, and site
suitability determination.
To achieve this goal, simulations of geochemical processes over long time
periods (i.e., thousands of years) are required, since experimental studies can be
conducted only for a few years, at most However, the accuracy and precision of
numerical simulations is often limited by the supporting thermodynamic and
kinetic data that are used in the simulations. One method for ascertaining the
accuracy and precision of simulation capabilities is to compare the results of
simulations with observed geochemical and mineralogical characteristics of natural
systems in which the same processes occur that are anticipated in the potential
repository.
The ability of the EQ3 and EQ6 geochemical modeling codes and the GEMBOCHS
thermodynamic data bases (Wolery, 1992; Wolery and Daveler, 1992) to simulate
geochemical changes in the post-emplacement environment at the potential
repository at Yucca Mountain was tested using observed mineral-fluid relations in
the Taupo Volcanic Zone of New Zealand. This site was selected for use In the
comparisons because of its close geological similarity to the potential repository site,
and because processes of interest and an extensive data base are accessible for study
(Bruton et al., 1995). Comparisons between observed equilibria and simulations of
field relations in the Wairakei geothermal system were used to test the codes and
data bases in high temperature (>200 0C) systems. Tests at lower temperatures have
been planned, but have yet to receive funding.
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The conditions selected for initial evaluation are those that most closely
approximate processes in the near-vicinity of emplacement drifts. Numerical
models of the post-emplacement temperature field (Buscheck and Nitao, 1993) show
the potential for peak temperatures about 2000C near the waste, and attendant
changes in relative humidity, 'drying-out," boiling, condensation, one- and twophase fluid flow, mineral precipitation and dissolution, ion exchange, and surface
complexation. The work described here documents tests conducted to evaluate the
ability of the EQ3/6 geochemical modeling codes and their associated GEMBOCHS
thermodynamic data bases to model mineral-fluid relations in order to:
1. Test the conditions and manner in which EQ3/6 can be used to forecast
changes in rock and fluid chemistry during the flow of heated fluids through
2.

silicic rocks;
Test the thermodynamic data in GEMBOCLIS and to select appropriate
thermodynamic data when multiple sources exist.

To accomplish this work, it is necessary to select representative water and gas
compositions from Wairakei wells (called boreholes), reconstruct downhole fluid
compositions, calculate the minerals predicted to be in equilibrium with each fluid,
and compare simulation results with observed vein and vug mineralogy.
All calculations described were carried out using version 7.2a R134 of EQ3 and
version 7.2a R130 of EQ6. The SUPCRT and COM subsets of the R24 version of
GEMBOCHS were used as indicated.
3,4.2.2 Fluid chemistry- choice of representative waters and gases. Reyes,
Giggenbach and Christenson (1993) reviewed available well discharge data for the
Wairakel area. Details of the process of reconstructing downhole fluid chemistry
from surface gas and water analyses are described in Bruton (1995). Tables 3.4-1 and
3.4-2 summarize the as-analyzed and reconstructed fluid analyses used in this study.
Redox state was set by the SO4/H 2 S buffer, assuming an initial concentration of
aqueous H2S of 0.3 mg/kg in WK-28 based on concentration data from nearby wells.
This assumption represents an initial test of modeling strategies regarding control of
redox in the subsurface. This initial study did not focus on phases containing Mg, Fe,
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and/or S as primary components. The latter two elements are strongly dependent
on redox state, which can vary significantly in hydrothermal systems owing to

boiling. Chlorite is the major mineral phase containing Mg In these systems, but no
chlorite solid solutions are provided for in the SUPCRT data base. The COM data file
provides for an ideal solid solution model for chlorite as well as saponites, which
are Mg-rich smectites.
3.42.3 Alteration mineralogy. Alteration mineralogy seems to be strongly
controlled by temperature. A representative set of minerals, called a mineral fades,
is composed of secondary minerals which commonly occur in a given temperature
range. The minerals in the fades occur in various combinations, called mineral
assemblages. Different mineral assemblages in a given fades can coexist on spatial
scales as small as a single hand specimen or petrographic thin section (Bruton, et al,
1994).
Mineral assemblages identified at downhole temperatures of 240-260 0 C in the
main feed zones at Wairakei (wells WK-28, 72 and 81) (Reyes, Giggenbach and
Christenson, 1993; Steiner, 1977) include: wairakite; adularia (a variety of Kfeldspar); epidote solid solution; wairakite i quartz; quartz

+

adularia;

wairakite+epidote±calcite; albite+quartz+epidote+chlorite+calcite; prehnite;
walrakite+prehnite.
The above mineral assemblages represent the secondary minerals that coexist
with the fluids described in the previous section.
3.42.4 Calculational approach. Three reconstructed downhole fluids were used
to compute predicted secondary mineralogy at depth, which was then compared to
observed mineral assemblages.
The approach taken was as follows.
* Select representative sets of coexisting water and gas analyses from Wairakei
wells and reconstruct downhole fluid chemistry by adding steam and gases
lost.during production back into the liquid phase.
* Identify mineral assemblages along fractures and flow zones closely
associated with source of produced fluids.
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Calculate affinity (A) of potential secondary minerals where A=RTln(Q/K)'
using version R24 of the SUPCRT and COM subsets of the GEMBOCHS
thermodynamic data base.
* Compare calculated and observed mineral assemblages.
Phase relations were examined with the use of affinity-temperature diagrams.
Affinity is a measure of a mineral's saturation state. If:
A=0, the mineral is at equilibrium with the solution
A<0, the mineral is undersaturated with respect to the solution
A>0, the mineral Is supersaturated with respect to the solution.
Potential mineral assemblages are inferred when multiple affinity-temperature
*

-_

curves have a common intersection at A=0. Identification of potential mineral
assemblages in this manner is especially useful when thermodynamic data may be
suspect or kinetics controls the formation of precipitates. Downhole temperature
can be estimated by noting the temperature at which the affinity curves converge on
zero (equilibrium).
Calculations assume that pressures correspond to the liquid/vapor saturation
curve for H20. Solid solutions for epidote and muscovite were considered.
Clinozoisite as used in this paper refers to the clinozoisite end member of an Ideal
epidote solid solution (Bird and Helgeson, 1980) with an activity of 0.4, as calculated
from microprobe analyses of epidote at Wairakel. Muscovite refers to the muscovite
end member of an ideal illite solid solution with an activity of 05, estimated by
analogy to illite from the Kawerau geothermal field in New Zealand.
3.4.2.5 Results: Water-rock equilibrium calculations. Comparisons between
predicted and observed mineral stabilities that will be described in the following
sections allowed us to determine:
1. Quartz solubility data that best describes controls of aqueous silica
concentrations at temperatures greater than about 200 0C.
2. Importance of gas phase chemistry to mineral equilibria, and mineral
indicators of variations in pH.
1.Q a ion activity product; K - equilibrium constant; R - gas constant; T = temperature in K.
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3.

Thermodynamic data for aqueous Al species that best describe mineral

4.
5.

stabilities at temperatures greater than about 2000 C.
Corrections to thermodynamic data for wairakite, a high temperature zeolite.
Need for better usage and interpretation of calorimetric thermodynairft data

6.

for zeolites.
Appropriateness of utilizing the mineral fades concept to infer mineral
stability rather than exact prediction of the precise secondary minerals to

precipitate at-temperature.
In all affinity-temperature diagrams shown below, some discretion was used to
select the minerals to be plotted. Phases were chosen.based on their occurrence in
observed mineral assemblages, and their extent of supersaturation or closeness to
equilibrium. Minerals that were generally depicted on the diagrams include: quartz,
K-feldspar, albite, muscovite, calcite, prehnite, wairakite and clinozoisite. These
minerals most often appear in stable mineral assemblages identified by Reyes in the
temperature range 240-2600 C (Reyes, et al., 1993).
3.4.2.5.1 Choice of quartz solubltity data:Well WK-1. Figure 3.4-15 shows
differences in the concentrations of SiO2 (aq) predicted according to quartz solubility
data from Walther and Helgeson (1977) and Fournler (1983). Fournier's data predict
significantly higher SiO2 (aq) concentrations In solution than the quartz solubility
data of Walther and Helgeson (1977) at temperatures exceeding about 1500C.
Figures 3.4-16 and 3.4-17 contrast computations of mineral equilibria in Wairakei
well WK-81 using Fournier (1983) and Walther and Helgeson (1977) data,
respectively. The adiabatic quartz geothermometer based on data from Walther and
Helgeson predicted a downhole temperature of 2630 C, whereas that of Fournier
predicted 2400 C. As can be seen from Figs. 3.4-16 and 3.4-17, the affinity curves seem
to converge more closely on the downhole temperature predicted using the
Fournier (1983) quartz solubility data. It is apparent that calculated mineral
equilibria more closely correspond to observed mineralogy when Fournier's (1983)
quartz geothermometer is used.
Ragnarsdottir and Walther (1983) measured the pressure dependence of quartz
solubility at 250 0C, and concluded that the pressure dependence accounts for the
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discrepancy between results of Fournier and Walther and Helgeson. Calculations
with GEMBOCHS are currently restricted to the liquid/vapor saturation curve for
Hl20. However, according to the results of Ragnarsdottir and Walther (1983), the
hydrostatic fluid pressures maintained at Wairakei are not large enough to impact
quartz solubility significantly.
For calculations of quartz solubility above about 200 0C at the present time, the
quartz solubility data of Fournier (1983) should be used in place of that of Walther
and Helgeson (1977), which is contained in all current versions of GEMBOCHS.
3.42.52 Impact of changes in gas chemistry: WK-72. Vapor compositions vary
with time owing to production and the partitioning of components between vapor
and liquid phases. Figure 3.4-18 shows the variation of C02 with time in wells WK28, 72 and 81. Changes of this magnitude will greatly impact calculated fluid-mineral
equilibria owing to its impact on pH. The variation of component ratios, discharge

-

enthalpy and other well parameters with time can be used to try to derive
reasonable estimates of the quantity of volatile species in the original, undisturbed
fluids. However, uncertainties persist.
Use of different gas compositions for a given fluid analysis can produce
significant changes in predicted mineralogy owing to the impact of CO 2 on pR The
greater the CO 2 content of the produced vapors, the lower the predicted pH of the
reconstructed downhole fluid. For example, the calculated downhole pH is reduced
from 62 to 5.9 when the 3/78 gas analysis for WK-72 with 258 mmol CO2/mol TD is
used rather than the 5/61 analysis with 102 mmol C02/mol TD, where TD is defined
as the total discharge, that is, the combined chemistry of the steam and liquid
phases.
Figures 3.4-19 and 3.4-20 illustrate the mineralogical consequences of using the
high (3/78) and low (5/61) CO 2 gas estimates, respectively. The stabilities of Kfeldspar and albite are largely unaffected by changes in pHK whereas the stabilities of
prehnite, muscovite and calcite are sensitive to pH, as reflected by the shift of their
affinity-temperature curves. The dissolution/precipitation of muscovite, prehnite
and calcite may thus serve as sensitive indicators of changes in downhole fluid
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chemistry. In contrast, the stabilities of K-feldspar and albite are largely unaffected by
uncertainties in gas chemistry and pH, and are therefore good tests of equilibrium
and the adequacy of thermodynamic data for aqueous Al species.
Figures 3.4-19 and 3.4-20 also suggest that the earlier, lower CO2 gas analysis better
represents downhole conditions, as shown by the fact that the curves tend to
converge more closely on the downhole temperature than in the high CO 2 gas case.
This finding may have implications for Yucca Mountain with regard to the
timing and mass of 1 4C release. If released as CO2 and in sufficient quantities while
water is present, the waters can be made more chemically aggressive if initially
neutral, or neutralized if Initially alkaline from contact with cementitious materials
in the engineered barrier system. The consequences of interactions with
cementitious materials before contact with tuff must also be taken into account.
Of perhaps more importance is the variation in gas phase chemistry, particularly
CO2 content, In the vapor phase In the two-phase (gas and water) zones predicted to
occur by Buscheck and Nitao (1993). The CO2 content will control the pH of the fluid
with which it is in contact, and thus the e"tent and type of fluid-rock interaction.
The fluid-rock interaction, In turn, may have a large impact on tuff permeability
and fluid flow pathways. Bruton and Viani (1992) suggested that water may behave
as if it were 100% saturated at liquid saturations greater than about 20% at
temperatures up to 1000 C. However, the coexdsting gas phase will have a large
impact on the water's chemical reactivity. Any forecasts of fluid-rock interaction in
two-phase zones will require the gas phase chemistry to be considered, as addressed
in the boiling scenarios evaluated by Criscenti and Arthur (1991) and Arthur and
Murphy (1989).
3.42.53 Thernodynamic data for aqueous Al specis: WW-28. Downhole
mineral equilibria In well WK-28 were calculated using two different data bases that
are in current use. One Is based on SUPCRT92, and the other is an updated version
of the same data base but with thermodynamic data for aqueous Al species from
Pokrovskli and Helgeson (1995) (SUPCRT R24). The latter data will be used in
GEMBOCHS.
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Figure 3A-21 shows the simulation results using data from Pokrovskii and
Helgeson, whereas Fig. 3.4-22 was constructed using the SUPCRT92 data base. The
convergence of affinity curves at zero affinity (equilibrium) at the downhole
temperature in Fig. 3A-21 for phases that are observed as secondary phases suggests
that Pokrovskil and Helgeson's data for aqueous Al species work quite well. In
contrast, the data in SUPCRT922 do not reproduce downhole mineralogy well. In
these calculations, measured Al concentrations were used; that is, they were not
automatically set using mineral equilibria as Is often done, especially at lower
temperature (e.g Bowers and Burns, 1990; Chipera, Bish and Carlos, 1995).
Given the above results, thermodynamic data for aqueous Al species should be
sourced from Pokrovskii and Helgeson (1995). Further simulations should be
undertaken in the range 100-2000 C to evaluate the Al data bases at lower
temperature. However, less discrepancy may be observed at lower temperatures
because the main cause of discrepancy is the log K for reaction between A13+ and
A102-. The two log Ks agree well at low temperature, but deviate increasingly with
increasing temperature until a difference of about 0.4 log units exists at 2501C,
producing the observed differences in the affinity vs. temperature figures.
The log K for reaction between A13+ and Al0 2 - from Bourcier and Knauss (1993)
used in GEMBOCHS COM versions prior to R24 also reproduces observed
mineralogy well. Users of GEMBOCHS data bases should identify the Al(OH)4-/Al 3 +
log K specified in the data base they are using, and ascertain that It is appropriate for
their needs. Of course, reactions which are written balanced on Al, such as those
incorporated in many activity diagrams (e.g Bowers and Burns, 1990; Chipera, Bish
and Carlos, 1995), will not be affected.
3.4.25.4 Thernodynamic data for wairakite. Figures 3.4-17 through 3.4-22

illustrate that wairakite is predicted to be about 1 to 1.5 kcal/mol undersaturated in
all wells at about 250 0C In contrast, wairaldte commonly occurs at Wairakei as a
2. Versions of SUPCRT have been published and distributed without data for A102-, the most
important Al aqueous species under many conditions. The calculations in this paper provided for this
species.
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secondary phase at this temperature. Therefore, the calculations suggest that the free
energy of formation from the elements of wairakite in SUPCRT92 (Helgeson et al.,
1978), and In all current verions of GEMBOCHS, should be decreased by
approximately 1-15 kcal/mol at about 2500C to increase its stability.
Thermodynamic data for wairakite may not seem to be relevant to the Yucca
Mountain Project. However, if temperatures exceed 200WC with water present,
wairakite would tend to be the stable zeolite relative to clinoptilolite, heulandite,
and mordenite. Given the uncertainty in thermodynamic data for lower
temperature zeolites such as clinoptilolite, heulandite, and mordenite (discussed
below), it is useful to have some measure of data reliability for at least one zeolite
with which to reference the other zeolites.
3.42.5.5 Thermodynamic data for zeolites. The simulations represented in
Figs. 3.4-17 through 3.4-22 were run with the SUPCRT data base instead of the COM
data file In part because the COM file contains thermodynamic data for zeolites such
as analcime, clinoptilolite, mordenite, heulandite, stilbite, mesolite, scolecite and
natrolite from Johnson and co-workers (1982, 1983, 1985, 1991, 1992) and Howell
et al. (1990). These data were obtained through careful calorimetric studies. When
kinetic constraints are not considered and purely thermodynamic equilibrium
calculations are made, one of the above zeolites is present in the computed
equilibrium assemblage at temperatures as high as 2500C, even though they are
generally not expected to be stable at such high temperature in natural systems.
Figure 3.4-23 shows a calculation of zeolite stability in well WK-28 under
conditions identical to that in Fig. 3.4-21, but using GEMBOCHS version COM R24
which contains Johnson's calorimetric data for zeolites. Figure 3.4-21 can be
combined with Fig. 3.4-23 to show the affinities of zeolites relative to other
minerals. Note the supersaturation with respect to scolecite, mesolite, stilbite and
the Ca end-member of a clinoptilolite solid solution (discussed by Viani and Bruton,
1992) at the downhole temperature of 2460 C.
Owing to this discovery, the first tests of the codes were made using data bases
that do not contain Johnson's data for zeolites. At this time, simulations using the
COM data base containing Johnson's zeolites must be made by suppressing the
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zeolites to artificially reflect their disappearance from natural assemblages at
temperatures greater than about 2001C.
The thermodynamic data at elevated temperature for the above zeolites from
Johnson and co-workers are uncertain for a number of reasons.
First, the third law entropies (SO) for clinoptilolite, mordenite, stilbite, mesolite,
scolecite, and natrolite in the COM data file are actually values for SO(T)-SO(O),
because the configurational entropies at 0 K (S0(0)) were not available. Johnson and
co-workers attempted to estimate configurational entropies when possible, and
warned that the configurational entropy must be taken into account when
computing mineral equilibria. We have not devoted effort to estimating
configurational entropies because their contribution would increase zeolite stability,
whereas the problem is that they seem to be too stable already.
Secondly, It is possible that H20 vapor adsorption occurred during the cooling of
Johnson's drop calorimetry experiments. The exothermic reaction would produce
excess heat capacity at elevated temperature (see Carey, 1993 for full discussion).
Carey (1993) suggested that the heat capacity of H 2 0 in dlinoptilolite is temperatureinsensitive, rather than increasing monotonically with temperature, as shown by
Johnson et al. (1991).
Thirdly, the hydration state of zeolites may decrease with Increasing
temperature, which would affect their stability. Water in zeolites is generally
considered to have a lower free energy than bulk water, such that water desorption
is endothermic. Johnson measured the thermodynamic properties of his zeolites at
50% relative humidity in recognition of their potential for changing hydration state.
This potential for changing hydration state is not currently provided for in the
EQ3/6 codes and data bases, however.
If the configurational entropy were appropriately accounted for, and the heat
capacities corrected for readsorption phenomena, the stability of zeolites would
increase because their free energies of formation would be more negative. However,
zeolite stability would have to decrease if errors in thermodynamic data were the
cause for the predicted stability of zeolites at temperatures greater than about 2000C.
%mu
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Clearly, alternate approachs similar to that illustrated by the affinity-temperature
diagrams should be adopted to determine the potential for mineral stability. The
calculations described in Figs. 3.4-3 through 8 suggest that fluid-mineral equilibria
determined in this manner agree well with observed mineralogy.
3.4.2.5.7 Veinlvug vs. matrix mineralogy and mineral assemblages. Alteration
mineralogy at Wairakei is controlled strongly by temperature in veins and vugs,
and by both temperature and mineralogy in the matrix. Replacement minerals in
the matrix are controlled in identity, morphology and location by the primary
mineralogy. That is, replacement mineralogy is controlled by the dissolving phase;
the components of the dissolving mineral tend to re-precipitate as secondary
minerals next to the dissolving grain. This link is much weaker or non-existent, in
vein- and vug-fills.
The stabilities of fracture-, vein- and vug-filling minerals are controlled by
solution composition and temperature with apparently limited control by the
matrix. Alteration minerals in veins and vugs are the same as those found as
replacement minerals in the matrix, but they occur in assemblages composed of
fewer phases. It is striking that vein and vug fills, which obviously have precipitated
from solution, are characterized by one to three secondary minerals, fewer than the
number of different replacement minerals in the matrix as a whole. The above
findings suggest that the fractures, veins and vugs represent fluid-dominated
systems, whereas the matrix represents a rock-dominated system.
Petrographic observations suggest that the minerals replacing plagioclase in the
matrix are those that commonly comprise fracture/vein/vug mineralogy; both
seem to be Ca-dominated systems. At this time, our working hypothesis is that vein
mineralogy is controlled mainly by fluid chemistry in the flowing system with
negligible interaction with the host rock. The number of fracture-filling minerals
may be controlled by the phase rule for mobile components.
In the post-emplacement environment at Yucca Mountain, replacement
mineralogy in the matrix would be expected to be controlled by temperature and
primary mineralogy, provided sufficient water Is present to effect such changes,
whereas the stability of minerals along flow paths such as fractures would be
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controlled by the evolution of water composition as well as temperature. Factors
that could effect impact water composition include boiling/condensation,
interactions with cemnentitious and other manufactured materials including metal
waste package components, and so on.
The degree of mass transfer between matrix and fractures in the New Zealand
systems should be evaluated. If there is little chemical exchange between the matrix
and fractures, mineral dissolution/precipitation during fluid flow in coupled
hydrogeochemical models can be simulated much more simply because diffusion to
and from the matrix does not have to be considered.
3A.2.6 Conclusions. Vein and matrix minerals are predicted to be in equilibrium
with subsurface fluids at downhole temperatures greater than 2400 C. The proximity
of a variety of minerals to equilibrium suggests that small differences in fluid
chemistry, temperature or pressure can significantly impact mineral assemblages.
This might account for the wide variety of mineral assemblages observed at
Wairakel.
The SUPCRT92 data base, combined with the data of Pokrovskil and Helgeson
(1995) for aqueous Al species describes, equilibrium relations between measured Al
concentrations and observed mineral equilibria better than data in the current
SUPCRT92 data base. Observed changes in the stability of calcite, prehnite and illite
(muscovite) can be indicative of changes in the gas content of the downhole fluid.
Feldspar stabilities are largely independent of pH provided that pH values do not
deviate greatly from neutrality.
Quartz solubility data from Fournier (1983) describe observed mineral
assemblages better than data from Walther and Helgeson (1977). The free energy
of wairakite from Helgeson et al. (1978) should be decreased by approximately
1-1.5 kcal/mole at about 2508 C. Additional work is required to determine why
calorimetric data for clinoptilolite, stilbite and other zeolites from Johnson and coworkers appear to overestimate the stability of these minerals at elevated
temperature.
Fluid-mineral interactions at temperatures >2000 C are generally believed to be
controlled by equilibrium, and so were chosen as the'starting point for the EQ3/6
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code and data base tests. This assumption is supported by the excellent convergence
observed for computed and observed assemblages. Further studies should focus on
fluid-mineral reactions In the temperature range of about 100-2000 C at the Wairakei
and Kawerau geothermal fields. Zeolites such as mordenite, dachiardite and
clinoptilolite have been identified in this temperature interval. Extension of the
tests to lower temperature allows us to address the controls of kinetics vs.
equilibrium on mineral stability, and to determine the stability of zeolites similar to
those found at Yucca Mountain.
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3.4.3 Mineralogy-Petrology Observations Regarding the Near-Field Environment, by
David L. Bish, J. William Carey, Schon S. Levy and Steve J. Chipera, Los
Alamos National Laboratory
3.4.3.1 Introduction. In order to model accurately the short- and long-term
effects of repository-induced heating on the properties of rocks in the near-field
environment (NFE) at Yucca Mountain, an understanding of the host rock
mineralogy, past mass transfer In the host rocks, and the anticipated changes in
mineral and glass stability due to emplacement of high-level radioactive waste are
required. Bish and Chipera (1989) compiled a summary of mineral distributions
with depth in drill holes at Yucca Mountain using available non-Q core. A more
recent report (Chipera et al., 1995b) has provided similar mineralogical information
using Q core. Levy (1991) and Levy and ONeil (1989) described the application of
petrologic and isotopic methods to the understanding of past mass transfer in the
host rocks. A large amount of research has been conducted on the effects of
repository-induced heating on the long-term stability of minerals and glasses in the
near-field environment. This includes studies of the dehydration behavior of days
and zeolites in tuffs (Bish, 1984, 1988a, 1988b, Kranz et al., 1989; Carey and Bish, 1994,
1996; Chipera et al., 1994) and on the hydrothermal stability of tuffs (Blacic et al,
1986; Duffy, 1983a, 1983b, 1993). The data reported here from drill holes USW NRG-6
and UE-25 UZ#16 are the only Q data available; all other mineralogical data are nonQ as they were obtained from non-Q core and cuttings.
3.4.3.2 Host Rock Mineralogy. The discussion of host-rock mineralogy will be
confined primarily to portions of Yucca Mountain most likely to experience
repository-induced conditions departing significantly from ambient conditions. This
region consists primarily of the Topopah Spring Tuff and the underlying Calico
Hills Formation within the repository exploration block (Fig. 3A-24).
3.43.2.1 MineralogicalData. The thin but hydrologically important upper
vitrophyre of the Topopah Spring Tuff lies beneath the nonwelded Paintbrush
bedded tuffs. This vitrophyre has a significant hydrologic effect despite its meager
thickness (3-7 m) because it is the greatest single barrier to downward recharge into
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the unsaturated zone (Flint et al., 1993).
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One of the important features examined in this vitrophyre across Yucca
Mountain has been the extent of alteration, indicating whether this glassy barrier
has been compromised by 12 Myr of potential recharge into the unsaturated zone.
The upper vitrophyre is composed primarily of unaltered volcanic glass. There is
some noteworthy alteration of up to 11% smectite in the glassy portions. More
detailed sampling in drill hole UE-25 UZ#16 showed that the upper vitrophyre has
been altered significantly by past fluid flow, with up to 18% smectite and 18%
dlinoptilolite-group zeolite.
The clinoptilolite-group zeolites in this zone have 020:200 intensity ratios
indicative of heulandite. To confirm the Identification of heulandite, aliquots of
samples from drill hole UE-25 UZ#16 were heated overnight at 4000 C and 5500C.
The samples were analyzed by X-ray diffraction after each heating to determine if the
structure had collapsed as expected for heulandite (Mumpton, 1960; Alietti, 1972).
Although heating produced significant collapse, the structure was not completely
destroyed below 3500 C as expected for a "type 1" heulandite (Mumpton, 1960).
Likewise, the zeolite cannot be a pure dinoptilolite which should remain stable to
temperatures in excess of 7000C.

The amount of collapse observed suggests that the zeolite in these samples is
either a mixture of heulandite with minor clinoptilolite, or it is strcturally and
compositionally an intermediate "type 2T' heulandite (Alietti, 1972). The presence of
zeolites and smectite in this zone suggests "ponded" alteration above the relatively
impermeable upper vitrophyre, it is, however, impossible, given existing data, to
determine whether the extent of alteration in the upper Topopah vitrophyre is
variable across Yucca Mountain. If such variability could be documented, it might
then be possible to map those portions of the mountain where recharge has been,
and is likely to be, concentrated.
The restriction of zeolites to the thin interval above the upper vitrophyre of the
Topopah Spring Tuff, and the identification of a heulandite component in these
zeolites associated with abundant cristobalite, may indicate a very early episode of
zeolitization during initial heat loss from the underlying vitrophyre. This
interpretation is in accord with studies of the lower vitrophyre of the Topopah
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Spring Tuff, where the formation of heulandite at the margin of the vitrophyre is
related to the moderate-temperature events that occurred with late-stage cooling of
the tuff (Levy and ONeil, 1989).
One of the inferences that can be drawn from this interpretation is that the
zeolitization observed sporadically above the upper vitrophyre of the Topopah
Spring Tuff does not represent any significant accumulation of water over the last
12 million years. This inference should be considered critically In further studies of
mineralogy from this interval, for although the occurrences of heulandite-aboveglass are similar in both the lower and upper Topopah Spring vitrophyres, the
alteration setting is quite different. Heulandite formation in the lower vitrophyre is
associated with passage from the overlying devitrification front Into the vitrophyre,
whereas the heulandite that formed above the upper vitrophyre marks a boundary
between two vitric zones (welded and nonwelded) with markedly different porosity
and transmissivity. It is also possible that the formation of this upper zeolitic zone
was favored by the presence of minor amounts of perched water captured due to the
low permeability of the underlying upper vitrophyre. Whatever the timing and
.-awl

mode of heulandite formation above the upper vitrophyre, the upper vitrophyre
Itself is remarkably unaltered, indicating little water/rock interaction in this
relatively Impermeable interval since tuff emplacement.
Mineralogic evidence of ongoing infiltration may best be found in the potentially
ongoing alteration of glass to smectite and in the minor but significant
accumulation of calcite in the lower part of the Paintbrush Tuff nonwelded interval
in drill hole UE-25 UZ#16. It is important to note that the quantities of smectite and
calcite that occur in this interval vary markedly across Yucca Mountain. Up to 40%
calcite and 40% smectite occur to the north in USW G-2, and 40% smectite but only a
trace of calcite occur in UE-25a#1. A possible implication of this variability is that
those portions of the mountain where recharge has been greatest might be
delineated by examining the extent of underlying alteration in the nonwelded tuffs
between the Tiva Canyon and Topopah Spring Tuffs. This Implication deserves
serious consideration.
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The main central portion of the Topopah Spring Tuff, which consists of densely
welded, devitrifled rhyolitic tuff (e.g., Broxton et al., 1989), is critical to site
characterization because it is the host rock for the potential high-level nudlear waste
repository.
The potential repository horizon includes the interval below the zone of
abundant (>15%) lithophysal cavities in the upper Topopah Spring Tuff and above
the unit's basal vitrophyre. The Topopah Spring Tuff is chemically homogeneous,
but the mineralogy is variable, primarily in the relative abundances of silica
polymorphs (quartz, cristobalite, and tridymite).
Hematite and smectite are common minor phases, and Mn-oxides are comunon
fracture coatings in the upper portion of the unit. However, within the exploration
block, there is little variation In the mineralogy of the repository horizon, and over
98% of the mineral content of the rocks can be ascribed to tridymite, cristobalite,
quartz, and alkali feldspar. The abundance of feldspar varies between about 55 and
65%, with the remainder of the rock consisting of variable proportions of crystalline
silica polymorphs. Thus, the total of the crystalline silica polymorphs is quite
consistent throughout much of the Topopah Spring Tuff.
In most cores, tridymite occurs throughout this interval of the Topopah Spring
Tuff but is most abundant in the upper portion. Quartz is often absent in the upper
portion of this interval but occurs in the lower portions in tuffs with reduced
tridymite abundance. Based on higher sampling densities in UE-25 UZ#16 and USW
NRG-6, there appears to be a pronounced break in the distribution of silica
polymorphs at between 15 and 20% of the way downward through the Topopah
Spring Tuff. This is where the transition from quartz-latite to rhyolitic composition
occurs. At this point, a maximum in tridymite abundance is reached and quartz
becomes more important.
Cristobalite varies markedly in relation to quartz below this transition depth.
X-ray diffraction data suggest that there may be a general reduction in cristobalite
and rise in quartz with depth, beginning near the middle nonlithophysal zone.
These silica polymorphs are important, because the least stable of them
(cristobalite and tridymite) can elevate the aqueous silica activity in local
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unsaturated-zone waters. These less stable silica minerals provide a ready source of
silica for dissolution, transport, and deposition under the thermal perturbations of a
repository. Cristobalite is particularly abundant In the potential repository horizon
(Bish et al., 1984), and as such may be an important health hazard consideration. In
addition to effects on aqueous silica activity, cristobalite is important in the nearfield environment because it undergoes a displadve phase transformation, with an
associated 5% volume increase, at about 2200C (Peacor, 1973).
Recent studies of drill hole UE-25 UZ#16 (Chipera et al., 1995b) emphasized our
limited understanding of the rocks within the exploration block. In this drill hole,
stellerite, a Ca-rich (Ca4AlgSi2SO72*28H2O) orthorhombic mineral similar to stilbite,
was discovered in significant amounts in the central 50% of the Topopah Spring
Tuff. This zeolite occurs in bulk-rock samples between 191.5 and 332.4 meters in
depth, In concentrations up to 14 wt% (avg. -3 wt%) and Is obviously not restricted
to fractures. The occurrence of this hydrous mineral within the potential repository
horizon was completely unexpected as it had previously been found only in
fractures from drill holes USW G-1, G-2, and UE-25a#1. Its significance in the
remainder of the exploration block Is unknown. Future analyses of cores from drill
holes SD-7, S19, and SD-12 may clarify the stellerite distribution with the
exploration block. Naturally this hydrous mineral will be particularly sensitive to
changes In temperature and water-vapor pressure, and it loses most of its water
below 2000C (Gottardi and Galli, 1985).
The effects of thermal alteration by hot emplaced waste may be most pronounced
in the basal vitrophyre of the Topopah Spring Tuff, closely underlying the potential
repository horizon. This vitrophyre is variably altered across Yucca Mountain, with
devitrification-associated heulandite formation penetrating its highly irregular
upper surface (Levy and ONeil, 1989).
As noted by Bish et al. (1984), the so-called Zeolite Interval I occurs at the top of
the basal vitrophyre. This is a 2-5-im thick interval, commonly containing up to 30%
of a clinoptilolite-heulandite mineral and 45% smectite. Alteration to zeolites and
smectite is often gradational in the upper and lower margins of the basal vitrophyre,
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and smaller amounts of other zeolites (e.g., erionite) also invade the lower and
upper margins, usually In fractures. The minerals in Zeolite Interval I are
potentially quite important in the near-field environment because (1) they represent
the first occurrence of significant amounts of sorptive minerals beneath the
repository horizon; and (2) they represent the first occurrence of minerals that are
particularly sensitive to changes in temperature and/or water-vapor pressure.
The basal vitrophyre itself is a 10- to 30-m thick zone consisting predominantly
of densely welded glass (40-90%), with smaller amounts of feldspar, quartz, and opalCT. Perlitic fractures in the vitrophyre are commonly lined with smectite or zeolites.
The perlitic glass in this interval contains from 2.8 to 4.6% water, approximately
three-fourths of which is lost at temperatures below 3000 C in dry heating
experiments (Vaniman et al., 1993).
In the eastern portion of Yucca Mountain, the nonwelded base of the Topopah
Spring Tuff and all of the underlying Calico Hills Formation are extensively
zeolitized to clinoptilolite and mordenite. These zeolitic rocks contain up to 83%
cinoptilolite and up to 43% mordenite. The primary silica phase associated with
this zeolitization is authigenic opal-CT, with minor amounts of quartz and alkali
feldspar in the highly zeolitized horizons. Percentages of smectite up to 50% occur in
the Topopah Spring Tuff bedded tuffs immediately underlying the lower
vitrophyre, but the thoroughly zeolitized rocks at greater depth typically contain
very little smectite. In the western portion of Yucca Mountain, the few core samples
available suggest that this entire interval is vitric and largely unaltered. This vitric
interval consists of moderat ely welded to non-welded glassy tuffs, with 30 to 80%
glassy shards and minor amounts of alkali feldspar, cristobalite, and quartz.
Alteration to smectite is minor in this interval.
The available data suggest that an alteration front may have been associated with
past rises in the static water level (SWL), giving rise to zeolitized Calico Hills
Formation rocks to the east. However, the nature of this zeolitic/vitric transition
and the Implications for past fluctuations in the SWL will remain speculative until
further core samples from the potential repository block (e.g., SD-7, -9, and -12) are
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analyzed. The nature of the lateral and vertical transitions between zeolitic and
vitric portions of the Calico Hills Formation is of fundamental importance to
understanding (1) the maximum amount of zeolitic tuff between the host rock and
the static water level; (2) the transport pathways from the potential repository
toward the saturated zone and (3) the potential for thermal alteration or
dehydration of existing zeolites and possible formation of new zeolites from heated
glass (Vaniman and Bish, 1995).
The Calico Hills Formation at the potential repository site is underlain by the
mostly devitrified, poorly welded Prow Pass Tuff of the Crater Flat Group. The
devitrified portions of the Prow Pass Tuff are composed of feldspar and a silica
mineral. Available data show that cores taken from locations in which the Prow
Pass Is high above the SWL and underlies vitric portions of the Calico Hills
Formation contain the same variable silica-polymorph associations (tridymite,
cristobalite, and quartz) found in the devitrifled Topopah Spring Tuff (e.g., USW
H-3 and H-5). In cores where the Prow Pass is closer to or within the saturated zone
and is overlain by zeolitized portions of the Calico Hills Formation, only quartz is
preserved. If borne out in further drill cores, this alteration-associated variability in
the Prow Pass may prove to be an important component in predicting the future
silica activity, and hence the extet of silica mobilization, to be expected in
thermally-perturbed portions of the Prow Pass Tuff.
3.4.32.2 Distributionof Silica Phases. As noted above, the nature of the silica
phases is particularly Important in the NFE. Alteration reactions in the tuffs
involving zeolites and smectite are quite sensitive to the aqueous silica activity (e.g.,
Chipera et al., 1995a). In addition, cristobalite and the hydrous silica phases are
susceptible to thermally induced modifications.
The variability of silica polymorph distributions throughout the unsaturated
zone reveals a stratigraphy of minerals capable of generating widely varying silica
activity in water/rock interactions. Earlier studies (Bish et al., 1984) of core samples
showed a crude stratigraphy of silica polymorphs In the Topopah Spring Tuff, with
tridymite concentrated in the upper portions of the devitrified tuff. It was
principally concentrated in the quartz-latite portion that was erupted from a
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significantly hotter part of the magma chamber than the rhyolite; see Lpman, 1971.
Quartz was restricted to the lower, rhyolitic portions where tridymite Is only a
minor phase. Cristobalite is ubiquitous throughout the Topopah Spring Tuff.
More recent studies show that although this stratigraphic model continues to be
upheld, the lower portion of the Topopah Spring devitrified zone generally contains
all three of these crystalline silica polymorphs. Small amounts of tridymite (-0-6%)
and larger amounts of cristobalite (typically 10-20%) occur throughout the rhyolitic
portion of the Topopah Spring Tuff. Thus, in most drill holes examined within the
repository block, even at the potential repository horizon, cristobalite and usually
tridymite are present to provide relatively soluble silica for dissolution, transport,
and deposition under repository thermal conditions.
Recently completed analysis of samples from the Exploratory Studies Facility
(ESF) suggest that the ratio of total crystalline silica polymorphs to alkali feldspar is
reasonably constant at 0.75±0.03 within the host rock. Within the host rock in the
ESF, ckistobalite is the dominant silica polymorph at 23±5%, with quartz at 12±5%
and tridymnite at 4±1%.
The distribution of the least-stable silica form in Yucca Mountain cores (apart
from volcanic glass), opal-CT, was outlined by Bish and Chipera (1989). The
occurrence of this phase is strongly correlated with stratified occurrences of zeolites
(clinoptilolite/mordenite), where it averages 18% of zeolitic rocks, and with the
lower vitrophyre of the Topopah Spring Tuff, where it averages 10% of these glassy
rocks. Opal-CT in earlier-analyzed drill cores was lumped together with cristobalite,
hence one can obtain the mistaken impression from the earlier data that this
correlation does not hold. The occurrence of opal-CT in the lower vitrophyre is not
universal (e.g., absent in core UE-25a#1; Bish and Chipera, 1989). Moreover, opal-CT
has not been found in the upper vitrophyre, although small amounts of cristobalite
occur there (1-2% in UE-25 UZ#16 and in trace amounts in other cores near the
exploration block). The presence or absence of opal-CT in glassy tuffs is important to
note, suggesting different environments of alteration. As with the potentially
different origins of heulandite in upper and lower vitrophyres, the silicification of
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the lower vitrophyre and not of the upper vitrophyre point to different alteration
regimes. It is possible that alteration was predominantly associated with the
advancement of a devitrification front into the lower vitrophyre, whereas alteration
may be largely associated with "ponding' above the upper margin of the upper
vitrophyre.
3A33 Past Mass Transfer in Host Rock Tuffs
3.4.33.1 Syngenctic Alteration of the Topopak Spring Taff. The Topopah. Spring
Tuff was emplaced at temperatures up to 700 to 8000C and probably required about
102 to 101 years to cool (Riehle, 1973). Early in the cooling period, the interior welded

by viscous flow and compaction of the glass partides. The process of welding
continued to temperatures as low as 475 0C in the basal vitrophyre (Rosenbaum,
1986). After substantial welding had occurred, the tuff in the hottest parts of the
interior devitrified, that is, it crystallized to an assemblage of feldspars and silica
minerals. Escaping gases created gas cavities (Uthophysae or lithophysal cavities)
with vapor-phase mineral deposits. The faster cooling upper and lower margins of
the deposits did not weld and experienced little or no devitrification. Some of the
moderately to densely welded portions toward the outer margins did not devitrify
and have survived in a glassy state (upper and lower vitrophyres). Localized
alteration, caused by a combination of trapped water and infiltrating meteoric water
that interacted with the rock, occurred during the very late stages of cooling, at nearambient temperatures. The tuffs were also subject to fracturing, faulting, and
brecciation during cooling.
The alteration history of the Topopah Spring Tuff have been reconstructed from
field studies and examination of outcrop samples, drill core and cutting samples,
and rock samples from the ESF. Thin sections of samples were examined by optical
microscopy. Scanning-electron microscopy, using an ISE model DS-130 scanning
electron microscope (SEM) operated at 19 kV with a Ievex model 7000 energydispersive X-ray analytical system, provided details of textural relations. Minerals
were Identified from energy-dispersive X-ray spectra and crystal morphology. X-ray
powder diffraction data and quantitative mineral analyses were obtained as
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described above. AU of the data In this section are non-Q because they are derived
from non-Q drill core. The data-tracking numbers are LA000000000024.001 and
LA000000000101.001. The record packages containing traceability information are
EES-1-9-92-5 and LA-EES-1-TIP-94-008.
3.43.32 Alteration in the lower Topopah Spring Devitrifled-Vitric Transition
Zone. The lower Topopah Spring Tuff devitrified-vitric transition zone marks the
downward change from the pervasively devitrified, densely welded tuff (Tptpln) to
underlying vitrophyre (Tptpv3: densely welded, glassy tuff). The transition zone is
an interval of slightly to almost completely devitrified vitrophyre in which
devitrification Is sporadic and localized around fractures (Levy, 1984a). In the
uppermost parts of the transition zone, where devitrification Is almost complete,
the tuff is distinguishable from ordinary devitrified tuff by the presence of
incompletely devitrified pumice clasts that have been replaced primarily by
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cllnoptilolite-heulandite. Further down, the most common alteration features are
fractures with devitrified borders up to 0.3 m thick. Some of the devitrified borders
are downward extensions from the overlying completely or predominantly
devitrified tuff.
The transition zone is an interval of variable vertical dimension, extending from
about 3 m to 30 m downward into the vitrophyre, with discontinuous distributions
of secondary minerals both vertically and horizontally. This altered zone does not
possess the attribute of thickness in the sense that intervals of zeolitized nonwelded
tuffs elsewhere in the pyroclastic section have reliably measurable thicknesses and
km-scale lateral continuity.
The devitrified fracture borders have a common textural and mineralogic
zonation developed more or less symmetrically about the fracture traces. The inner
margins of devitrified borders are mineralogically and texturally similar to the
overlying devitrifled rock, but with Increasing amounts of yellow cryptocrystalline
devitrification toward the outer margins. The outermost margins of devitrified
borders contain clinoptilolite-heulandite, smectite, and minor silica. Dissolution
cavities may be present in the adjacent vitrophyre. Quartz, chalcedony
(microscopically fibrous quartz), opal, and clinoptilolite-heulandite are locally
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abundant as fracture and void fillings, along with small quantities of iron and
manganese minerals. Minute to major quantities of erionite may also be present.
Field and microscopic textural relations show a ubiquitous association between
the hydrous minerals and devitrification features within the transition zone. The
relations indicate that hydrous mineral crystallization was connected to
devitrification during cooling of the pyroclastic unit. The observed textural
relations, together with evidence for abundant fluid flow along fractures downward
into the vitrophyre, indicate that devitrification, glass dissolution, and hydrous
mineral deposition were caused by downward movement of heated water from the
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central hottest part of the cooling tuff. Temperatures calculated from oxygen isotope
geothermometry of quartz associated with zeolite in fracture fillings and secondary
pore fillings are in the range of 400 to 1000C (Levy and O'Neil, 1989).
There is textural evidence that alteration in the transition zone resulted in the
genesis, transport, and deposition of colloidal material (Levy, 1992). Pores and
fractures contain layered or nonlayered accumulations of colloidal particles. These
accumulations, or gels, later crystallized to clinoptilolite-heulandite, silica, and
zeolite-silica mixtures. Silica products include opal, chalcedony, and cristobalite,
locally in combination with each other. Additional minor gel products include
hematite and manganese minerals. Relict colloidal accumulations also fill primary
and secondary pores in moderately welded tuffs below the vitrophyre.
3.43.3.3 Mass Transfer During NaturalAlteration. Glasses representative of the
starting materials, smectite, and zeolites In the altered rocks were analyzed by
electron probe microanalysis using a Cameca model Camebax electron microprobe
operated at 15kV accelerating potential and 5 to 15 nA beam currents. Normalized
analyses of starting materials and secondary mineral products, plus the calculated
elemental mass per unit volume for selected elements, are presented In Table 3.4-3.
Glass analyses used as input for mass balance calculations were recalculated to a
uniform 3 wt % water content. The 3% value falls within the range of 2.8% to 4.6%
water measured in Topopah Spring Tuff lower vitrophyre samples (Vaniman et al.,
1993). The materials used In those studies were not collected as natural-state samples
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to preserve in situ moisture contents. In addition, the samples are perlitic and may
not represent the water content of glasses at the onset of alteration.
Normalization of the water content in glasses, as well as in day and zeolites,
eliminates compositional variability due solely to differences in water content at the
time of analysis. The use of this convention means that chemical changes during
glass hydration (i.e., the earliest stage of alteration) are not represented in the
calculations and are not accounted for in mass-transport determinations.
Clinoptilolite-heulandite analyses were recalculated to a water content of 17 wt %
corresponding to measured values at -100% relative humidity and 230C; smectite
analyses were recalculated to a water content of 30 wt % (Chipera, personal
communication, 1994).
Mass-balance and transport calculations used published density data for
minerals. The composition of cristobalite was assumed to be 100% SiO 2 with a
density of 2.30 (Deer et al., 1963), yielding a calculated value of 0.03828 mole Si/cm 3 .
A grain density value for Topopah Spring Tuff lower vitrophyre from a depth of
369.9 m in drill hole GU-3 (Anderson, 1984) was used for the calculations.
3.433.4 Alteration of Topopak Spring Basal Vitrophyre Glass. The effects of
vitrophyre glass alteration on rock porosity depend in part on the amounts of
secondary minerals formed during the alteration process, whether natural or
repository-related. There is substantial lateral variation in the abundances and
proportions of alkali feldspar, smectite, clinoptilolite-heulandite, and silica that
comprise the characteristic secondary-mineral assemblage (Table 3.4-4). Instead of
attempting to determine abundance values of general validity, the alternative
approach taken here is to calculate bounding values for the amounts of secondary
minerals that could form from the constituents of dissolved glass.
Alkali feldspar is typically the most abundant component of the natural
alteration in the upper part of the devitrified-vitric transition zone, closest to the
completely devitrified rock (candidate host rock). However, alteration assemblages
from lower in the transition zone, with little or no feldspar, are simpler to model
and may be more representative of alteration products to be expected in a waste
repository-induced hydrothermal regime (Knauss and Peifer, 1986).
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Dissolution of vitrophyre glass and precipitation of secondary minerals Is
represented qualitatively by the reaction
glass -e smectite + heulandite + cristobalite

(1)

Smectite and zeolite, alone or in combination, were typically the first-formed
alteration products of glass dissolution. SEM photographs suggest that these
minerals were commonly deposited at or near the dissolution sites. Silica was more
likely to be transported and deposited elsewhere as fracture or pore fillings of
cristobalite, chalcedony, quartz, or opal. Aluminum was the limiting constituent
that determined the maximum amount of smectite or zeolite that was produced, so
long as no additional Al was introduced In solution or colloidal suspension.
Figure 3.4-25 is a graphic representation of reaction (1), balanced for all possible
combinations of smectite and clinoptiolite-heulandite. Input values for the figure
are from Table 3.4-3. The graph balances the reaction with respect to Al and Si, but
not Na, Ca, K, or other elements. Also, the very small primary porosity was not
factored Into the calculations.

The most important result illustrated in Fig. 3.4-25 Is that any combination of
secondary minerals produces an increase in volume of 13 to 24 % over the volume
of the reacted glass. The higher volume increase is for a smectite-rich assemblage in
which the smectite accounts for less than the original glass volume and cristobalite
is almost half of the original volume. In a zeolite-dominated assemblage, the
volume of zeollte produced is approximately equal to the volume of glass
consumed, with cristobalite comprising the additional 13%.
For vitrophyre with a bulk porosity around 1.4% (Anderson, 1984), alteration
products in principle could seal all of the porosity in a volume of rock at least ten
times larger than the volume of altered vitrophyre. This has not been observed in
the naturally altered rock. Bulk porosity in the vitrophyre probably corresponds to
the pervasive perlitic fracture system (Blacic et al., 1982), but larger-aperture
through-going fractures also exist. The wider fractures, along with devitrification
cavities, provided pathways for fluid flow and space for secondary--mineral
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deposition during the period of alteration. The alteration must have caused an
overall reduction in porosity, but this does not appear to have resulted in pervasive
sealing or plugging of flow paths below the repository horizon.
3.4.3A Effects of Repository-Induced Thermal Load on Minerals And Glasses In
the Near-Field Environment
3.43A.4. Rationale and approach. The purpose of this section is to summarize
thermodynamic and kinetic data on minerals and glass relevant to the near-field
environment. These data are necessary to model mineral development in the nearfield environment as a function of their thermodynamic properties and of the
mineral reaction kinetics. The implications of the thermodynamic and kinetic data
on the factors controlling stability of minerals and glasses at Yucca Mountain and
anticipated changes in these factors are discussed in some detail. The observed range
of mineral assemblages at Yucca Mountain as a function of depth and
paleotemperatures suggests that the following materials are the likely reactants and
products of any mineralogical reactions in response to heat derived from the highlevel nuclear waste: (1) Reactions of unstable silica polymorphs tridymite,
cristobalite, and opal-CT to quartz; (2) Reaction of alkali feldspar under
hydrothermal conditions to gibbsite, kaolinlte, illite, smectite, analcime, and/or
clinoptilolite; (3) Hydrothermal alteration of vitric units to assemblages of smectite,
clinoptilolite/heulandite, and mordenite; (4) Dehydration/hydration reactions of
clinoptilolite, mordenite, and smectite in response to changing temperature and
fluid saturation; (5) Decomposition of clinoptilolite and smectite in response to
elevated temperatures or changed fluid compositions.
The minerals discussed in detail here are clinoptilolite (hydration/dehydration
reactions, solubility, kinetics of dissolution/precipitation), analcime (solubility and
kinetics of dissolution/precipitation), smectite (hydrktion/dehydration reactions),
and cristobalite (solubility and kinetics of dissolution/precipitation). Additional data
gathered from the recent literature are presented on the thermodynamic and kinetic
properties of these and other minerals.
3.43.4.1.1 Silica polymorph control of mineral stability. Mineral assemblages
observed in a wide variety of low-temperature volcanic environments indicate that
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the silica polymorph plays a determinative role in mineral stability. For example, it
has been observed that the presence of clinoptilolite Is correlated with the
occurrence of cristobalite or opal-CT, and analcime with that of quartz (Duffy, 1993).
These relations indicate that metastable silica polymorphs allow other metastable
mineral assemblages to persist and suggest that the evolution of mineral
assemblages may be at least partly controlled by the kinetics of silica reactions.
The primary silica phases at Yucca Mountain are quartz, cristobalite, tridymite,
and opal-CT. The ground water sampled at Yucca Mountain and vicinity is generally
supersaturated with respect to quartz and cristobalite, with an aqueous silica activity
between amorphous silica and opal-CT solubility. The equilibrium silica polymorph
is quartz. Because the solutions are saturated or even supersaturated with respect to
cristobalite, there is no thermodynamic driving force for the dissolution of
cristobalite, even though it is metastable with respect to quartz. In such aqueous
systems, the primary thermodynamic driving force is for the precipitation of quartz.

~

Therefore, the rate-limiting step for the conversion of cristobalite to quartz appears
to be the precipitation of quartz. As quartz precipitates, the aqueous silica content
decreases, and then some cristobalite can dissolve. This is consistent with the model
presented by Duffy (1993). Similarly, analcime may be stable with respect to
clinoptilolite at quartz saturation but metastable at cristobalite saturation. As a
consequence, there Is no thermodynamic driving force for the dissolution of
clinoptilolite and precipitation of analcime until the silica solubility drops below
that of cristobalite.
Duffy (1993) considered the reactions of cdnoptilolite to analcime, clinoptilolite
to smectite, analcime to albite, and feldspar to illite, to all be effected by the silica
polymorph in equilibrium with the fluid.
3.4.3.4.2 Stability of Selected Minerals and Glass
3.43.42.1 Clinoptilolite (and heulandite). Compositions of clinoptilolite and
heulandite at Yucca Mountain are highly variable, with Si/Al ratios between 3 and 5
and the dominant exchangeable cation varying between Na', K, and Ca' (Broxton
et al., 1987). Consequently, it is evident that thermodynamic and kinetic models
capable of addressing the effect of compositional variations in clinoptilolite
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minerals are essential for accurate prediction of the dissolution or precipitation of
clinoptilolite and heulandite. Because clinoptilolite is the most abundant zeolite at
Yucca Mountain, considerable attention has been focused on the thermodynamic
properties of this mineral. The work that will be reviewed here includes the
following:
1. The effect of exchangeable cation In clinoptilolite on molar volumes (Bish,
1984);
2. Thermal analysis Investigations of the dehydration behavior of clinoptilolite
and heulandite (Bish, 1988a);
3. The effect of dehydration on molar volume (Bish, 1995);
4. Estimation of the thermodynamic properties of clinoptilolite and heulandite
as a function of chemical composition (Chipera et al., 1995a);
5.
6.

Now,

Determination of the equilibrium water content of clinoptilolite as a function
of exchangeable cation (Carey and Bish, 1996a);
Determination of the energetics of hydration and dehydration processes in
clinoptilolite as a function of exchangeable cation (Carey and Bish, 1996b);
and

7. The solubility and kinetics of dissolution and precipitation of Naclinoptilolite (Maclnnls et al., 1995; Barnes and Wilkin, 1995).
3.43.4.2.2 Thermodynamic Stability. The thermodynamic properties of
clinoptilolite and heulandite have been investigated by modeling, calorimetry, and
solution chemistry. The various results are difficult to compare because of
differences in SI/Al ratio and exchangeable cation (Table 3.4-5). Note that Barnes and
Wilkdn (1995) conducted solubility measurements on an almost completely
exchanged Na-clinoptilolite that should be a very useful end-member in
thermodynamic calculations. The complete results of Barnes and Wilkin's solubility
data from 25 to 2650 C are summarized in Table 3.4-6. The Gibbs free energy of
formation of Na-clinoptilolite calculated from the measured solubility products is
almost linear in temperature (Fig. 3.4-26). A linear regression of these values
provided the enthalpy of formation and the third-law entropy for Na-clinoptilolite
(Table 3.4-5).
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3.4.3.423 Effect of cation-exchange. The thermodynamic data for Naclinoptllolite (Barnes and Wilkin, 1995) provride a basis for the calculation of the
end-member thermodynamic properties of K- and Ca- and Sr-clinoptilolite by
incorporating the results of Pabalan (1994) and Pabalan and Bertetti (1994). The latter
studies are binary cation-exchange experiments for Na-K, Na-Ca, and Na-Sr
compositional pairs. Calculation of the Integral Gibbs free energy of exchange
combined with the Gibbs free energy of formation of the aqueous cations and Naclinoptilolite gives end-member thermodynamic properties that differ by 180 to 97
kJ/mol from Na-clinoptilolite (72 oxygen basis; Table 3.4-7). These differences are
small compared with the differences reported in Table 3.4-3. Consequently, the
variability of results in Table 3.-3 reflects either the large energetic affect of Si/Al
substitutions or some other source of difference or error (e.g., Al/Si order/disorder).
As is common with many other natural zeolites, the energetic preference for
cations Is in the order K>Sr>Ca>Na (cf., Sherry 1969). Pabalan (1995) demonstrated
that clinoptilolite is enriched in K relative to Na in aqueous solutions. The situation
for the exchange of Ca and Sr for Na is more complex: dilute, Na-rich solutions
'-v'

favor preferential sorption of Ca and Sr; whereas concentrated, Na-poor solutions
show enrichment of Na In clinoptilolite. These relations indicate that the presence
of K-rich, Ca-poor, dilute solutions will result in dlinoptilolite with compositions
significantly removed from the Na end-member. In such solutions, clinoptilolite
will be stabilized relative to Na-rich minerals that do not readily cation exchange,
such as analcime and albite.
3.4.3.41.4 Effects of hydratfionldehydrafion of dinoptilolite. Hydration and
dehydration of clinoptilolite may have significant consequences in the near-field
environment. Dehydration will destabilize dinoptilolite relative to less hydrous
assemblages (albite and analcime); release significant amounts of H 2 0; have a
significant effect on the thermal budget and result in porosity changes due to
changes in molar volume. The experimental data necessary to assess all of these
factors have been obtained by Bish (1995) and Carey and Bish (1996a and b).
3.4.3.4.2.5 Equilibrium. The equilibrium H20 contents of dlinoptilolite as a
function of temperature (25-250 0 C), water-vapor pressure (0-35 mbar), and
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exchangeable cation (Na+, K+, and Ca 2 +) were determined by Carey and Bish (1996a).
These experiments were conducted by determining the equilibrium mass of

clinoptilolite at a measured temperature and water-vapor pressure using a
thermogravimetric balance.
These experiments show that clinoptilolite hydrates and dehydrates reversibly
up to temperatures !215 0 C (Fig. 3.4-27). Above 2150 C, Na-clinoptilolite suffers a
slight loss in water adsorption capacty. K- and Ca-exchanged clinoptilolite maintain
reversibility to temperatures >250 0C. Equilibration time for hydration and
dehydration of powders Is on the order of an hour, so that the kinetics of
hydration/dehydration do not appear to be relevant to processes at Yucca Mountain.
The H20 content of clinoptilolite is a smooth function of temperature and pressure
(Fig. 3.4-28), and there are no discontinuities In the dehydration behavior at the
boiling point of water. Clinoptilolite retains substantial H20 to temperatures >
150 0C, even in a nominally dry atmosphere.
The measured thermogravimetric equilibrium data were fit to a thermodynamic
function describing the reaction:
anhydrous clinoptilolite (aCpt) +1H20 +hydrous Ldinoptilolite (hCpt)

(2)

The equilibrium constant, Kideal, containing ideal mixing terms for this reaction
is:

((1- )fo

where

e

(3)

is the ratio of the amount of H20 in clinoptilolite relative to the maximum

amount clinoptilolite contains.
The thermodynamic function was determined by analysis of the equilibrium
constant as a function of temperature and composition (Fig. 3.4-29). The variations
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in K were described with an equation giving the Gibbs free energy of hydration, the
enthalpy of hydration, and two mixing parameters (W 1 and W 2 ):

-RInK

"4+^HFy(YT

-,) 3R(ln4y4+(T{-1)) +¶4+ Wf

(4)

Fits of the data yielded thermodynamic parameters describing hydration in Na-,
K-, and Ca-exchanged clinoptilolite (Table 3.4-8; Figs. 3.4-28 and 3.4-29). The results
indicate that the energetics of hydration increase from K<Na<Ca clinoptilolite
(Table 3.4-9).
The results for clinoptilolite are energetically similar to those of mordenite and
intermediate between strongly (analcime) and weakly (cordlerite) interacting
systems. The similarity of the integral values of hydration for mordenite and
clinoptilolite suggest that in the absence of additional thermodynamic data the
hydration energetics of mordenite may be approximated by those of clinoptilolite.
%"Pool

Note that the energetics of hydration are significantly greater than condensation of
water vapor.
As discussed by Pabalan (1994), cation-exchange in clinoptilolite is accompanied
by hydration and dehydration reactions. Consequently, the Gibbs free energy of
exchange measured by Pabalan contains a contribution due to hydration reactions in
addition to cation-exchange. The results described here may be used to "correct' the
Gibbs free energy of exchange data to give energetics solely due to cations.
The equation of state for clinoptilolite (Equation 4) allows calculation of the
equilibrium water content of clinoptilolite under conditions of interest in the NFE.
Under conditions of rising temperature, clinoptilolite dehydrates even in the
presence of an aqueous phase (Fig. 3.4-30). However, If dryout of the rock units
occurs, as may happen if temperatures rise above 100°C, the degree of dehydration of
clinoptilolite increases markedly. The equilibrium water content as a function of
maximum sustainable water-vapor pressure, Is shown in Fig. 3.4-30 for maximum
pressures ranging between I and 20 bars.
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3.4.3.42.6 Energetics. The energetics of hydration and dehydration of
clinoptilolite have been measured calorimetrically by Carey and Bish (1996b). In
these experiments, Na-, K-, and Ca-exchanged dinoptilolite samples were partially
dehydrated, sealed in an evacuated ampoule, and placed in water where the heat of
immersion was measured. The enthalpy of hydration (which is equivalent to the
heat of immersion in the experiments) increases with decreasing water content in
clinoptilolite (Fig. 3.4-31). This demonstrates that the energetic cost of dehydration
increases as dehydration proceeds. The partial molar enthalpy of hydration was fit to
an equation of the form (Table 3.4-10; Fig. 3.4-32):

Sp
H

A

+ W10 + W26 2

(5)

A combination of the equilibrium and calorimetry studies can be used to assess
the potential effects of hydration and dehydration processes on heat flow and pore
saturation at Yucca Mountain. A simple numerical model was used that considers
the thermal and hydrologic evolution of a thermally insulated block of clinoptilolite

that receives a constant source of thermal energy. In the model, a 1 n 3 box has 10%
porosity, is initially at 250 C, 100% relative humidity, and receives a thermal flux of
14 watts while maintaining a uniform temperature (the value of the thermal flux is
representative of those considered for Yucca Mountain). The thermal flux is
consumed by the heat capacity of dlinoptilolite and by dehydration processes. It Is
assumed that the box is porous to water vapor and a maximum pressure of I bar is
attained. The temperature achieved by the box is dramatically lower when
clinoptilolite is allowed to dehydrate (Fig. 3.4-33). The model without dehydration
reached 3950C after 844 days, whereas that allowing dehydration reached only 2500C
over the same period. The kink In the temperature evolution at 1000C is the point at
which the pores attained the maximum water-vapor pressure of I bar. During the
dehydration process, the dlinoptilolite released 1.63 pore volumes of liquid water. In
other words, the model constraints require that an amount of water equal to 16% of
the rock volume must drain away (10% porosity).
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These calculations demonstrate that dehydration and hydration of clinoptilolite
can affect the temperature and saturation field In the NFE. Whether clinoptilolite
has a significant effect depends on the interplay of factors such as: the rate of heating
versus the rate of thermal dissipation, and the ratio of water released by
dlinoptilolite to the amount infiltrating the rock unit in a given period of time.
These can only be quantitatively addressed using coupled numerical models of
clinoptilolite hydration/dehydration and thermo-hydrologic processes.
3.4.3.4.2.7 Changes in Molar Volume of Clinoptilolite. The molar volume of
clinoptilolite is a sensitive function of temperature, exchangeable cation, and
hydration state (Bish, 1984; Bish, 1995). Changes In molar volume of dlinoptilolite
may be important in the Calico Hills Formation, where clinoptilolite constitutes
from 50 to 70% of the rock. Bish (1984) observed that decreases in molar volume on
heating to 3001C ranged from 1.6 to 3.6 to 8.6% for K-, Ca-, and Na-exchanged
samples, respectively. Apparently the bulk of the volume decrease was a direct
result of dehydration. For a rock with 50% cllnoptilolite, an 8% decrease in volume
could result in the development of 4% additional ro&k porosity.
3.4.3.4.2.8 Analcime
3.4.3.4.2.8.1 Thermodynamic Stability. Natural analcime is Na-rich with a Si/Al
ratio that varies from nearly stoichiometric (Si/Al = 2) In hydrothermal
environments to siliceous compositions (SI/Al = 2.55) typical of sedimentary or
diagenetic environments (e.g., Gottardi and Galli, 1985). The analcime at Yucca
Mountain is a siliceous, sodic variety with Si/Al - 2.75 (Broxton et al., 1987). Most
studies of the thermodynamic properties of analcime have been conducted on
nearly stoichiometric material derived from hydrothermal environments. Thus the
important effect of variations In Si/Al ratio on the stability of analcime were largely
unknown until recently.
As a part of the mineralogical investigations at Los Alamos National Laboratory,
a study of the solubility of two analcime samples with Si/Al ratios of 2.0 and 2.55
were conducted in collaboration with Pennsylvania State University and Yale
University (Barnes and Wilkin, 1995). These data complement the calorimetric
studies reported by Robie et al. (1979) and Johnson et al. (1982) and the solubility
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study of Murphy et al. (1996) on stoichiometric analidme. The study by Barnes and
Wilkin allows the direct calculation of the energetic effect of the substitution Na +
Al . Si and, as discussed below, provides a basis for determnining the effect of similar
substitutions in other zeolites, such as dlinoptilolite.
The reported uncertainty in the measured Gibbs free energy of formation of
analcime varies between 3 and 5 kJ/mol (Table 3.4-11; Fig. 3.4-34). Note, however,
that Johnson et al. (1992) revised their measured value for analcime by almost
9tkJ/mol due to a change in the reference value of silica and gibbsite used in the
solution calorimetry. This revised value may be more accurate than the earlier
result, but earlier work and many Internally consistent thermodynamic data bases
are Implicitly built on the previous reference states. As a consequence, it is probably
advisable to retain the old value until a consensus on the most useful reference
value for silica can be achieved. The results of Barnes and Wilkin (199$) for both
samples (Si/Al = 2 and 2.55) were obtained by extrapolation from experiments at 50
to 300°C. The measured solubility at 25°C for the Mt. St. Hilaire (Si/Al = 2) sample is
also provided in Table 3.4-11, but Barnes and Wflkdi showed that their results at
250 C are not consistent with results extrapolated from higher temperatures.
Thermodynamic values for analcime have also been derived from phase
equilibria constraints by Helgeson et al. (1978) and estimated by using polyhedral
summation methods by Chermak and Rimstidt (1989) and Chipera et al. (1995a;
Table 3.4-12 and Fig. 3.4-34). The summation methods allow calculation of the Gibbs
free energy of formation for arbitrary compositions, but such summations must be
checked against actual measurements.
The data presented by Barnes and Wilkin allow Walculation of an empirical
relationship giving the relationship of the Gibbs free energy of formation of
analcime as a function of SI/Al ratio:
AG7ntime = -3090 +9.8(SYAI -2)

(6)
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Their results agree well with the intermediate value measured by Johnson et al.
(1982; Fig. 3.4-34), and they noted that their results are consistent with the ideal
solution model of Wise (1984) for Si/Al mixing in analcime.
The value derived by Helgeson et al. (1978) is also in good agreement with the
measurements. The estimation methods of Chermak and Rlmstidt (1989) are
slightly high and those of Chipera et al. (1995a) are somewhat better. Interestingly,
these estimation methods also provide reasonable-estimates of the trends in the
value of the Gibbs free energy of hydration as a function of Si/Al ratio. The equation
derived from Chermak and Rimstidt is (in kJ/mol):
&Gyak'me= -3099 + 298(St -2)

(7)

and that of Chipera et al. Is
AGr 1 "k'e=-3094 + 281(Si- 2)

(8)

These conclusions regarding the compositional effects of analcime
thermodynamics are consistent with the calorimetric study of Petrovic and
Navrotsky (1995) on the energetics of the Na + Al

Si substitution in faujasite. They

found that the increase in the enthalpy of formation per mole of Si was 2672kJ/mol,
very similar to the values of 281 and 298 for the Gibbs free energy of formation
obtained by estimation (Equations 7 and 8).
For a variety of common reactions involving analcime, the relations in
Equations 6, 7, and 8 indicate that siliceous analcime is destabilized relative to
stoichiometric analcime with respect to sodium end-member phases such as albite
or clinoptilolite (Fig. 3.4-35). The degree of destabilization for a reaction balanced on
aluminum of analcime relative to another sodic framework-aluminosilicate (such
as albite or clinoptilolite) can be calculated with the aid of one of these equations.
For example, for the reaction
_
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(18-3x/(1-x)) S102 aq + 6/(1-x) NaljxAlj-xSi2+x06 H20 + 19 H 2 0 =
(9)

Na6AUSi3007f2OH2O

the degree of destabilization corresponds to

1 3(

RT2.303

Ga

-x X)

j) XfG~J*J+

.eOu(3x
fx

AGP-sio2

(,3x

(10)

j-oUa7j(0

where Equation 7 has been used to calculate the effect.
The effects of a 5 kJ/mol uncertainty in the Gibbs free energy of formation on
phase relations involving analcime are considerable (Fig. 3.4-36). The uncertainty
introduced by analcime for a given reaction in terms of the equilibrium constant can
be calculated as

logK =

5000 J/mol

0C
=d±o.876)@25
=
t2303gR

(11)

where n Is the stoichiometric coefficient of analcime in the reaction. For example,
the breakdown of clinoptilolite to analcime calculated by Chipera et al. (1995a):

(Ko.3Nao.lCal.s)Al3ASi14.6O36-10-8H2O (clinoptilolite) + 3.3Na' + 3.95 H20

*

4.25Nao.SAlO.8Si2.206-H20 (analcime)+ 0.3 K' + 1.5 Ca2 + 5.25Si(OH)4

(12)

is shifted by ±2.5 log units on activity-activity diagrams commonly used to analyze
phase relations at Yucca Mountain (Fig. 3.4-36).
Thermodynamic data for analcime at elevated temperature was obtained by
Barnes and Wilkin (1995) using solubility data at temperatures between 25 and
3000 C. The Gibbs free energy of formation of analcdie was calculated from these
data (Table 3A-13). Unear regression of the Gibbs free energy of formation as a
function of temperature provided the enthalpy of formation and standard state
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entropy (the heat capacity of the dissolution reaction was assumed to be zero;
Table 3.4-14). Additional high-temperature data include heat capacity measurements
of analcime between 25 and 3500 C (Johnson et al., 1992). However, Carey (1993)
argued that the heat capacity of hydrous analidme above 250C is more accurately
given by the sum of the heat capacities of anhydrous analcime (Johnson et al., 1992),
H20 vapor (Robie et al., 1979), and a constant factor accounting for H 2 0 sorption
which is equal to the gas constant.
3.4.3.4.2.8.2 Estimated Thermodynamic Properties of Zeolites and Clays.
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Thermodynamic data are limited for several important zeolites and clays and still
less available for treating compositional variation of these phases (see also
Section 3.4.2). One method of addressing this deficiency is to make send-quantitative
calculations using estimated thermodynamic properties. Chipera et al. (1995a)
provide the most comprehensive example of this method, obtaining estimated
Gibbs free energies and enthalples of formation, third-law entropies, and heat
capacity values for zeolites and days with compositions representative of those at
Yucca Mountain (Table 3.4-15). These data provide a very useful framework for
understanding potential reactions among zeolites and clays as a function of
temperature, pressure, and solution chemistry (Chipera et al., 1995a).
3.43.42.9 Smectlte. Hydration and dehydration reactions in smectite have a H20
significant effect on smectite stability and molar volume (due to swelling/collapse of
the aluminosilicate layers). These reactions may also affect pore-water saturation,
fracture filling, and the osmotic swelling capacity (Bish, 1988b). The hydration and
dehydration behavior of smectite is difficult to model thermodynamically because of
the pronounced hysteresis in molar volume and water content (Fig. 3.4-37).
Although the hydration/dehydration behavior of smectite is an important
component in modeling the effects of repository-induced heating on the repository
water budget, the highly reversible nature of these reactions suggests that the longterm effects on rock properties may be minor. One of the most important
phenomena observed during heating of smectites is the dramatic decrease in
osmotic swelling ability after only short-term heating under steam conditions (e.g.,
Couture, 1985). Such behavior can have very important Implications for the long3-60
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term behavior of smectites in the NFE and for their importance in affecting
transport. For example, it is likely that NFE conditions will be conducive to the total
loss of osmotic swelling capacity of smectites that occur both in fractures in the host
rock and in the altered zone Immediately underlying the host rock. Such a reaction
would thus dramatically increase the hydraulic conductivity of smectite-lined
fractures.
Data obtained from drill cores taken from the north and east of the exploration
block show that the well-known reaction of smectite to interstratified illite/smectite
occurs with increasing depth (Bish, 1989). Both experimental data and field
observations demonstrate that this transformation develops progressively from 100
to 250 0C. The swelling capacity of smectite is steadily reduced during this diagenetic
reaction from 25 to 100 0C (cf. Bish, 1989, for a more complete discussion).
3.4.3.4.2.10 Vitrophyre (volcani glass). The effects of elevated temperatures on
Yucca Mountain volcanic glasses have been studied experimentally (see Chapter 10
for a discussion of glass alteration in the presence of water, and Knauss and Peiffer,
1986, Knauss; 1987). Dehydration and hydration of a sample of the basal vitrophyre
of the Topopah Spring Tuff were studied by thermogravimetry and by long-term dry
heating experiments (Vaniman et al., 1993). The glass initially contained 2.8 to
4.6twt% H20. Approximately three-fourths of the water was lost during long-term
heating at 2000C, but -1 wt% H 2 0 was not lost at temperatures less than 4000C, even
after long-term heating. Rehydration of the samples at room temperature and 79%
relative humidity was continuous but did not reach completion after 10,000 hours.
No devitrification reactions were observed during the dry heating experiments,
even at 4000 C for 10,000 hours, but up to 60% of the fluorine in the glass was
evolved.
3.4.3.4.2.11 Kinetics of Dissolution and Precipitation. The long-term fate of
minerals in the NFE cannot be determined without measurements of the kinetics of
reactions as a function of degree of saturation and temperature. These
measurements are usually made by dissolution or precipitation of a given mass of
material of known surface area (typically a BET surface area) in a known volume of
fluid. The studies are conducted either in a batch mode with continuously changing
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solution compositions (e.g., Murphy et al., 1996) or preferably in flow-through
devices at constant solution composition (e.g., Nagy et al., 1991). The results reported
below have been interpreted using transition state theory (e.g., Nagy et al., 1991) in
which the rate of dissolution or precipitation is expressed as

R(moles/m 2 - s) = -kdiss(l
s - AP/K)

(13)

where the ratio of the ion-activity-product (AP) to the equilibrium constant (Kaq)
expresses the degree of saturation and kdi~s is the rate constant for the dissolution
reaction. The parameter kdlss is not an intrinsic rate parameter but may depend on
pH and other surface-adsorbed species (Nagy et al., 1991). Equation 13 indicates that
the rate of dissolution reaches a constant value (-kdiss) for significant degrees of
undersaturation but that the rate of precipitation Increases without bound for
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increasing supersaturation. Table 3.4-16 summarizes relevant data pertinent to
phases important at Yucca Mountain, in addition to more recent data obtained for
clinoptilolite and analcime by Murphy et al. (1996) and Macunnis et al. (1995).
3.4.3.42.12 Kinetic data for clinoptilolite and analcime. The dissolution rate
obtained for clinoptilolite by Maclnnis et al. (1995) using a flow-through apparatus
appears to be anomalous with respect to other minerals and is not in agreement
with the batch study of Murphy et al. (1996). Unfortunately, the study of Macnnis et
al. is the only source of data for dissolution rates of dinoptilolite at elevated
temperatures (50, 80, and 125 0C). Their results were expressed as

R = -kO ap(-Ea/T)aH;P(1/Ke)

(14)

where ko - 2* 27 x 10' mol/m2 -s; Ea = 35.1 i 9.2 kcal/mol; and the experiments were
conducted at pH 7.5 to 9.0. The difference between Equations 13 and 14 is a
consequence of the fact that Macinnis et al. did not observe a constant dissolution
rate at significant undersaturation, but they showed data indicating a linear
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relationship between rate and undersaturation. Consequently, the dissolution
process they observed may be distinct from that modeled by transition state theory
(Equation 13). Madlnnis et al. also observed some evidence of inhibition by aqueous
Al, but were unable to quantify this effect
There is no single study providing rate data for analcime at more than one
temperature. Lasaga et al. (1994a) determined the dissolution of analcime at 800C
with flow-through methods. Their rate equation is similar to that determined by
MacInnis et al. (1995) in which the rate depends linearly on the degree of saturation:

a4 j14a(OHff)-(Gkcal ml
0

(15)

where the measurements were made at pH 8.6-8.9 and the degree of saturation is
represented by the Gibbs free energy of the dissolution reaction. Typical values at
800C for the net dissolution rate constant, log(kdiss), are approximately -11. Again,
these rate constants do not agree well with the batch study values of Murphy et al.
(1996) where rates were -11 at 250 C

In summary, the available kinetic data for both analcime and clinoptilolite are
not well constrained and reflect the incomplete status of kinetic data measurement
for these minerals. Based on existing data, the dissolution of dinoptilolite does
appear to be slower than analcime, by a factor near 100.
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Figure 3.4- The trend of number of moles of water evaporated, as a function of temperature. Two different
trends at the high temperature end of the sequence were used in the calculations to determine to what extent
such differences would influence the chemical and mineralogical evolution of the system. In all cases, the
results derived from the two trends differed by less than 1% (relative).

Moles of Water Evaporated
Figure 3.4-2. pH as a function of moles of water evaporated. In this, and in all subsequent figures, square
symbols represent results obtained from simulations in which CC2 and 02 fugacities were fixed at
atmospheric values throughout the runs, drcles represent results obtained from simulations In which CO 2
and 02 fugacities were not fixed, filled symbols indicate runs In which precipitation of solids was not
restricted, and open symbols indicate nms in which quartz, tridywute, and talc were suppressed.
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Moles of Water Evaporated
Figure 3.4-3. Eh, In volts, as a function of moles of water evaporated. Symbols as described in caption to

Figure 3.4-2
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Figure SA-4. Total Na in solution, in mg/kg, as a function of moles of water evaporated. Symbols as described
in caption to Fig. 3.4-2.
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Figure 3.4-5. Total S in solution, in mg/kg&as a function of moles of water evaporated. Symbols as descibed
in caption to Fig. 3.4-2.
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Figure 3.4-7. Total F in solution, in mg/kg, as a function of moles of water evaporated. Symbols as described
in caption to Fig. 3.4-2.
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Figure 3.4-9. Total P in solution, in mg/kg, as a function of moles of water evaporated. Symbols as described
In caption to Fig. 3.4-2.
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Figur 3.4-10. Total Si in solution, in mg/kg, as a function of moles of water evaporated. Symbols as described
in caption to Fig.3.4-2.
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Figure 3A-12. Log of the number of moles of dolomite precipitated, as a function of moles of water evaported.
Symbols as described in caption to Fig.3-2.
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Figure 3A-13. Log of the number of moles of saponite precipitated, as a function of moles of water evaported.
Symbols as described in caption to Fig. 3.4-2.
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Figure 3.4-15. SiO2 (aq) concentrations In equilibrium with quartz using
thermodynamic data from Walther and Helgeson (1977) and Fournier (1983).
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Figure 3.4-16. Affinity vs. temperature diagram for well WIC-81 using quartz
solubility from Fournier (1983).
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Figure 3A-17. Affinity vs. temperature diagram for well WK-81 using quartz
solubility from Walther and Helgeson (1977).
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Figure 3.4-18. Co 2 concentrations (in pmol/mol water) measured in Wairakei wells
WK-28, 72 and 81 as a function of time.
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Figure 3.4-19. Affinity vs. temperature diagram for well WK-72 using 3/78 gas
analysis with 258 mmol CO2 /mol TD (see text). Quartz data from Fournier (1983).
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Figure 3A-20. Affinity vs. temperature diagram for well WK-72 using 5/61 gas
analysis with 102 mmol CO2/mol TD (see text). Quartz data from Foun-der (1983).
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Figure 3.4-21. Affinity vs. temnperature diagram for well WiC-28 using thermodynamic data
for Al aqueous species from Pokrovskii and Helgeson (1995). Quartz data from Fournier (1983).
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Figure 3A-22. Affinity vs. temperature diagram for well WK-28 using thermodynamic data
for Al aqueous species from the SUPCRT92 version of the GEMBOCHS data base. Quartz data
from Fournier (1983).
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Figure 3.4-23. Zeolite affinities vs. temperature diagram for well WK-28 using
thermodynamic data for Al aqueous species from Pokrovskii and Helgeson (1995). See
Figure 7 for stabilities of additional minerals. Clinoptilolite-Ca refers to the Ca endmember of a clinoptilolite solid solution. Quartz data from Foumier (1983).
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Figure 3.4-25. Graphic representatio of reacfion (1), balanced for all possible combinations of smectite and
clinoptilolite-heulandite.
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Na-exchange Cllnoptilolite (Barnes and WilIdn 1995)

a

Temperature (CC)
Figure 3.-26. The Gibbs free energy of formation of Na-exchanged clinoptilolite derived from solubility
measurements (Barnes and Wilkin, 1995). The solid line is a linear regression of the data from 50 to 265C.
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Figure 3.4-27. Results of a single thermogravimetric experiment on Ca-clnoptilolite conducted over a series of
isothermal stages from 25 to 220 IC at an approximately constant water-vapor pressure of 2 mbar (Carey and
Bish 1996a). Two mass
at 100°C are indicated to Illustrate reversible hydration and
dehydration.
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Figure 3.4-28. Equilibrium H 2 0 content of Na-clinoptilolite determined by ermogravimetry between 25 and
218 °C (Carey and Bish 1996a). The fractional water content, e, Is Mhe observed H20 content divided by the
maximum H20 content. The calculated lines were derived by a single linear regression of all the data.
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Figure 3.4-29. Comparison of the exerimental data for K-clinoptilolite (symbols) with the calculated fit (solid
lines) for water content versus equilibrium constant at several temperatures (Carey and Bish 1996a). Ihe
numbers labeling the curves are the temperature (IC) of the experiment, InK is defined as ln(O/(1-)/P), and
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Table 3.4-L Major constituents of discharge from Wairakelc wells WK-28
(sampled on 3160), WK-72 (sampled on 4161) and WK81 (sampled on 10174)
(in mgk (from Reyes, Giggenbach and Christenson, 1993).
<1mlet
Na
-C
Ca
Mg
Fe'
Al "
IRb
Li
Cs
B
Cl
HCO3
504
H 2 S****
Si1 2
pH
TQAO****

WK-28
analvzed
1260
200
16
O035
NA
NA
NA
14
NA
28.2
2213
48
34
NA
660
82(20C)

WK.26

WIK-72

corrected*

analvzed

898
142
1A
0.25
0.6e-6
0.27
NA
10
NA
20
1530
1979
24
1S
470
6.3 (24600

1295
215
18
0.014
NA
NA
NA
12.9
NA
NA
2241
NA
34***
NA
600
83 tC)

WK.72
coereded*
942
157
13
0.01
038e-3
0.26
NA
9A
NA
NA
1636
345
20
9
438
6.2 (239°C0
I 239 0C

I 2460C

WK-81

WK-81

analyzed

corrected'

1256
182
22
0.0035
NA
0.37
2.52
118
24
25.3
2083
NA
34
NA
612
7A4(00

917
133
16
0.0026
0.19e-2
027
1.8
8.6
1.8
19
1587
41
25
4
447
6.1 (2400C)
2400C

Correcd for steam and gas loss; calculated assuming equilibrium with pyrite at TQA, Cl
adjusted to obtain electrical neutrality
"From analysis of other samples from same wells3
'" From average of other samples from WK-72
Analyzed value for all samples assumed to equal 0.3 mgfk, typical of WK-28 waters.
**"* Downhole temperature calculated from the adiabatic quartz geothermometer (rQA)
using quartz solublity data from Fournier (1983)4

3 1he previous study by Bruton, Glassley and Bourer (1994) assumed that Al concentration was
controlled by equilibrium with K-feldspar.
4 Implications of using data from Fournier (1983) vs. Walther and Helgeson (1977) for quartz solubility
are discussed in the text.
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Table 3.4-2. Major chemical components
of vapors discharged from Wairakel
wells WK--28, 72 and 81 sampled on
3160, 5161 and 11174, respedively (in
itmol/mol water)
cbnvmmt I WK.28
I I 279
I

1

8

'72

4: I
WVc-81
12
1.9

Table 3AU3. Clemikal Compositions of Glass and Secondary Minerals
GUW
U95C

Weight Percent
SiO2
Tib
A120 5
FeO
Mio
ML
CaO
BaO
NaO
K20
H20
Total

74.1
0.09
12.4
0.82
0.00
0.02
0.19
0.06
3.55
5.77
3.0
100.0

H-S 1666
smectIte

GUW 1195
heulandite

64.8
0.00
12.0
rdw
0.09
0.88
3.84
0.00
0.59
0.78
17.0
100.0

432
0.13
21A
1.57
0.05
0.89
2.8
0.00
0.14
0.15
30.0
100.0

Density, zltm

2.36t

2D00

Si
Al
Ca
Na

0.02904
0.00560
0.00008
0.00270

0.01437
0.00840
0.00088
0.00009

K

0.00288

00060.00039

20t

malefems

*n4 = not detected

fAnderson(1984)
tDeer et aL(1963)
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*

M02372
0.00550
0.00160
0.00045

Table 3.44 X-ray diffraction mineralogy of altered Topopah Spring vitrophyre

(weight percent)
Sample

Depth

Smec-

{m}e

*Itfie

Henlan-

Quartz

A

CrIsto

Alkali

Opal-

bhthle

feddsinar

Cl

- -----

-

Other
-

GU-3*
1195.7

3645

nfd.§-

-1

82

223

70±5

nd.

tracet

1299

3959

2*1

5±2

8±2

23±4

62±10

nd.

tracet

1314

4005

45±10

28±5

2±1

14±4

11±5

nd.

1666

507.8

37*16

20±5

3±1

nd.

24±7

15±7

*From Bish and Chipera (1989).
§Sn4. wnot detected.

tmica.
terIonite. Special techniques to detect erionite were used for this sample only (Bish and
Chipera, 1991).
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Table 3A-5. Summary of standard state thermodynamic data for dlinoptilolite and heulandite.
Reference
Sample
Study type

Johnsn et aL,

Johnson et aL.

Hemhigway and

Johnson et aL.

Johnson et.aL

(1991)

(1991)

Robie (1984)

Murphy et aL. Barnes and Wilkin

(1996)

(1995)

(1985)

MaIheur, OR
clinoptilolite

Malhea& OR
dinopfilolite
Calorimetric

Death Valley
JuncwCA
clino tilollte
Solubility

Castle Creek, ED
diLoptilolite

Calorimetric

Moalve county,
AZ
cilnoptilolite
Calorinmtric

Gunad
Austraia,
heulandite
Calorimetric

(1985)*
ref.state

Solubility

Na (72 0)

1-908

0.56

5.412

6.36

1.532

K

1.086

0.98

0.369

0.18

0.528

Ca
t
kin
Ba
Sr
Fe

1522
0.248
0.004
0.124
0.072
0.034

150
1.23

03

0.009
0.105
0
0
0
0.132

0
0
0
0
0
0

2.34
0
0
0.26
0.7
0

Al

6.900

6.7

5.841

6.6

8.66

Si

29.066

29

30

29A

27.34

0

72

72

72

72

72

H20

21844

22

22.29

21

24

Si/Al

4.21

GkJ/uol
IKkj/mol
S J/ni
high T data4

4.33

-38156.8

-38042A

-41290

-41176

2966.10
yes

2966.10

5.14

38124
28723

4A5

r

3.16

-37506

-39228

-39114

40646

-42490

42376

2830.32

W

modified
heulandite
CalorimRtric

yes

3068.72

3068.72
yes

wThese values have ben corrected back to a reference state based on quartz (cf. Johnson et al., 1992 and discussion in the section on anakdme).
%Idkates whether data at temperatures above 25"C were collected.
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Table 34-6 Gibbs free energy of formation of Nadinoptilolite determined by solubllty
measurements (Barnes and Wilkin, 1995).
(C)
25

kIJmol
-37577A

50

-37282.8

80
90

-369582
-36785A

100

-36633.0

125
175
200

43M75.6
-910.0
45679.0

225

-35404.8

265

-35031.0

Table 3A-7. Calculated Gibbs free energies of formation of
end-member cinoptilolite.

Na-dinoptilolite
K-dlinoptilolite
Ca-dinoptilolite
Sr-clinoptilollte

AG binr
exchange for Na

agt
kjImol

0
-7980
-925
-1371

-37506
-37688
-37604
-37624
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Table 3.4-8 Standard-state values for the thermodynamics of hydration in cation_~,,exchanged clinoptilolite with errors derived from regression analysis. The values
(except entropy) are used In Equation 4.
Parameter
Ap.i g,/Mo)

Ca-Exchanged
Value
std error
-79685
2414

Na-Exchanged
4 error
Value
Mt
-55080
3273

*-Exdtanged
Value
std error
489492
1171

AN7A, U/zno)

-120477

2232

-99593

2910

-91183

1031

U/ol/10

-136.82

3.08

-149.30

5.M

-141.65

1.86

WI U/mo!)

137070

3332

72214

34123

74649

1277

W2 U/mo!)

-74935

2129

-32111

2248

-41726

920

._xcess
signifrant figures are retained for calculations.

Table 3.4-9. Molar values of the thermodynamics of hydration for cationexchanged clinoptilolite determined In this study compared with values
measured In dinoptilolite, other zeolites, and HOL
Material
IM.f,

(kJlmol-H2 )

Aff4ry (kJlmol-H2 0)

A~Sffy (Jmol-H2 O/K)

Ca-Cpt

-3i613 ± 3.0

-76.92 * 2.88

-136.8 ± 3.1

Na-Cpt'

-29.6*3&77

-74.19 * 346

-149.3 5.0

-2553* 1.37

-67.78 * 1.25

-141.7± 1.9

Sodlc-Cpt

nd.

.65.5

n~d.

Na-Cpt 3

nd.

-66.1

nAl.

K04

-8.57

-44.02

-118.9

CordieriteS

-9.5

-41.8

-108:2

-44.9

-84.9

-133.8

-33.5

-73.8

-134.8

KICptl
2

Analdne

6

Mordernte7
t hsstudy.

Uncertainties are derived from the standard errors of thi

egression coefficients.
2johnson et a. (1991) adiabatic and solution calorimetry.
SBarrer and Cram (1971) immersion calorimetry.
4 Roble etal. (1979) condensation
of water vapor.
8 Carey (1995) phase equilibria.
65ohnson etal. (1982) adiabatic and solution calorimetry.
7 Johnson et al.(1992 ) adiabatic
and solution calorimetry.
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Table 3.4-10. Parameters for the calculation of the
%.~ partial and Integral molar enthalpy of hydration from
calorimetric data (cal). Also Included are the less
accurate values derived from the thermogravimetrlc
experiments (TGA).
W,

WI

Jimol

Clnoptilolite
CIL (Cal)
Na (Cal)
K (Ca!)

J/mol
-95274
-94760

Ca CTGA)

-120477

Na CrGA)
K(TGA)

-99593
-91183

-99161

34169 ------- 14400
66112
-19468
100460
-52575
-74935
1370706
72214
-32111
74649
41726

__

A#M
kJ/mol
-73.4
.68.2
-66.5
-76.9
-74.2
-67.8

Table 3A4-11 Standard-state Gibbs free energy of formation of analcime from the

elements determined from calorimetric and solubility measurements.
Sample
Mt. St. Hilaire
Table Mountain
Mt. St Hilaire
Mt. St. Hilalre
Skookumehuck
Skookumchuck
Wikleup

SYAI

Ratio
1.94
2
2
2
2.125
2.125
2.55

AGI
kTImol
-3085.4
-3091.73
-3090'
-3105.3**
-3077.2
3086.1
4036

Uncertainty
kT/mol
5
3.682
5
5
3.3
33
5

*Vlue obtained by linear regression from 50 tD 300 0C
"Actual value measured at 25eC (Barnes and Wilkln, 1995).
'Reised value (Johson et al, 1992).
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Refeence
Murphy et al. (1996)
Roble et al. (1979)
Barnes and Wilkin (1995)
Barnes and Willdn (1995)
Johnson et al. (1982)
Johnson et al. (1982)
Bames and Willin (1995)

Table 3.4-12. Standard-state thermodynamic properties of analcime derived
from phase equililria constraints or by polyhedral estimation techniques.
Sample

SI/AI Ratio

kT/mol

Reference

2

-308.22

Helgeson et aI. (1978)

Aitrary composition

2
2.75
2

-093.77
-3037.5
-3099.72

ChIpera et ia (1995a)
ChIpera et aL (1995a)
Chermak and Rimstidt (1989)

Arbitray composition

2.75

-3040.1

Chermnak and Rimstidt (1989)

Phase equilibria Studles
Arbitrary composition
Aiitary composition

Table 3.4-13. Gibb free energy of formation (Icjmol) of analcime
determined from s lubility data by Barnes and Wilkdn (1995). Predicted
values from Hn .regression
TemperaZ-reC )-

ML St Hilaire

Predicted

25
50

-31053

-3089.95
-307131

-3035.25
-301749

80

-3048.1
-3036.2
-3010.4

-3048.95
-3041A9
-3015.4

-2989
-2961.7

-2995.5
-2988.17

-2977.5

-2978.13

-2925.2

-2925.84

225

-2939.8

-2940.86

-2889.S

-2889.19

275

-2905

-2903.59

-28525

300

-2887.2

-2884.96

-2834.2

-30805

90
125
175

WikIeup*

Predicted

-2962.5

ed).
Ig(mnior
.
*Naa"A~i%~s
20,P (
"*Naem Alemsim4Os HO (msnrIC Ca, Mg igwred).

Table 3.4-14 E&LhJpy of formation and standard-state entropy
of anaidme derive 1by linear regression of the solubility data
of Barnes and Willin (1995). Johnson et Wl's (1982) data on Mt.
St. Hilaire analdm e are shown for comparison.
AK~ kJ/mol
S@ J/mol-K

-3r12.19220.0

Wilkieup

Johnson et aL (1982)

-3254A2

--3296.9

223.71

226.75
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Table 3.4-15. Therlodynamic data estimated using representative chemical formulae for Yucca Mouniain zeolites.

Mineral and Representaive Formula
Analdimg
tIroxim c-W 1986
NauAISSi.O, * 1D0
hbazite

-138503

-15047A

11943

-380782

-412472

ke
xloW

10k3k
xlO

x1v

xlo'"

973

38095

-22.05

-981

139A9

499A

2022.86

-13850

301581

419A59

2897.0

1264.0

5206.30

-34832

-902.94

127138

-43751.1

3317.0

1344.0

58Z04

-401.03

896.74

126092

-40252A

-43743A

3310A

1344.

5842.0W

-399.82

-90439

1272A9

-39936.6

-433242

31509

1266A

567168

-385.22

-895.82

1253.00

427469

3091S

1266.4

5606.63

-38126 *-90932

128034

3081.6

12664

5604.98

-380.4

-917.90

1289.88

O

-432613
USW 145 1666 (Levy, 1984b)

Enonite

Ca"Si

leuIandfie

220.2

Heulandite

-

H60

DW UZ-14 1364

K^NaCauAlu"S

0,,O*26.20H

USW H-5 1666 (Lev, 1984b)

]KaNaUCAaaAIsSiasOXz26DH0O
Heulandl

-32562

volume
(czn'Imol)

APPIOXlMted *im USW UZ-14 1364 data

sNauAlCS&2 1 6 O 28.O
K#Na

-304D.1

SO
I(TIMol.K)

(roxton et al, 1986)

KNaCauAlS62,0n * 160
Erionite

AH#
(kTImolI

(Gottardi and Gaull, 1985)

V"Na 2 QA Al"SI"Os I0.0H 20
alingttilolit
e

AGI
(kYlmol)

3934.6

USW G-2 1488 -prkwmatc" (Carlos et al, 19950

IKNauCa2.Sr&
2 M&2ASSl3O,*

-39373.0

-427765

26.0H2 0
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continued.
Table 3A-15:
USW G-2 1505 prismatice (Cados et al., 1995b)
Heulandite
-42815.8
Y-"Na"CawSr92Mg"AI~jSL=07w260 -39413.9

30873

1266A

5609.67

-381.20

-914.91

128532

3069.6

1266.4

5609.98

-381.02

-909.99

1277.85

UE-25a#1 1243 'tabular rim & prismati" (Carlos et W., 19954
3091.0
42869.2
~ne260 -39469.8
K.Nau Ca2Sr|2uA6.Si2U

1266A

5596.09

-3029

-91816

1287.96

10112

406A

1842.70

-122.73

-30122

414.72

(Carlos, 1987; Broxfon et aL, 1987; Sheppard et al, 1988)
9861
-13677.6
-126214 )
A6IIQu 73H0

424.5

1752D7

-116.17

-317.63

HaO
UE-25a1 1243 tabular core (Canos et al, 1995c)
-42771.6
YuNauCaSroM g Si2UC*26.0 -39364
Heulandite
H20
elandite

H2 0
Lamonite
KuuNa
Mordenite
KuNaucB

(Gottardi and GaWi, 1985)

tiCaUAJSiO * 8M0

-134312

-14525.9

USW GU3 1200.1 (Carlos et aL, 1995b)
-19375.1
-17817.7
KuNauauAllsOa * 12.9O

1491.9

6092

260870

-177.81

415.85

591.77

USW G-2 14885 and 1505 (Carlos et At, 1995b)
Stelerite
-43468.5
-39960.1
CavNawAl,,Sl ,O * 28H0

32243

1331.0

5774.01

-396.39

-898.38

125738

Phillipsite

Gibbs fiee eneig~esand enthalpies of formation were estimated using Chermak and Rimstidt (1989).

2 Entropies of formation were estimated using Holland (1989).
s Volumes from Smyth and Bish (1988).

*Heat capacitv terms (k) estimated usinz Berman and Brown (1985) for equation C.= k,
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+ k 1TI'

+ WT' + k? in units of 1/mol-K.

Table 3.4-16. Summary of 250 C dissolution rate constants for minerals.
Minard

Logjkm

-11

artaldme*

-11

leg

nraized to2

~~structura~l oxvge n_
~~~-11.48

- -

-

MolarVolume
(/edmole)
97.1

gbbsite

-11.45

411.63

31.956

sanidine
albite

-12
-12.26

412.60

109.00m

-12.86

100.07

prehnite

-1241

413.19

140.33

microcline

-12.50

-13.10

-12.61
epidote
Na-dlinoptilolite'*1 -13.15
-12.2
amorphous siica

-13A2

108.741
1392
420.87

-12.34

27.38

mUSDWvte

-12.34
-13.07

-13.85

140.71

kaollnlte

-13.28

-13.93

99.52

a-cistobalite'

-12.77

quar
Na-linoptilolite t

-13.39

-12.77
-1339

-15.623

-17.18

25.74
22.688
1262.6

A-abtobalitet

-14.23
-12.20

29

Aq:I

*kdb. innles/Irns
All values from Laaga et .L (1994b) except as noted.
'*Murphy et al. (1996)
*Rimstldtand Barnes (1980)
tMaclnts et a]. (1995)
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Chapter 4.0

Geomechanics

Stephen C. Blair
PatriciaA. Berge
4.1 Introduction
Information on the geomechanical characteristics of the near-field environment
(NFE) is needed for design of the waste package (WP) and engineered barrier system
(EBS) and for the assessment of their performance over the lifetime of the
repository. Specifically, information is needed on (1) the amount and type of rockinduced loading that might be expected on the waste package, (2) the geomechanical
properties of rock in the NFE and how they will change over time, and (3) any
coupling of changing geomechanical properties to other near-field properties (e.g.,
geochemical or hydrologic). Two types of rock-induced loading need to be
considered: impact loads and static loads. Impact loads may be caused by the sudden
movement of blocks of rock along pre-existing fractures, or by sudden spalling of
excavation walls. The WP must be able to withstand the maximum expected Impact
load without damage. Static loads may result from spalling or sloughing of rock
chips from the drift walls, or from slow movement of rock blocks. Static loads
provide contact between the rock and the Waste Package, transport pathways into
the wall rock, and sites for surface corrosion of the WP. The WP and EBS must be
designed to accommodate the expected static loads and still meet the performance
objectives over the lifetime of the repository.
Changes in the mechanical properties of the near-field rock over time are also
very important. Several processes including creep, microfracturing, radiation
damage, and others could contribute to changes in hydrologic and geochemical
processes that affect transport. Information on the geomechanical properties of nearfield rock away from excavations is also needed to assess the transport properties of
the NFE over time.
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4.2 Ambient Conditions
4.2.1 Physical, Thermal, and Mechanical Properties of Rock Mass and Intact Rock
The most effective way to determine the ambient physical, thermal and
mechanical properties of the rock mass forming the NFE is to tunnel into the rock
mass, observe composition and fracture distributions, take samples of the rock for
laboratory testing, and perform in situ tests of the thermal-hydrologic-mechanicilchemical (THMC) performance. At the time of writing of this report a tunnel boring
machine (TBM) is creating a tunnel through the potential repository horizon, a
thermal testing alcove is under construction, and rock samples obtained from the
tunnel are being tested in various laboratory facilities. In addition, a series of
boreholes has been drilled into the potential repository horizon, and these holes
have been logged and samples from them have been tested and characterized in
several ways. The ESF operations and studies of associated boreholes have produced
a significant amount of new data describing the properties of the ESF. However,
because the studies at the ESF are ongoing at this time of writing, the ESF data
presented here are subject to frequent revision, and the reader is cautioned to check
for updates to the data base.
An extensive series of laboratory tests on core samples obtained from boreholes
that intersect the potential repository horizon has been done over a period of
several years. The results of these tests have been compiled in the Yucca Mountain
Project Reference Information Base (RIB) (DOE, 1994). It is important to note that the
values presented in the RIB are subject to frequent revision and that references for
some of the values in the RIB are not readily available. Consequently, an evaluation
of the significance of differences between values reported in the RIB and published
values cannot be made at this time.
4.21.1 Physical Properties. Physical properties including porosity, grain density,
bulk density at in situ saturation, and dry bulk density have been determined from
core samples and values for these parameters are given in Table 4-1. These values
were obtained from a statistical analysis of available data and can be found in
chapter 1, sections 1.1321 and 1.1325 of the RIB; additional data can be found in Price
et al. (1985), Martin et al. (1994), and Roberts and Lin (1995).
'4.2.12 Thermal Properties. Thermal properties of the repository horizon are
presented in Tables 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3. The values for matrix and in situ thermal
conductivity in Table 4-1 are from Nimick (1990) and reflect the values from the
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RIB. The coefficient of thermal expansion for welded tuff is determined by the tuff's
mineralogy (as reflected in matrix conductivity), matrix porosity, matrix saturation,
and fracture porosity.
Measurements of linear thermal expansion have been made on samples from
the Topopah Spring welded unit, lithophysae-poor layer (TSw2) and Table 4-2
presents the coefficients of linear thermal expansion. These coefficients are the
tabulated results of a statistical analysis of thermal expansion data and can also be
found in Chapter 1, section 1.1326 of the RIB. The values represent coefficients of
linear thermal expansion during heating, and the coefficients shown for the intact
rock should be used for calculations that do not involve very near-field regions.
Coefficients of linear thermal expansion during heating for very near-field regions
are also shown and apply only to welded, devitrifidd tuffs that are near or at a free
surface and are in an essentially unconfined initial-stress state. Table 4-2 gives the
mean coefficient of linear thermal expansion (a ); the standard deviation of the
sample group (; and the number of samples analyzed (n). Note that these
coefficients should not be used for calculations of displacements or stresses during
cooling; thermal expansion behavior is hysteretic and depends on the maximum
temperature reached by the material. Coefficients of linear thermal expansion (e)
are assumed to be identical for both intact rock and the rock mass. This assumption
will be evaluated during the underground heater tests that are currently planned to
be conducted in the ESF.
Unconfined thermal expansion measurements on silicate rocks generally show
an increase in the expansion coefficient as temperature increases. This is thought to
result from a mismatch between the expansion coefficient of constituent grains,
which results in local distortions and the formation of new microcracks in an
uncracked material or in the shear-related opening of pre-existing microcracks
(Cooper and Simmons, 1977). The presence of a mineral, such as cristobalite, that
undergoes a phase transformation at a temperature of about 230° C (±200 C) (Meike
and Glassley, 1990) with an accompanying 5% increase in volume (Cohen and
I[lement, 1975), will also cause thermal expansion to vary with temperature. The
SiO2 polymorphs cristobalite and tridymite make up as much as 30% by volume of
Topopah Spring tuff groundmass in some parts of the formation (Connolly, 1991,
1994). However, the volume of rock expected to be heated above 2000 C is a small
percentage of the total rock mass.
Martin et al (1996) conducted thermal expansion measurements as a function of
confining pressure and at temperatures to 2500 C on core samples of Topopah Spring
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tuff. These authors found that the coefficient of thermal expansion for welded tuff
increased with temperature. At temperatures below 1000C the value of this
parameter was in the range 7.7 to 10.8 x 10OI6S, and as temperature was increased to
near 2500C, values of the coefficient of thermal expansion increased to between 14.2
and 20.6 x 1046C- 1 . These authors found that confining pressure had a small effect of
the coefficient of thermal expansion.
Thermal capacitance has also been estimated for the Topopah Spring welded
unit, lithophysae-poor layer (TSw2) for various temperatures, and the values listed
in Table 4-3 are reported in section 1.1326 of the RIB. This value incorporates an
estimate of rock-heat capacity based on bulk chemical analyses of the rock, the effects
of the transformation of the minerals tridymite and cristobalite, the boiling of pore
water, and the decrease in saturation of pore water as temperature is increased from
95 to 115 IC. Figure 4-1 is taken from the RIB and shows thermal capacitance in
more detail. This figure plots values computed from a series of equations presented
in section 1.1326 of the RIB for thermal capacitance of unit TSw2.
4.2.1.3 Mechanical Properties. To properly characterize the mechanical behavior
of the NFE it is necessary to know the mechanical properties of the rock mass
forming the NFE. The mechanical properties of a rock mass are difficult to measure
directly and depend on the properties of both the intact rock and the fractures
making up the rock mass.
The mechanical properties for intact rock of the potential repository horizon
have been extensively studied via tests on core samples (Martin et aL, 1995a, 1994,
Price et al., 1987; Price, 1983; Price and Jones, 1982; Price, 1986; and Nimick et al.,
1987). Mechanical properties for TSW2 have been analyzed statistically; the results of
the statistical analysis are Included in section 1.322 of the RIB and are summarized
here in Table 4-4. Recent measurements of mechanical properties such as ultimate
strength and elastic moduli for tuff by Teufel and McNamee (1991) and Martin et al.
(1993, 1994, 1995a) are in general agreement with the values given in Table 4-4. Lin
et al. (1993b) used Information about intact rock mass properties and fracture/joint
characteristics to develop models of rock mass properties and rock mass qualities.
The mechanical data indicate that the Intact rock is quite strong with a uniaxial
strength of 155 MPa (±59 MPa) and a high deformation modulus. Uncracked
samples have stress-strain curves that show nearly linearly elastic behavior until
failure. Samples with cracks exhibit nonlinear stress-strain behavior as expected
when stress is above 50% of the failure stress. Typical stress-strain curves for 50.8mm-diam saturated samples are shown in Fig. 4-2.
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Martin et al. (1993, 1994, 1995a) measured unconfined compressive strength,
static Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, and elastic wave velocities for Topopah
Spring tuff samples from Busted Butte and from the USW NRG-6 and USW NRG7/7A boreholes at Yucca Mountain. These holes intersected the path of the north
ramp of the Exploratory Studies Facility OSF) and are part of a series of holes
identified as the North Ramp Geotechnical (NRG) holes. All measurements were
made at ambient temperature conditions. They also made confined compressive
strength and indirect tensile strength measurements for the samples from the
boreholes. The unconfined compressive strength and static Young's modulus and
Poisson's ratio values that they found showed more scatter than the results reported
in the RIB, and some of the values were much lower than corresponding RIB
results. The Topopah Spring tuff samples are apparently quite heterogeneous,
representing a wide range of porosities, and some samples can be much weaker than
those described in the RIB. For example, some of the borehole samples failed at
pressures well below 100 MPa (Martin et al., 1994, 1995a) rather than having
strengths between approximately 100 and 200 MPa as described in the RIB. Poisson's
ratio values for the borehole samples of TSw2 ranged from about 0.14 to 0.40 (Martin
et al., 1994, 1995a), and the TSw2 samples from Busted Butte had static Poisson's
ratio values of about 0.09 (Martin et al., 1993).
Elastic wave velocity measurements on laboratory samples are useful as they
provide data for comparison with velocities measured in the field, and a means of
estimating the dynamic moduli, including Poisson's ratio for the rock. They also
provide a convenient method for characterizing anisotropy in the rock behavior.
Compressional and shear wave velocity measurements were made at frequencies of
about 300 to 800 kHz for the Busted Butte samples and about 300 kHz to 1 MHz for
the borehole samples, for both the dry and the saturated cases by Martin et al., 1993,
1994, 1995a. This corresponds to wavelengths of a few mm to a few cm in the tuff.
Measurements were made along the core axis for the Busted Butte samples, and
both parallel to and perpendicular to the core axis for the borehole samples. But
since the shear wave velocities were not measured-for waves propagating
perpendicular to the core axis and having polarization perpendicular to the core axis
(i.e., the expected fast shear wave direction for the case of transverse isotropy), these
data cannot be used to quantify any velocity anisotropy. Further discussion of
anisotropy in Topopah Spring tuff can be found in Martin et aL (1992).
The compressional wave velocities for the Busted Butte samples were about 4.5
to 4.7 km/s for both the dry and the saturated cases (Martin et al., 1993). The
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borehole samples had similar velocities except that a few samples had velocities as
low as 4.0 to 4.3 km/s (Martin et al., 1994, 1995a). These velocities found for cores
measuring a few cm are higher than the velocities found for the C-tunnel heated
block experiment at the 1-m scale (Zimmerman et al., 1986), but are in excellent
agreement with compressional wave velocities measured at ambient temperature
and pressure conditions for a block of Topopah Spring tuff at the 0.5 m scale (Blair
and Berge, 1996).
The shear wave velocities for the Busted Butte samples were about 2.5 to 2.8
km/s for the saturated case, and 2.7 to 2.8 km/s for the dry case (Martin et al., 1993).
The borehole samples of tuff had only two shear wave velocity measurements for
the saturated case, 2.7 and 2.9 km/s (Martin et al., 1994, 1995a). For the dry case, the
borehole samples had shear wave velocities of 2.4 to 3.0 km/s (Martin et al., 1994,
1995a).

Martin et al. (1993) used the velocity measurements to estimate dynamic Young's
modulus and Poisson's ratio for the Busted Butte samples. They found values of
about 41 to 44 GPa for dynamic Young's modulus in the dry case, and about 39 to 45
GPa for the saturated case. The Poisson's ratio estimates were about 0.20 to 0.22 in
the dry case and about 0.23 to 0.28 for the saturated.case. The dynamic Young's
modulus values were slightly higher than the measured static values for the Busted
Butte samples (about 34 GPa). A separate study of the effect of frequency on Young's
modulus and elastic wave attenuation (Price et al, 1994) found that Young's*
modulus for Topopah Spring tuff varied slightly with frequency, having values
near 38 GPa for frequencies of about 10-2 Hz and higher values near 40 GPa for
frequencies up to about 106 Hz. For these measurements, saturation had a greater
effect on Young's modulus than the frequency had.
The values that Martin et al. (1993) observed for Poisson's ratio are quite low,
0.09±0.067, when compared to values presented in the RIB, about 0.22 to 0.30. Martin
et al. (1993) were unable to explain these anomalously low values for Poisson's ratio.
One likely explanation is that their samples may have contained significant
amounts of a-cristobalite. This mineral has a negative Poisson's ratio for single
crystals and polycrystalline aggregates (Yehaneh-Hari et al., 1992; Keskar and
Chelikowsky, 1993), which means that rocks containing significant amounts of cxcristobalite may have anomalously low values for Poisson's ratio.
Price (1986) studied the effect of sample size on mechanical properties of
Topopah Spring tuff (Tpt) and found that both the ultimate strength and axial strain
at failure are inversely related to sample diameter, while Young's modulus and
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Poisson's ratio are independent of sample diameter. Price (1986) used power-law
models to describe the behavior of ultimate strength and axial strain at failure as a
function of sample size and proposed the following two equations:
Su = (1944) (D)Y

~+ 69.5

(4-3)

and

e= 11.6 D-026,

(4-4)

where
a, = ultimate strength (uniaxial) (MPa),
eu = axial strain at failure (millistrain),
D = sample diameter (mm).
Price Illustrates the effect of sample size on ultimate strength using saturated
samples in Fig. 4-3.
To date, most compressive-strength experiments have used samples that were
saturated with water and then tested under drained conditions. The results
represent a minimum value because rocks are generally weaker when saturated
with water. Olsson and Jones (1980) show that for Grouse Canyon tuff, which is
similar to rock in the potential NFE, saturated samples are about 24% weaker than
dry samples in unconfined compression.
The physical properties of the rock mass must also be determined for evaluation
of the NFE. Rock-mass compressive strength is defined as the strength of a
representative volume of intact- and jointed-rock matrix material. Estimates of
rock-mass strength are based on (1) the known behavior of intact rock, (2) the
known joint characteristics, and (3) the presence of applied or confining stresses. A
rock-mass strength criterion of (ul)ukimate

=

(4-5)

16.0 + 10.2 (cF3).60E,

where 0<cG3 < 25 WPa, is presented in item 1.2.6 of the RIB. Equation (4-5) Is based
on an assumed rock-mass rating MRMR) of 61 and an unconfined compressive
strength of 16.0 MPa. The equation reflects the current understanding of the
nonlinear empirical relationship between rock-mass strength and confining stress
and is subject to revision as more field and laboratory data for rock characteristics
become available.
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42.2 Temperature and Stress
In situ stress values for the potential repository horizon have been determined
from measurements in drill holes USW G-1, USW G-2, and USW G-3 (Stock et al.,
1984, 1985). Table 4-5 shows the average mean value and range for vertical stress,
which is the maximum principal stress and is due to the overburden rock at the site,
in addition to the ratios of minimum and maximum horizontal stresses to vertical
stress, and the bearings of minimum and maximum horizontal stresses.
A calculated stress profile for the in situ stress near the Exploratory Studies
Facility (ESP) is reported in chapter 1, section 1.27 of the RIB. The results of the
analysis are shown in Fig. 44. The stress values are estimated using twodimensional finite-element analysis in which the gravitational stress is the only
loading mechanism modeled (Bauer et al., 1985). The calculated values are similar
to those reported In both Bauer et al. (1985) and Bauer and Holland (1987), and to the
values of Yucca Mountain in situ stress measurements (Stock et al., 1985). The
calculations assumed plane-strain conditions and a linearly elastic material
response. The maximum horizontal stress was assurmed to be equal to twice the
minimum horizontal stress. The values of in situ bulk density and elastic properties
for the rock mass used in the finite-element analysis were slightly different than
those reported in Table 4-5 and can be found in section 1.27 of the RIB.
4.22.1 Cracks and Fractures. Current knowledge of cracks and fractures in the
potential repository horizon is based on observations in exploratory vertical drill
holes and from recent observations made in the Exploratory Studies Facility.
However, at the time of this writing, fracture mapping from the ESF are not
available, but preliminary analysis indicates that the main observations determined
from the drill hole data are representative of the data derived from the ESP. The
drill hole indicates that jointing in the Topopah Spring welded unit, lithophysaepoor layer is mostly vertical. Scott and Catellanos (1984) reported a fracture density
of about 40/m 3 in the potential repository horizon, and evaluation of these data
(Wilder, 1990) indicate that the fracture spacing in the rock mass may be less than
-30 cm (1 ft). Fracture data are also given in chapter 1, section 1.142 of the RIB. Data
on the distribution and characteristics of fractures In the Topopah Spring welded
unit, lithophysae-poor layer (TSw2) along the 280 m route of the north ramp of the
Exploratory Studies Facility have been collected from several boreholes by Brechtel
et al. (1995). Brechtel et al. (1995) averaged values over 3 m, (10 ft) lengths along the
boreholes and found that the most frequent joint spacing was from 60 - 200mm.,
with the joint condition characterized as slightly rough, separation < 1mm, and
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slightly weathered walls. These data confirm the conclusions of earlier work by Scott
and Catellanos (1984) which indicated that potential repository horizon contained a
significant number of fractures.
Lin et al. (1993a) reviewed the fracture data from drill holes USW G-1, USW G-4,
USW GU-3 and UE-25a#1 and present a description of the fracture spatial location
and abundance and physical characteristics and esttnated Rock Quality Designation
(RQD) for the Topopah Spring member and other geologic formations intersected by
the drill holes. Table 4-6 summarizes their findings for the potential repository
horizon. These values are similar to those presented by MacDougall (1987).
However, because these data are generated from only four exploratory vertical drill
holes, additional data and analyses are needed to fully assess the potential for block
movement for either borehole or drift emplacement. Moreover, additional data are
currently being collected from the ESF, but these data are not available at the time of
this writing.
The constitutive properties of fractures and joints present in the potential
repository horizon are also important for assessment of the thermal-mechanical and
thermal-hydrologic behavior of the rock. Olsson and Brown (1994) measured
constitutive properties of seven fractures from drill holes NRG-4 and NRG-6 using
a rotary shear apparatus. They found that the peak friction ranged from 0.89 to 1.11,
and residual friction ranged form 0.76 to 1.00. They also report that dilation angle
ranged from 5.290 to 11.280, and that the roughness characteristics for the fracture
surfaces are in qualitative agreement with the mathematical model of Brown (1994).
Olsson also examined the effect of sliding velocity on the mechanical response of an
artificial joint in Topopah Spring tuff to determine the velocity-dependence of shear
strength. Olsson found that different initial conditions affected the character of the
stress-slip curve. In particular, slide-hold-slide tests exhibited time-dependent
strengthening, while hold-slide tests produced slip weakening. No joint creep was
observed in these tests.
Blair and Berge (1996) monitored the deformation under compression of a
fracture zone in a 0.5m scale block of Topopah Spring welded unit, lithophysae-poor
layer (TSw2). The test is shown schematically in Fig. 4-5, and a stress-strain curve is
shown in Fig. 4-6. This figure shows that deformation is nonlinear with increasing
stress, and modulus increases as vertical stress increases above 4 MPa. The modulus
value computed for vertical stress below 4 MPa is - 4 GPa, and that value increases
to - 6 GPa as applied stress Is raised above 4 MPa. These values are considerably
lower than modulus values measured on core samples, and reflect that the block
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contains vugs and fractures. The increase in deformation modulus with increasing
vertical stress can be attributed to closure of fractures and vugs that occur in the
subhorizontal zone. Moreover, the curve exhibits the banana shape that is
associated with the hysteretic behavior of fractures. The hysteresis shown during the
initial stage of unloading is attributed to the cohesion of fractures. The plot shows
that the cohesion for this zone is - 1 MPa, which is an order of magnitude weaker
than values often used in numerical models of rock behavior that incorporate
discrete joints and fractures. As the load continues to decrease, the slope of the
unloading curve decreases gradually. This is relevant to hydrologic calculations of
flow during the cool down period when stresses are expected to decrease, as the
opening of fractures will increase the permeability of the near field region.
Knowing the properties of the intact rock and the fractures provides basic
elements for understanding rock mass behavior, and empirical methods have been
developed that use information on the properties of intact rock and fractures, as
well as the number and orientation for fractures to estimate properties of the rock
mass. The two most widely used methods are the Rock Mass Rating (RMR) method
(Bieniawski, 1979), and the

UQ"

method (Barton et al., 1994). Brechtel et al. , 1995)

used data from the NRG holes in conjunction with other data from standard
laboratory tests on cores from the drill holes to estimate the condition of the rock
mass using these two methods. Results indicate fair to good rock conditions in the
Topopah Spring welded unit, lithophysae-poor layer. Brechtel et al. (1995) also
analyzed the rock quality data using the methodology of Hardy and Bauer (1991) to
estimate values of the mechanical properties of the rock mass. These estimates are
derived from the lRMR and Q values and were computed for input for numerical
modeling of thermomechanical and seismic loading of the ESF. Results of their
analysis for the TSw2 layer are summarized in Table 4-7. This table shows that
estimated rock mass strengths are substantially lower than strength values
determined from laboratory measurements on intact rock samples form the NRG
drill holes. In particular, the estimated compressive strength for unit TSw2 is 18.8
MPa, which is approximately 10% of the mean value of compressive strength
measured from intact core samples. It is interesting that the estimated Young's
modulus is similar to that measured on intact core. However, these are only
estimated values and more tests and analyses in both the laboratory on blocks
containing multiple fractures, and in the field need to be conducted to better define
the anticipated rock mass compressive strength.
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Comparison of the estimated mechanical properties for the rock mass and the
values measured on Intact core, Indicates that the properties of the rock mass are
scale dependent. This is primarily due to the presence of cracks and fractures, and
unfortunately, the scaling relations for the behavior and properties of fractured tuff
are not well developed. Recently, Lin et al. (1995) proposed an intermediate scale test
to aid in the development of scaling relations. This test is known as the Large Block
Test and is described in detail in Chapter 9 of this report. Also, Blair and Berge (1996)
have measured deformation on a 0.5m scale block of Topopah Spring welded unit,
lithophysae-poor layer (TSw2) that contained several cracks and fractures. These
authors observed Young's modulus to be about 6 GPa, with most of the deformation
occurring across fractures. This indicates that the estimated value of Young's
modulus given in Table 4-4 may be too high.
4.3 Processes That Perturb the Waste Package Environment
Development of a subsurface nuclear waste repository will significantly affect the
geomechanical conditions of the near-field rock. Excavation of the repository drifts
will increase the level of stress in the rock within a few meters of the excavations.
Emplacement of the waste containers will cause an immediate and rapid increase in
temperature in the walls of the excavations. The maximum temperature reached
will depend on the nature of the waste emplaced and the repository design, but
temperatures as high as 230 IC are predicted (O'Neal et al., 1984). The thermal
loading will affect the stress, strength, and other properties of the rock near the
excavations. The overall stress in the WP environment will increase as the rock
heats and tries to expand. As heating proceeds, however, some zones of the
repository may actually experience tension due to excavation and heating
geometries. During cooling, the overall stress will decrease and zones put in tension
will return to a compressive state. The heating and cooling of the near-field rock
will also cause moisture distribution in the near field to be time-dependent and will
impose a drying and rewetting cycle on the rock. Since the rock strength at elevated
temperature is also a function of the water content, this must be considered in
analysis of near field behavior. Finally, the emplacement of waste may impose a
radiation field on rock in the first few centimeters of an excavation wall.
When imposed over long time periods, these changes in the environmental
conditions may cause physical and mechanical changes in the rock that need to be
considered in the design and assessment of the waste package. While the effect of
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these parameters on the mechanical behavior of the NFE has not been studied for
the period after closure, it has been studied for the period before closure; the results
of some of these studies are summarized below.
4.3.1 Excavation of the Repository
The excavation of repository drifts can alter the mechanical properties of the rock
near the openings. Blasting creates fractures while damage due to mechanical
excavation depends on the particular technique used. Pusch (1989) evaluated the
influence of several excavation techniques on the structure and physical properties
of rock around large boreholes and found that "the procedure employed in the
excavation of canister disposition holes affects the structure and physical properties
of the 'near-field rock.' Pusch considered percussion, full-face and core drilling, and
smooth blasting and found that 'except for smooth blasting, the generated damage
appears to be less important than the increase In 'axial' hydraulic conductivity that is
caused by stress-release effects, but both combine to yield significant local flow
passages. This is particularly obvious where the rock structure yields steep wedges."
Pusch concludes that core drilling has the least effect, while percussion drilling
causes fine-fissuring and discing within one centimeter of the borehole wall. Fullface drilling causes more extensive fissuring and the generation of new fractures In
addition to the growth of pre-existing ones within several decimeters from the
borehole wall. Pusch's results also Indicate that smooth blasting produces a
particular form of regular fractures that appear to control the hydraulic conductivity
of the near-field rock. Pusch did not consider excavation of the drifts by tunnelboring machines. It is expected that this method would minimize rock damage
around the drifts. While not directly applicable to the drift excavation, Pusch's
results are indicative of the types of effects that could be expected in drift excavation.
Excavation of emplacement drifts will also alter the stress field in the rock near
because the repository horizon is under lithostatic and regional tectonic stress.
When sections of the rock are removed, the stress previously supported by the
excavated rock is redistributed in the remaining rock. Generally, stress levels and
stress gradients near the excavated openings increase and can result in timedependent deformation of the excavations.
4.3.2 Thermal Effects of Waste Emplacement
The thermal cycle, during which the rock will rapidly heat and then slowly cool,
will affect the geomechanical behavior of the NFE. Vigure 4-7 shows temperature
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proffles predicted at 150,500,1,000,5,000, and 10,000 yr after waste emplacement at a
density of 83.4 mtu. This figure shows that temperatures in the near-field will
remain in excess of 1000 C for over 1,000 yr. Additional estimates of temperatures in
the near field are shown in Fig. 1.10.5.2.1. The thermal loading of the NFE will alter
the stress in the rock near the emplacement excavation as a function of time. During
the period of temperature increase, the stress in the rock will increase as the rock
tries to expand. -However, because of the geometry of the excavated drifts, the stress
field in the NFE will be complex and, as stated previously, some zones may even be
put in tension for an extended period of time. As the temperature decreases, the
overall stress levels will decrease and the entire stress field will again be
compressive.

In addition, the effect of temperature on the strength of near-field rock is not
well defined at this time. Rock strength, however, generally decreases with
increasing temperature. Price et al. (1987) report that for samples from the potential
repository horizon, Young's modulus decreases an 'average of 16% as temperature is
raised from 22 to 1500C. The mean ultimate strength also decreases 16% as
temperature is raised from 22 to 1500 C at both 0 and 5 MPa confining pressures.
Several numerical modeling studies have been conducted to assess the stability
of underground excavations at Yucca Mountain for the preclosure period and a
synopsis of these studies Is presented by Ehgartner and Kalinsld (1988). All of the
studies cited by Ehgartner and Kalinski show that drifts and shafts should be stable
through repository decommissioning. However, none of the studies examined the
stability of openings at times beyond decommissioning.
Several studies have also evaluated the stability of boreholes if borehole
emplacement is selected including Arulmoli and St. John (1987) and Christianson
and Brady (1989). Moreover, Christianson and Brady (1989) in investigating the
stress field around boreholes for both vertical and horizontal emplacement
geometries found for specific geometries that there were locations where
compressive stresses were adequate to form zones of rock failure that occurs either
prior to heating or develops as heating progresses. Christianson and Brady (1989)
also estimated that for horizontal emplacement, zones of joint slip will develop
prior to heating. Except for joints dipping at 45°, heating has the effect of reducing
the tendency for joint slip, implying that there should be no progressive
deformation of the borehole as heating proceeds. The opposite conclusion applies to
joints dipping at 45° with a local principal stress ratio of unity. In that case,
progressive deterioration of the borehole may accompany heating.
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To predict the postclosure geomechanical envirDnment, time-dependent rock
properties may be important because stresses in the near field are predicted to
remain at levels of 20-40 MPa for well over 100 years. Estimates of the
geomechanical behavior of rock around the emplacement drift that incorporate
time-dependent rock properties are still to be made. In addition, it is important to
note that spalling and/or slip along fractures is expected to occur within the first 50
yr. after waste emplacement at a time when (1) the monitoring of drifts will be
practical, and (2) drift support could be relied on.
4.33 Time-Dependent Effects
4.3.3.1 Microcrackdng and Subcritical Crack Growth. Microcracking and
subcritical crack growth in the near-field rock over long periods of time is of concern
because the formation, growth, and coalescence of microcracks in the rock at or near
excavations could lead to excavation damage and the formation of rock chips or
blocks. These chips or blocks might passively load the container and form transport
pathways. The formation of microcracks may also change the physical and
geochemical properties of rock in the NFE. Very little work has been done in this
area. Kemeny and Cook (1990), however, used a probabilistic approach, which
Included time-dependent crack growth, to examine borehole emplacement. They
estimated that over the lifetime of the repository, slabbing is likely to occur in a
significant portion of the emplacement boreholes.
One mechanism that may cause microcracking of the matrix Is the phase
transformation of the mineral cristobalite. Cristobalite may occur in significant
amounts in the repository horizon (Connolly, 1994), and It has been shown to invert
from a tetragonal to cubical structure at approximately 230° C (±200 C) (Meike and
Glassley, 1990) with an accompanying 5% increase-in volume (Cohen and Klement,
1975). This phase transformation could increase stresses on a local scale and cause
cracking of the rock matrix.
At the elevated temperature and stress conditions expected in the near field,
significant crack growth may occur even at low-crack-growth rates. Moreover, rates
of subcritical crack growth may be such that, when considered over the lifetime of
the repository, changes in crack length and density cannot be dismissed when
estimating rock behavior. Increases in stress, temperature, and moisture have been
shown to cause substantial increases in subcritical crack-growth rate for such rock
types as granite and gabbro (Atdkinson and Meredith, 1987. Although tests of this
type are still to be made on tuff, a similar effect is expected.
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Martin et aL (1995b) performed laboratory experiments to investigate creep in
Topopah Spring tuff samples at ambient and elevated temperatures. They found
that the observed creep deformation was consistent with a mechanism of timedependent crack growth, particularly at stresses above 90% of the uniaxial
compressive strength of the tuff. The stress necessary to produce failure appeared to
decrease with increasing temperature, but the data were not sufficient to quantify
that effect. Temperature did cause a reduction in sttength, but further tests would be
required to constrain the strength and creep deformation of tuff as a function of
temperature, saturation, and applied load.
Blair and Berge (1996) found that imposing low levels of compressive stress for
periods of a few days on 0.5m blocks of Topopah Spring tuff caused time-dependent
inelastic crack closure to occur for cracks oriented parallel to the applied stress.
4.3.3.2 Joint Properties. MacDougall et. al (1987) have reported the following
joint mechanical properties: joint cohesion - 0.1 MPa and joint-friction angle =
28.4. Olsson (1987, 1988) investigated joint properties in rock samples from the
potential repository horizon and found that the strength of a joint may increase
with the time of stationary contact and that joint properties are dependent on stress
history. However, he indicated that the latter area needs to be investigated further.
To date, data on the effect of environmental variables (e.g., temperature, moisture
content, and stress history) on joint properties are not available.
Lin et al. (1993a) present a description of the abundance, orientation, and physical
characteristics of fractures and rock quality designation for the stratigraphic units of
the potential repository at the Yucca Mountain site. Wibowo et al. (1993) and Olsson
(1994) conducted laboratory experiments on fractures and joints in tuff to examine
slip behavior and fracture surface damage during shear.
Blair and Berge (1996) found that imposing low levels of compressive stress for
periods of a few days on 0.5m scale blocks of Topopah Spring tuff caused timedependent, non-repeatable behavior to occur for cracks oriented both parallel and
perpendicular to the applied stress. Under the long-term loading cracks/vugs
oriented perpendicular to the applied stress showed significant closure beyond that
observed in the 1-day tests performed by these authors and discussed earlier. In
addition, the long-term loading caused pre-existing hairline cracks oriented in the
direction parallel to the applied stress to open, which significantly reduced
compressional wave velocities in this direction. Increasing temperature caused
closure of some of the vertical cracks, which increased horizontal velocities.
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Increasing the temperature also caused a softening of the mechanical response in
the direction of loading.
Blair and Berge (1996) postulate that some properties of the rock mass may
become increasingly anisotropic with time. For instance, if cracks, vugs and fractures
oriented parallel to the maximum principal stress undergo time-dependent closing,
permeability in this direction will be reduced and deformation modulus will
increase. Moreover, opening of pre-existing hairline cracks that occur near the drift
wall and are oriented parallel to it, will increase the permeability in this direction
and will change the geochernical environment by exposing different mineral
assemblages.
4.3A Radiation Effects of Waste Emplacement
The effect of radiation on the geomechanical properties of rock from the
potential repository horizon is uncertain. Radiation is expected to have a negligible
effect on the overall geomechanical behavior of the rock mass. This supposition is
based on the work of Durham et al. (1986) who conducted a series of unconfined
compression tests on cylinders of quartz monzonite, half of which were irradiated
with gamma radiation and half of which were not. A similar series of tests were
conducted by Durham et al. on samples of Westerly granite. These experiments
showed no statistically significant change in unconfined compressive strength for
either rock type. Null results were also found for the effect of gamma Irradiation on
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. Durham et al. concluded that gamma
irradiation has no effect on the strengths of either rock type.
However, more recently Blair et al. (1996) have presented results of a suite of
uniaxial compressive tests conducted to provide laboratory data to determine how
radiation affects the compressive strength of Topopah Spring tuff. This study was
patterned after that of Durham et al. (1986), mentioned above. Results indicate that
for homogeneous, uncracked samples of Topopah Spring welded unit, lithophysaepoor layer, TSw2, exposure to gamma radiation had no discernible effect on the
unconfined compressive (peak) strength or the Young's modulus. However, results
for samples that contained partially healed, preexisting vertical or subvertical cracks,
indicate that radiation may cause some degradation of the strength and Young's
modulus.
A possible explanation of the observed behavior for the cores containing partially
healed cracks is that exposure to radiation weakened the cementing material in the
cracks and fractures that were present in these samples, leading to the lower values
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of peak strength and Young's modulus. The cementing material is thought to be
largely composed of carbonates and the authors discuss two possible mechanisms
that could weaken the cementing material when it is exposed to radiation (Blair et
al., 1996).
These results are preliminary, and additional studies are warranted to evaluate
whether radiation does weaken cementing materials in welded tuff. However, if
this is a real phenomenon, it has implications for the behavior of rock in the nearfield region of a nuclear waste repository. The radiation field is expected to affect
only rock exposed on the surface of excavated drifts and to penetrate only a few
centimeters into the rock. However, the rock In this region will also experience the
highest temperatures and stresses in a repository as well as high humidity.
Weakening of fracture-filling materials may cause unanticipated spalling, which
may change the amount and nature of rock fragments that come in contact with the
waste containers. However, there are several processes that would be likely to occur
that would minimize the impact of the radiation. First, radiation penetration is
limited to a few centimeters of rock, and if spalling were to occur, the rubble would
bulk up and form a radiation shield.
4.3.5 Seismic Loading
Earthquakes and explosions generally affect underground excavations through
either fault slip or shaking. Damage due to fault slip will occur when an
emplacement drift passes through a fault zone. Under such circumstances, damage
is generally restricted to the fault zone, and may range from minor cracking of a
tunnel liner to collapse of a portion of the excavation, depending on the fault
displacement and the engineering properties of the NFE. If an emplacement drift is
found to cross an active or potentially active fault zone, the appropriate sections of
the drift will be abandoned because fault slip cannot be prevented.
Excavation damage as a result of shaking or vibratory motion has been widely
investigated. For unlined underground excavations in rock, such damage occurs as
rock fall, spalling, local opening of rock joints, and block motion. Subramanlan et al.
(1990) have provided recommendations for seismic parameters for the design of the
shafts associated with the ESF. Their recommendations are summarized in section
1.22 of the RIB. They concluded that the shafts need only be designed to adequately
ensure worker safety and reasonably uninterrupted functions. The working group
concluded that deterministic methods were appropriate for establishing
conservative levels of ground motion for consideration in the ESF design, and
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probabilistic methods were appropriate for confirming that the resulting motions
are unlikely to be exceeded during the operating lifetime of the ESP. The
recommendations, which were based on available site-specific seismic and geologic
data, include design parameters for natural earthquakes that may occur at or near
the potential repository site and for underground nuclear explosions (LINE) that
may occur at the Nevada Test Site ONTS) and are given in Table 4-8.
Recommended surface-control motion values that are used for the natural
earthquake design are 030 g horizontal acceleration and 30.0 cm/s peak horizontal
velocity (Subramanian et al, 1990; Table 2-1). Subramanian et al. recommend the
use of control motions 1.67 times these design-basis values for performance
evaluations of the ESF.
Attempts to catalogue records of the performance of underground excavations
subjected to seismic loading and develop simple empirical design criteria have
indicated a damage threshold of approximately 20 cm/s (8 In./s). No damage should
be experienced if the peak particle velocity is beneath that threshold. It is important
to note, however, that ground motion resulting from earthquakes can last for
several seconds, subjecting the excavation to repeated stress cycles; the number of
stress cycles Is critical to determining how much permanent deformation will occur
within a rock mass around a tunnel when subjected to earthquake loading.
Phillips and Luke (1991) conducted at Tunnel Dynamics Experiment (TDE) to
document tunnel damage corresponding to measured and observed ground
motions and compared the TDE ground motions with the design basis motions for
Yucca Mountainr Their analysis indicated that the design basis motions are
relatively small and can be accommodated in the design of the repository drifts.
Implications of seismic loading for the near field environment are that over
extended times, the drifts may experience shaking. At the elevated temperature and
stress conditions around openings, they may be less stable than during the
preclosure and spalling may occur. Backfill of the drifts will prevent contact between
this rock and the surface of the cansiter. Kana et al. (1989) recently reviewed the
literature on seismic loading for an underground repository and found that because
studies completed to date have ignored both time-dependent fracture properties and
the duration of shaking, they are of limited use in predicting the rock response to
seismic loading by earthquakes. They conclude that further investigation is needed
to resolve this issue.
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44 Geomechanics Modeling
4.4.1 Discussion of Model Approaches
Available Approaches
As mentioned in the above discussion, the rock mass forming the NFE is
expected to be a fractured, welded tuff. Several numerical codes have been
developed for simulation of rock mass behavior which provide for discrete cracks
and fractures. These codes employ finite element (FEM), distinct element, and
boundary element numerical techniques, and can Incorporate a wide variety of
constitutive models. Some have been generalized to three dimensions. To predict
rock damage over long periods, and at changing temperature and moisture
conditions, existing codes must accommodate the appropriate constitutive
equations for elasto-plastic moduli of the rock mass, nonlinear properties of the
joints, and fracture propagation. Included properties of the rock are compressive
and tensile strength, coefficient of friction, fracture stiffness, and fracture toughness,
among others. The codes use these parameters along with boundary stresses and
thermally induced stresses to obtain a stress distribution throughout the region of
interest in the NFE.
The most common modeling approach utilizes either the finite element or finite
difference technique. In this approach, the rock mass is assumed to be a continuum,
and the network of cracks and fractures contained In the rock behave in a manner
similar to an individual crack Equations describing the response of an ensemble of
cracks is assumed to be identical in form to that describing the response of a single
isolated crack. These models handle the creation of new cracks and fracture in
various ways. One method is to derive a damage vector D which describes the
number of cracks and fractures accumulated during the entire history of
deformation (Costin, 1987).
One numerical code which uses a time-dependent finite difference algorithm is
called FLAC, which Is an acronym for Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua. This
code is capable of treating both mechanical and thermally induced stresses and
deformations. In this code, materials are represented by arbitrarily shaped,
quadrilateral zones, and several built-in constitutive models are available for
describing material behavior. FLAC is often used in 2-D, assuming plane strain
geometry, and linear mechanical and thermal properties where mechanical
properties (e.g., elastic moduli) and thermal properties (e.g., thermal expansion
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coefficient) are independent of stress and temperature. Constitutive relations are
often either isotropic elastic or else make use of the ubiquitous joint model
capability of the FLAC code. The thermal response is usually isotropic heat
conduction. FLAC has recently become available in 3-D, and this new version is
currently being configured to allow simulation of the 3-D stress and displacement
field in the NFE over time (see discussion below).
Another widely available code is ABAQUS. This is a 3-D finite element code
with capability for time-dependent analysis of thermal and mechanical behavior.
The numerical model is wealdy coupled in the sense that the temperature field
produces thermal stresses, but that these stresses do not In turn influence
temperatures. The temperature field is calculated as a function of time from a
thermal diffusion model. The mechanical model uses the temperature field at
various times to apply thermal loading.
The distinct element approach represents a fundamentally different approach to
analysis of the mechanical behavior of a fractured rock mass. In the distinct element
method, the rock mass is composed of an assembly of deformable blocks that are
interfaced by discontinuities. In some of the distinct element models the blocks are
discretized by means of triangular zones where the strains are assumed to be
constant. In a distinct element code, fractures in the rock mass are entered
individually. One of the most commonly used distinct element codes is called
UDEC, and Millard et al. (1995) discuss the use of UDEC in a thermal-hydromechanical simulation.
Another very different type of modeling available for study of the NFE is
statistical modeling. This type of modeling can be used to study fracture processes as
well a deformation and stress In rock especially at elevated temperatures and at long
times (Blair, 1994). It can be used to construct ideal systems in which all physical
properties are known; this allows the effect of rock heterogeneity on the overall rock
behavior to be examined in a quantitative way. In a statistical model, the body of
interest is simulated using a lattice or a network of sites, bonds, or both. The
behavior of each site or bond is governed by simple, one-dimensional (1-D) rules.
For instance, a material may be represented by a network of springs, and each spring
is assigned a modulus and a breaking strength. Stress, displacement, and/or
temperature contidions are then applied, and the network is solved to determine
thestress in each spring. If for a particular spring the stress exceeds the strength
assigned to the spring, it is "broken" and removed from the network. Lattices of
sites can be used in the same manner, or a network of sites and bonds can be
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constructed where both sites and bonds have properties. This approach provides a
way to study complex systems using simple elements. Using simple brittle-bond
elements this type of model can produce globally ductile behavior for a network
where material shows strain-softening.
One of the major advantages of a statistical model for studying fracture in rock is
that local heterogeneity can be incorporated very easily. Statistical models include a
variety of lattice, network, molecular-dynamics, cellular-automata, field-theory, and
other pseudo-continuum models. Herrmann and Roux (1990) have compiled a
comprehensive volume describing statistical models and how they can be used to
study fracture in rock
Validity Studies
An international co-operative research project was established for theoretical and
experimental studies of coupled thermal, hydrological, and mechanical processes in
hard rocks. This project is called DECOVALEX and is described by Jing, Tsang, and
Stephansson (1995). In this work, different mathematical models and computer
codes have been used to study problems of interest to geologic disposal of nuclear
waste. In particular, 11 codes were evaluated including both 2-D and 3-D finite
element codes In which the rock was modeled as a porous/fracture media and a 2-D
discrete element code in which the rock was modeled as discrete deformable block
assemblages. Much of the work done for DECOVALEX is documented in a special
issue of the International Journal of Rock Mechanics (Stephansson, 1995).
As part of the DECOVALEX program, two inter-code bench mark comparisons
were carried out. The bench mark test BMT1 considered a large-scale (km) mass of
rock and is described by Millard et al. (1995). The bench mark problem BMT2
involved a system of nine blocks of intact hard rock separated by two pairs of soft
fractures and is described by Chan et al. (1995). For each of these exercises, both finite
element and distinct element methods were used. Chan et aL (1995) found that for
BMT2, heat convection significantly affects the distribution of temperature, thermal
stresses, and displacements, and that the predominant coupled effect is fracture
closure caused by thermal expansion of the rock blocks. Thus, coupled models of
the near field need to incorporate this effect. Results for DECOVALEX also indicate
that for studies BMT1 and BMT2, the different modeling techniques produced very
similar results. This indicates that use of the continuum codes Is merited for study
of the near field. This is important because continuum codes are generally easier to
use than the distinct element codes.
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Other work conducted in conjunction with the DECOVALEX program includes
development of an analytical solutions for coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical
behavior by Rehbinder (1995), and study of thermal-mechanical-hydrological
behavior of sparsely fractured rock by Nguyen and Selvadurat (1995). In addition,
Jiao and Hudson (1995) have presented a fully coupled model for rock engineering
systems.
Model Development
One of the necessary tasks for simulation of the geomechanical behavior in the
near field is coupling of the thermal-mechanical models to the sophisticated hydrothermal models used by the hydrologic community (discussed in Chapter 1).
Recently, we have initiated coupled 3-D modeling of thermal-mechanicalhydrologic behavior of the near field. The methodology being used to model the
coupled behavior is as follows. Thermal-hydrologic models are used to compute the
temperature distribution, this information is then passed to the thermal-mechanical
model for computation of stress and deformation fields. The thermal-mechanical
model is set-up with the same grid as the thermal-hydrologic model (see Chapter 1,
Fig. 1.105.2.1). The particular models being used are NUFl for the thermalhydrologic behavior, and PLAC-3D for the thermal-hydrologic behavior. Progress to
date includes completion of the translating program which passes the NUFT grid
into FLAC-3D, and initial testing of the mechanical behavior using this grid.
As mentioned above, statistical methods also offer promise for the study of rock
behavior over long periods in the NFE and Blair (1994) has developed a statistical
model for fracture of rock in compression that allows rock heterogeneity to be
introduced at a variety of scales. This model utilizes a field theory approach to the
analysis of fracture, and incorporates the concept of superposition and the
techniques of boundary element analysis and percolation theory to form a simple
yet powerful method for the study of progressive fracture of rock. A conduction
temperature model has been implemented into this field-theory code and using this
or other statistical models, temperature-dependent behavior could be linked to the
chemical state of any given site. This could be used to evaluate the behavior of
Topopah Spring Tuff at conditions equivalent to those expected in the NFE. This
formation is known to contain significant amounts of the mineral cristobalite and at
temperatures between 175° and 2250C this mineral undergoes a phase
transformation and expands in volume by 5% or more. In addition, bound water
may be given off and flash to steam when this phase transformation occurs. This
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provides a considerable amount of energy at the site of the mineral. The model
could be used to simulate the mechanical effects of this phase transformation by
assigning a portion of the sites to be cristobalite sites and imparting some special
properties to these sites. When temperature reaches the transformation
temperature, these sites break and impart strain energy to the system. Chemistrydependent properties could also be included by assigning to each site an appropriate
chemical parameter(s) that represent the chemical state and a timer. For timedependent strength, or strength that is dependent on time and chemical
environment, the time and chemical environment can be tracked and at time t the
strength of the site is decreased.
4.4.2 Applications to the Near Field Environment at Yucca Mountain
Blair, Berge, and Wang (1995) analyzed the thermal mechanical behavior of a
3m x 3m x 5m block of fractured rock as part of the analysis done in anticipation of
the Large Block Test (LBT) planned for Fran Ridge near Yucca Mountain (Lin et al.
1995). The purpose of this work was to provide analysis and interpretation of
coupled thermal-mechanical-hydrological behavior of the block as it Is heated.
Particular objectives of the modeling were to aid in the experimental design of the
test, to evaluate different thermal and constitutive models, and to evaluate different
numerical methods. In this study, thermal-mechanical simulations of the heat-up
phase of the LBT were conducted using two different numerical codes that are
commercially available, a 2-D finite difference model (FLAC, Itasca, 1993) and a 3-D
finite element model (ABAQUS).
The purpose of this Initial numerical modeling was to calculate temperatures,
stresses, and displacements in two and three dimensions for a simplified
representation of the large block. In reality, numerous joints and fractures
complicate the behavior of the large block significantly. Nonetheless, these
simulations provide a general understanding of the thermal-mechanical behavior
to be expected In the LBT.
In these simulations, the gridding used in the FLAC models was similar to that
used by Lee (1995) for hydrothermal modeling. The second method. considered is
the 3-D finite element method, and the code ABAQUS was used to evaluate this
method. In the 3-D simulations only one-quarter of the block was modeled;
therefore, the two symmetry planes were given boundary conditions of zero
displacement normal to the plane. ABAQUS requires many of the same material,
properties as FLAC, and for the simulations conducted in this study, the mechanical
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and thermal properties input to ABAQUS were identical to those used in the FLAC
elastic model. In the ABAQUS modeling, an elastic model was used to simulate the
large block, and no viscoelastic properties or fracture zones were used.
Blair, Berge, and Wang (1996) show that the predicted temperature fields agree
well with those predicted by Lee (1995) using a code that incorporates a more
sophisticated thermal-hydrological model. Two simulations were conducted in
which discrete fractures present in the large block were simulated, and lower levels
of stress were predicted In these simulations, indicating that the presence of
compliant fractures may reduce the stress levels.
The 2-D, plane strain, FLAC model was constructed in a plane orthogonal to the
heater holes proposed for the LBT. The thermal predictions made with this code
show a 2-D temperature field near the heaters at early times. At later times, the code
predicts a temperature field that is nearly 1-D because all the walls are insulated.
Temperature fields In the 3-D simulation were very similar to those predicted by the
2-D FLAC modeL For example, the temperature at.the top of the block is
approximately 651C after 60 days in the 3-D model and approximately 700C after 55
days in the 2-D modeL
The differences are greater between the 2-D and 3-D mechanical models. The
plane strain approximation used in the 2-D model'assumes that the length of the
heater direction is long compared with the height and width of the block. Further,
the plane strain model does not incorporate the stress-free boundary faces parallel to
the model plane. The plane strain model generates a large, compressive normal
stress in the heater direction to suppress the thermal expansion in that direction.
Blair, Berge, and Wang (1995) conclude that the thermal-mechanical FLAC and
ABAQUS modeling produced temperature fields similar to that of Lee (1995) who
used a code which contains a more sophisticated thermal-hydrologic model. This
suggests that the FLAC and ABAQUS codes could be used with a thermalhydrological model to better investigate coupled processes. The 2-D modeling was
faster and was useful for exploring effects of different constitutive models, but was
unable to simulate the outside face of the large block where stresses are highest.
This is because the plane strain assumption is equivalent to assuming that the 2-D
model lies at the center of the block. Note that most of the instrumentation in the
LBT will be located on the outside surface of the block. The 3-D modeling required
an order of magnitude more in computer time, but was able to estimate maximum
stresses and displacements everywhere in the block's volume.
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Figure 4-L. Rock-mass thermal capacitance of unit TSw2 showing the effects of
dehydration and cristobalite transformation The temperature of tridymite
transformation is shown for reference. Adapted from the Yucca Mountain Project
Reference Information Base (DOE, 1994).
_mor

Figure 4-2. Plots of aidal stress vs axial strain for uniaxial measurements on 50.8mim saturated Tpt samples at 221C. Measurements were taken at a strain rate of 10Ss-. Adapted from Price (1986).
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Figure 4-3. Plot of ultimate strength vs sample diameter for uniaxial
measurements of sqturated Tpt samples at 220C. Measurements were taken at a
Adapted from Price (1986).
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Figure 4-4. Stress profile along an exploratory shaft near the Exploratory Studies
Facility. The solid line is te minimum horizontal stress, the long dashed line is the.
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from the Yucca Mountain Project Reference Inforation Base (DOE, 1994).
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and 5000 yrs after emplacement of waste at a rmal density of 83.A MTU per acre.
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Table 4-1. Physical and thermal properties of rockl in the Topopah Spring
welded unit, lithophysae-poor layer (TSw2).
Value

Parameter

Physical Properties
Porosity (%)
Grain density (g/cm 3 )
Bulk density at in situ saturation

12±4a
2.55 ± 0.03a
2.30 ± 0.09a

(glcm3 )
2.22 ± 0.lOa

Dry bulk density (glcm 3)
Thermal Properties
Dry matrix thermal conductivity
(W/mK)
Saturated matrix thermal
conductivity (W/mK)
Dry in situ thermal conductivity
(W/mK)
Saturated in situ thermal
conductivity (WlmK)

2.51 ± 0 . 17 b

2.1 ± 0 . 2bc

a DOE (1994)
b Nimick (1990)
c 0.65 * 0.19 In situ saturation with lithophysal cavities and fractures assumed dry.

Table 4-2. Coefficients of linear thermal expansion (10 4 10C) for Topopah Spring
welded unit, lithophysae-poor layer (TSw2) during heating&
Temperature Range (°C)

25-50O

5s1000

Type

r

s

1001500

150-

ec S

ec

Intact
rock

9.1 1.3

-8.2 0.8

6.8 0.5

9.7
- 1

Very

5.42.2

8.0 1.5

9.8 1.7

17.0

near field

200-

2000

2,50
S

1L612

= a mean coefficient of linear thermal expansion
s a standard deviation of the sample group
n = number of samples analyzed
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ec

2503000

S

25.0

15.711

rc S
- 35.6
10.87

n s
9

12

Table 4-3. Values of rock-mass thermal capacitance for Topopah Spring welded
unit, lithophysae-poor layer (TSw2) at selected temperatures (DOE, 1994).
Temperature
(,C)

25
50
94
95
105
114
115
155
195
235
275

Thermal capacitance
(J/c310

2.0324
2.1280
2.2638
10.7683
10.4690
10.1984
2.0065
2.1114
2.1912
2.2692
2.3410

Table 4-4. Mechanical properties of intact rock for unit TSw2
(DOE, 1994).
Mechanicdal property
Value
Unconfined compressive
155 j 59
strength (MPa)
Young's modulus (GPa)
32.7j 4.6
Poisson's ratio
USW G-1, USW GU-3

USW G-4
Cohesion (MPa)
USW G-2
UE-25a#1, USW GA, USW
GU-3
Angle of internal friction
USW G-2
UE-25a#1, USW G4, USW

0.22 ± 0.03

0.30 $ 0.05
18.3± 5.2
37.8z 24
19.7

±. 5.20

36.50 i 9.00

GU-3
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Table 4-5. Values and ranges of principal stresses In the potential repository
horizon at Yucca Mountain (Stock et al., 1984, 198w).
Range
Parameter
Average value'.
5.0 to 10.0
Maximum principal stress
7.0 MPa (1015 psi)
(vertical)
0.3 to 0.8
0.5
Ratio of minimum horizontal
stress to vertical stress
0.3 to 1.0
0.6
Ratio of maximum horizontal
stress to vertical stress
N57°W
N50W to
Bearing of minimum
N650 W
horizontal stress
N250E to N400E
N320 E
Bearing of maximum
horizontal stress
' Average value for a depth of about 0.3 km (OW ft).

Table 4-6. Corrected linear fracture frequency (m-1) the Topopah Spring welded
unit, lithophysae-poor layer (TSw2) at Yucca Mountain (Lin, 1993a).
0

Upper
range
Mean
Lower
bound

-100
0.
50
0.
25
0.
05

10200

20-

800

0.6
0
0.2
9
0.0
5

0.4
6
0.2
5
0.0
7

30-

40500

400

0.3
5
0.2
2
0.0
5

0.3
5
0.2
3
0.0
5

50-

600

0.4
4
0.2
4
0.0
6

60-

70-

0.8
9
0.5
6
0.1
9

80W
5.9
2
2.5
1
0.8
1

700

80-

9o

24.0
7
11.2
8
2.99

Table 4-7. Comparison of Rock Mass Strength Estimates to Intact Strength Data
for Topopah Spring welded unit, lithophysae-poor layer (TSw2), adapted from
Brechtel (1995).
Estimated
RodcMass
Strength
(MPa)
WMPa)
18.8

Intact
Strength
Wa)
178.5

Intact
Ratio of
Rodc
Standard
Rock Mass to Mass Elastic
Moddihs
Deviation Intact Strength
(GPa)
78.3

10.6

23.51

Rock
Mass
PoIssom's
Ratio
0.21

AUl values were computed using Hardy and Bauer (1991) classification S which Is designed to
Include 90% of the rock in a particular unit.
w
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Table 4-8. Recommended motions for the design-basis UNE (Subramanian et al.,
1990).
Compo

Median predicted value

Design-basis UNE values
195% nonexceedance level (6S
Ca]
-

Vertical acceleration (g)
Radial acceleration (g)
Transverse
acceleration (g)
Vertical velocity (cmls)
Radial velocity (cmls)
Transverse velocity

0.05
0.03
0.03

0.2

4
4

9
12

3

12

1

2

1

3

1

4

0.1
0.1

(cmls)

Vertical displacement
(cm)
Radial displacement
(cm)
Transverse
displacement (cm)
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Chapter 5.0

Radiation Effects

RichardA. Van Konynenburg
When the previous report version was being written, we considered waste
packages with relatively thin-walled containers. Thie gamma-ray dose rates outside
such packages would be high enough that observable radiation-hemical effects
would be produced in the near field, so a detailed discussion of such effects was
presented. Since that time, a new waste package design philosophy has emerged. For
this design, our objective is to make the waste package walls sufficently thick,
providing enough radiation shielding to reduce the dose rates to levels that will
eliminate concerns about radiation-chemical effects on package corrosion (100 R/hr
or less and uneventful). No experiments have been funded to determine the dose
rate at which effects on corrosion are no longer observed, but based on the literature,
it is probably an order of magnitude higher than 100 R/hr, although experiments
would be required to confirm this. At such levels, it Is likely that effects on
important near-field geochemical parameters such as pH and Eh will also be
minimal. Certainly, radiation effects will not extend beyond a few centimeters of
rock or backfill. Therefore, no further discussion of radiolytic effects will be
presented here. Refer to the PNFER (Wilder, 1993) for a discussion of the
environmental effects that could occur if the radiation dose were many times higher
than the current design allows.
5.1 Reference
Wilder, D. G. (1993), Preliminary Near-FIeld Environment Report Volume II:
Scientific Overview of Near-Field Environmenf and Phenomena, Lawrence
Livernore National Laboratory, Uvermore, CA, UCRL-LR-107476.
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Chapter 6.0 Introduced (Man-Made) Materials
Annemarie Meike

6.1 Materials Identification and Evaluation
The present appraisal of the potential effects of introduced materials on the
chemistry and mineralogy of the post-emplacement environment is presented in three
sections. The first section of this chapter seeks to Identify potential inherent chemical
reactions and unrintes htat are inherent In the pre-closure repository design.
The chemical significance of the materials and the chemical processes that involve
them are Influenced by temperature, degree of water saturation, fluid composition, and
the ratio of material surface area to fluid volume. We expect heat to be generated by the
waste packages and some water to enter the near-field environment, which will affect
the character of the chemical and hydrological processes and the timing of their
occurrence. These processes, which are part of the post-losure perturbation of the
repository, are addressed In the second section.
The third section is a discussion of the status of modeling intended to predict the
processes, their outcomes, and the timing of events discussed in section 6.5. Ultimately
these models will be used in conjunction with geological and hydrological models to
describe likely chemical and hydrological interactions among water, the host rock, the
waste packages, introduced materials, and organisnis. However, even in the absence of
such sophisticated modeling capability, an iterative change between the identification
and evaluation of materials, computer modeling, and performance assessment can
positively influence design decisions.
6.L1 Original Post-Construction Conditions
The original as-built design has inherent chemical reactions which become
important parameters for predicting the chemical environment of a waste package
(WP). A broad spectrum of materials and organisms may be introduced into a
radioactive-waste repository as a result of its construction and operation. More than 260
items used in a mine construction setting (the Exploratory Shaft Facility) were
inventoried by West (1988), together with the known chemical effects of those materials
at 250C. A further discussion of materials that could be located in the near-field
6-2

environment and some potential chemical consequences has been presented in Rev. 0 of
the Near Field Environment Report However, It is not sufficient to simply identify
materials and their chemical effects In Isolation. The chemical impact of a material
depends upon Its context: its concentration, distribution, reaction rates and products,
and other materials with which It Is in contact or in close proximity. In addition, the
heterogeneous distribution of materials willcaeate pH and chemical concentration
gradients that may in themselves drive chemical reactions. The examination and
comparison of these materials assemblages as chemical systems that influence water
chemistry and hydrology will most effectively support design decisions. In order to
develop a useful system of comparison and decision making, we Identify materials
assemblages, or collections of materials that represent the various options that are
available to perform a specific function (eg., transportation, muckdng, excavation, and
stabilizaton). The materials assemblages are based on observations drawn from the
construction of the Exploratory Studies Facility (ES.
In this chapter we will need to depart from the teminology of the Waste Isolation
Evaluations (WI in which it is recognized that the terms "permanent, "nonpermanent, and "temporaryW are used for materials disbursement In a specific manner.
For materials disbursement purposes temporary" and "non-permanent" refer to items
that are removed prior to operation of a potential repository. 'Permanent" refers to
materials that are used at the site during the operations period, but which may be
removed at closure of the potential repository The WIE therefore uses the words
"committed" and "non-committed," in which "non-committed" refers to substances are
only those which are not being purposely introduced into the environment and for
which reasonable assurance exdsts that the bulk of the substance would be removed at
closure and "committed" refers to substances that are expected to be retained in the
environment after closure. Because all of these terms. have been applied In such a way
as to Imply intent, none of them are applicable to the present study. The purpose of the
present study is to Identify materials that may be introduced Into a repository settin&,
and to determine the longevity of the potential chem-dcal impact, part of which depends
on the residence time of the substance. Other factors include concentration, degradation
rate and environmental factors. We will use different terminology to underscore our
purpose, which is to discover the residence time from actual usage data rather than to
record the original intent. For our purpose we will use the terms 'short-residence" and
"extended-residence.'
At present, although the Advanced Conceptual Design (ACD) for the potential
Yucca Mountain Repository has been released, many aspects of drift engineering that
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are required to carry out that design are not complete. Some materials such as metals,
bonding agents, and concrete may serve as active parts of the designed engineered
barrier. Other materials that are Introduced to serve other purposes, including
surveillance (thmocouples, gauges), construction and operation (drilling rigs,
roadbeds, exhaust fumes, chemical toilets, concrete, grout, rebar), and lubrication
(petroleum-based products, rope dressing) may not be removed because they have
either become Inaccessible or have not been Identified as items to be removed. In
normal mining operations extended residence materials also Include waste material and
spills. The introduced materials will exist in gas, liquid, and solid phases, as inorganic
and organic compounds, and In various reactive states. Some materials, such as
concrete, may be present in large quantities. As of this writing, precast concrete is being
considered as a major part of the non-removable mechanical support system as well as
invert material.
Although this lack of infrmation directly affects our present ability to predict the
chemistry of the near-field environment, we have the potential to provide input to those
engineering decisions that may increase the confidence of future predictions by
examning and assessing materials that have a high probability of being used in a
repository setting.
6.1.1.1 Evaluation of Materials from ESF Construction

We have monitored excavation practices at the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESP)
assuming that the construction methods used at the ESF represent a baseline for
standard construcon activities in a repository setting. Based on an examination of ESF
construction techniques, we have concluded that detailed relational information Is key
to obtaining good estimates of construction materialusage and, thus, our ability to
model drift-scale chemical, hydrological and mechanical processes. Our purpose has
been to obtain relational Information and methods for estimating materials usage
during the construction of a proposed repository at Yucca Mountain. Work in this area
was initiated in December 1994 and halted in September 1995. We have attempted to
determine the extent to which actual materials usage during construction and operation
of an actual repository may be known or predicted, in order to more tightly constrain
bounding conditions for the chemical Impact of Introduced materials in the near-field
environment
Materials used. Our expectation and that of many contacts from whom we
requested information was that much of the materials usage information should be
archived and readily available from the Tracers, Fluids and Materials (TFM database.
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However, these data were not readily available (Melke and Spragge, 1995) as of
September 1995. Inadequacies exist in the areas of obtaining, archiving and retrieving
data. We understand that, partly because of our needs In this area, some of these
inadequacies are presently being addressed.
More specific compositional information will be needed to support the needs of
drift-scale modeling. However, in the absence of that Information, we have begun to
Identify and quantify materials usage, and to recognize patterns of usage and
deviations from those patterns, in order to build estimation methods and bounding
parameters for the usage of various materials. In this report we identify and
demonstrate important factors that affect the patterns of usage and, If monitored, will
ultimately lead to more accurate predictive capabilities include geology, construction
function, regulations, and procedural developments. For example, the pattern of
variation between estimated and as-built materials is a function of structural and
stratigraphic geological factor& The following observations have been made about
materials usage and the relationship of these materials to materials called out in a
design plan. In our description of materials usage we will make these important
distinctions explicit
Clearly, extended residence materials will have chemical effects, some of which may
significantly Impact the post-losure chemistry. What may not be so obvious is that
extended residence materials include not only those materials that are explicitly named
in a repository design, but also the unspecified and necessary associated materials. For
example, a repository design concept that calls for precast invert sections does not
necessarily explicitly include the polymer gasket that appears between many of the
invert sections in the ESF. Similarly, excelsior, pine 4x4s (cribbing) and other cellulose
materials have been placed In open fatres and behind steel sets for stabilization

purposes and will probably remain in place permanently. Our documentation of the use
of these materials and their functional relatonships is well underway, although actual
quantities are still to be retrieved from the TFM database when that becomes a

possibility. Another category of extended residence, non-explicit materials is spills.
Although major efforts have been taken to minimize the accidental introduction of
material by reducing the occurrence of spills, cleaning them up when they occur, and
reporting them, it is important to quantify that minimum. This includes a thorough
documentation of reporting limits (e.g., how much diesel fuel can be spilled before a
report must be filed?) and relational information (erg., hydraulic oil Is usually spilled
near the TBM), as well as reported amounts.
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Even unon-permanent' materials can affect the post-dosure chemical environment
Short residence materials may leave a residue of significant chemical or hydrological
importance, even after they have been removed. For example, a conveyor belt Is used
for mucking operations in the ESF. It appears to be depositing a fine layer of black
organic matter an the left drift wall. More obvious are the talus piles of conveyer belt
shreds and rock powder that pile up at the junction between conveyor segments. With
respect to such short-residence materials, we document residual effects as a function of
quantity, usage, and duration of emplacement
We have aimed to recognize useful dassification schemes and significant categories
of materials for the purpose of supporting design decisions. A useful and elucidative
category for discussion is the materials assemblage that represent functional units.
Some of these functional units (e.g., for mechanical stabilization steel sets or fibercrete)
are substitutional.
There is also a certain amount of flexibility that is an inherent and necessary part of
any construction design. For example, It Is not possible to predict precisely how many
rockbolts will be required to stabilize a particular section of drift. This depends on
information that is acquired as the drift Is excavated and must be determined to some
extent by the contractor.
6.1L2 Uncertainty and Variability in Materials Used
The ability to translate from repository design concepts to the realities of the as-built
drift, which may be the greatest source of uncertainty in estimating materials usage, has
developed substantially from observations of ESF construction. We have aimed to
recognize useful methods of quantification, whether they are theshold values, mean
values and deviations, or degrees of uncertainty.
For data that can be quantified, we wish to obtain materials usage data at a
resolution significant to the Yucca Mountain Project, which can be determined through
sensitivity tests using chemical modeling codes. This degree of resolution is expected to
vary depending on the material.
For data that cannot be estimated, such as unpredictable events or the results of
irregular activities, we wish to determine first the significance of the information using
sensitivity analyses and secondly whether bounding or statistical analyses can be used
to bracket or otherwise characterize the data. This type of determination Is critical to
performance assessment evaluations.
Clearly, adequate data is not yet available to be used as described above. However,
these goals are reflected in the manner in which the data is presented below.
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6.1.L3 Materials explicitly named In construction drawings
Metals
ion is In hand for the ESP
Steel Sets. Steel set and lagging Installation
North ramp from the start of TBM operation at tunnel segment 00+58 through section
06+00, with tunnel sections divided Into and reported by the following 200 m tunnel
increments:
00+58 to 02+00
02+00 to 04+00
04+OD to 06+00
Within thse 200-m sections of tunnel the as-built quantities of the following
construction items are documented:
Steel Set, five-piece ring (reference drawing BABEABO0-01717-2100D41101-03):
1. Top component, MK#1A
2. Bottom components, MK#1B (two parts per set)
3. Side components, MK#IC (two parts per set)
-4 Steel set, shims and Dutchmen (two parts per set)
5. Steel set shims (reference drawing BABEABWO01717-210041102-03)
6. Steel lagging, C8 x 11.5# channel for steel sets -4 ft in length
7. Tie rods for steel sets (reference drawing BABEABOOO-01717-2100-41102-03)
All components are of steel (see Table 6-1). Specific tunnel locations (offier than the
200 m range cited) are not supplied. The lengths of tie rods used are not specified
despite the notation of two different lngts on the drawing (see Table 6-2). According
to a cover letter sent by the Kiewit/PB project manager, W. Wightman, these were the
first of many actual-use TFM reports planned for input to the TFM database by early
September. It was the only report available as of November 1995.
Rockbolts. An Investigation of rodcbolt usage In the ESP has shown that far more
rodkbolts are used in some sections of drift than are specified In the drawings This is
understandable and necessary because ground support depends on the type of rock
encountered and must be left to the discretion of the~construction company. However, a
few useful observations that can be made. First, the number of rockbolts used is
dependent on rock type, and secondly the rockbolt distributions referenced on
engineering drawings can be considered minimum (non-conservative) values.
Rails. It is evident that rails are used presently for hauling personnel and materials
in the ESF. Ultimately, rails may be used for the emplacement of waste packages. It is
possible that these rails will not be removed.
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Concrete
FibercreteM. Fibecrete'u is composed of ordinary Portland cement (OP0 grout,
sand, and short, flat Flex-Ten steel fibers combined ina slurry that has a viscosity low
enough to be extruded at high velocity through hoses. It is used primarily for drift
conolidation, often in combination with wire mesh and after rocbolts have been
emplaced. Table 6-3(a-) shows the composition of the cementlous material in the
FibercreteMf. The source of the sand Is specified In the MSDS. Altough this provides
traddng information, the mineralogy can vary considerably. The MSDS composition
lists quartz, calcite, dlinozoisite, and feldspars (albite and anorthite), as identified by xray diffraction (XAD). Gypsum, phlogopite, and bassanite may also be present.
Rockbolt Grout. The grout composition for the WilliamsnT rockbolts is stipulated
by a Transmittal of Shop Drawings, Equipment Data, Materials Samples, or
Manufacturer's Certifictes of Compliance (SUI) (Form #AP-5.26) dated 16 January
1995. It stipulates that the grout is type E-1 (K) and specifies the brand Wil-X-Cementlu
thixotropic grout. A water/cement ratio (w/c) of 0.4 by weight is stipulated, not to
exceed 0.5. It should be noted, however, for the purpose of establishing water
introduced Into the repository environment, that the mixing of concrete is not exact.
According to the SDT, the actual amount of water is left to the operator's discretion, as
it needs to be. The operator must assure that w/c does not exceed 0.5, even though 5/6
of the total amount of water to be used is added to tlje tank before the grout is added.
Zwert The composition of grout and aggregate for the precast invert have not yet
been obtained. However, it is dear that each invert segment is reinforced with a rebar
cage. Figure 6-1 illustrates the shape of an Individual segment.
6.L114 Materials Implicit In Construction and Operation
Fluid Reports and Consumables. Reports of water usage and equipment fluid
consumption have been requested. The inventory of all water documented as used in
the ESF will be complete upon the receipt of this information. As of November 1995
informal records of materials which are logged into the Exploratory Studies Facility and
assumed consumed within a certain segment of tunnel had not been provided. These
'records' have been described as having been made without standard documentation.
Examples of these materials are paints and sealers (D. Wayman, personal comm.).
However, to this date no records separate from the provided as-builts have been
obtained.
A separate, but similar issue has to do with materials that may be used in much
larger quantities. These materials included cribng (metal and wood) and excelsior,
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which, according to LANL' weekly ESF reports, were used when poor ground
conditions rendered the tunnel boring machine CrBM) gripping mechanis
inadequate. LANL's weekly reports cite use of wood cribbing, fibercrete, shotCrete,
sand, and a cement-water slurry. For the same time period that these LANL's weekly
reports cover, use of these materials is not documented in the Kiewit/PB TFM reports.
A list of materials that were used in construction of the tunnel, but were missing from
any of the materials records were requested (from D. Wayman). The response indicated
a belief that no materials were missing from the records (Meike and Spragge, 1995). We
suspect that some of the missing materials may be listed as "consumed." This category
of materials is misleading if it InSudes both items tast are consumed and removed (eg.,
compressed air, packaging materials), as well as items that remain as a permanent part
of the ESF structure (e g., cribbing, excelsior, sand, and fibercrete).
The TFM data record sheets of the as-built starter tunnel were obtained from
REECO. Quantities are given of each material used, and annotations as to whether the
materials were considered permanently or temporarily emplaced are Induded. We
noted that materials were listed (and archived into the TFM database) by brand name,
which will render retrieval of his Information very tlme&oonsumln& if not Impossible.
We suggest that a classificatlon system such as the one already used for construction
specifications (and thus easily accessible to the construction engineer who must fill out
the TEFM data record) would also be useful for retrieval of the Information from the TM
database and should be part of the Determination of rimportance Evaluation (DIE)
record requirement LANL continues to provide, on a weekly basis, Information
detailing the position of the tunnel face, the advancement of the tunnel boring machine,
and the total quantity of water introduced to the tunnel from holding tanks.
Water. Water brought into the ESF from the holding tanks is measured. It is used
for dust control, cleanup, and excavation. The weely ESP 1CO report provides
information on the amount of actual water use per week and the cumulative amount of
water used. However, the term 'water use" is actually employed to specify the quantity
of water transported into the tunnel. These reports do not specify how much water was
removed from the ESF, e.g., by evaporation or sorbed to rock and removed during the
mucking operation. Thus, the water value represents a maximum value of water
introduced from the holding tanks Although this is not an issue at ambient
temperature, water introduced and stored In solid form (e.g., cement) will be available
to the drift environment upon heating and dehydration. Thus, although it is an
Important component, an estimate of water usage based on the holding tank usage does
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not necessarily represent a complete or "conservative' estimate of the introduced water
budget in a post-construction repository setting.
We present the available waiter usage data In order to Illustrate a number of the data

evaluation methods that will be used. in the future it should be possible to further
constrain estimates of the amount of water that remaIns on the site in both fluid forms
by obtaining better information on water retrieval.
The water usage limit specified In the DE of no more than 7.4 cubic meters of water

per linear meter of tunnel excavated has not been exceeded (Fig. 6-2). An average of the
total amount of water used to date Is 2.47 kL/m. Figure 6-3 illustrates a more detailed
week-by-week analysis of water usage. Figure 6-3(a) shows that to a first
approximation, water usage mirrors excavation progress. From Fig. 6-3(b) it Is dear that
normal weekly amounts of water usage of between 2 and 4 kL/m, which is by and large
a function of excavation progress, are punctuated by events of large or excess water
usage. Therefore, rather than averaging total water usage, we aim to establish an
average water usage per meter (of roughly between 2 and 5 WL/m) that can be modified
by a statistical distribution of excess water events. The character of the statistical
distribution will be determined by further monitoring of water usage in the ESF. The
next step is to relate these events to known functions In order to predict water usage
more accurately.
Spills. Iewit/PB has maintained records of spills/releases In the method of the
Ilewit/PB Spill Response Plan In accordance with the requirements of YAP-2.8Q. They
indlude:
* Date and time of the spill/release
* Type of material
• Source of spill/release
* Tunnel location
* Quantity

* Estimate of unrecovered quantity
* lime at completion of lean-up
* Whether follow-up cleaning was required
Records of spills for the period 10-December-94 through 09-August-95 were
submitted to the TDB for input to the TFM database, Copies of the records signed by
the walker/shift superintendent, environmental supervisor, and M&O A/E site
representtive have been obtained for the period from 10-December-94 through
April-14-95. During this period, eleven underground spills/releases were reported
C(able 6-4). All were fluid spills, described as hydraulic oil or hydraulic fluid with the
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exception of one described as TBM lube oil (See Melke and Spragge, 1995). No specifics
as to type or manufacturer were provided by these reports. However, efforts to retrieve
these specifics from KMewit/PB (through D. Wayman) have yielded some material
safety dala sheets (MSDS) and chemical compositions of the fluids.
Another thirteen spills/releases were recorded from 6-May-95 through 9-August 95
(Table 6-5). However, the only information available to date regarding tUse spills Is the
spill number (SP #) of each and the dates the spills occurred. All other information has
been reported to the TFM administrator for entry in the TFM database. Because the spill
number (SRP #) of 6-May-95 is consecutive with the SEP of the last April spill reported,
it is assumed that no spls were recorded between these two reports.
Cellulose. The use of excelsior for ground sabilizaton behind steel sets has been
observed in the ESF and noted in LANL's TCO report. The use of wood 4x4's (pine or
fir) has been similarly noted. These materials, although extended residence by the
nature of the way that they are used, have either not been recorded or are recorded with
consumables and thus are indstnguble from items that may be removed (see the
discussion above). This category of materials also Includes trash that may be
Incorporated Into invert fill material.
Polymers. Polymers are composed of lon& chain-like molecules which are formed
by the bonding together of relatively small molecular subunits (monomers). Although
proteins (Ie., wool and silk), carbohydrates (Le., starch and cellulose), and condensation
polymers (i.e., shellac and 'glue), polynudeotides (DNA), and cellulose are also
polymers, the focus here is on the synthetic polymers which have been created over the
past 60 years whose many useful properties have lead to Incorporation Into everyday
construction operation. The matter of identification Is an issue because there are many
"hidden" sources of polymers. For example, almost all paper products contain
polymers such as phenol formaldehyde and polyvinyl alcohol. Furthermore, most
adhesives are polymers, and polymers are often added to drilling water to increase
laminar flow. Given the combination ofreporting issues discussed above, and the
inexplicit nature in which polymers can be used, our initial aim with respect to
polymers has been to review the types of polymers that may be used in a construction
setting independent of the ESF context. Below we first present some of the
characteristics that are used to evaluate polymers, and then we review the relevant
polymer lasses. Some comments are made on the relevance of the polymers to the ESE
and to a potential radioactive-waste repository. The review is useful in discovering
polymers and their usages in the ESF as well as pointing out important distinctions that
can be made. Some thermal and degradation mechanisms are mentioned. In section
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621A the discussion of relevant degradation mechanisms is continued, as well as the
potential significance of these characteristics to the design of a radioactive-waste
repository. Concepts fundamental to polymer dharacterization that are significant to
predicting their long-term degradation are outlined in Appendix A.
Relevant Polymers. Epoxy resin systems are made up of resin and hardener. There
are literally hundreds of epoxies with different chemical structures dependent upon tle
resin and hardener used. Epoxy Is dassified as a thermosetting resin and cures from
Internally generated heat. When the resin and hardener are mixed together, a chemical
reaction occurs which causes hardening. Because epoxy easily reacts, chain extension
and crosslinldng can occur without the elimination of a small molecule such as water.
Thus epoxy does not shrink as much as many other thermosets. Curing, which can be
carried out either through the epoxy or hydroxyl groups, gives epoxy its crosslinked
character. Either catalytic systems or polyfunctional crosslinking agents may be used to
link the epoxy resin molecules together. Anines, acids, anhydrides, and mercaptans all
may be used as curing agents.
The range of epoxy resin applications becomes apparent when one examines its
properties. The high reactivity of the three membered epoxy ring leads to many unique
and desirable properties. First, epoxy resins have high chemical and Corrosion
resistance. This leads to many protective coating applications. Epoxies are heat
resistant, with a Tm of approximately 2600C (Brandup and Immergut, 1975). Low
shrinkage, high flexibility, high strength and high Impact resistance lend epoxy to many
mechanical uses. Epoxy also has good electrical properties, is waterproof, and is
lightweight. The most well known property of epoxy, however, is its great adhesion.
Epoxies are used to bond metals to glass and plastics and even concrete to concrete. In
fact, epoxy Is often significantly stronger than the material it Is bonding. Steel rebar Is
coated with epoxy to prevent corrosion. owever, the long-term effectiveness is
questionable, especially if the coating is not uniform. Corrosion can occur at the
interface between the epoxy coat and cold-rolled and galvanized steel (Dilcie et
al.,1990). Another potential use of epoxy at Yucca Mountain will be as rockbolt grout.
Neoprene rubber is a chloroprene polymer and was the first commercially successful
synthetic elastomer. It Is a thennoset which Is crosslinked using the vulcanization
process. Vulcanization involves crosslinking of the highly reactive allylic chlorine. The
accelerator is usually zinc oxide or magnesium oxide (hwever, other metal oxides may
be used) to create a sulfide crosslirk The are two types of neoprene: dry neoprene
and neoprene lattices, each of which may be further classified as general-purpose or
specialty types. Latex rubbers are examples of lattice neoprenes. General purpose
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neoprenes Include those that are used for molding and other product applications.
Specialty types, used for adhesives and sealants, tend to crystallize much faster.
Neoprene rubber tubing probably dry neoprene, has been used in the ESF. It is
lely that it contains antioxidants, fillers and plasticizer additives, because these are
often present in neoprene rubber. Antldodants are necessary since neoprene is quite
susceptible to oxddation. Processing aids are added whdch lubricate and tadkify.
Examples of these are stearic acid, microcrystalline waxes, and low molecular-weight
polyethylenes. Carbon black and mineral fillers are used to give more hardness and to
increase abrasion and tear resistance. Hydrated calcium silicate and precipitated silicon
dioxide fillers of fine particle size are added to neoprene vulcanizates for tensile
strength and hottear and abrasion resistance (Mark et al., 1985). Inexpensive petroleum
derivatives are used as plasticizers, to lower the TV.
Polyamideis a condensation polymer made from dibasic add and diamine derived
from oil and natural gas. These polymers contain amide groups as part of their
monomer unit Nylon is the most prevalent polyamide used today, with nylon 6,6 being
the most preferred due to Its properties and manufacturing cost. Nylons are used
primarily for fibers and engineering resins. Aromatic polyamides (Kevlar, nomax)
exhibit especially good strength and temperature properties. Nylon was the first
synthetic fiber forming polymer developed. It is srong, tough, lightweight, abrasion
and puncture resistant, and resistant to chemicals. Nylon has a very low glass transition
temperature of 50C and degrades thermally to hydrocarbons and carboxyls at 265GC.
Nylon Is also quite hydrophilic relative to ofter synthetic fibers and water acts as a
plasticizer for nylon. A completely dry nylon fiber will be quite brittle whereas a fiber
which is in a humid envient will be more flexible. Nylon ropes have been used at
the ESF. Thus, at least some of the possible nylon usage in the potential repository will
be in fiber form. Kelar falls into the category of liquid crystalline polymers and is
considered a thermoplastic polymer. Kevlar is close to completely crystalline and, thus,
is quite strong. The production of Kevlar requires very strong solvents to achieve the
maximum liquid crystalline phase. The linear aromatic structure of kevlar yields more
strength and high-temperature stability. Kevlar ropes are used in the ESF. Although
kevlar has very good thermal stability relative to other polymers, it will degrade in a
hi-gh-temperature environment. Long-term chemical effects are unknown.
Polybutadinerubber is the main component of Liquid Nails caulk which is used at
the ESF. Polybutadiene is a synthetic rubber which is thermoset via vulcanization. It has
a long-chain molecular structure, which gives it toughness and chemical resistance. The
structure of polybutadiene has long been of interest due to its symmetry and simplicity.
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Its monomer, butadiene, Is a highly reactive colorless gas which reacts with the
characteristic of having conjugated double bonds. Butaliene reacts through a self
condensation reaction to form the polymer. Dependent on length and conformation, the
polymer has a melting temperature ranging from 2 to 1561C and a Tg below 00C.
Polycabonate(PC) Is a thermoplastic of very high molecular weight It is strong,
rigid, transparent, non-toxic, and weather and Impact resistant, though It tends to suffer
from stress cracking. It has a high glass transition temperature of 1350C and melting
temperatures up to 200°C Since polycarbonate is used for many electrical applications,
flame retardants are often added. There are two types of polycarbonate: aliphatic and
aromatic. Of the two, aromatic is by far the most prevalent and also the most useful.
Aromatic polycarbonates are prepared from a condensation reaction between
bisphenols and carbonic acd derivatives. PlexdglasrW covers (e.g., for the ESF
percolation test) are made of polycarbonate. It Is likly that PlexlglasT used during the
construction of a repository can be removed and, in that case, polycarbonate will be of
little or no concern.
Polyeter is classified by carboxylate groups in the backbone of the polymer. They are
produced by a condensation reaction of ethylene glycol and propylene glycol which are
derived from petrochemicals. There are many different polyesters produced for many
different chemicals and glycol derivatives, but terephthalate polyester (PED)products
appear to be the dominant type used at the ESF. Polyester rope and rein-anchored bolt
systems are used. The rope is a thermoplastic polyester whidh will soften at high
temperatures before degrading. PET Is produced from a reaction between a terphthalic
add and ethylene glycol. Impurities are then removed in water at elevated
temperatures and pressure. Purity is especially important in PET manufacture since the
final quality is affected by very small amounts of impurity. Because the intermolecular
interactions in polyesters are relatively weak, small changes in structure lead to large
differences in properties. PETs have melting temperatures as high as 270MC. The degree
of branching ofPE determines the crystallinity (less branching, more crystallnity) and
thus the toughness and stability. Polyesters are also hydrophobic and oleophillic
Polyesters are useful as both thermosets and thermoplastics. If the resins are saturated,
there are no free radicals in the molecular chain for rrosslinking to take place, and
therefore the material remains thermoplastic. LIkewise, if the resins are unsaturated,
there are free radicals and crosslinkdrig can take place.
Polyethylene PE) is a thermoplastic which is polymerized from the monomer
ethylene, obtained from the cracking of petroleum or from natural gas. It was
polymerized at high temperatures until the birth of the Ziegler-Natta catalyst, which
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eliminated the need for high pressures. There are two primary types of polyethylene.
High-ensity polyethylene (HDPE) is processed by low-pressure polymerization. It is
tougher than low-density polyethylene (LDPE) and has better chemical and Impact
resistance. Low-density polyethylene is odorless and non-toxic. Polyethylene is tough.
flexible and a good insulator. However, It Is easily scratched, stress cracking is common
and it has a low Tg (80 to 130 0C). Its properties are affected by side branching. During
fthrmal degradation, polyethylene breaks down to hydrocarbons. One use of
polyethylene at Yucca Mountain is In the form of sand bags and tubing. Polyethylene is
one of the most prevalent polymers and it is likey that it will also be present In other
forms.
PotyLsocyanate(PD is manufactured by a condensation reaction of isocyanate
monomers. Isacyanates are primarily used to manufacture polyurethanes. Lsocyanates
are made in the form of dilsocyanates from amines. It Is a highly reactive monomer and
degrades from about 175 0C. In addition, it is highly reactive with water. The
polymerization of pure dilsocyanxate leads to polymers (called nylon-I polymers) that
have Tg ranging from 40 to 1800C These temperatures are dependent upon the length
of side chains; the longer the side dhains, the less thermally stable. Polyisocyanate has
been used above ground at the ESF in the form of foam sealant and synthetic enamel. In
addition, It Is possible that these products are actually polyurethanes which have been
labeled polyisocyanates due to the prevalence of polyurethanes as foams and coatings.
Like polyethylene, polypropylene (PP)is an olefin made from carbon and hydrogen
and Is derived from petroleum It is formed using the Ziegler-Natta catalyst (consisting
of titanium and aluminum). It Is a thermoplastic which degrades readily requiring the
use of stabilizers. Polypropylene has high impact resistance and flex strength, is scratch
resistant and hydrophobic. There is a strong correlation between average molecular
weight and the properties of polypropylene. It is possible to have atactic, syndiotactic
and Isotactic forms, three different conformations, of polypropylene. The Isotactic and
syndlotactic forms are more readily packed and thus more crystalline than the atactic
form. Higher crystallinity leads to a higher melting temperature and greater toughness.
Polypropylene has been used In the form of rope and tubing at the ESF. In addition,
since it is one of the most prevalent polymers, it may be present in the form of
packaging.
Polystyrene (PS) Is a thermoplastic. The styrene monomer is made from benzene and
ethylene, both of which are petroleum feedstodks. Polystyrene is used for its highfrequency electrical insulation and its optical darity. It is very brittle; this can be
Improved with orientation and the addition of plasticizers. It also has a low glass
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transition temperature of 80 to 900C.However, polystyrene has a relatively high
melting point of 274oC (syndiotactic PS) (Ravinetti and gnI, 1992). Polystyrene
Styrofoam" Insulation has been used at the ESF. In addition, polystyrene auto body
filler and fiberglass resin will be used above ground. Because foam has more surface
area, it is likely that the Styrofoam will degrade more quickly than a solid chunk of
polystyrene.
PolytruaflUrOefyne(Tefon, or PTFE)was first discovered in 1938 by accident while
scientists were attempting to produce a new type of Freon. Since then, It has been used
for a wide variety of applications, most of which take advantage of Its high-temperature
stability (the highest of any non-aramid thermoplastic) and Its low friction. The
frictionless property is due to the strong bond between the fluorine and the carbon
backbone, so strong that It repels other substances. Teflon's electrical properties are
unchanged by temperature and frequncy, lending teflon to radio and power cable
applications.
Teflon Ispolymerized with a peroxide catalyst in the presence of water from a
monomer which Is a poisonous gas. The result Is a polymer which is very inert,
chemically resistant (there are no solvents for teflon) and self lubricating. Teflon coating
called by the trademarked name Gortex serves as a waterproof coating on the roof of
the Denver airport Teflon will be used for tubes for the heater tests In the ESF. It has
also been used as wirepulling lubricant and as lubricating spray. Although not used in
large quantities at present, Teflons' applications continue to grow. Its high melting
point (3303C) may lend it to more applications in a high-level radioactive-waste
repository. If so, a major effort should be conducted to understand Its biodegradation.
Polyurethane(PUR) is synthesized In a condensation reaction between isocyanate and
a hydroxyl compound. Isocyanate Is an ester of Isocyanic acid, HNCO. A wide range of
physical properties can be obtained due to flexibility in selection of the reacting
hydroxyl compound. Although originally produced in the form of fibers competitive
with nylon, the main products of polyurethane are a variety of crosslinked polymers

foams, coatings, and elastomers. Other applications of polyurethanes are adhesives,
sealants, binders, and mine reinforcements. The flammability of polyurethane is
reduced with the addition of flame retardants.
No other foam-producing system compares with that of polyurethane. It is easy to
produce at a reasonable cost. Flexible and rigid foams can both be produced using
polyurethane because catalysts precisely control the balance between polymerization
and expansion. Flexible foams are produced by simultaneous polymerization and
expanding with carbon dioxide gas. Flexible foams are used mostly as protective and
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cushioning materials. The production of rigid foams is similar to that of flexible foams
used as
except that expansion is achieved using a low boiling solvent Rigid foams are
themnal insulating materials. Although polyurethane has a tendency to burn, this is
itself to
lessened by the addition of flame retardants and the bulky foam structure lends
good Insulation properties.
Polyurethane coatings are quite hard yet are flexible. They are also resistant to
abrasion, chemicals and solvents. Finally, polyurethane coatings have high light
stability and weatherability.
Polyurethaane elastomers may be considered block copolymiers consisting of
polyester
alternating polyurethane and polyol segments. Primary or secondary amines,
and polyether are all polyol segments which may be used. Some of the main
components of polyurethane elastomers are polyester and polyether diols, diisocyantes
and dhain extenders. Although different polyurethane elastomers possess different
as
properties, they usually have wonderful tear, abrasion, impact and wear resistance
well as resistance to hydrocarbon and aromatic oils.
Cast elastomers are produced from liquid starting materials which differentiates
are
them from other natural and synthetic rubbers. Examples of cast elastomer products
skateboard wheels and 0-rings. Thermoplastic elastomers are processed as
thernoplastics and hence can be used for various purposes. Examples of thiermoplastic
elastomer products are adhesives, hose lines and films for laminating. Millable
parts.
polyurethane gums are used In synthetic rubber application such as machine
Reaction Injection molding Is a process in which a mixture of two or more reactive
yields
low-viscosity materials is injected into a mold where it polymers. This process
crosslinked, network structures. The product is a solid skin over a low-density
use the
microcllular core (foam structure) In a single operation. These structural foams
and
smooth hard skins as a source of inpact strength, heat-distortion, temperature
in the
combustion resistance. An example of a use for reaction injection molding is
yet
production of automotive body panels. In this case, the car body would be durable
lightweight. At Yucca Mountain, polyurethane is used for insulation purposes,
probably as a foam.
Polyvinyl Chloride(PVC) is one of the oldest and most widely used synthetic
polymers. In the past, the vinyl monomer was formed by a reaction between
hydrochloric add (HC) and acetylene, which is derived from calcium carbide. More
recently, however, PVC has been formed from ethylene, which is cheaper than
rigid,
acetylene (Kass and Helberger, 1986). PVC Is a thermoplastic which is used in
structure of
non-plasticized form, and flexible, plasticized form. Although the chemical
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PVC appears to be quite stable, there are many deviations from the ideal structure.
Structural Irregularities result from polymerization defects such as branching and
double bonds and ftom oxygenated groups such as carbonyls and peroxdde groups.
Thus, the commercial success of PVC Is dependent on stabilizers. PVC has a glass
transition temperature of about 8OC and easily degrades to HO without stabilizers. In
addition, It has very poor chemical resistance. Thus, almost all PVC products contain a
significant amount of additives, which can vary their properties greatly. Polyvinyl
chloride is widely used In the ESP as cable sheath, cement for pipes, cement primer,
conduit, containers, hose piping, portable toilets, sheeting and tubing. Because of Its
potential acidic degradation products, PVC should be either not used or should be
removed from areas of drift excavation in which local acidity is a significant issue.
Silicone Is derived from silica or quartz and can have diverse properties dependent
upon the length of chain and organic groups, but all silicones are based on a backbone
of alternating oxygen (0) and silicon (SI) atoms. Silicones have outstanding resistance to
aging and weathering, good thermal stability (up to about 3150 C), water repellency,
and toughness. In addition, they are inert and frictionless. The first step of production
of silicones involves the conversion of silica to silicone In an electric arc furnace. The,
silicon Is then converted to methylicoros lanes by a direct process reaction wiith methyl
chloride in the presence of copper as a catalyst (Lynch, 1978).
This product then reacts with water to form siloxne monomers, dimers and timers,
which continue to react until termination is reached. The result is a siloxane polymer.
Silicone rubber is the crosslinked form of this polymer. At Yucca Mountain, silicone
rubber Is used as caulc, desiccant and lubricating spray. The thermal degradation
products of silicone are low-molecular-weight cyclic oligomers, which are quite inert
(Brandup and 11mmergut, 1975). Thus, the primary concern will be failure of the
products used in the repository.
6.12 Evaluation of Materials by Function
It is evident that the blueprints show a minimum of materials that are actually used
in constructi The following evaluation is intended to categorize standard suites of
materials by construction function and, if more than one construction option eists for a
particular function, to discriminate suites of materials by construction option. The
presentation below represents the state of the work, which was in progress until
November 1995. We do not present Information on the following functions: utility
piping and ventilation, power distribution, or communication and instrumentation.
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6.12.1 Transportation
Invert. The exact number of Invert segments placed in the tunnel has been
provided. The tuwnel has been divided Into the same sections as for the steel sets. All
inverts are precast prior to emplac
t and are of concrete composition. Rail
placement and invert segment plan and sections and detail are shown In reference
drawing BABKCOOO-01717-2100-4M78-02, and BABFCCOOD-01717-2100-40179-02.
The use of hardware, Including lifting anchors, rebar, and strap anchors, is evident from
the drawings. A polyethylene foam fill material is explicitly mentioned for placement
between invert sections and between invert and the drift wall. Fill material cannot be
tracked in this way unless it is on structural drawing 41099. It is not included in the
Inventory of Inverts and Is unaccounted for. Further chemical and physical analysis
should be conducted on this fill/invert area, given that In an emplacement drift, with
the appropriate design, the invert may constitute an engineered barrier.
Crushed rock, an option that has been discussed for emplacement drifts, has not
been tried in the ESF.
Rail system. Documentation of the materials used in the rail system had not been
Initiated when this work was halted. However, It is dear that the system involves the
rail, anchors, ceramic inserts and rubber insulation. These aspects should be clarified in
the future because they impact the ability to predict microbiology and chemistry in
regions dose to the waste package.
Diesel Exhaust and Fuel. One of the early concerns of the Yucca Mountain Project,
in the area of materials usage, was diesel fuel and Its hydrous pyrolysis products.
Diesel-powered vehicles are standard and econornical for hauling activities, and if they
were used, spilled diesel fuel and exhaust products might become part of the postclosure repository environment.
Electric RaiL Use of electrically powered vehicles is an option that has been
considered for the ESP and may be considered again for use In a potential repository at
Yucca Mountain. The residual material that may be left behind by such a system could
be examined by investigating the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) or other electric rail
systems. Even a cursory examination of BART and other tunnels indicates that a carbon
deposit is a likely result from the use of such a system. This and other aspects of
environmental modification will need to be examined if electric rail is to be an option in
a repository setting.
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6.122 Stabilization
To a great extent the amount of stabilization that Is required within a section of
tunnel is unknown until that section is reached. However, accurate mapping of the
constructim materials and correlation with the ESF geologic assessment should allow
us to predict materials usage in the repository more accurately than simply from
blueprints.
Cribbing. In the ESF, in sections of drift where large fractures have been exposed,
both wood and metal cribbing has been used for stabilization.
Steel sets. Steel sets have been used In areas of extreme rock instability, where
rockbolts are Insufficient At times stabilization Is required behind the steel sets. In the
ESF this stabilization material has consisted of sand or excelsior (wood fiber).
Rodckbolts. As mentioned above, rockbolts of a number of different lengths and
designs are used in the ESF. The emplact of some rockbolts require grout, while
others require a rather large quantity of water (nine gallons per bolt). The number of
rockbolts used in a given section of drift varies and is dependent on the stability of the
rock and the other components of the stabilization system (Table 6-2). Rockbolts can be
associated with wire mesh and with wire mesh and Fibercrete (refer to portal area of the
ESF).
Pre-cast Concrete. Although it has not been used in the ESF, pre-cast concrete is
presently being considered as a mechanical stabilization method in the context of a
potential repository design. Presumably these pre-cast concrete sections will require a

polymer materi between the sections sOmilr to the invert sections.
Fibercrete. Fibercrete has been used for stabilization in the portal area of the ESF
(see the rockbolt discussion above).
6.L2.3 Muddng, Dust Control and Ventilation
Conveyor system. Although it is believed that a conveyor system used for mucking

during repository construction would be removed, it is dcear from observation of the
ESF conveyor system that the operation of the conveyor modifies the environment
chemically and physically. The moving conveyor belt generates a lot of rock powder
which settles on the walls and floor of the tunnel. This could affect drift-scale
hydrological properties. In addition, due to the length of the mucking operation the
conveyor is composed of segments. Each segment consists of a belt, which dumps its
load on the next belt and so on until the excavated rock is removed from the drift. At
the junction between segments, talus piles of rubble and shredded conveyor belt (see
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polymer section) are evident. A very fine black deposit Is also visible on the left drift
wall (rib) throughout the tunnel.
Dust controL Given that the basis for the nuclear waste strategy is the minimization
of water In contact with the waste packages, our goal is to minimize, to the extent
possible, the amount of Introduced water. Data is not available for water usage by
function, so water usage is discussed below In terms of total amounts. In addition to the
chemical Issues, the physical modifcaion of the environment should be adknowledged.
Dust control (even pure water) will cause the heterogeneous dispersion of a coagulated
rock powder, the long-term impact (hydrological and chemical) of which we have yet to
understand. However, in view of the fact that for health reasons a dust suppressant
must be used, and that pure water may not be the best option (due to the larger
amounts needed in the absence of a surfactant), the present discussion is limited to the
dust control products that were under consideration In 1995 and 1996 (see Table 6-6).
The salient issues are outlined In memo LLYM96O3Q87.
The additives were evaluated based on the MSDS information provided for the
products. Although the chemical information provided In most cases was not adequate,
eight were found to contain hydrocarbons/polymers. From the perspective of test
interference in the ESF, we were concerned about the introduction of compounds that
might alter the baseline of chemical analyses, which had the potential of severely
Interfering with and rendering useless the planned Swipe Tests, which were Intended to
obtain sensitive isotope data of hydrocarbon compounds and air samples in the ESF.
The dust control chemicals are especially invasive to those experiments due to the
dispersed nature of the usage. If dust suppression is to be conducted in the ESF using
these additives, an additional program will be required in order to discriminate
between airborne diesel exhaust and vapors, and these dust suppression agents. These
distinctions are critical to our ability to supply baseline information toward the
understanding of potential ESF test interferences. No chemical information was
provided for the last additive considered, Bio Cat 300-1, and therefore no determination
can be made at this point. Based on these considerations we advised against the use of
the additives that contained hydrocarbons and against Bio Cat 300-1 due to the lack of
Information. Given that Dustoonm degrades rapidly, we would want to understand-the
chemical nature of the biodegradation products in order to make a complete assessment
of test interference in the ESF.
Over the long term we areconcerned about the formation of colloids and the
alteration of the chemical composition of water. However, we can make some
preliminary assessments. It is our understanding that tracers are introduced Into the
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water that Is used for dust control If this is accurate, then although the dust control
compound may affect chmcal analysis, at least the Investigator will be alerted to that
fact. In a gross sense the big distinction over the long term between Dustcon"" and the
other products appears be pH, because the domtation provided cites the
prevention of limestone and salt that oterwise build up at a number points In the dust
control system. With the exception of pH, the chemical effects can be considered grossly
of the same type at the concentrations under consideration.
DustconTU appears to need much less water (especially less than non-modified
water) to reduce dust to the required level than the offier products under consideration,
even though the amount of additive used per volume of water appears to be less than
the other products. This has two advantages: first, the dust control agent is minimized,
thus limiting the Impact on data collected from experiments conducted in the ESF, and
secondly, the amount of water introduced into the ESF for the purpose of dust control is
minimized. Similar arguments could be applied to the construction of a radioactivewaste repository.
6.12.4 Excavation
The tunnel boring machine (IBM) is electrically powered. However, its hydraulic
system requires the use of petroleum products. These have been introduced into the
tunnel through spillage during maintenance and equipment failure. As mentioned
above, a policy is in place regarding the reporting and dean-up of spills. According to
the policy, not every spill needs to be reported, but only that above a certain value.
Because not every spill Is recorded, the spills on record must be regarded as a minimum
number. Therefore, in estimates of material usage, the uncertainty factor may be
indluded to account for the spills that are thought to be below the reporting limit and
therefore not recorded. Water usage accompanies the excavation operation through the
actual excavation, dust control and dlean-up of the "dance floor."
6.1.3 Tracers, Fluids and Materials Database: Retrieval of Information
Much of the Initial Information depends upon the retrieval of large amounts of data
supposedly archived in the Tracers Fluids and Materials CIFM) database. Yucca
Mountain Project YMP procedural documents identify explicit methods and channels
through which this data should be retrievable. Our attempt to retrieve data that has
been archived in the TM database suggests that the large effort expended on
developing procedures to collect and archive data is not reflected in the data that can be
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obtained. At the time of the assessment, which ended in November 1995, searches have
retrieved far more procedural documents than data. Since the assessment was
conducted, the operation of the database and collection has been turned over to another
group. In order to enhance the utility and retrievability of information we suggest that
ANSI or other standard construction material reference numbers be used in additionto
brand name. Our experiences suggest that since November 1995 some of these
suggestions are being Incorporated into the database. We look forward to an Improved
state of access to archived data and better conmunication between the construction
team, DIE, TFM database and those that require the data, given that, as time progresses,
both the quantity of data and the demand for it will increase. This data, once available,
will be Incorporated and interpreted in subsequent revisions of the NFER
Routes of information retrieval (offier than archival work) that have been explored
Include the first-hand study of the ESF and interviews with on-site construction staff.
These options appear at first glance to be more time intensive than the retrieval of
archived data. However, they promise to provide a «zore comprehensive understanding
of materials usage that will ultimately be useful in extrapolating information from the
ESF setting to the prediction of materials usage in a potential radioactive-waste
repository.
61.3.1 GENISES
As should become apparent from the above review, tracers, fluids, and materials
data in the form of TFM usage requests and estimates and reports of actual use of TFMs
(also known as "as-builts") are a critical aspect of developing the capability to relate a
repository design to a materials usage prediction. However, at present, such data
remains virtually inaccessible from the YMP TFM database. The current state of the
database is such that It is much less easily accessed than both status reports provided by
and personal communicationwith the database admistrator would lead one to
believe. Currently, here are three databases of TRMs, as cited in the Tracers, Fluids, and
Materials TFM) Database Status Report for the Period April 1995-June 1995. The first
consists of the original TFM data compiled by LANL and entered into a system
provided by Computer Applications Group, Inc. The transfer of hiss data into the
GENISES database is on hold according to the status report dated June 30, 1995. The
second database was compiled and input by EG&G/EM. Because the data was
submitted without standards on a variety of forms, the database will need to be
retrofitted to the revised TEM system to facilitate retrieval of data. The third database
conforms to the specifications of YAP-2.8Q. This database, according to the
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aforementioned TFM status report, contains only data reported after May 8,1995, the
effective date of YAP-2.8Q. However, to quote the status report, "no new data have
been provided under this procedure." To summarize, it seems that the only readily
accessible TFM database contains no data.
The only other self-evident option for obtaining specifics of TFM usage and requests
was to request it from the originator. That method resulted in limited amounts of
information pertaining to the following construction categories being supplied by D.
Wayman of Kiewit/PB:

1. North ramp spill reports
2. North ramp steel sets
3. North ramp rail/segments

This information is reflected In the discussion of materials and materials usage in the
previous sections.
6.1.4 Assessment of Materials Considered for Repository Construction
Progress in this area consists primarily of the initiation of modeling capabilities to
assess the drift-scale heterogeneity of materials and their distribution, the quantities and
location of materials and the chemical composition of some of the more critical
materials. To this point, materials have been considered critical If they have the
potential of being located in the emplacement drift and in fairly large quantities. This
work is of fundamental importance to ability to respond to the needs of Performance
Assessment, Repository Design and Waste Package Design Areas of the Yucca
Mountain Project.
6.141 Heterogeneity
It is dear that the emplace drifts will be both hydrologically and chemically
heterogeneous. Given that the driving force behind many important chemical processes
are chemical, thermal or oher gradients, and that microbial activity is frequently most
active in crevices, and that permeability variations in space will affect hydrological
properties, attention to heterogeneity is very Important. The drift modeling work

described later inthis report includes an assessment of the chosen software to identify
interfaces and to manipulate the level of detail required by this inherent heterogeneity
of the as-built systemL
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6.1.4.2 Materials
The potential significance of a material to the repository environment will be

determined by Its modification potential (chemical or hydrological), its quantity and its
location. Given that some materials may be exposed to temperatures above the standard
conditions to which we are accustomed and to a time frame outside of our experience
(or even, for that matter, longer tman the period of time that the material has been
known, eg., plastics), it is clear that once materials are identified, it may be necessary to

conduct eCxpiments or analyze historical analogs In order to understand their potential
significance in this environmenaL The beginning of the materials identification and
quantification work has been outlined above. This Information is evaluated through the
eqpimental and modeling activities discussed below. The drift-scale model has been
chosen to be able to Interface with existing hydrological, chemical and coupled codes to
create three dimensional renderings of drift-scale processes through time.
61.4.3 Materials juxtapositions
Attention to the juxtaposition of materials is critidal, not only to identify potential
locations of microbial activity and possible microenvironments, but because it is highly
likely that the effects of materials in contact at elevated temperatures may also be
outside our standard experience. Identifying these juxtapositions is also a goal of the
drift-scale modeling activities.
6.2 Post-Closure Chemical Processes That May Modify Predicted Geochemistry
Modifications of the natural environment due to construction of an underground
repository would, in themselves, alter the natural chemnistry, some aspects of which
may be critcal to the robustness of the waste package or to the chemistry of the fluid
leaving the repository. However, once the materials are emplaced, in the absence of
changing extrinsic properties, the chemical evolution of the repository would be fixed to
a specific path and hypothetically predictable. The first section of this chapter on
introduced materials described the chemical evolution that Is brought about by the
intrinsic nature of a repository design, and the initial steps that we have taken toward
quantifying aspects of repository construction. The present section discusses the aging
of repository materials in response to extrinsic conditions such as temperature, relative
humidity and aqueous chemistry that will vary during the lifetime of the repository.
The ultimate goal of this work is use a combination of post-closure chemical processes
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and processes that are determined by repository design and construction to identify the
resultant chemistries that are outside the envelope of possible natural chemistries.
The product phases of materials disintegration, biodegradation and corrosion may
include oxddes of metals, sulfides, chlorides, carbonates, and silicates, as well as organic
compounds, alkali metals, and halogen elements. These materials have the potential to
alter the pH, ionic strength, and compositon of water that may be present at some time
in the lifetime of the repository. In addition to aging, gamma radiation effects must be
considered in the WP environment as discussed in Vn Konynenburg (1986b). The
chemical effects of gamma radiation on man-made materials remain largely
uninvestigated even though It Is known that aggressive substances such as nitric add
can be a product of such processes.
The quality of water, whether present in an aqueous or vapor phase, will directly

affect the dissolution of spent fuel, waste glass, and ultimately, the ooncentration of
dissolved or suspended radionudlides in water that edits breached containers.
Therefore, the introduction of some man-made materials into the WP environment may
Influence WP performance. The chemical data for these materials will be gathered from
a wide variety of sources that represent their usage in both modern and ancient
societies. This data is essential because many chemical consequences specific to the
repository setting are to a large extent unknown. The information that is known,
summarized below, comes from literature searches that have been Initiated for some of
the major categories of materials. Therefore the preponderance of data on cement-based
materials represents the preliminary nature of this task rather than the relative
significance of any of the materials.
In the sections that follow we distinguish between those chemical processes that are
blotic, or mediated by living organisms from those that are ablotic, or not dependent on
living organisms. As will be discussed In the next section, most of our predictive
chemical modeling capabilities are ablotic. Thus to use that modeling capability without
explicit recognition of biotic chemical processes implicitly assumes that they are

insignificant compared to abiotic processes. Clearly this is untrue for some materials
such as some organic compounds over long periods of time in natural environments.
Given the potential confusion In terminology, we define at the outset "organic
chemistry" as those processes that involve organic compounds as distinct from 'biotic
chemistry" which involves a living intermediary such as a colony of microbes. As will
be discussed In Section 6.2.2, microbially mediated (biotic) processes do not necessarily
depend an the presence of organic compounds and can significantly affect inorganic
chemistry.
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6±L1 Ablotlc Chemistry
In this section the chenistry of Inorganic materials and organic materials that are
relevant to a high level radioactive waste repository is examined. The choice of subjects
examined and the length of the studies was strongly determined by the needs of the
project on a yearly and some times shorter term basis.
62-11 Organic Materials. This examination of potential chemical effects of organic
materials concerns two very different goals. The first goal is to assess the potential
contamidation of studies conducted In the ESF by introduced materials. This work
supports the de ation of importance evaluation of materials used in the ESF. The
second goal is to examine organic materials in the context of a radioactive waste
repository and whether they may react with the surrounding rocks causing changes In
repository porosity, or react with the waste package or waste form and enhance the
mobility of radionuclide species. It does not, however, address microbially mediated
degradation.
Diesel Exhaust. A study of long term diesel exhaust effects was conducted usirg NTunnel (Nevada Test Site) as a historical analog (Meike et al, 1995). The study
represents a broad approach to material degradation that aimed first to assess the rate
determining processes before embarking on the detailed experiments. Biotic and abiotic
processes were considered and organic and inorganic materials were analyzed. This
study is described in Melke (1995).
Diesel Fuel. Two studies have been conducted on different aspects of diesel fuel
contamination. The first was conducted primarily to assess the potential impact of
diesel operation on geodemical studies conducted iq the ESF. The other study was
oriented toward understanding the significant long term degradation processes.
4C in Diesel Fuel from the ESF. Chemical isotope studies of selected introduced
materials were conducted In the ESF in support of geochemical tests to determine what
the potential effect of contamination would be to those geochemical studies. One effect
is the potential contaminaton of 14C from a number of sources. The objectives of the
first stage of the study were threfold. Our first objective was to verify that the sample
was
collection protocol did not contribute 1knodeW 14C to the fuel sample. The second
to demonstrate reproducdbility between samples collected at the same location. The
third objective was to verify that the fuel collected firm the locomotive motor was
isotopically equivalent to fuel collected directly from the fuel tank This first stage was
intended to demonstrate unequivocally that (1)our sample collection protocol was
appropriate for he measurements and (2) future samples could be collected
exclusively from the storage tank, thus simplifying future collection. These were
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necessary precursors to give credence to the second stage of the study which was the
actual analysis of the diesel fue.
Eight samples of -50mL each were collected at the ESF at YA. Five of the eight
samples were taken from the storage tank and 3 were collected from the locomotive
motor. The 14C In each sample was measured using accelerator based mass
t an aliquot from each sample was
spectrometry (AMS). Prior to measu
combusted to graphite at the LL envlronmental-lev graphitization laboratory. The
technique used to graphitize samples at LLNL is in widespread use at other AMS
laboratories around the world and cross-calibrations with other laboratories are
performed routinely. In addition to the samples procedural blanks are also graphitized
to verify background activity.
From the AMS measurement an isotopic ratio (14C/13C) Is derived. The AIM
measurement of 14C and 13C is converted to an isotopic ratio by referencing to
standards measured during the measurement cycle of the urknowns. The accuracy of
the standards Is <1%. Within counting statistics all of the samples measured were
identical and their 14C activity was not distinguishable from background, Ie., they were
14C dead. The limits on teir ages are shown in Table 6-7. All of the samples measured
have 14C ages of >48 Kyr. This is essentially the background of the graphitizerspectrometer system. These samples are unequivocally 14 C dead. Turthermore, they are
all Identical, thus verifying the efficacy or the sample collection protocol. Since the
samples collected from the locomotive motor were ioIsthable fm those
collected directly from the storage tank any future m rements could be performed
exclusively on samples collected from the storage tank.

A preliminary interpretation of these results is that any possible contamination of
geologic samples taken from ESF by diesel fuels would result in apparent 14C ages older
than their real ages. The extent to which mixing of C indigenous to geologic samples
taken from ESF with fuel-derived C can be assessed however this task Is beyond the
scope of this preliminary report It Is significant that apparent young 14C ages from
materials taken from could not have been produced by contamination with fuel or
exhaust from diesel fuel.
Hydrous Pyrolysis of DieselFuel. This study examined the hydrothermal
production of carboxylic acid and other aqueous organic species due to thermal
degradation of diesel fuel at elevated temperatures. Carboxylic acids are particularly
significant because they are known to form complexes with common rock forming
cations, and thus can enhance mineral dissolution r4tes and mineral solubility (e.g., Bell
et aL, 1992; Gestsdottir and Manning, 1992; Hajash et al, 1992; Fein, 1991; Bennett et al.,
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1988). Carboxylic acids are also known to accelerate the corrosion of steel and other
alloys (Jones, 1992, Fontana and Green, 1978; arrabee and Mathay, 1963). Furthermore,
carboxylic adds are kinetically metasable for geologically long periods of time at 100200DC (Palmer and Drummond, 1986). Other hydrocarbons that may be derived from
diesel fuel and its degradation products are potential sources of colloidal material for
radionuclide transport. These experiments were carried out at 200 and 315 0C,
temperatures somewhat higher than those expected within a repository emplacement
drift of the present reference design, in order to directly determine the rate and
products of diesel fue degr adation within a 2 to 3 month laboratory experiment. They
thus provide an upper limit for the rate of ablotic degradation within the chemical
system studied.
Experimenta. Given the complex nature of the potential Interactions between diesel
fuel, other relevant man-made materials, groundwater, and Yucca Mountain geology, a
series of scoping experiments with Increasing degree of chemical complexity were
undertaken. The expernts (see Table 6-8) also represent an evolution in the
development of experimental and analytical protocols. The studies of diesel fuel
hydrous pyrolysis were conducted (1)at 2000 C (Jackson and Carroll, 1994), (2) at 315 0C
'to accelerate the reactions, (3)In the presence of cementitlous material and analog J-13
well water to examine reactions at elevated pH, (4) in the presence of Topopah Spring
tuff and analog J-13 well water to examine possible catalytic effects, and (5) in the
presence of cementitlous material, Topopah Spring tuff, and analog J-13 well water. n
addition, a scoping study of hydrothermal cement reactions 2000 C was conducted for
comparison with the more complicated chemical systems (3 and 5 above).
A wide range of analytical techniques were used because no single instrument is
capable of adequately analyzing all of the wide range of substances of interest. Gas
Chromatography (GC) with flame ionization (FM) and thermal conductivity (TCD)
detectors or Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (GCMS) were used to analyze
organic phases (aromatics and alkanes In aqueous and organic solutiorL Gas Mass
Spectrometry (GMS) was used to analyze gas phase extracted from the liquid samples.
Lquid Chromatography (HPtC) was used to analyze for dissolved carboxylic aids.
Inorganic aqueous species were analyzed with one of two instruments. Cations were
detected using Inductively-Coupled Plasma, Atomic Emission Spectrometer (ICP-AES).
Anions were detected using Ion Chrontoography (IC). Inorganic carbon was detected
using a C02 Gas Analyzer. The solids were charactrized mineralogically using X-Ray
Diffractometry (XRD) and morphologically and chemically using Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) with energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) and a beryllium window.
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The diesel fuel used In these experiments was obtained from the LLNL motor pool.
It Is composed primarily of alkanes ranging from C6 to C26 Cable 6-9). The total sulfur
ancentration is 055 wt%, as measured by combustion using a LECO SC132 analyzer.
1 T' wafers, weighing approximately 3 g each were prepared from a sample
Fibercrete
obtained from the ESF, and Is desalbed In Section 6.1.1.3. Topopah Spring Tuff (Tpt)
cores taken 1232.2-1232.3 feet below the surface from drill hole USWG-1 were sliced Into
wafers weighing approximately 3 grams (Knauss et d., 1985a). It consists of a
devimtifled matrix containing plagloclase phenocrysts, alkali feldspar, cristobalite,
quartz, blotite, magnetite, Rimenite, and accessory zircon and apatite, and has an
average pore diameter of .025 pm and a porosity of 6.54% (see also Warren et al., 1984;
Bish et al., 1981). All waters used in the xp ts were either distilled MilliQ (17S
MQ1 ) filtered water or 3 mM NaHCOs solution in MIIliQ water. The latter composition
reflects the most salient chemical feature of J-13 well water (-3 mM NaHCO3 )for the
purpose of the experiment and will be referred to as J-13 analog water (JAW). J-13 water
is considered representative of the natural ground water from Yucca Mountain (Knauss
and Pelfer, 1986).
The high temperature pyrolysis experiments were run in Dickson-type, gold bag
autoclaves (Seyfried et aL, 1987). Te apparatus has been used extensively for
hydrothermal experimentation, and Its use in the experimental study of the hydrous
pyrolysis of hydrocarbons Is well established (ackson et al., 1992). Within the Yucca
Mountain Project the apparatus Is standard equipment and is described elsewhere In
geochemical studies (Knauss and Behiger, 1984; Knauss et al., 1985a; Knauss et al,
1985b, Knauss and Pelfer, 1986 and Knauss et al., 1987).
During fluid sample extraction autoclave rocking was stopped, but the experimental
pressure was maintained by externally pumping deionized water into the pressure
vessel. The sampling port was positioned so as to sample the desired immiscible liquid
phase: the down position sampled the more dense aqueous phase, and the up position
sampled the less dense organic phase. All samples were extracted from the sample port
with gas-tight syringes. Approximately I mL of liquid was extracted to clear the
sampling line, which was not maintained at temperature and pressure, and thus could
be contaminated with precipitated phases. Another 1 mL of liquid was taken to
measure pH at room temperature, which Is not necessarily equal to the pH at
temperature. However, given the exeimental difficulties of measuring the pH at
experimental temperature and the straightforward nature of the calculation, it is
standard practice to calculate the value at temperature based on thermodynamic
principles. In any case, the trend of pH changes is the same.
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An additional two samples were filtered (0.4 pm filter) for ICP-AES analysis of
cations: a 3 mL undiluted sample acidified with concentrated nitric add for trace
element analysis, and a I mL sample diluted by a factor of 10 with 3 mM NaHCO3 and
acidified with concentrated nitric add for major element analysis. Approximately 0.5 to
1.0 mL of the aqueous phase was sampled for organic analyses. A 1 mL aqueous sample
was taken to measure organic ardons using HPLC- Prior to filtering samples for HPLC
analyses, the gas phase, which exsolves from the sample at room temperature, was
removed by passing 20 mL of He gas at atmospheric pressure In a gas-tight syringe
through the liquid sample syringe, then the liquid sample was gently shaken for about
1 minute to allow the gas exchange to occur, and the gas was re-injected Into the 25 mL
He syringe. The total gas volume was measured after adjusting to atmospheric pressure
and injeed into an evacuated sampling steel cylinder for GMS analysis. This extraction
procedure was repeated with the same liquid sample. The gas extractions were
analyzed for inorganic and organic gases. Approximately I mL of the aqos
phase
was sampled for inorganic carbon analysis with the C02 gas analyzer.
Simulations using the Geochedist's Workbench (GW) equilibrium geochemical code
(Behe, 1994), and COM.E16 themodynamic data base (Johnson and Lundeen, 1995)
were used to interpret the experimental solution concentrations and solid end products.
These calculations were evaluated at 2006C. Sulfur was assumed to be in the form (SOJX
and the solutions were charge balanced with Nat ITe lack of detectable H2(g) in the
diesel fuel hydrous pyrolysis experiments suggested that oxidizing conditions xdsted
in the experiments, which were simulated by setting Eh = 0.4 V.
Results. Diesel fuel hydrous pyrolysis Is limited at 200 and 3150C over a two to three
month reaction period. Low carbon number alkanes-and aromatics were dissolved in
the aqueous phase CTable 6-10). Carboxylic adds, such as acetic add and perhaps formic
add, may have been present in the aqueous samples, but their conrentrations were
below the HPLC working detection limit (4 ppm). The room temperature pH of the
sample taken at the end of experiment DF1, equaled 4.5.1I experiment DF2, the room
temperature pH decreased from 6 to 4.9 during the first 30 days of reaction followed by
a slower decrease to pH 4.7 at the end of the experiment. The exception to this trend
was taken at approximately 65 days (MIg. 6-4). No H 2 (g) or 02(g) were detected by GMS
and C02(g) concentrations were on the order of 105 .M There was no measurable
change in the proportions of the alkanes, as illustrated by the normalized concentrations
of n-CIo, n-Cn2 and n-Cu with respect to hexadecane, n-C1 6 for experiment DF1
(Fig. 6-5) or in the final diesel fuel analysis for experiment DF2.
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The results of FibercreteTK-water Interactions (DF7 and DF4) appear to be
iindependent of the presence of diesel fuel (fgt. 6-6 through 6-8). Solution pH (2000C)
decreases from approxImately 8.8 to 84 in both experiments. Similarly, total sulfur
concentrations increase to approxImately 15 mM and initial inorganic carbon
concentrations decrease from 3 mM to concentrations near the detection limit (-ImN)
after the first few days of reaction. The aqueous Si concentrations increase rapidly
during the first few days of reaction, followed by a slower increase to approximately
5 mM, whereas the aqueous Al concentrations decrease steadily from 2 to I mM. The
aqueous Ca concentrations Increase as a function of Ijxe, however the concentrations
measured in the presence of diesel fuel are a factor of two lower than the concentrations
measured in the absence of diesel fuel. Aqueous Fe and Mg concentrations hover
around 1 mM, near the detection limit of the ICP-AES analytical technique.
In both experiments DF3 and DF4, the reacted FibercretesU consists of quartz, calcite,
clilozoisite, feldspars (albite and anorthite), and IIA-tobermorite as identified by XRD
(Fig. 6-9). Of these, only IIA-tobermorite is not found in the unreacted Flibercrete,.
Other crystalline Ca-Si-hydrate phases (but not all) that are associated with reactions
above 100'C (see Melke et al., 1994); afwIllite, xonotlite and foshagite, were not
identified in the unreacted Fibercrete~. The absence of xonotlite, afwillite, foshagite,
bassanite, phlogopite, and mesolite were not unambiguously determined by XRD,
because their major peaks overlap with quartz, calcite, clinozoisite, and
IIA-tobermorite. Two XRD peaks remain unidentified. SEM photomicrographs of
unreacted and reacted bercreteTm (Fig. 6-10) show dissolution etch pits as well as
prismatic growth features in the larger aggregate minerals, quartz and feldspar of the
reacted crystal. The Ca-rich precipitate covering the majority of the wafer surface does
not form n the aggregate or penetrate the wafer at depthLNo Si was detected in
association with the Ca, thus it Is possible that the Ca-rich precipitate is calcite or an
amorphous calcium hydroxide (portlandite) because CO3 and OH are not detected by
these analytical methods. No portlandite was Identified by the bulk XRD analysis. Steel
fibers were not detected in the reacted FPberaeteT with backscattering electron
imaging (BEI) using SEM. However, because iron was not detected In the solution or
the Ca-rich precipitate, it is likely that the corrosion of the steel fibers was minimal and
that they were masked by the Ca-rich precipitate.
Modeling simulations regarding Ca-bearing phases must be considered with caution
because the COM*R16 database does not contain thermodynamic data for many of the
amorphous and crystalline Ca-Si-H20 phases that are pertinent to this chemical system
at this temperature (see e.g., Melke et al., 1994) and that data that is available is not
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Internally conslstent These sdmulations suggest that the aqueous phase was
supersaturated with respect to mesolite (Na-Ca-Al zeolite), close to saturation with
respect to wllastonlte, albite, K-feldspar, quartz and calcite, and undersaturated with
respect to bassenite (least soluble of the calcium sulfates), anorthite, and gyrolite and
liA-tobermonte (crystalline Ca-i-H2o phases that are found in the COM.R16
database).
GCMS analyses of the organic phases Indicated no significant difference between the
starting and post-experimental sample (Table 6-11). These results suggest that neither
alkaline pH nor the phases present in Ffbercreteu catalyzed the hydrous pyrolysis of
diesel fuel at 200C. However, organic compounds such as the BTEX (benzene, toluene,
ethylbenzene, and xylene) compounds are water soluble at this temperature and did
partition into the aqueous phase. The aqueous solubility of organic phases has
significant implications for their transport which is significant to both colloidal
interaction and microbial activity. However, the aqueous organic species did not appear
to evolve over the course of the experment. Within the scatter of the data: average
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and p-xylene are 0.04 (±0.01), 0.06 02), 0.02 (*0.01),
and 0.07 (±0.02) mM respectively. The concentrations of aqueous alkanes were
approximately an order of magnitude less than the aqueous aromatic hydrocarbons.
Uttle significant change was detected with respect to gases although 02 gas decreased
from 21 to 20 mole percent. No H2 gas was detected in the GMS analyses.
The results of DF 5, the diesel fuel-Tpt-JAW eximent at 200IC (Figs. 6-11 through
6-13), was similar to previous hydrothermal Topopah Spring Tuff experiments carried
out In the absence of diesel fuel (Knauss and Beiriger, 1984; Knauss et al., 1985b; Knauss
and PFeier, 1986; Cnauss et al., 1987). At 200°C, the rsytem quilcdy reached a metastable
equilibrium. The pH 0C) decreased slowly fom 7.7 to 7.5 over the duration of the
experiment. The aqueous sulfur
cn entration remained constant for the duration of the
experiment (near mM). The unusually high value of 5 mM at the end of the
experiment requires verification. The inorganic carbon concentration remained constant
for the duration of the experiment near its initial concentration of 3 mM. The aqueous Si
concentration increased rapidly during the first few-days of reaction to approximately
8 mM. The aqueous Al and K concentratons decreased rapidly and reach a constant
concentration after 30 days of reaction The aqueous Ca concentration was constant and
dose to the detection limit of the analytical technique for the duration of the
experiment. No Fe or Mg were detected in the aqueous phase.
XRD analyses revealed no mineralogil differences between the reacted and
unreacted tuff. Quartz, cristobalite plaglodlase, aLkali feldspar, Ilmenite, and biotite
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were unambiguously identified. SEM photomicrographs of unreacted and reacted
Topopah Spring tuff (Fig. 6-14) reveal a Si-rich predttate on tuff surface. Cristobalite
would be consistent with geochemical modeling. The aqueous solutions are calculated
to be supersaturated with respect to mesolite (Na-Ca-Al-zeolbte) and albite, dlose to
saturation with respect quartz, cristobalite, muscovite, and caldte, and undersaturated
with respect to anorthite, wollastonite, and bassenite.
Similar to the FibercreteTr results (DF3 and DF4), the Topopah Spring tuff did not
catalyze the pyrolysis of diesel fuel. No chemical difference was found between the
constituents of the final the organic phase and the beginning diesel fuel. The dissolved
organics were dominated by aromatic hydrocarbons (Table &12). Within the scatter of
the data, the BTEX concentrations were seen to increase to a constant value after 30 days
of reaction. Average values of benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, m/p-xylene and
o-xylene concntration were 0.030 (±0.003), 0.072 (±0.006), 0013 (±0.005), 0.04 (±0.01)
and 0.013 (±0.004) mM respectively. The concentrations of aqueous alkanes are
approximately an order of magnitude less than the aqueous aromatic hydrocarbons.
The 02 gas concntraton decreased from 21 to 20 mole percent No H2 gas was
detected by GMS analyses.
The results of DF6, the diesel fuel-FibercreteTmsTpt-JAW exeriment (FIgs. 6-15
through 6-17), indicated little to chemically distinguish It from the Fibercrete
experiments (DF3 and DP4). The solution pH (200 0C) decreased from 8.5 to 8.2
indicating that the cementItous material dominated the system and that the tuff has
little buffering capacity. The total sulfur concentration increased linearly from 1 to
14 mM over the course of the experiment. The inorganic carbon concentration decreased
from 3 mM to a final value of 15 mM. During the first few days of reaction, the aqueous
Si concentration increased rapidly to approximately 10.5 mM, followed by a slower
decrease to 9.5 mM at the end of the experiment. he aqueous K concentration
decreases from 0.9 mM to a steady-state concentration of 0.25 m.M during the first 40
days of reaction. Ihe aqueous Al concentration decreases from a maximum of 0.075 mM
to a minimum of 0.025 mM afters15 days of reaction, followed by a slow increase to
0.04 mM by the end of the experiment. The aqueous Ca concentration increases linearly
throughout the experiment, with the exception of the questionably high final data point
The aqueous Mg concentrations are at the detection limit of the ICP-AES spectrometer.
No aqueous Fe was detected in the aqueous phase.
SEM analysis indicate that the majority of the reacted Fibercretelm surface Is covered
with a well crystallized layered Ca-silicate (Fig. 6-18) distinct from the precipitate
formed in experits DF3 and DF4 (Fig. 6-10). This phase does not penetrate the
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wafer. An amorphous/poorly crystalline phase can be seen in the spaces between
overlapping sheets of the precipitate. It Is approximtely 5 to 10 pm thick, leaving open
pores by not precipitating on the aggregate, as is observed In experinent DP3 and DP4,
or around pores of the starting cement material. Although not rigorously demined,
the ratio of Ca to St issImilar to that foutd in tobermorite, which was identified
Independently by XRD. This phase also contains minor amounts of Al, which Is
frequently a substitutional element (for Si) in tobermorite. No steel fibers in the reacted
Fibercretenm are observed with backscattered electron imaging (BE) and no measurable
amounts of iron were found in the solution and surface precipitate, indicating little
reaction of the steel fibers, indicating that the fibers were covered by the Ca-silicate
sheet precipitate. Three different precipitates were observed on the Topopah Spring
tuff: (1) small 10-20 micron wide books of the layered Ca-silicate identical to the
precipitate found on the FibercreteTm, (2) calcite rhombs, and (3) Si-rich matrix covering
the surface, which may have been amorphous silica or cristobalite.
The aqueous organics were dominated by aromatic hydrocarbons (Table 6-11).
Average benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, m/p-xylene and o-xylene are 0.033 (±O.004),
0.081 (±0.011), 0.013 (±0.006), 0.05 (0.02) and 0.015 (±0.007) mM respectively similar to
the previous cxperints. The concetations of aqueous ailcanes are approximately an
order of magnitude less than the aqueous aromatic hydrocarbons. No H2 gas is detected
with GMS analyses. Analysis of the organic phase at the end of the experiment yields no
discernible change from the starting diesel fuel.
At 2000C, this system quickly reaches a steady state, which, according to
geochemical calculations Is a metastable equilibrium. The aqueous solutions were
calculated to be supersaturated with respect to mesolite (Na-Ca-Al-zeolite) and albite,
close to saturation with respect quartz, cristobalite, 6ollastonite, K-feldspar, muscovite
and calcite, and undersaturated with respect to anorthite, IIA-tobermorite, gyrolite,
and bassenite.
Discussion.The experiments indicate that the abiotic degradation of diesel fuel Is
slow with respect to repository lifetime and, unaided by biotic degradation, would
remain almost Indefinitely. Our experlmental results show that hydrothermal
degradation of diesel fuel is minlmal at mildly add and alkaline pH over two tothree
month reaction periods at 2000 C and 70 bars. At 200 .and 3150 C, low carbon number
aromatics and alkanes dissolve into the aqueous phase, but the production of carboxylic
adds is limited. It is possible that the soluble aromatics and alkanes are intermediate
degradation products between diesel fuel and carboiWlic acids. The dominant watersoluble organics are aromatic compounds, not aliphatic carboxylic adds. At 315°C, the
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diesel fuel Is significantly more reactive, although the net production of carboxylic adds
is minimaL However, soluble alkanes, aromatics, and carboxylic acids may be
Intermediates between the unstable diesel fuel and the equilibrium thermal degradation
products. A probable reaction path for diesel fuel hydrous pyrolysis may be:
Diesel Fuel =Z soluble aromatics and alkanes =X carboxylic adds =* carbonic add (1)
Although production rates of carboxylic acids at 200 and 3150C are too low to be
quantified directly, the final pH values for experiments DF1 and DF2 support the
presence of acetic acid, which has a pKa of 4.8 at 25 0C. In contrast to the reaction path
proposed above, (araka et al., 1993) and (Lundegard et al., 1992) interpret measured
concentrations of carboxylic adds from oil hydrous pyrolysis experiments as simple
partitioning between the aqueous and organic phases. However, if that were the case,
then the organic addconcentrations and the pH should have been constant over time.
In experiments DF1 and DFZ, the solution pH continues to decrease slowly as a function
of time.
A conservative rate of diesel fuel hydrous pyrolysis can be made from the pH data
(measured at 25C0 as a function of time from experiment DF2 (3150C). To make these
calculations, it is assumed that the decrease in pH reflects a net increase in total
dissolved Inorganic carbon (carbonic acid) or total dissolved acetate. In the Inorganic
carbon system, a total inorganic carbon concentration can be calculated from pH and
the carbonic add dissociation mass balance, charge balance, and total carbon equations.
The dissociation reaction (Wa) and mass balance expression for carbonic acid are:
C02(aq) + H2 w H++ HC°S7

Ka = (WilMC031/(C0 2(aq)))

(2)

where the pKa(25C) = 635 (and pI~a = log KaW. Total inorganic carbon mass balance
(CT) and charge balance equations at the experimental pH are:
(3)

Ct- [CO2(aq)] + H1()3
and

IH+1 =-JHCOa

(4)

respectively.
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Similar calculations can be made assuming the decreasing pH reflects an increase in
the total acetate concentrations as a function of time. The acetate system is chosen to
represent carboxylic adds, because the final pH of b6th experiments DP1 and DF2 is
near the acetic add pKa. The dissociation reaction for acetic add and corresponding
mass balance expression are:
HAc v Ad + H Ka - ([H+)[A(-)/O

)

(5)

where pKa(25eC) e 4.87. In this model system, the total carbon mass balance and charge
balance equations for the experimental pH may be witten as:
C- liAcl + [A
and

(6)

[i+

(7)

[Ac1,

respectively. The results of both of these simple systems are shown in Fig. 6-19. The
calculated Inorganic carbon concentrations increase finearly as a function of time,
approaching the measured values near the detectionlimit after 100 days. The calculated
total acetate concentrations Increase linearly as a function of time, and remain well
below the detection limit of the LC analytical technique, 0.4 mU The calculated
Increases of Inorganic carbon or total acetate can be used as conservative rates of diesel
fuel hydrous pyrolysis 8.3 x 106 M C/day from the inorganic carbon model or
713 x 10-7 M C/day fromthe acetate model In all lkelihood, the decrease in pH as a
function of time represents contributions from both increasing concentrations of
carbonic and carboxylic adds. These low concentrations cannot be accurately measured
and thus long term effects remain unknown, however they can be bounded by using the
detection limit as a guide.
Thermal degradation of diesel fuel Is not enhanced in the presence of cementitious
material or at alkaline pH. Similarly, diesel fuel hydrous pyrolysis is not catalyzed by
FirceteTw or by Topopah Spring Tuff and does not accelerate dissolution of silicate
minerals found in these solids at 2000C. These results agree with previous studies that
show that water Inhibits the catalytic effects of clay minerals in contact with alkanes,
alkenes, alcohols, and ethers (Weres et al., 1988; Tannenbaum and Kaplan, 1985). In a
preliminary study, Bell et al. (1992) show that acetate decarboxylation reactions are
enhanced In the presence of magnetite, hematite, Ca- and Fe- montmorlllonite, and non6-37

stoichiometric pyrite, Indicating tew Fe3+ - Fe2 + redox couple as an important catalyst
However, In this study, the presence of metal iron in the steel fibers did not catalyze the
hydrous pyrolysis of the complex-organic miu.
Secondary results support the understanding that the presence of cementitious
materials will react, affecting the chemistry of the water with which it is in contact, the
repository rock Its own porosity, as well as its own permeability and mineral
assemblage.
62.12 Cementitious Materials. The number, identity, and significance of potential
coupled Interactions between man-made materials are as yet not determinable.
However, interactions between concrete and some other materials are known to be
significant for the chemical environment The oxidation of rebar creates a chemical
environment that increases the degradation rate of concrete. Examples of this effect can
be seen In many major bridges and thoroughfares, but knowledge of these processes
remains qualitative. Tests in which concretes were leached at 100 to 2000C with either
distilled water or Standard Canadian Shield Saline Solution (SCSSS) in contact with a
sodium-bentonite, a waste glass, or a silica fume additive have Indicated that the
identity and concentration of species in solution Is time-dependent (Komarneni and
Roy, 1983; Burnett et al., 1985; Heimann and Hooton, 1986; Onofrel, 1987; Heimann,
1988ab).The fate of C-S-H and the cement minerals, and their interaction with the
aggregate, are a function of time, temperature, solid and aqueous solution
compositions, and the availability of water. Of particular chdmi concern Is whether
the concrete is exposed to air, CO2 or water, the aluminate and ferrite content of the
cement, and the activities of carbonate and sulfate in.the water. The preferred rheology
of the cement at the time of emplacement dictates the quantity of water added to the
dry cement mix and usually exeeds that required foi complete hydration. Therefore,
extra water is expeted in any situation in which wet grout Is emplaced. Physical
properties, such as interconnected porosity, can regulate the rate of, and the long term
susceptibility to chemical attack Porosity is affected by initial water:cement (w/c) ratios
and thus potentially by the method of emplacement. Leaching will preferentially
dissolve some minerals such as portandite from the set material and thus can Increase
permeability, which will influence the rate of degradation. Sufficiently high activities of
sulfate or CO2 can react with concrete. At elevated temperatures, residual portlandite
reacts with carbonates to form calcite (Milestone et al., 1987).
Disintegration and dissolution of cementitious materials may change the pH of
water to values as high as 11.5 at 100 0C. Tobermorite (14 A) forms in water at
temperatures below 80C (Fujil and Kondo, 1983). This phase begins to lose interlayer
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water at 70mC in dry C02-free air to give l1A tobermorite CTaylor, 1987). Sulfateresistant cements (Soo and Milan, 1989) are formulated to have a relatively low
aluminum content so as to minimie the possibility of forming ettringite after the
cement has set. Minmizaion of the volume of porlandite in the set cement controls the
reaction of Ca(OH)2 with sulfate to form gypsum The large volume increases
associated with both ettringite and gypsum formation cause cracking and increase the
surface area exposed to degradation.
]nsight into the long-term performance of cements has been gained from
examinations of (1) groundwaters that issue from rocks containing cementtype
mineals, and (2) ancient concretes. Water with a pH as high as 12.5 has been collected
from rocks containing pordandite, ettringite, tobermorite, and higher temperature
minerals (Khoury et a., 1985; Neal and Stanger, 1984). A prdiminary calculation of
phases in equilibrium with the water (Barnes et al., 1982) is consistent with these natural
data. Ancient Roman concretes often incorporated pyroclastics, Including acidic
tuffaceous material that may be applicable to modem portland cements In the sense that
sinm-ar aggregate is being considered for use in the repository. Examination of these
ancient materials demonstrates that low-permeability cements, and particularly
pozzolanic cements, have the greatest durability (Roy and Langton, 1983,1989). Optical
and compositional comparisons between modern portland cement and a relatively
young portlandcement that had been submerged in water for 63 years (Rhodeick,
1981) have revealed no significant differences. Whether the resolution of data
acquisition in this study is appropriate to predict change over 10,000 years has not yet
been established.
The presence of cernentitious material may greatly alter the geochenistry of the
repository by providing a large reservoir of unstable Camsilicate phases which will
dissolve and reprecipitate at the rock-water interface. Chemical interactions between
water and non-thrmally treated grout at 20-60 C may well be dominated by the
dissolution kinetics of the unstable amorphous and crystalline phases and precipitation
kinetics of the metastable or stable phases (e-g., Atkins et al., 1991). This type of low
temperature interaction has received much attention internationally and can be found
In the radioactive waste disposal literature.
A unique aspect of the Yucca Mountain strategy relative to other high level
radioactive waste strategies around the world is that water will probably contact the
cenentitious material only after It has been exposed to elevated temperatures (>100l0
for an extended period of time (>150 years). It is likely that the cementitous materials
will have dehydrated and transformed to a more crystalline mineral assemblage. Many
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phases In the crystalline Ca-Si-H20 system can develop in cement exposed over long
periods of time to temperatures above 25C. The phases themselves are found both
naturally and In synthetic systems. As a consequence of their appearance in cements

exposed to elevated temperatures, dhemical reactions involving these phases can affect
not only water chemistry, but also the relative humidity of a radioactive waste
repository that contains significant amounts of cement. In order to predict and simulate
these chemical reactions, we are developing an internally consistent database of
crystalline Ca-SI-hydrate structures. The experimental aspects of the synthesis and
characterization of pure phases for the purpose of measuring thermodynamic
parameters Is discussed elsewhere (e.g., Barnes et al, 1996; Martin, 1995; Bruton et al.,
1994; Meike et al, 1994). A complete synopsis of the work In the cement area is not
ready at present due to the premature halt of a five year study in this area.
Other reactions known to occur in nttlous materials over time would
contribute to alterations in the mineral assemblage and contribute to their degradation
and reduction of mechanical strength. These are chloride attack, the alkalai silica
reaction (ASR) and delayed ettringite formation. Chloride attack works by the ingress of
chloride bearing water through permeable grout or cracks to contact and corrode the
metal reinforcement (rebar). Expansion of the rebar due to corrosion causes the
cementitious materials to crack and spall. One of the notable sources of chloride attack
for the present application Is the use of aggregate from desert climates that may contain
evaporated salts CTaylor, 1990). Alkali silica reaction occurs when silica bearing
aggregate reacts with alkali impurities in the cement paste. As with chloride attack,
expansion occurs due to formation of the product phases, causing cracking CTaylor,
1990). Delayed ettrigite formation is also a cracking process due to the late formation of
sulfate bearing phases (Taylor, 1990). There is still much debate about the causes of
DEF. However, some significant DEF has been related to the heat-curing of sulfatebearing cements. A phenomenon similar to DEF occurs through the formation of
thiaumaste, a sulfate-carbonate mineral (Crammond, 1995).
Roy and Langton (1983,1989) have studied ancient concretes, to ascertain mineral
stabilities and instabilities that may be applicable to modern Portland cements. The
ancient concretes, which were made from lime formulations, are not completely
analogous to the modem concretes which are composed of "alite" and Kbeliter and
require higher temperatures for manufacture. Although made with unknown processes
as well as varying starting materials, and mixed using unknown water/cement ratios,
ancient Roman concretes often incorporated pyrodastics, including tuffaceous material.
A main conclusion that Roy and Langton draw from examination of ancient materials is
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that low permeability cements, and particularly pozzoanic cements, have the greatest
durability. A study of mortars from the Byzantine basilica of Hagia Sophia, Istanbul
suggests that a calcium silicate hydrate phase is present The degree of crystallinity is
not well constrained, however, and the mortar appears to be dominated by a calcium
carbonate phase. A cursory examination of a Portland cement that had been submerged
in water-for 63 years (Rhoderick, 1981 a, b, c) suggested no "significant effect"on either
composition or microstructure. Notably lacking for the purpose of the Yucca Mountain
Project are studies of cementous materials that have been exposed to elevated
temperatures for extended periods of time. It is dlear that at elevated temperatures will
cause changes In both composition and micraostructure, which would ultimately affect
the chmistry of the water in contact with the material, as well as its structural integrity.
A different approach to evaluating the long-term performance of cements is to
examine the occurrence of hyper alkaline groundwaters issuing from rocks that contain
cement-type minerals. One such occurrence had been noted (Khoury, 1985; Neal, 1984):
in Jordan, a pH 12.5 water Issuing from rocks containing portlandite, ettringite,
tobernorite, and higher temperature minerals. Combustion of bituminous marl
generated a pre-cursor assemblage of minerals simior to modern cement. Upon contact
with water, recognizable calcium silicate hydrate minerals were formed. A somewhat
incomplete calculation of phases in equilibrium with the water was reported by Barnes
et al. (1982). Since Important constituents of the water analysis were not reported, an
exact replication of the calculation using EQ3 could not be made. By using additional
data from the later literature cited above, the phases showing supersaturation and the
degree of saturation via an EQ3 calculation were parallel tho reported In Barnes et aL
(1982).

Tobmrite synhesis and say

wfth respet to C02. Observations of the extreme

sensitivity of tobermorite, a cement phase expected under repository conditions, during
Its synthesis (Martin et al, 1994) indicate that the formation of tobermorite is sensitive
to the partial pressures of C0 2 , and at partial pressures of CO 2 greater than ambient
compositional and microstructural changes are also to be expected. Ultra-pure samples
tobermorite and oser crystalline Ca-Si-hydrates have been synthesized and
characterized in order to obtain thermodynamic dat. The purpose of this
thermodynamic is to fill a need for fundamental parameters that are not available in the
literature. These parameters are required In order to model the interaction between
water and cementitious materials (see the Fibercrete-water experiment discussed above,
and Meike et al., 1994).
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The starting materials for synthesis were CaO and an aqueous suspension of fumed
SIO2 ("Cab-o-spers ) in a molar ratio of 5:6. The CaD was prepared from CaCO3
heated to 10500C for >4 hours. The highly reactive S102 had a surface area of 100 m 2 /g.
In one case hydrochloric add (ECI) was added before mixing with CaO to neutralize
the S102 suspension which had a pH of 9.8. The constituents were mixed in an argon
filled glove box to inhibit CO2 uptake. CO2 free water was added in excess to obtain a
homogeneous sot/gel. The gels were autodaved at 90 and 1200C in pressure vessels.
Individual vessels were sampled multiple times over the total length of the run in the
argon glove box. Post run treatment of the aliquots included washing the product with
-dlll-Q water and ethanol before drying in desiccators. To hinder calcite formation and
remove excess CaO in the product some of the reacted samples were titrated with HCa
to a pHof7-8.
Powder x-ray diffraction (XED) was used to Identify the mineralogical phases. Two
types of run products were obtained, a mixture of 1.1 and IA nm tobermorite at 90°C,
and a 1.1 rm tobermorite at 1201C. For the mixed phase runs the intensity of the 1A nm
peak decreased and the 1.1 rm peak increased over time as the tobermorite became less
hydrated (Fig. 6-20). Mixed phase samples heated arid dried at 100 0C produced a 1.1 nm
tobermarite. X-ray diffraction of the higher temperature run Indicated a single phase,
1.1 nm tobermorite (Fig. 6-20). In general, tobermorite became more crystalline over
time and at higher tempera Scanning electron niicroscopy (SEM) was used to
determine particle morphology. Photomicrographs of the reacted material showed an
aggregation of platy particles similar to those shown by Suzuki and Slim 3 . No distinct
morphological differences were noted between the 1.1 rm tobermorite and the mixed
1.1 and IA nm tobermorite.
Measures were taken to preclude calcite formation but calcite was detected In the
product and was probably due to unreacted CaO reacting with atmospheric CO 2 (pH
measurements of the run products were high, 113). The formation of calcite was not
Instantaneous. X-ray diffraction patterns indicated an increase in calcite concentration
in the longer runs and was most pronounced in the longest run of 161 days. Although
aliquots were taken in the argon glove box, they were cooled outside of the box in the
laboratory. Carbon dioxide may have diffused through the Teflon lined vessels into the
runproduct.
Carbon dioxide concntrations were measured vith a CO2 analyzer and indicated
equivalent CaCO3 concentrations of up to 6%. Calcite concentrations were the highest in
samples exposed to atmospheric C0 2 for longer periods of time. Samples titrated with
Ha immediately after synthesis did not contain calcite, and XRD analysis of shelved

samples containing calcite indicated that the calcite was removed from the sample with
acid titration without affecting the tobermorite. The volume of HO added to reduce the
pH to approximately 8 was equivalent to an excess CaO concentration of approximately
8%, which correlates to a CaC0 3 concentaton of approximately 14% if completely
reacted.
The extreme sensitivity of tobermorite and other crystalline Ca-Si-hydrates that may
exist in ordinary portland cement to the partial pressure of C02 suggests that, in a
repository environment much of the cementitious material could evolve into CaCO3
phases such as calcite and vaterite. The consequences to the pH are significant. Whereas
a young cement- water system could register pH values of 11 or 12, a calcite water
dominated system would have a significantly lower p.
Significance to YMP. It is dlear from the extant literature and studies that have been
conducted to date, that at temperatures near 251C water In contact with modem
ordinary portland cement can obtain extremely high pHs. However, the effects of other
factors, such as microbes, heating and pC02 above ambient have not been well
established and therefore cannot be well constrained' Therefore for the purpose of
chemical performance assessment the addition of cemnentitious materials widens
boundary conditions and increases uncertainty. With regard to the potential survival of
concrete, we recognize an important distinction between "performance lifetime, which
is linked to the mechanical stability of the structure, and chemical lifetime which
represents the duration of the chemical effects of the material long after the material has
ceased to perform its function. It will be important to explicitly specify the mechanical
performance lifetime required of the cements by the design, because It may be possible
to obtain modern high pformance formulations that will perform a mechanical
function throughout the retrieval period, and perhaps stretching into some of the period
after closure. However, it may not be necessary (or even possible) to engineer (or prove
the stability of) a cement with a performance lifetime of thousands of years.
It is highly likely that long after the mechanical "performance lifetime of the
cementitous materials has ended, these materials could perform chemical functions
such as sorbing radionuclides, especially If the formulation were to contain zeolites as
aggregate or pozzolana. In fact, at the point in the evolution of the repository where
sorption Is required, an invert a material that is considered to have low very long term
mechanical performance properties may be an asset. This is because large surface areas
predominantly determine the effectiveness of a sorbant, and thus a cementitious
material that becomes greatly fractured or disaggregated increases the effectiveness of
the constituent sorbant materials.
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6±2.13 Metal& Metals that are introduced Into a repository environment as a result
of construction are used for many different funciond (see previous section) and are
composed of almost as many different alloys. Thus the concern of the introduced
materials studies are far different from those that are Intended to select a material for
the waste package. Many of the high tech alloys considered for waste packaging
materials are not used widely In construction. Conversely, the alloys that are used in
construction are the more common and cheaper metals that may not make the best
waste package. Fortunately, most of the metals used in construction have been used for
many years and provide a foundation of knowledge in this area. For that reason,
although a significant construction material metals have not been emphasized In these
studies to date.
Metals that may be Introduced into the WP environment for construction purposes
will be primarily Iron and Iron alloys, which can degrade through several mehans.
Oxidation is one common degradation process. Such processes are strongly dependent
upon the Eh and pH of the environment within which oxidation occurs. Cast iron, if
present in large volumes, has the potential to consume large quantities of oxygen and
influence the atnospheric chemistry around waste containers. Experimental studies of
copper corrosion In sea water and In the presence of sulfide Ions (Mor and Beccaria,
1975) indicate that a variety of copper sulfides can form that are also dependent upon
pH. The specific conductivity and resistance to corrosion of the metal are dependent
upon the corrosion product, which Is pH-dependent. In general, the rate at which metal
Ions are added to the water is dependent on the corrosion products.
Much of our understanding of the long term chemical processes involving metals
that may be used In a radioactive waste repository will be based on a firm
understanding of historical analogs. Many of the processes that will affect metal
construction materials are identical to those that have affected metal archaeological
artifacts. Outside the Yucca Mountain Project, Interest in the degradation of metals Is
found In disparate sources from the US. Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Research Laboratory to many oil companies. Because of this interest, and also because
of the length of time that man has been working with metal materials, much more
Information Is available on the long term degradation of metals than most other
manufactured materials. A literature review on the corrosion of metal artifacts has been
conducted In support of waste package design.
Studies of metal artifacts from a variety of ages demonstrate that some phases that
form cannot be predicted from our present knowledge of material degradation. Some
products of these man-made materials rarely occur naturally and are therefore not
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necessarily predictable from a geodhemical data base. Botallackite, a rare hydroxide of
copper chloride, for example, has been observed associated with the corrosion of a
copper object exposed to chloride ion (Pollard et al., 1989). Stability fields and reactive
sequences of the basic copper (II) chlorides have only recently been proposed (Pollard et
al, 1989) on the basis of this and other historical data as a complement to experimental
data, where experimental data alone has previously failed. That diffusion-controlled
phenomena should be expected over time periods of at least 2,000 years is apparent
from Investigations of corrosion phenomena in ancient bronzes (Scott, 1985).
Development of some phases appears to be mediated by the activity of microorganisms
(McNelf et al., 1990).
In addition, information on the long-term corrosion of materals is being assembled
from the New Zealand analog site (Bruton et al, 1995). In the respect that this data
represents materials that are more similar to present construction materials and
methods, some data from the New Zealand (eg., Foster and Tombs, 1962; Soylemezoglu
and Harper, 1982; Braithwaite and Uchti, 1981) and other geothermal fields (e.g., Dodd
et al, 1960; Herm=msson, 1970; Hanck, and Nekoksa, 1980; Cullvicchl et al., 1985) may
be more useful to chemical model assessment than much older archaeological artifacts.
6.2.i14 Polymers. Assessments of the long term chemical affects of those polymers
and their reaction products In the repository are based on current understanding in
polymer science which can be translated into models, but given the relatively new
nature of these materials, experimental data must be gathered to test these models.
Several sources have cautioned that polymer behavior can not be compared with that of
simpler but similar molecules. Therefore, no condusions should be made about
polymers based on the behavior of smaller molecules. However, some correlations may
be made between synthetic and natural polymers and between modern polymers and
their predecessors (assuming one is aware of the cautions mentioned previously).
Natural polymers such as keratin, cellulose and starch as a rule degrade much more
easily than synthetic polymers. One reason is that thy are more hydrophilic and
another is that nature is more equipped to get rid of them (Le., enzymes). Correlations
may also be drawn between silicone and silica which have the same ancestry. It must be
stressed, though, that only general correlations may be drawn and that the specific
polymer must be investigated for specific information. *
The primary modes of degradation for synthetic polymers are thermal degradation,
oxidation, and photodegradatiom Biodegradation will also be discussed in the section
below. The degradation of a polymer can not be followed by observing the behavior of
a similar but simpler molecule. First, there are many small chemical differences between
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polymers and less complex molecules. The differences In termination of polymers are

dependent on preparation. Often, side branches are incorporated during saturation.
Polymers often undergo changes with the environment which are different from similar
simpler molecules. Second, the length of polymers makes many reactions possible
which are impossible In smaller molecules and reactions can be rapid in long chain
molecules. Polymer degradation occurs by one of two primary structural changes:
cross-linking or chain scission. Models have been developed to predict specific
degradation processes over times significant to a radioactive waste repository (Burnay,
1990) however most models are for normal life times and under normal service
conditions (enny, 1993). An activation energy must be reached before degradation
begins (Ravanetti and Zini, 1992) which can be derived from thermal analysis. The
Arrhenius equation Is often used to predict the half lives of materials (BarrKnmarakulasinghe, 1994). It has been found that thermal degradation rate Is increased
by higher temperatures, the presence of a radiation flux, oxidative agents, some
chemical contaminants and light In addition, many polymers can exhibit dose rate
effects or synergism between radiation and temperature or chemical contamination
(Burnay, 1990).

Hydrolysis Involves the substitution of an OH for an OR of the polymer. For

example, in polyurethane, a break would most readily occur at the carbon oxygen single
bond and hydrolysis would form toluene diamine and polyether, which are almost
identical to the starting material. Another method of polyurethane degradation is
glycolysis, which involves the -dissolution of polyurethane (usually foam) in hot
glycols, polyethers or polyamines. In this way additional monomer can be added to the
solution which can then be used for a new product. However, given the difficulty with
which glycolysis and hydrolysis are carried out for the purpose of recycling, the
processes may not be relevant.
There are two types of thermal degradation. The first, depolymerization, involves
the breaking of the main polymer chain backbone so that at any intermediate stage, the
monomer units can be recognized (Grassie, 1985). This Is common for polymers which
give high values of chain scission at ambient temperature (Garrett et al., 1990). The
second, substitution reaction, involves the substituents attached to the backbone of the
polymer molecules such that the chemical nature of the repeat unit Is changed even
though the chain structure may remain intact. In this case, volatile products will be
unlike the monomer (Grassle, 1985).
Leedy and Watters (1994) found that rock bolt epoy degrades at temperatures as

low as 50C and should thus not be used long term mechanical support in areas that
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will be exposed to elevated temperature. However a variation In degradation behavior
exists, probably dependent on the epoxy. It has been found that at 1250 C the primary
degradation mechanism for epoxy resins is Initiated by oxygen attacks rather than a free
radical mechanism Many epoxy resin systems manifest significant oxidative
degradation in air at temperatures as low as 100 0C (Burton, 1993). A change in mass
begins just below 250 0C. To 310C the degradation reaction is primarily dehydration
and Is Identical in air and an Inert atmosphere. Chain scission occurs above 310 0C with
evolution of S02. The rates of weight loss are maximal at 350 and 520°C (Rose et al,
1993). Although Tg varies dependent upon the exact epoxy, epoides tend to have Tgs
from 110 0C to 1350C (Kaplan, 1991). Improved crystallinity decreases degradation at
high temperatures while aromatic linear groups Improve stability. Epoxy resins should
not be indluded in the permanent structure, without detailed long term tests.
Keviar is extremely heat resistant relative to other~polymers with a degradation
temperature of 601°C; at this temperature, kevlar will degrade at a rate of about 10
percent per minnute (Kutty et al., 1992). However, exposure to thermal environments can
alter kevlar's properties and performance. It has beei found that "after 250 and 6 h
exposure to 250 and 3500 C, respectively, the fibers turned brittle and crumbled with
handling (Parimala and Vijayan, 1993)." Fibers treated at 1500 C remained unaffected
over known lifetimes. However, given the relative youth of this material, and thus the
lack of historical analogs, It is not possible to predictthe response to thousands of years
of degradation and an extended (100-200 year) thermal pulse at the 100-200tC range.
Neoprene degrades by a scission reaction accompanied by cross-linking. The metal
oxides are consumed during the degradation process of primarily auto-oxidation.
Chemical products are dependent on additives and temperature, and should be the
subject of analysis should neoprene be considered as part of the permanent repository
structure.
Depolymerization and extensive chain fragmentation of polybutadine generally take
place at temperatures greater than 300DC, when the Activation energy needed for
degradation is reached, and becomes appreciable at temperatures greater tanm 3800C.
Below this temperature, some volatile products are released as well as some structural
changes such as crosslinking but these are minute. The products of thermal degradation
of polybutadiene are primarily larger 'fragments' but also indude monomer,
hydrocarbons and volatile" products (Brandrup and Immergut, 1975). The degradation
process is exothermic up to 3800C and above that, it Is endothermic. At about 2000 C,
polybutadiene becomes insoluble, 'presumably in consequence of some degree of
crosslinking. From NMR and IR spectroscopy, it has been found that "the polymer first
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undergoes a saturatlon-cyclization process, In which the vinyl groups are the first to
disappear. But, at 3000C, it becomes soluble again; in fact, after only half an hour at this
temperature, "the product becomes soluble, the content of olefinic hydrogens drops to a
mere 2.6%, and aromatic structures begin to appear (Schneider et al., 1993). When
studying the thermal degradation of polybutadiene (PB) it must be taken In account that
different proportions of the possible structural units (cis-1A, trans-1A, and 1,2) can be
present, and consequently differences In the overall thermal behavior may be expected
(Chiantore, 1989). The composition of the solid and condensed liquid products of
thermal degradation of PB depends on temperature and time. By prolonged heating at a
lower temperature, products comparable to those obtained at higher temperature
cannot be generated (Schneider et al, 1993).
Two main thermal degradation products of polycarbonateat temperatures up to
4000 C are monomer (and dimer and trimer) and p-cresol (masaka et al., 1992).
At temperatures above the melting temperature at long time periods, polyesters
undergo chain scission. With PET, this reaction leads to carboxyl and vinyl ester groups.
These react to an acetyl ester intermediate to form carboxylic anhydride linkages and
acetaldehyde. Polyester salt complexes have been synthesized for potential battery
applications. It was found that the thermal stability of these complexes was significantly
less than for polyester (Kay et al., 1993). However, It Is unknown whether these
complexes would occur outside a laboratory.
The themal degradation of polyethylene is dependent on the degree of side
branching; the more linear the polymer, the higher the stability. It Is assumed that the
molecular weight of polyethylene Increases due to lang-chain branching which
increases the polymer viscosity at about 2000C. However, after one hour of heating at
3000 C, the spectrum of branched polyethylene exhibits no chemical or conformational
changes (Svoboda et al., 1990).
After heating an Isotactic (probably high percent crystallinity) polypropylene sample
at 3000 C, polypropylene does not exhibit chemical change. It is assumed that the
molecular weight of polyethylene increases due to lang-chain branching which
increases the polymer viscosity at about 2000C (Svoboda et al., 1990) while the primary
degradation mechanism Is chain scission Polypropylene has been converted to gasoline
range chemicals in the presence of zeolite-catalysts (Mordi et al, 1992). The process took
about 2 hours at 3500C and no solid polymer remained at the end of the process. The
addition of carbon black decreases the thermal stability while the addition of red
pigment increases the stability (Wallius, 1993).
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Poly(styrene) is known to undergo thermal degradation above 2500 C to yield mainly
monomer (Garrett et al., 1990). Between 200 and 3000C, the molecular weight of PS falls,
but volatilization Is not 6ignificant below 3000 C (McNeill et al., 1990). Degradation
occurs via scislon of the carbon backbone, either randomly or at weak links with a peak
In degradation at 3920 C. Above 3000 C, the polystyrene degrades Into monomer, small
amounts of toluene and a-methylstyrene, and oligomers (very short chains made up of
monomer). Among other products, toluene and ethylbenzene have also been found in
the decomposed products of polystyrene (Sato et al., 1990; Imasaka et al., 1992).
When exposed to high temperatures (in eccess of 300 t), Teflon degrades to pure
monomer. At high pressures (1013 mbar or higher) Teflon primarily degrades to three
and four carbon fluorocarbons and a poisonous gas monomer
Polyurethanecan be subjected to high temperatures In the absence of oxygen to
obtain the original pe
emical reactants; isocyanates and alcohols (Kutty et al., 1992).
It is common knowledge that the addition of reinforcing high temperature fibers to a
polymer system improves many properties such as thermal resistance. In the case of
polyurethane reinforced with kevlar fibers, the degradation begins at 245 to 2550C and
reaches peaks at 3830C and 4480 C (Kutty et al., 1992). However, the transition
temperature of polyurethane alone is significantly lower. Serious decrease of foam
thermal stability begins above 1600C. The first evidence of weight loss In un-aged FUR
foam Is at temperatures between 200-300 0C and it is caused by rupture of the primaiy
0
bonds In the polymer. At temperatures between 240- RC
weight loss Involves thermal
and oxidative degradation Aged foams showed similar but more pronounced weight
loss. The Tg of polyurethane is 82.5C, the melting temperature 182.5C and the
decomposition temperature 2500C at which the polyurethane foam degraded to
urethane units (Rek et aL, 1990).
When PVC is exposed to elevated temperate even below its melting point, PVC
loses chlorine which forms Ha and becomes discoloired, leading to deterioration of
properties (Oklelmen and Ebhoaye, 1992Z, Bisi et al., 1994). The Tg of PVC is about 810C
(Naqvi, 1991). The steps of PVC degradation (initiation, fast zip-elimination of HO and
simultaneous formation of [polyethylenes], and termination of the zip) are the same
Irrespective of the type of degradation (thermal, thermo-oxdative, photo or mechanical)
(Ivan et al., 1991). Between room temperature and 1850C minimal weight change Is
observed for untreated PVC. HG is produced between 1850C and 375 0C. Structural
reorganization occurs between 375 0C and 5500C. Structural degradation in which
hydrocarbons are evolved occurs above 550 0C (Chatterjee et al., 1994). The Yucca
Mountain Project will be primarily concerned with the first two stages. In air, the HO
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generation is doubled (ass and Helberger, 1986). Since HCl is corrosive and highly
reactive, its presence in a potential repository will be of significance. In addition, the
formation of chlorinated toxic compounds and/or other noxious substances depend on
the different additives commonly used in commercial grade PVC (heat and light effect
stabilizers, lubricants, extenders, pigments, dyes, etc.) (Bisi et al, 1994). PVC is
intrinsically thermally unstable. PVC undergoes chain scission In the presence of metal
soaps.
The great commercial Importance of PVC is due to the development of effective
means of stailztion Thermal degradation is generally considered to be initiated at
unstable sites within the polymer structure. Thermal stabilizers are known to function
by replacing labile atoms in PVC; they inhibit or suppress the elimination of HCl and
interrupt the formation of conjugated polyene sequence in the polymer (O1ieimen and
Ebhoaye, 1992). It has been shown that soaps from rubber seed oil are effective in
preventing dehydroddodnation. Metal sterates (PbSt2 , CdSt2 , BaStZ Cast, and ZnSt2)
have been used as stabilizers, reducing the rates of free Ha evolution destroying
peroxides and peroxide radicals (Ivan et al, 1991). The main cause of instability in PVC
Is abnormal internal structures. The rate of dehydrod-lorination may depend on
internal double bonds, and allylic chlorines located at chain-end (Xu et al., 1989a). The
terminal double bonds of PVC affect the Intrinsic thermal stability. Fewer or greater
terminal double bonds than he optimum has lower thermal stability (Xu et al., 1989b).
0 C
Silionerubber has a useful life of up to 20 years at 1200C or up to five years atl50
(Lynch, 1978) which Is considered outstanding relative to other polymers.
The presence of oxygen in the environment of a polymer almost always speed up
degradation. If the polymer contains hetero-atoms, then polarity governs the rate of
oxidation. In addition, It Is important to note that stability to thermal degradation Is not
always the same as stability to oxidative degradation for a given polymer. Oxygen
susceptibility is dependent on the state of the polymer. For example, polystyrene
oxidizes readily in solution but not in solid form. In addition to chemical structure,
physical structure affects the rate of oxidation.
Polyethylene is unstable in the presence of oxygen in air, eventually degrading to
carbon dioxide and water. This process takes a about 18,000 hours at 200C, but is
expedited at higher temperatures, 31 hours at 800 C (Barr-Kumarakulaslnghe, 1994).
The oxidation of polypropylene causes the melting point to decrease (Wallius, 1993).
Plasticzation and swelling result when solid polymers are exposed to various
solvents (Kaplan, 1991), some of which may be present, or may be produced in a
repository setting. In a poor solvent, where the interactions within the polymer chain
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are strong and tle interactions with the solvent are weak, the polymer molecule will
have a tight conformation. A stronger solvent causes the molecule to spread out so that
there Is more Interaction between solvent and polymer. In addition, chemicals can
degrade polymers. When placed in a swelling agent such as water, hydrophilic glassy
polymer networks swell and form gels (hare et al., 1992). Environmental factors affect
the solvent interaction. Often, an Increase In pH will lead to an increase in swelling
force. Temperature also has an influence on solvent interaction and appears to be
consistent with Arrhenlus activation theory. The kinetics of equilibrium concentration
can be explained by the first-order kinetic rate equation. In addition, most
polymer/solvent systems follow Ficklan diffusion (Khlnnavar and Aminabhavi, 1992).
Epoxy resins vary In sorption characteristics with different cures and different resins.
The huge variety of resins, curing agents, additives exacerbate the difficulties in
understanding how solvent damage occurs. In addition swelling and plastidzation
occur to different extents depending on the solvent. Studies conducted at 22, 40 and
500C Indicate that water produces absorption to about 3 percent (Kaplan, 1991). In
contrast, methanol, ethyl acetate, 1,2-dichloroethane and toluene are taken up rapidly
by the epoxy from 10 to 20 percent. An increase In temperature increases the sorption of
various solvents. This is because as temperature increases, there Is more motion in the
molecular chains and thus more interaction with solvents (Kaplan, 1991).
Polypropylene interacts with a wide variety of solvents in which it either swells or
degrades.
PET, in arystalline form and at room temperature, is resistant to dilute aqueous
mineral acids, nonbasic salts and many organic compounds while being vulnerable to
oxidizing reagents and aqueous alkalis.
The conversion of PS to low molecular weight products is dependent upon both the
kind of solvent used and the solvent concentration. The conversion was low in solvents
that are hydrogen donors. The decrease In solvent concentration brought a rise in the
conversion and the tendency was significant in good hydrogen donor solvents. These
results were explained through hydrogen abstraction processes from the solvents by the
polymer radicals OMurakata et al., 1993)" Specifically, "the conversion of PS to low
molecular weight products [is] dependent on the hydrogen donating ability of the
solvents used. Solvents with greater donating ability [result] is less conversion of PS
(Sato et al., 1990)."
Polymer deformation often occurs when a polymer comes Into contact with heat or a
highly reactive solvent. Likewise, polyurethne elastomers have been found to react with
solvents depending on the solvent and the tempeature. In tetrahydrofuran, dioxane,
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cgylohexanol, acetophenone and benzyl alcohol, the polymer swells, even at room
temperature. In pyridine and aniline, there Is a loss of physical integrity which leads to
chemical degradation reactions (Aminabhavi and AIh, 1990). Furthemore, the
addition of a basic solution would also break down the polyurethane structure.
Siicones have very good chemical resistance and remain chemically resistant at
higher temperatures. In contrast, most other polymers loose their chemical resistance at
higher temperatures (Lynch, 1978).
62.$5 Radiation Effects. The effect of radiation on polymeric materials has been
studied since the construction of the first nuclear power plants in the 1950s. When
exposed to high-energy radiation, polymeric materials undergo chemical changes. The
energy from the radiation excites the polymer molecules leading to chemical change.
Most energy Is deposited in the substrate by Compton scattering, whereby the ejection
of a valence eectron is accompanied by deflection of the incident photon by the electron
cloud around the atom. At lower energies, the incident photon is completely absorbed
by the substrate atom to produce Ionization. Radiation degradation can be measured
from changes in the molecular weight from which, the degree of cross-linking and
scssion can be determined. After irradiation, polymers continue to undergo changes.
For example, Irradiation in air leads to the formation of peroxides and these compounds
have charate
versus temperature relationships for decomposition, usually
with significant rates in the range 50°-1500 C (O'Donnell, 1990).
Radiation enhances degradation, especially thermal effects, which often occur in
parallel with radiation exposure. As energy is added to a system, the temperature is
raised The reaction rates are often quite different In a glass and rubber of a given
polymer and undergo changes at the transition temperatures. The deterioration in the
properties of polymers may be markedly increased by relatively small rises in
temperature (Garrett et al., 1990). This tends to be the case with most chemical reactions
due to the energy provided by an Increase In temperature. An Increase in temperature
when combined with radiation leads to an increase In chain scission. Radical reaction
kinetics are dependent upon the polymer morphology, crystallinity, molecular weight
distribution and the main chain stability as well as its higher structure (morphology)
(Kaplan, 1991). flme-temperature-dose rate models have been developed to predict the
long-term aging of polymers exposed to radiation (Gillen and Cough, 1989).
The surface effects of radiation tend to be much greater than the effects to the core of
a sample due to greater exposure of the surface. The polymer can be affected directly by
the radiation or by the products of radiation from the polymer's environment,
specifically the themal and chemical characteristics of the environment. As a result of
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energy transfer, molecular components present in only small amounts may be the main
sites of chemical change (OMDonnel, 1990). In addition, hydrogen atoms are often
yielded due to radiation which can lead to acoss-linking. The penetration of lowmolecular-weight liquids Into the volume of many polymers leads to a deurease in the
radiation yield of cross linking (Sn-lrnov and Dubova, 1992). Because light Is a type of
radiation, some correlations can be made between degradation caused by light (photos
degradation) and gamma radiation. The energy from light is sufficient to break
chemical bonds, especially short ones. In addition, chromophoric groups (double
bonds) are necessary to absorb the radiation. Strong absorbers are expected to
decompose roughly tWee orders of magnitude faster than weak absorbers (17). Because
absorption of radiation Is an essential first step to photo degradation, strongly absorbed
radiation will be attenuated as it passes through the polymer and reaction will be
concentrated in the surface layers. Thus, photolysis is often identified by the evolution
Of hydrogen, the development of insoubilityand discoloration. In addition, UV radiation
often Initiates ooddation. Photo degradation can not readily be predicted from the
chemical structure due to small impurities and abnormalities often present in polymer
chains. It must be tested experimentally.
Thermosets have much more stability to irradiation that thermoplastics.
Counterintuitively perhaps, thermosets exposed to radiation in air degrade more, the
lower the dose rate. This is because of the oxygen concentration In the interior of
samples. The dissolved oxygen reacts with the radiation induced radicals and builds
peroDddes. Thus, the thermoset becomes unstable and slowly decays by chain scission.
The longer the irradiation time, the more complete is the break down of the peroxides
and the damage to the material (Wilsid, 1990).
Epoxy resins tend to be quite radiation resistant with fillers providing even more
stabilization Most studies have irradiated the epoxy with high doses at short time
intervals. In all cases, epoxy plastics proved to be extraordinarily resistant to radiation
(7). Samples exposed to a low dose rate for ten years showed the same effects as the
short term, high dose samples. Strength remained the same, however surfacedependent properties were markedly influenced by the does rate (Gilfrich and Wilski,
1992).
Not surprisingly, the Irradiation of nylon (polyamide) Is reflected in the mechanical
properties. As radiation dose Is increase, the structural integrity Is decreased. In one
particular study on nylon 6 fibers, it was found that melting temperature decreased, as
did degree of crystallinity, with radiation dose (Ellison et al., 1989). The presence of
oxygen enhanced the effects of the radiation.
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Polybutdienecrosslinks when exposed to radiation. The degree of cross-lnking can
be established using NMR to determine the amount of carbon-carbon double bonds.
Radiation causes free radicals to form which then croslink&-Upon reaching the glasstransition temperature of the elastomers, more than half of the Initial radical
concentration had decayed (Dole, 1973)." As energy is increased, temperature increases.
Once the Tg has been surpassed, segmental motion begins.
The degradation products of PET (polyester) expsed to radiation are carbon dioxide,
carbon monoxide, methane and hydrogen gas. The products are affected by the exact
structure of the PET, chemical composition and the presence of other reactants such as
moisture and oxygen (Dole, 1973).
The degree of degradation due to the irradiation of polythylene is a function of its
crysllinfty; the higher crystallinity samples were found to be Mechanically stronger
after Irradiation (orikaW et al., 1990). In addition, irradiation of low density PE yields a
lot of cross-linking while chain scssion Is primarily achieved in medium and high
density PE. It Is thought that segmental motion of the polymer chains affects the
polymer stability (Torikal et aL, 1994). RadiatIon increases the degradation of
polyethylene, especially when in contact with a solvent such as toluene, xylene or
benzene (Smlmo and Dubova, 1992). The degradation products have little effect on
plutonium solubility (Greenfield et aL, 1993), however the potential formation of
collolds Is not known. Radiation causes both cross-litng and oxidative degradation.
hIadiation of polyethylene caused both oddative degradation and crosslinking, and the
kinetics of the first process were controlled by diffusion of atmospheric oxygen into the
bulk of the material (Spadaro, 1993). In addition, the temperature affects the mobility of
free radicals.
In the case of polypropylene, the lower the crystallinlty, the lower the irradiated
degradation. In addition, the narrower the molecular weight distribution, the more
stable the polymer Is to radiation degradation. Four main radical species formed during
the irradiation of polypropylene are alkyls, allyls, polyenyls and peroxys (Williams,
1990). Radiation effects on polypropylene are greatest when oxygen is present due to
oxidation which is accelerated by radiation. This leads to discoloration and
embrittlement. Oxidation occurs at a greater rate on the surface of samples and the
degradation continues after radiation exposure. Published results show that postirradiation degradation of [polypropylene] occurs by oxidative mechanism due to the
free macro-radicals trapped in the crystalline regions (Khoylou and Katbab, 1993). One
study followed post-radiation affects for 12 months and found that degradation
continued via chain scission mechanism. The recommendation was that semi-crystalline
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polypropylene should be stabilized against post-irradiation degradation, if it is going to
be irradiated by high energy radiation sources (Khoylou and Katbab, 1993). Quenched
polypropylene with a lower crystallinity has a higher radiation durability in than
unquenhed polypropylene. Also, higher molecular weight polypropylene degrades
less than does lower molecular weight polypropylene (ishgald and Yoshil, 1992).
Polystyreneis quite radiation resistant and has been used in many early applications
(Dole, 1973). However, radiation exposure expedites the degradation process. In the
case of polystyrene, IR spectromety has shown that the aromatic and aliphatic groups
are broken down exponentially while carbonyl groups are Increased (El-Agramy and
Shabaka, 1990). Radiation was found to enhance the rate of thermal degradation,
corresponding to an increase In temperature of about 1000C (Garrett, 1990).
Although Teflon has superior thermal and chemical stability, Its well known
senstivity. to radiation limits Its use in many cases (Wheeler and Pepper, 1990).
Radiation damage Is usually concentrated on the surface of the material X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has been used to model Teflon and it is thought that
the surface Is made up of a network of branched or cross-linked fluorocarbon chains.
With radiation, there is a loss of fluorine and an appearance of unsaturation as
saturated fluorocarbon gas is evolved (Svoboda et al., 1990). This continues until a
certain level of damage Is readhed, after which the material degrades into saturated and
unsaturated fluorocarbons.
As with ohr polymers, exposure to radiation accelerates degradation reactions.
According to Mass and Helberger (1986), 'If unstabilized PVC is exposed to heat
(temperatures above 1000C), ultraviolet light, or gamma radiation, then depending on
the Intensity of the exposure and the type of PVC, a cleavage of Ha accompanied by
polyene sequence formation and cross-linking along the chain or intermolecularly can
occur, which Is Intensified by the presence of oxygen. However, PVC has been shown
to have little effect on plutonium solubility even after extensive c-irradiation (Inasaka
et al., 1992).
When siliconeIs exposed to radiation, it initially forms crosslinks but as the radiation

generates more heat in the silicone, It degrades. The crosslinks cause the silicone to
become more rigid. Thus, the physical lifetime of silicone exposed to radiation is often
dependent on the flexibility needed from the sample (Lynch, 1978).
6.216 Colloid Sorption and Chelation. Colloids exist naturally as fracture-lining
materials, clays, bacteria, algae, and hunilc acid, but they can also be the product of
degradation of man-made materials and debris, such as glass, fuels and greases, metals,
biomass evolved on introduced materials and organic waste (see e.g., Meike and
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Wittwer, 1994). A number of processes have already been identified as potential
originators of radionuclide sorbing collods in the WP environment (Olofsson et al.,
1981, 1982ab). These are:
1. Leadhing of the waste form by groundwater.
2. Corrosion of canister material (iron oxides and hydroxides).
3. Degradation of backfill material (if present).
4. Naturally occurring colloids such as clays, organics, and precipitates.
5. Organic materials that result from man-made modification of the NFE
7. Extracellular and cellular miacobal blomass.
Hydrocarbons that result from the thermal decOMposition of greases, paints, and
other organic Items canform ligands that may enhance radionuclide transport. The little
data that exists on this subject suggests that organics more effectively complex
radionuclides than inorganic complexes or single Ions (Raloff, 1990). The presence of
colloidal and organic products may thus produce an environment that greatly enhances
radionuclide migration. As a result, the movement of radionudlides may not be
predictable through inorganic chemistry alone. The number and significance of other
materials to be used in the repository that fall into this same category are still unknown.
Polymers do not readily sorb metals, however, there have been many polymers
which have been chelated in order to promote sorption of metals. The stereochemistry
and the nature of the complexes are markedly dependent upon the molar ratios of the
reactants, the pH of the system and the nature of the anions involved (El-Sonbati et al,
1994). There are also data for metal complexes involving aliphatic alcohol compounds
binding through deprotonated hydroxyl groups. The data for these complexes indicated
that deprotonated hydroxyl binding is strong compared to carboxylate binding,
especially at higher pH values (Greenfield et al, 1993). An extensive project undertaken
by Raber and Garrison (1983) to determine which materials would limit the effects of
radionucide sorption. It was found that polypropylene and polyethylene sorbed the
least.
There have been many studies of metal chelates of polymers for high performance
and filtering applications, especially of epoxy. In one study (Kurnosldn, 1992), it was
found that synthesized metalliferous epoxy hlate polymers have high thma
stability and chemical resistance when compared to the polymer alone.
Metal adsorption sites on polypropyene are liklcy to be carboxyl and carbonyl groups
formed as the surface degrades under the influence pf oxygen, heat or light, oteru sites
are contributed by catalysts, plasticizers and fillers Wm and Hill, 1993). Polypropylene
is known to absorb significant amounts of lead from solutions. A study which
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that at pH
compared the sorption of lead to polypropylene and borosilicate glass found
and that at
7.0, polypropylene "adsorbed significantly more lead than borosilicate glass

change in
pH 5.5 polypropylene adsorbed less than the glassy indicating a fundamental
the nature of the polypropylene surface (im and Hill, 1993).
Many chelating resins have been developed with the Intent to separate and recover
metal ions (i.e., from dilute solutions). It has been found that the hydrophobic character
of the polystyrene backbone negatively affects the access of metal ions to the chelating
groups In the resin. The presence of hydrophilic ligands in the polymer network
pH is
improves chelation (Chessa et al., 1991). Column experiments have shown that
chelated
also a factor owing to the different rate of formation of the immobilized
and Au(II),
species. At pH=6, Pt() flows unaffected from a mixture of Pd(H), Pt(IV)
selective
whereas Au(m) and Pd(I) are both retained and successively separated by
exchange
elution. From the same mixture at pH S 0 only Au(|) Is sorbed by anionic
(Chessa et al., 1991).
from sea
Russian studies have suggested that the sorption of various radionudlides

water on Teflon is time dependent. Others have shown that In the presence of

aqueous
tetraphenylboron, there is selective sorption of trace amounts of cesium from
and Garrison,
solution onto the hydrophobic surfaces of polyethylene and Teflon (Raber
polymers
1983). This same study found that Teflon was the least sorptive of all the
tested.

General Signfiwe to YMP. It has been found that at elevated temperatures, and for

many polymers, temperatures within the range of potential repository conditions,
of the polymers
polymers are quite susceptible to degradation, so much so that the most

must
will degrade within hours rather than the thousands. of years which the repository
of
contain the waste. Given this, it may be possible to plan to observe the impacts
to be
polymer degradation during the retrieval period. However, some care will need

be
taken with respect to polymers because the high temperature effects will not
such rates in
observed. Further studies and modeling should then be conducted with
effects on the
mind. For example, much of the chemical modeling of long-term chemical
as reactants.
NFE may be conducted with the final products of the polymer degradation
The final products of most polymers are known, the majority are monomer,

Polymer
hydrocarbons and some volatile products such as toluene, xylene and cresol.
resins should not be used in any structural applications and chemical significance
should be assessed for each material. Because of a number of potential thermal
structure,
degradation effects, epoxy resins should not be Included in the permanent
without detailed long term tests.
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622 Biotic Chemistry (mirobially mediated chemistry)
There is growing awareness that blotic factors could affect the Integrity of the
repository by a number of processes. These Include miaobially induced corrosion
(MIC) of the waste package and constructon materials, alteration of the chemical
environment, and contributions to the.ansport of radlonuclides. A variety of different
types of bacteria normally Inhabit the deep subsurface. In the course of construction
both new materials and non-endogenous bacteria will be introduced to the repository
environment Conditions after waste emplacement are expected to alter dramatically.
Extrmely elevated temperatures with accompanying desiccation, and possible
radiation exposure, are among the environmental conditions expected to result from
radlonuclidedecay. Microbes can survive and adapt to extreme environmental
conditions, take advantage of microenvironments, and remain active In generated
spatial gradients. Microorganisms employ extremely diverse modes of metabol For
the purpose of repository performance, this translates to mean that microbes can be
Involved In a wide varety of processes in a geological setting (see Horn and Meilce,
1995 for a detailed discussion of the Issues). Information on the degradation of various
materials of significance to a repository are being gathered from diverse sources (see the
section on polymer biodegradation below) of particular use are the data that have been
collected with respect to the bloremediation of landfalls and other forms of chemical
waste.
MicrobIally mediated chemical processes can significantly alter the geochemical
environment and have direct Impacts on repository materials. Microbes are capable of
utilizing a wide range of organic compounds to serve as sources of carbon. Autotrophic
organisms are capable of carbon dioxide fixation to satisfy carbon requirements for
synthesis of cellular materials. Energy can be derived from either reduced organic or
Inorganic compounds. Hydrogen gas, nitrogen, ammonia, nitrite, ferrous iron, and
reduced sulfur compounds, for example, can all be used as energy sources by various
microbial groups. Similarly, oxygen or a wide array of inorganic compounds may be
utilized as a terminal electron sink Nutrient supply, rate of nutrient transport, and the
composition of the repository community will govern the specific types of metabolic
activities that occur. Bacteria can also bind metals, secrete metal-complexing
compounds, and transform metal ions to altered speclation states. These capabilities
may enable the tansport of radionudlides from the near-field environment. These
considerations demonstrate that microbial blota are integral to environmental mass
transfer. Thus, microbial contributions to overall environmental chemistry cannot and
should not be ignored if prediction of the long-term Integrity of a nuclear repository is
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aimed at accurately reflecting environmental processes. In this paper we examine the
potential effects of microbial activity on reposito performance and present a
spective for future directions to better understand and predict these effects.
Specifically, we provide an assessment of standard and nonstandard microbiological
tchniques with respect to their potential for providing Information of use to the Yucca
Mountain Projec

62.1 Biodegradation of Polymers. While natural polymers are readily broken
down by microbes, synthetic polymers are more resistant. One reason for this is that a
main source of energy for microorganism is the breaking of the carbon-hydrogen
bonds which release energy. Another reason Is that the enzymes required to break
down these synthetic polymers are not found in nature. The biodegradation of
polymers is also dependent upon the intrinsic viscosity and the product structure. For
example, a flexible foam will degrade faster than a rigid foam which will degrade faster
than a solid product. A last reason Is that the most important type of enzymatic
polymer deavage reaction Is hydrolysis which occurs excdusively Inside microbial cells.
Thus high molecular mass polymers would need to enter the cytoplasm before
depolymerizatlon (Schink et al., 1992). It would seem that by copolymerizing a synthetic
polymer with a natural polymer, degradation could be achieved. This, however, is not
the case. Studies in which starch Is incorporated into the polymer structure have shown
that while the starch components do degrade, the synthetic polymer structure only
collapses into smaller pieces which still resist degradation. However, many degradation
products of polymers are biodegradable.
Because polyamides are hydrophilic It seems that they might be susceptible to
microbial attacks. This, however, has been refuted in many tests and 'it Is well known
that these compounds are generally resistant to microbial degradation as their chemical
structures are not found in natural polymers (Andreoni et al., 1993). Although,
polyamides have been created which can be degraded, this is a far cry from the
degradation of a commercial nylon product. Even nylon 6, which tends to have less
desirable properties than the widely used nylon 6,6 are not biodegradable when the
number average molecular weight Is greater than 1000 (Andreoni et al., 1993) (a
polymer of this small size would not be useful for any commercial products).
Polyesters used in the manufacture of a polyurethane have been shown to be
degraded by fungi. The polyester segment of a the polymer is the main site for attack
which could be degraded within two weeks (Kay et al., 1993). However, these
experiments were supplemented with yeast and the assumption was made that the
polymer was consumed as a result of cometabolisi. In another study of bacterial
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degradation of polyester polyurethane (Kay et al., 1991), it was found that bacteria
could not degrade the polymer within a 12 week test period. Clearly as In most cases of
biodegradation the type of microorganism and the environmental conditions are
important variables.
There has been some study of the possible degradation of polyetylyene as it would be
something desirable from the standpoint of diinishing the growth of land fill. It has
been found that polyethylene does not readily biodegrade. One study tested several
types of bacteria on the ability to degrade polyethylene. It was found that only one
type could degrade the polyethylene and tenm only when the sample was put in a
medium which was desirable for the bacteria; no degradation of the control samples
occurred. The study further hypothesized that polyethylene is degraded into its simple
components (Awasthl, 1993). In addition, it was found that degradation increased when
oxygen levels were increased. Polyester polyurethaneshave been found to degrade via
microbial attack. Polyether polyuretznes have been found to be more resistant polyester
polyurethanes (ay, 1993). Thus, it Is assumed that the weak 'lin' Is the polyester
rather than the polyurethane. In another study, it was found that polyester
polyurethane could not be degraded by bacteria (Kay, 1991).
62.2 Microbes at Yucca Mountain Given the wide variety of microblally
mediated effects and the complexity of microbial processes, studies to assess potential
impacts of microbial activity on the Yucca Mountain repository should indlude a variety
of techniques. These investigations should Include laboratory studies of Yucca
Mountain-derived microbial Isolates (representative of both native and Introduced
populations) chosen to determine bounding conditions for various microbiallymediated reactions. Carefully chosen analog studies can also supplement
characterization of in situ reaction rates to best predict long-term microbial effects.
Assessment of mixcroblally-mediated transport of radionuclides can best be examined
using perfusion analyses and detminaton of the binding and transformative
capabilities of Yucca Mountain microbial community members. Traditionally,
microorganisms are grouped and identified using physiological and metabolic typing
criteria. Identification of organisms therefore provides a means of estimating their
potential involvement in significant chemical impacts. These studies will generate a
roster of the organisms present to the level of genus (and species, where possible and
necessary), under selected temperature, humidity, and radiation conditions. The
Identificaton of entire microbial communities will allow the establishment of boundary
conditions for microbial survival and activity. Traditional culturing techniques that rely
on the growth of collected organisms as a means of identification are not entirely
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representational. Therefore, these techniques should be supplemented with molecular
means of charactizing and quantifying extant Yucca Mountain microorganisms under
varying conditions.
The next step Is to determine whether these activitdes are ongoing in both perturbed
and unperturbed microbial communities, and assess the magnitude and rates of those
reactions that are expected to alter the repository environment. Traditional biocemical
assay techniques are available to determine blogenic acid production, hydrogen sulfide
generation, metal transformations, and the soluble gas evolution. However, these
techniques are not wholly amenable for the determination of In situ reaction rates.
Therefore, they too can be supplemented with more advanced molecular techniques to
better predict the impact of microbial affects on geochemistry and repository
components.
Growth of Whole YM Communities. Samples of Topopah Spring tuff were initially
aseptically collected from a mined Fran Ridge outcrop (the Large Block Test Site, LB),
and rock excavated during construction of the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF, Yucca
Mountain, NV). The aim was to collect rock samples which had been exposed to
construction activities and were representative of the post-construction repository
environment Bacteria which had been introduced by construction machinery,
introduced materials, and human intervention could thus be included In subsequent
Isolations and testing.
Growth rates of YM-derived microbial communiies were determined by adding
10 g of crushed rock samples (1.7-2.4 mmgrain size) to 50 mL of R2 broth,a low
nutrient formulation (Reasoner and Geldreich, 1985). Samples were incubated
aerobically by shaking in covered flasks at ambient temperature, 30 0C, and 50 C.
Sterile controls were prepared by repeated cycles of autoclaving (120 0C) and
incubation. Growth was monitored by periodic live plating of appropriate dilutions on
R2 agar (Difoo).
Growth rates of whole -communities of YM-derimed microorganisms in low nutrient
R2 broth varied somewhat, depending on the temperature of incubation. While
communities grown at room temperature or 30 OC showed altered doubling times with
respect to those grown at 50 °C, all cultures, demonstrated significant increases in cell
numbers, ranging to over 20,000 ells/mL of media,at the conclusion of the 30 h growth
period (Fig. 6-21). Additionally, it was found that some bacterial isolates, most likely
spore-forming species, survived repeated exposure to 120 "C.
These results reveal that even a Modest nutrient sourcesupports significant
logarithmic growth of native and introduced YM bacteria, and total microbial cell
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densities reach similar levels regardless of the temperature of incubation (g. 6-21).
Probable spore-forming microbial species were able tio survive repeated autodaving
(120 QC), demonstrating that even at the highly elevated temperatures expected to occur
after waste emplacement In the repository, some of the endogenous microblota may be
able to survive through these extended periods of intense heat.
Isolation of Individual YM Bacterial Strains. Microorganisms were isolated both
aerobically and anaerobically from whole and aseptically-cushed (1.7-2.4mm) rock
samples at room temperature by plating directly, or washing rock samples with
Artificial Pore Water (APW, equivalent in composition to J13 well water in the YM area;
Amy et al, 1992), and plating onto low nutrient R2 agar. Organisms that survive in
nutrient-depleted environments and at elevated temperature were isolated from
crushed samples (1.0 g) after extended growth (aerobic incubation, 72 h.; anaerobic
incubation, 17 days) In R2 broth at room temperatures and 50 PC After extended
cultivation, samples were incubated on R2 agar at the temperature of previous growth.
Plating of whole and crushed rock/washes at room temperature on R2 agar showed
higher species diversity contained in LB samples thai those obtained from ESF samples.
Also, crushed rock/washes displayed generally lower species diversity and cell
numbers than those arising from whole rock (e.g., Fig. 6-22). Finally, greater diversity
and cells numbers were obtained after growth under aerobic conditions than under
anaerobic culture conditions.
Extended growth at room temperature and 50 °C showed generally a low diversity
of microbial forms (one to three cell types). However, high cell numbers were reached
after extended growth under aerobic conditions (2 x 10W-10' cells/mL), while anaerobic
conditions produced low cell densities (e.g., 140 cells/mL), and no growth was evident
after extended anaerobic incubation at 50 DC
Since manipulaton of rock samples has been reported to alter the kinds and
numbers of organisms recovered (Haldeman et al., 1994), our results regarding the
number and types of organisms from whole versus crushed rock are thus consistent
with past findings.
YM tuff was collected and crushed exposed to the ambient air, also initial transfers
of organisms cultivated on oxygen-depleted agar plates and broth were briefly exposed
to air. Therefore, it must be assumed that those organisms cultivated under reduced
conditions are either somewhat aero-tolerant (Ipe, oxygen is not completely toxic to
them, for at least brief periods), or they are capable of both oodc and anoxic growth (socalled 'facultative anaerobes"). This became more evident in the results of subsequent
experiments (below).

It may also be expected that both higher temperatures and anoxic conditions could
result in lower cell numbers and diversity of those microbes obtained under these
culture conditions. Topopah Spring tuff and its associated pore water has been
characterzed as generally containing a significant amount of oxygen (Buschedck and
Nitao, 1994), such that strictly anaerobic, or even facultatively anaerobic organisms,
might be expected In lower abundance relative to strict aerobes. Since elevated
temperatures are not the norm in the subsurface, those organisms adapted to growth at
50 C may not likewise be immediately expected to be present In high abundance.
However again, the demonstration that at least some organisms at the YM site are
capable of growth at higher temperatures and under lower oxygen tensions shows that
a subset of the extant YM microbial community harbor the potential to grow and
survive at elevated temperatures and under reducing conditions.
LB samples, originating from a Fran Ridge outcrop that more closely resembles the
geological charactristics of the repository unit, display greater microbial diversity (on
R2 agar) than those from the ESP-excavated rock, which had not yet reached the
repository horizon. Thus, greater microbial diversity may be extant in the repository
horizon han In overlying geological units.
The paucity of microbial forms after extended growth is expected. It is accepted that
under stressed conditions, such as those created by the depletion of nutrients, that only
a few members of the community are equally well-adapted to exploit the minimal
resources available; these will outgrow those species less able to compete.
While any given growth media (e.g., R2) permits only the growth of a small fraction
of a microbial community (Atlas, 1982; Roznak and Colwell, 1987), a multiplicity of
microbial types were still detected from whole and crushed YM rock on R2 media;
henceforth these were treated as a sample of the total microbial community present at
this site. A representative group of distinct individual Isolates were purified by
repeated strealdng of single colonies, many of these were Identified by fatty acid
analysis (Welch, 1991; Analytical Services, Inc., VT), but some remain unidentified. All
purified Isolates (ca. 60) were preserved for use In further experiments.
Identfied and preserved YM bacteria! isolates included representatives of the
following genera: Bacillus, Arthrobacter,Cdlulomwnas, Corynebacterium,Pseudomonas,
Stq4Wocus, Xandwmos, and FLvbterium. These bacterial classes collectively
contain members that are capable of formdng spores, producing acids, degrading a wide
variety of organic compounds, and remaining active under both oxic and anoxic
conditions.
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Enrichment of Corrosion-Specific Bacteria from YM Tuft The oxidation of Fe(I
to Feif) and the reduction of sulfate to sulfide are elements of different microbial
metabolic pathways that have been linked to metal corrosion processes (Lee et al., 1994;
Borensteln, 1994). Therefore, efforts were made to culture organisms that carry out these
tranfomatdions from YM geologic samples.
Iron oxidizers, such as species of bacteria of the genus Thiobadilus,utilize Fe(U) as an
energy (electron) source with the concitant production of Fe(I), and they obtain
carbon for cellular growth by fixing carbon dioxide from the surrounding atmosphere.
The ferric iron produced by these bacteria can react with iron sulfide (pyrite)
spontaneously to form more ferrous Ions and sulfuric add. As a result, iron oxidizing
bacteria have evolved to function under very acidic conditions.
bIon oxidizing microorganisms were cultured from YM tuff by inoculating 5 g
samples of crushed tuff into media previously reported to support the growth of these
organisms (L.e, ATCC Media #64, containing Fe(E), no exogenous carbon source, and
at pH 2.8; Gherna et al., 1989). As a control for suitable growth conditions, three known
and characized Iron-oxidizing microbial strains were grown in parallel with those
enriched from YM tuff (ThiobacilusferrooxidansATCC#21834, #14119, #33020, Gherna et
aL, 1989).
Sulfate reducing bacteria use sulfate as a terminal electron sink, thereby
transforming it to sulfide. These organisms typically are grown with lactate as a carbon
and electron source. Thus, to encourage the growth of these organisms from YM
geologic media, 5 g samples of aseptically ground tuff were similarly inoculated into
two types of media containing sulfate and lactate (Baar's media and sulfate-reducing
media; Gherna et al., 1989; Atlas of Microbiological Media-ref). The suitability of growth
conditions was judged by the growth of a known sulfate-reducer, Desulfovibriovulgars
ATCC#29579 (Gherna et al., 1989), grown in paralld with test samples.
All cultures were incubated at room temperature and periodically, 5-10% of the
culture was transferred to fresh media; a total of four transfers were made over several
months of incubation. In this fashion, if Iron-oxidizing or sulfate-reducing organisms
were extant within the samples, th growth would be encouraged due to hospitable
culture conditions, over other members of the microbial community.
All control strains grew well under the conditions provided, showing that the media
and conditions used did allow growth of these types of organisms. The Iron-oxidizing
enrichments from both LB and ESF geologic samples, likewise produced iron-oxidizing
cultures (as judged by later plating an solid ISP media; Mann-ng, 1975; e.g., Fig. 6-23).
However, sulfate reducing bacteria were not recovered from all ESF geologic samples,
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despite repeated attempts using two types of sulfate reducing media and the growth of
the cantrol sain under the same conditions. Sulfatexeducing bacteria were recovered
using the same enrichment techniques from some select sites within the ESF however,
demonstrating that the presence of sulfate reducing bacteria, key players in the
corrosion process, are not ubiquitous.
Enridhment cultures may or may not be a single bacterial species or strain. Thus, it
must be assumed in the absence of further c
zatlon, to be a consortium of
bacteria having either predominantly sulfate-reducing or iron-oxdizing metabolic
modes. Iron-oxddizing enrichment cultures were frozen for preservation and use in
further experiments, as were the sulfate reducers that were obtained outside the
immediate YM site.
lIon reducing strains, which use FePM) as a terminal electron acceptor producing
Fem, may effect corrosion directly by anodic depolarization (Westlake et al., 1986), and
affect the availability and source of FeP) for subsequent microbial iron oxidation. As an
initial attempt to enrich these organisms from YM rock, 5 g of crushed ESF and LB
material was inoculated into a media formulation that provided lactate as a carbon and
energy source and nitrate as an electron acceptor (Meyers and Nealson, 1990). This type
of media has been shown to support the growth of iron reducing strains under aerobic

growth conditions, however It should be noted that It will also support the growth of
other types of organisms as well. A characi iron reducer, Shewandl putrifaciens
ATCC#8071 (Gherna et al., 1989), was grown in parallel as a control. Growth was
observed of both the control strain and arising from crushed YM rock samples, and
periodic transfer of the cultures were carried out (as above). Finally, after four transfers,
the enrichment culture was frozen for future analysis.
Calorimetic assays for deter
the concentrations of Fe(U) and Fe=ll) using
feozine reagent (Lovley and Phillips, 1987; Greenberg et al., 1985) were tested using
water as a solvent. Linear standard curves were obtained [with a dynamic range
extending 5-100 ppm MeO)] under these conditions. Iron oxidizing and possible ironreducing consortia will be analyzed to quantify their rates of iron reduction/oxidation
using these assay techniques.
Screening for Acid-Producing Bacteria. The production of organic acids as products
of microbial central metabolism is well-documented (Horn and Melke, 1995). The
generation of acids has been both directly and indirectly linked to metal corrosion.
MicrobLally-generated adds have been shown to directly dissolve the protective
calcareous film on stainless steel (Little, 1987). Coupling of protons with electrons
results in electron removal from the cathode (Borenstein, 1994), and forms hydrogen
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which Is a substrate for microbial sulfate reduction (Fig. 6-24; Pope et al., 1994).
Therefore, the library of YM isolates that were recovered from LB and ESF geologic
samples (above) were screened for those that demonstrated a decrease in pH during
active growth.
As an initial screen to identify add-producing strains among the preserved YM
microbial Isolates, all isolated strains were grown separately In R2B media (with or
without amendment of 0.5% glucose), using the pH Indicators bromocresol purple
(pKdu,&.3) or methyl red (pKhamw-4.1). Under these conditions, a change in the
color of the culture indicates the production of acid, thereby providing a rapid means of
assessing acid production by the 46 strains tested. Anaerobically-grown strains were
incubated under anaerobic conditions, while aerobically-isolated strains were cultivated
with aeration, and all strains were incubated at either room temperature or 50 °C,
depending on their temperature of Isolation. Sterile, uninoculated controls were
Included in all experiments. The pH endpoint was determined using a standard pH
meter for at least one trial.
Results revealed that both growth and acid production were generally more rapid
when the media was amended with glucose. This Is not surprising given that acid
production Is largely a result of carbon utilization; addition of glucose provides at once
more carbon and energy for growth, together with a.greater potential rate of acid
generation. When 46 bacterial isolates were tested with glucose amendment 10(21.7%)
of these displayed a derease in pH (from about pH 7.0) to pH 53 or less after a period
of growth lasting from 3 to 16 days. When glucose was not added to the media, only 5
strains tested showed similar extents of acid production. Sterile control cultures
maintained the Initial pH of the media. While there was some interference of the pH
indicator with measurement of the pH endpoint (probably due to titration of protons by
the Indicator) and even growth in same instances, the lowest pH attained was 4.46 after
a 76 hour incubation by a Pseudomonasstutzeri LB isolate in media with added glucose
and the methyl red Indicator.
These results Indicated that microbially-induced metal corrosion will be accelerated
with inclusion of a readily metaboizable carbon source which promotes both growth
and add production. Thus, materials testing should include added glucose in the
media, as glucose will contribute towards accelerated testing conditions. Compilation of
the screening results revealed eleven strains that produce add under the described
conditions of growth, which Induded members of the genera Cellulomonas,Pseudomonas,
Fbacterum,Baclus,and Arachnk (Table 6-12). Five of these strains were further
analyzed to determine their rates and extents of add generation, and to further

determine conditions under which add Is produced; these strains would be considered
for specific inclusion In accelerated materials testing (below).
Screening for Sulfide Producing Bacteria. Mlicroblally-produced sulfide may be
corrosive to metals, as are the ferrous sulfides that form when produced sulfide reacts
with solubilized ferrous Ions. Most often these activities are associated with sulfate
reducing bacteria, which directly promote corrosion by depolarizing the cathode
through consumption of available hydrogen from the metal surface (Borenstein, 1994).
Attempts to isolate sulfate reducers from the immediate YM environs demonstrated
that these organisms are not uniformly distributed. However, microbes can also
produce sulfide by the decomposition of proteins, a process known as uputrefaction or
"desulfurylation," in which the sulfur-coninig arIno acids methionine and cysteine
are broken down, releasing sulfide in the process.
While the evidence that sulfide and ferrous sulfide directly contribute to metal
corrosion is not entirely conclusive CLiLna, 1988), a screening technique was devised to
detect desulfurylating microbes among the preserved isolates contained in the YM
library. These efforts were aimed at determining whether YM microorganisms harbor
desulfurylation capabilities, assessing the potential contribution of desulfurylation to
metal corrosion (Le., the direct effects of sulfide and fierrous sulfide), and to ascertaining
hose alloys that may be more resistant to these microbial products.
All preserved isolates were screened in test tubes containing R2 agar supplemented
with 0.75% proteose peptone #3 (Difco), to provide an excess supply of amino adds for
desulfuylation reactions (R2 normally contains only 0.05% of peptone; Reasoner and
Geldreich, 1985). Additionally, the media contained d.05% lead acetate, which
precipitates as lead sulfide when sulfide is produced as result of microblally-driven
peptone decomposition; he resulting lead sulfide is detected by Its blackening of the
agar medium.
The library of YM bacteria were each individually inoculated into R2+peptone+lead
acetate agar media contained in screw-top test tubes, by streaking on top of the agar
surface (exposed to the air in the headspace of the tube) and stabbing into the agar
within the tube (under which conditions growth is anoxic or micro-aerobic). Sterile,
uninoculated control tubes were monitored in parallel with inoculated ones. All
samples were incubated at room temperature or 50 eC, depending on the temperature of
strain isolation. Growth and (ead) sulfide generation was monitored over a 34 day
period.
Twenty-one of the forty-five aerobic strains tested (46.7%) demonstrated sulfide
production in the oxic area of the culture (none of these were strains that were isolated
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and incubated at 50 'C), whereas only three of the aerobically-isolated strains (all 50 TC
isolates) showed sulfide production in the anoxic area of the culture. Three of the 17
(17.6%) anaerobically-isolated bacteria tested showed sulfide production in the anoxic
butt of the tube, one of these had significant sulfide production under aerobic
conditions as well. A total of 7of the 17 (412%) anaerobic Isolates displayed some
detectable sulfide production under aerobic conditions. No sulfide production was
detected in any of the sterile controls.
These results demonstrate that a significant proportion of YM bacterial isolates are
capable of producing sulfide va putrefaction under both oxic and anoxdc conditions, at
least when provided with excess protein substrate. Isolates of Psudomonas,
Flobacterium,Bacillus, Arachnia, and Cdlulowonaswere all found to produce sulfide;
four of these isolates were found to produce both add and sulfide using these screening
techniques. The use of these putrefying bacteria in accelerated corrosion tests should
allow a more precise detemination of whether hydrogen sulfide and associated metal
sulfides are directly capable of causing corrosion to waste package alloys. Since these
microbes generate sulfides In the absence of sulfate reduction (and hydrogen
utilation), the effects of only sulfides on corrosion can be assessed absent cathodic
depolarization effects.
All strains were Incubated under aerobic conditions, by strealdng on top of the agar,
as well as under [somewhat] reducing conditions by stabbing into the semisolid agar
surface. Many of the aerobic strains were capable of growth within the agar (all of the
50 0C-Incubated cultures grew well under these anoxic conditions), and some of the
anaerobes were also capable of growth under aerobic conditions. This may have been
expected since the selection and transfer protocols used (above) precluded the isolation
of AmftW anaerobes (Le., those to which oxygen is toxic). Employed methods resulted
in isolation of organisms that were at least tolerant to limited exposure to oxygen or socalled 'facultative anaerobes, which are capable of both oxic and anoxic metabolism.
Likewise, some of the "aerobes" can be facultatively capable of anoxic growth. Several
of the identified sulfide producers were further quantitatively analyzed for their rates
and extents of sulfide production (below).
Screening for Slime under Varying Culture Conditions. The production and
export of polysaccharides Gong chain sugar polymers) to the exterior of cells Is
characteristic of many bacterial species. Exopolysaccharide production results in the
build-up of a slime layer which protects, embeds, and allows anchorage of cells to solid
surfaces. The microenvironments contained within slime layers (or "blofilms") can be
drastically altered from the general conditions in the exterior meileu, and from other

areas within the blofilm. Generally, it can be expected that differential nutrient
concentrations, relative humidity, and oxygen tensions exist throughout the film
(Costerton and Geesey, 1985). Consortia composed of different microbial species can
become embedded by polysaccharlde produced by sine or more consortial members.
These slime capsules provide a three dimensional spatial matrix that permits
concentration gradients and facilitates intermicroblal interactions. Slime producing
organisms probably Indirectly contribute to corrosion by permitting adherence and
facilitating interactions among the different types of organisms that cause corrosion.
Direct effects of slime on corrosion include the creation of differential aeration cells and
localized elevations of ions, which in turn form crevices under which corrosion is
accelerated (Borenstein, 1994; Costerton and Boivin, 1991).
Since slime production is an integral element of microbially-induced corrosion, the
library of YM bacterial isolates was screened for slinie production first on R2 agar and
then R2 + 0.5% glucose agar, R2 + 0.75% peptone agar, and R2 + 05% glucose + 0.75%
peptone agar. All isolates were incubated anaerobically or aerobically at room
temperature or 50 °C, depending on their mode of isolation. Slime production was
assessed by observation of gross colony morphology: the appearance and quantity of a
viscous slime layer was noted and scored (e.g., Fig. 6-25).
Prodigious amounts of polysaccharide were produced by two Bactllus isolates and
two as yet unidentified Isolates with very similar colony morphologies. All of these
strains were identified as sulfide producers in former screening analyses, however none
of these were Identified acid-producers. Moderate quantities of slime were generated by
five other YM strains that included representatives of the genera Arthobacterand
Pseudomos.Retesting of six of these slime generators on R2 agar supplemented with
peptone and glucose revealed that slime production varied with media type. The
greatest degree slime production occurred on media containing glucose for two of the
strains tested. This observation is in agreement with the fact that the synthesis of
polysaocharides requires sugar precursors; amended glucose provides a source of
building blocks to support slime synthesis. The other isolates showed little difference in
the quantity of polysaccharlde produced between media types, and one strain showed
no growth at all on R2 + peptone. A single anaerobicIsolate demonstrated copious
slime generation on R2 agar.
These results demonstrate that YM isolates are capable of slime production under
low nutrient conditions, and could therefore play a role in corrosion of waste package
materials. Generally it appears that the availability of carbohydrates could increase
slime production, and possibly accelerate corrosive microbial activities.
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Rates of Acid Production Under Varying Growth Conditions. Five strains
identified in preliminary screening for the production of acids (above) were further
analyzed for their rates and extents of acid generation in R2 media containing
additional peptone and glucose. Each strain was separately inoculated into R2, R2+05%
glucose, R2+0.75% peptone, and R2+peptone+glucose. Cultures were incubated either
anaerobically in serum bottles with pre-reduced media, or aerobically In shake flasks at
either 30 'C or 50 "C, depending upon the mode of isolation. The pH was monitored in
withdrawn samples periodically over a three to five day period (Fig. 6-26).
The two anaerobic strains (one a possible Arachniapropiouca,the other unidentified)
showed a negligible effect of added glucose and peptone, and the pH did not fall below
pH.2 in either of these cultures. The aerobically-incubated strains, however, showed
greater depende
of the composition of the growth media on the production of acids.
The PseWdomon stutzeri isolate, LB-71h-RT-13, only generated add when glucose was
added to the R2 media, displaying a decrease to pH4.2. The pH probably did not
decrease coordinately after growth of the P. stutzer in R2+glucose+peptone media due
to deamination of amino acids contained In the added peptone, which releases alkaline
amines, counteracting the effects of add production. This counter-effect of added
peptone was not as evident in the Flavobacteriumesteroaromaticumisolate, ESF-71h-RT-4,
which showed decreases in pH after growth in both R2+glucose and
R2+glucose+peptone, as did a 50 "C-Isolated strain,LB-71h-50-3 (most probably a
Bacilus) Fig. 6-26).
En summary, the effect of available nutrients on the production adds by YM isolates
varies by strain. Some isolates are only capable of add production when supplied with
an added carbon source, others are less affected by this requirement and are capable of
add generation even when available carbohydrate concentrations are minimal Also, the
presence of offier metbolizable nutrient sources can affect overall pH; If end products
include alkaline compounds (such as anilnes produced by deamination of amino acids),
thn add production can be mitigated. The rates of add production, in view of the long
time spans that must be considered to evaluate the integrity of the YM repository, are
signlficant Rates of add production over a three to seven day period are measurable
and result in orders of magnitude differences in proton concentrations.
Rates of Sulfide Production by YM Isolates. Seven YM isolates Identified as sulfide
producers (via desulfurylation) were analyzed for their rates of sulfide production
under aerobic and anaerobic conditions, because it had already been shown that many
isolates are capable of growth at high or low oxygen tensions (above). All strains were
inoculated into R2 media amended with 0.75% peptone. Both anaerobic (contained in
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serum bottles with pre-reduced media, cystelne as a reducing agent and rezasurin as a
redox indicator) and aerobic (contained in flasks) were incubated at 30 °C or 50 0C
unshaken to minimize air stripping of the produced hydrogen sulfide Uninoculated
media was also Incubated to detect spontaneous abiotic sulfide production.
Periodically, samples were withdrawn, cells removed by filtration, and the supernatants
analyzed using a modification of the methylene blue assay, which relies on the reaction
of sulfide, ferric chloride and dimethyl-phenylenediamnne to produce methylene blue
(measured spectrophotometrically, 664 nm; Greenberg et al., 1985). Standard curves
were prepared using sodium sulfide diluted In the appropriate media, and sample
sulfide concentrations were calculated by interpolation of the standard curve.
Prliminary results (depicted in Fig. 6-27) showed that sulfide production via
desulfurylatlon Increased for all tested strains within a two day incubation period, even
In anaerobic cultures which metabolize and grow more slowly than do aerobic cultures.
Sulfide concentratonsincreased to about 500 ppb for all strains grown under anaerobic
conditions and to approximately 150 ppb for the same Isolates incubated aerobically.
Sulfide concentrations continued to increase in aerobically grown cultures, reaching a
maidmum of approximately 330 ppb over a 7 day period, although extents of maximal
sulfide concentrations varied between the strains tested. Thereafter, aerobic sulfide
production, In general, decreased until 22 days afterinitiation of growth, when there
was again a trend towards Increasing sulfide found In the media.
These aerobic incubation results could be explained by volatilization of hydrogen
sulfide from the culture (or precipitation from the soluble phase), combined with an
initial growth phase, followed by cell death. In "batch" cultures such as those tested
(which are not continually fed), growth of aerated cultures continues for a relatively
short time, probably at the most for a week, after which nutrients are exhausted. While
efforts were made to minimize the loss of sulfide thrpugh volatilization, sulfide losses
could have resulted from inadvertent air-stripping or precipitation by media
components in the death phase of the cultures where little or no new sulfide production
could replace that which had been lost. The final hnease at day 22 may be due tothe
growth of surviving cells on those that had died, with concomitant sulfide production
resulting from metabolism of the amino acid content of dead cells.
Anaerobically-grown cultures also displayed a decrease in sulfide concentrations,
starting after two days of incubation. In most cases, these decreased to zero over a 17
day period of incubation. These cultures were contained in sealed vials, and maintained
under reducing conditions. Thus, loss of hydrogen sulfide from the media through
volatilization Is unlikely. Rather, since the employed assay only detects the presence of
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soluble sulfides, it is likely that sulfide may have precipitated by interacting with other
media components.

While these preliminary analyses are not entirely conclusive, it is Important to note
that uincroblally induced sulfide production increased significantly above background
levels, was detected among a wide variety of YM isolates under both aerobic and
anaerobic conditions, at least when strains were provided with an excess amino add
source (in the form of added peptone). These preliminary results additionally aid in
determining conditions under which to conduct accelerated testing of alloy candidates,
and which strains to Include In accelerated corrosion tests.
Significance to YMP. Native microorganisms reside within the potential repository
environment. Microbial communiti have been characterized from a variety of deep
subsurface environments, and ongoing work has already identified some of the native
microbiota In the Yucca Mountain region (erg., Russell et al, 1994).
Microbes vary widely in their types of metabolic activities, and the consequent
alterations to the surrounding environment that they can facilitate (Horn and Meike,
1995). Historically, bacteria (and the closely related Archea) have been classified
according to their individual metabolic types. The potential reactions actually
performed by bacteria are dictated by both innate metabolic ability, and the conditions
to which they are exposed. The type of metabolic activities that are possible are
governed by the availability of substrates. For example, sulfate reduction with the
concomitant generation of hydrogen sulfide Is only possible If sulfate reducing bacteria
are present and sulfate Is available to this class of organisms. Presumably, native
microbes that are currently present have or have had adequate resources. The
establishment of bacteria introduced through drift construction will likewise be
dependent on adequate nutrient supplies and their rates of adaptation to the repository
environment
Conditions anticipated upon waste emplacement in the proposed Yucca Mountain
repository will include extreme heat, desiccation, and possibly high levels of Ionizing
radiation The initial presence of extreme conditions.within the repository may not
completely preclude microbial activity; even if general conditions extend beyond those
able to support microbial activity there may be microenvironments In which
environmental extremes are mitigated. In any case, eventual repopulation of the nearfield environment through reentry of water carrying both nutrients and microbes, is
anticipated as overall repository conditions become less extreme. We may expect that
organisms that thrive at high temperatures and those that form spores under adverse
conditions will be extant within the native or introduced microbial communities at
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Yucca Mountain, and maintain or regain activity as conditions become favorable.
Microbial populations may acidify and otherwise alter the pore water chemistry of the
near field repository environment, as well as directly affect the corrosion of repository
waste packages. The degradation of materials and the consequent alteration of the
aqueous chemical enironment, with accompanying effects on repository performance,
will depend on the presence of adequate nutrients and water to maintain at least a
minimum level of activity.
The demands of establishing boundary conditions for microbial activity In the
context of a radioactive waste repository extend beyond the Information that is
presently available In the literature. As a first step organisms collected from the ESF
have been cultured and assembled Into a YMP library. These microbes were grown in
low nutrient media with various amends and sreened for various activities of
significance to the long term c
a and hydrological properties of the NFE. Both the
production of add and slime was assessed under these conditions. The generation of
both add and dime for at least some Isolates was Increased when an easily metabolized
carbohydrate (glucose) was incorporated into the media. Other culled YM acid and
slime producers did not demonstrate a dependeceof corrosion activities on sugar
availability. It might be noted however, that the availability of carbohydrates should
Increase growth rates of those organisms depending on reduced carbon sources for
food, such that even if sugars are not required directly for these processes, increased
growth.rates might be expected to indirectly contribute to increasing acid and slime
production rates. These microbes have been used In estimating the required conditions
for corrosion-related microbial activities, and to further optimize conditions for
accelerated testing of candidate barrier alloys.
The analysis of acid production In different media types revealed that other
metabolites (Le., bacterial products), might ameliorate the results of add production. If
alkaline products are secreted to the media then acid generation is mitigated.
Taken together, while media composition plays a part in the rates and extents of
add and slime production for some Isolates, it appears to have little direct effect on
other Isolated organisms. This demonstrates that even with a minimal supply of
nutrients both of these processes are possible. Further analyses should include
assessment of these activities under a broader set of conditions, including those which
more closely mimic anticipated repository conditions.
Sulfide and metal sulfides have been Identified as probable corrosive bacteriallygenerated products, most often associated with the activity of sulfate reducing
microorganisms. The distribution of sulfate reduces at the proposed YM repository site
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was not found to be ubiquitous, thus an alternative pathway for microbial sulfide
production was explored. Many of the YM microbes contained within the assembled
library were found to have the capacity to make sulfides through desulfurization of
sulfur-containing amino adds; this process occurred under both anaerobic and aerobic
conditions when a supplementary source of amino adds was added to the media. YM
microoxrganisms were not tested for sulfide production in the absence of amended
amino acids, however it was found in preliminary experiments that the rates of
desulfurylatlon and concomitant sulfide accumulation Increased quickly up to OS ppm.
Thereafter, most probably due to the culture conditions employed, sulfide
concentrations were found to decrease.
Use of these desulfurylating YM organisms alone In accelerated corrosion tests
should indicate the degree to which they can promote corrosion. If the contribution of
sulfides and their metal derivatives is significant in increasing corrosion rates, then
these processes should be analyzed further to determine their bounding conditions,
rates, and contribution to other corrosive processes. The rates of these processes were
very rapid when compared to the long term periods that must be considered for
repository performance. Given adequate nutrients, slime, acid and sulfide generation
rose to their highest levels within a matter of days or weeks. Thus, the period required
for these organisms to reach their greatest corrosive potential, given the right
conditions, is almost Instantaneous in comparison to the functional lifetime of the
repository.
6.2.3 Discussion
It Is dear that the addition of man-made materials to the near-field environment
(OME) may modify the chemical environment and influence the geochemical reactions
that may occur. An example of the interaction between introduced materials, rock and
water is as follows. The repository horizon and the adjacent horizons contain zeolites,
or they may develop zeolites during interaction of water with rock at elevated
temperatures. Zeolites are common molecular sieves and sorbates. Clinoptilolite, for
example, Is used as a molecular sieve for the ammonium ion (Barrer, 1978b; Breck,
1974), whdch has the potential to degrade the repository envIronment This potential
benefical effect may be counteracted by other man-made materials that could destroy
the zeolite structure or provide preferentially adsorbed ions. The balance of these effects
at the repository is unknown at present. Application of geochemical models to this area,
where the appropriate databases exdst will provide guidance and some bounding
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constraints for repository design and performance assessment. Modeling and databases
are described in the next section.
6.3 Understanding the Processes
6.3.1 Experimental Studies
In order to predict chemical properties over a long period of time we need to know
fundamental properties of the appropriate materials. These fundamental properties are
often better known for geological materials because the interest in very long term
chemical prediction has existed for decades. A similar Interest in fabricated materials
has appeared only relatively recently, and most commorly in relationship to radioactive
waste disposal efforts. Previous efforts in the area of fabricated materials has focused on
op tn fabrication conditions. Ts Is hardly the data that is needed for predicting
processes in which the environment w Bl not be controlled. It is for this reason that an
application driven program finds itself in need of generating fundamental data.
6.3.11 Data Availability and Modeling Requirements Regarding Cementitious
Materials. Of the major reactant phases of cement powder-alite, belite, possible
residual glass, gypsum, and ferrite [C2 (AF)] (See Appendix B for standard cement
formula notmendmature)nly He tochemical data for gypsum are complete. Data
are available for the pure calcium end-member equivalents of alite and belite (Haas et
al., 1981), but not for their solid solutions. The significance of solid-solution
charactristics of alite and belite to performance assessment may be great because not
only do alkalis and other minor impurities stabilize phases, but substitution of A12O3
and Fe 2 0 3 may affect reaction kinetics. It is suspected that aluminum and iron
substitution do not affect early hydration but slow hydration over a period of 24 hr
(Ghosh, 1983). The stabilization of phases by alkali substitution has been investigated
O(XuAi and Shlzong, 1986) but remains poorly understood. Most of the detailed kinetic
studies of hydration have employed the pure calcium end-members C 3 S and P-C2 S. The
temochemical data for the calcium aluminates have been rigorously evaluated by
Ellezer et al. (1981). However, no calorimetric measurements were found for the C2 (AF)
solid solution, which has been characterized stucturally by Jeffrey (1964).
Most of the hydrous phases of cement and the anihydrous and hydrous solid
solutions lack calorimetric data. The kinetics of transformation of C-S-H Into other
phases at Its upper temperature limit is significant to predictions of cement behavior in
the repository, which will stay at 80 to 1200C for an extended time. Of prime Importance
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for 25 C performance modeling are calorimetric data for etringite and tobermorite and
well c aterizdsolid solutions of these phases. TIe prediction of chemical reactions

at greater temperatures requires more data than is presently available. Geochemncal
codes are also useful in the absence of these data for conducting a sensitivity analysis to
determine the solid solutions or end-member phases that are critical for calorimetry.
The original AH of formation (2010 from CaO and silica gel thermodynamic data for all
Ca 2SiO4 phases are evaluated by Haas et al. (1981). Qualitative rate information has
been obtained for ettringite components (Majllng et al., 1985). Other than an enthalpy of
dehydration (Maycock et aL, 1974) and Cp data (Ederova and Satava, 1979) obtained
over the range of 273 to 333K, themochemical data for ettringite are calculated (Sarker
et al, 1982, Babuslin et ai., 1985). The only experimental data for "monosulfate
(C 4 ASH1 2) located to date is C1p data from 273 to 353'DK (Ederova and Satava, 1979). As
discussed previously, the kinetics of the relevant reactions are even less well
understood.

-

Comparisons of cement leachates with calculations performed using available data
and standard themochemical tables (Barnes and Roy, 1983) suggest the best agreement
with the solutions buffered by tobermorite and possibly gyrolite. Calculated activity
products have been compared with (1) experimentally obtained solution compositions
(Ca++, Na+, K+, pH, and SO4r, but not Al or COr) from cement hydrated for up to 3 br
(Gartner et aL, 1985), and (2)pure C3S. The comparisons suggest that although no
difference in supersaturation was observed with respect to portlandite, gypsum, and
syngenite [CaK2(SO)2-H20], thermodynamic equilibrium is not achieved during early
hydration (Moragues et al., 1987,1988), and high Ioric concentrations of the solutions
cause departure from Debye-Huckel heory. The most successful chemical models to
date have been achieved by working with a linited number of equations that include CS-H solid solutions, monosulfate solid solution, and ferrite solid solution. Glasser et al.

(1985) analyze a simplified cement system as the ternary CaO-SiO 2-H20. Barret and
Bertrandie (1986) make a similar analysis of the system CaO-Al 2OxCO2-H2O.
Incorpoatiton of aggregate Into repository concrete will increase the complexity of
gechemical modeling. Calculations that include portland cement, special cements, and
concretes that incorporate bfs, fly ash, and silica fume (Berner, 1987) have achieved
some success for equilibrium-solid-phase and pore-solution-composition data obtained
from expriment, but they do not readily take reaction progress into accouLt.
The use of numerical simulations to integrate the effects of the variables descaibe in
Sec. 62coplements experimental and historical Investigations. Eventually, coupled
chemical effects that are difficult or inaccessible through expement can be examined.
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However, even the present chemical data base (Sarker et al., 1982, Babushldn et al.,
1985), although limited, can be manipulated to obtain insight into some effects that may
be expected due to man-made materials. Conversely, the data base will be enhanced
over time by incorporation of new thermodynamic data from the experimental and
historical investigations.

6.&12 Generation of short term thermodynamic data. The work that has been
conducted In He area of generating more thermodynamic data has focused on phases
that are expected to be part of the drift scale chemical system at elevated temperatures if
OPC cement is a significant element of drift constution. As described by Meike (1995),
much of the data required for long term modeling of the same caliber that presently
allows us to predict the chemical interactions of the natural system is unavailable. A
program was begun to obtain that data. Synthesis of Ca-Si-H
2 0 phases had been
completed and measu t of thermodynamic data had just begun when the program
was halted In November 1995. Heat capadity and entropy measurements were obtained
for 11A tobermorite using heat pulse calorimetry, but the data has not yet been
analyzed. The work on other phases was halted.
In order to provide a means of verifying experimental data, and ultimately
developing a means to calculate necessary thermodynamic parameters and better
understand the relationship between relative humidity and the stability of Ca-Si-HO
phases a program was initiated to conduct electronic structure calculations of Ca-SiHydrates (Sterne and Meike, 1995). Given the difficulties inherent in direct
measurement of the thermodynamic parameters of these phases we have undertaken a
set of first principles electronic structure calculations.
Electronic structure calculations, and the Linear Muffin fln Orbital (LMTO) theory
in particular are standard methods for approaching the physical properties of metals
and metal alloys, semi-conductors and simple Insulators (see, for example, Anderson,
1975; Skriver, 1984). In the past these methods have been confined to small systems of
less than 20 atoms in a unit cel. Thus calculations far wollastonite and xonoitlite, which
contain a 30 atom unit cell and 62 atom unit cell resectively would have been out of
reach normally. However, recent developments in algorithms and computer power
have brought larger systems within the range of these calculational techniques.
The goal of this modeling effort Is to determine the energetics of hydration for
crystalline Ca-SI-hydrate phases. The work performed to date represents an initial step
In this direction. The Initial results for the first phases undertaken for phases
representing the water poor end members, wollastonite (CaSiO3) and xonotlite
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(CaO60617O0H)2). The results, reported in Sterne and Melke (1995), are summarized
below.

The calculated ground state properties of wollastonite and xonotlite are in very good
agreement with experiment, and provide equilibrium lattice parameters within 1-1.4%
of th expermetlly reported values. The roles of the different types of oxygen atoms,
which are fundamental to understanding the energetics of crystalline Ca-Si-hydrates,
examined In terms of their electronic state densities, appear to be In good agreement
with experiment for the lattice parameters and internally consistent when comparisons
are drawn between the two structures. The exercise, completed with wollastonite and
xonotlite, demonstrates the applicability of these electronic structure methods in
calculating the fundamental properties of these phases. The electronic structure
calculation methods are demonstrated to give reliable results, even for the relatively
large wollastonite and xonotlite unit cells. Thus, the application of this new-approach to
the study of calcium silicate hydrates appears to be fruitful not only in terms of the
ability to calculate heats of formation, but also by virtue of the insight that It can
provide Into the nature of hydration and dehydration.
6.3.13 Generation of short term kinetic data. The need for kinetic data is similar to
that described above for tihemodynamic data, but was also halted In November 1995.
However, in the process of conducting the diesel fuel experiments described above, we
have obtained some data regarding the degradation of cementitious material,
specifically F}erretetM. In all expriments contakinig PibercreteTM (DF3, DR4, and
DF6), IA-tobermorite formed. Thus, lIA-tobermorite appears to be a stable, or at least
metasable, phase at 2000C As is observed In experiment DF6, the precipitation of IIAtobernorite, calcite and cristobalite may control geochemistry and effect porosity and
permeability for waters contacting both cements and Topopah Spring tuff. The
Importance in the dissolution and precipitation kinetics can be seen In the slow changes
in solution pH and dissolved silica ccerations and the small fraction of the initial
starting material dissolved to form secondary precipitates at the Fibercretelm and
Topopah Spring tuff surfaces. In the absence of FlbercretenL, cristobalite appears to be
the dominant secondary mineral formed in Topopah Spring Tuff experiments, In
agreement with previous studies (Knauss et al., 1985; Knauss and Peifer, 1986; Knauss
et al., 1987).
Calculations using the current data base appear to be contradictory. Aqueous
chemical modeling results suggest that mesolite should precipitate from the solution.
They predict that the chemical system is saturated with respect to quartz and calcite

after 20 days of reaction and undersaturated with respect to IIA-tobermorite. Zeolites
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were not detected In any of the experiments, suggesting either that the thermodynamic
data is not correct, that zeolite nucleation from solution has a very large activation
energy, or that zeolite precipitate rates are very slow even in very supersaturated
solutions. Given the painful lack of thermodynamic and Inetic data pertinent aqueous
degradation of Ca-SI-HP phases the first option Is very likely. Thermodynamic data for
Ca-SI-H1 0 phases are sparse and contradictory (Vieillard and Rassineux, 1992; Bruton et
al., 1994; Melke et al., 1994). The constant IIl-tobermorite saturation index after 40
days of reaction and the identification of IIA-tobermorite in the final solid material

Indicates that the solubility of IIA-tobermorite Is over estimated in the current data
base. Previous experiments which have investigated the stability of various phases are
typically only a couple of days (Lea, 1971). Atkins et al. (1991) determined the solubility
of cement hydrate phases after four weeks of reaction at 250C Clearly longer reaction
periods are required for the crystalline phases to reach equilibrium.
Prom the present work, itIs possible to calculate a ZIA-tobermorite solubility
constant (K) at 2000C to be 10397'AQ, using the experimental ion activity product for the
following solubility expression for each aqueous sample after 20 days of reaction:
Ca5(SiO02W6OHh120 + 1OH+ a SC&2+ +6002 + 105H20

(8)

IAP(200 aCR2+msi6
(H,)ID

assuming aH2 0 = I and unit activity of the solid phase. This simplifying assumption Is
also taken that only crystalline tobermorite of pure composition is involved in the
cal reation n the absence of other data, thisLAP may prove to be a useful guide.
However, the derivation does not allow for the interaction of complexes or other
amorphous or crystalline Ca-Si-H2 0 phases that are known to precipitate under these
conditions. This calculation thus requires verification using Independent checks for
internal consistncy.
63.1.4 Material behavior as a function of pH. A major unknown in the prediction
of the chemistry of the potential Yucca Mountain repository Is pH. A large part of that
has to do with cementitious materials, if hedy are present as invert or stabilizing
material. The pH of water in contact with relatively young cement can be relatively high
(1G-12). However, there are a number of considerations that lend a good deal of
uncertainty to a general assumption that the pH of water in contact with cement will be
high throughout the lifetime of the repository.
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The first consideration is the temperature. The reason that the pH of water In contact
with cements equilibrates at such a high value Is that the water Is In equilibrium with
the amorphous Ca-SI-HO gel and otiher metastable phases. These phases will transform
into less hydrous and more stable crystalline phases with time and with elevated
temperature. It has not been established that the newly formed Ca-Si-HO phases also
are In equilibrium with water at such elevated pH. In fact, there is evidence to the
contrary. Hillebrandite and wollastonite, water poor end-members of the Ca-Sx-H2C
system do not produce such elevated pH.
The second consideration is microbial. In general the microbial activity of pumping
protons through a chemical system serves to reduce ph. This Is beneficial for the
microorganism because It tends to solubilize solids and thus provide nutrients.
6.3.15 Material behavior as a function of RIL Water adsorption studies of okenite
(CaLOS118046-*18HO) conducted at ambient temperature, (Martin et al., 1995)
demonstrate the extreme sensitivity of some of the crystalline Ca-Si-HP0 phases to
relative humidity.
As part of an expermetal and modeling program to characterize the effect that
cement will have on the water budget at the potential Yucca Mountain repository, water
sorption studies of crystalline calcium silicate hydrate phases are being performed. An
adsorption study was conducted on okenite (Ca10Si18O46I8JfO) at ambient
temperature over a range (3.5-97%) of relative humidity (RH) conditions. A sample of
okenite from Poona, India, equilibrated at ambient RHW was divided and dried over
phosphorus pentoxide (P205) and placed in chambers containing saturated salt
solutions to control the RH. X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) indicated that interlamellar
swilling occurred along the (001) axds. An Increase in the d(001) spacing with hydration
was on the order of 25A at a RH of 11% and remained unchanged at higher RH. This
swelling Is consistent with a monomolecular water layer in the interlamer space.
Comparison of the XRD peak positions from the 97% RH sample with an undried,
natural sample (3%
indicates that the interlamllr water adsorption is reversible.
A broadening of the XRD peaks after drying the sample over P205 was noted and the
peaks remained broad with subsequent wetting suggesting that the dehydration
process caused some disordering. A comparison of the adsorption isotherm with the
XRD data allows us to condude that water adsorbed at 97% RH (11% by weight)
indluded water located within the crystal structure as well as that externally adsorbed
and capillary condensate. Future experiments will be performed at elevated
temperatures with a sorption systern fitted with an evaporator to control the RH and
the results will be compared with those at ambient temperature.
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6.3.1.6 Material behavior as a function of growth of microbial biomass. The
impacts of the native and Introduced bacteria on the performance of geologic nuclear
waste disposal facilities were evaluated because these bacteria could promote corrosion
of repository components and alteration of chemical and hydrological properties of the
surrounding engineered and rock barriers. As a first step towards investigating these
potentialities, native and introduced bacteria obtained from post-consucion Yucca
Mountain (Y) rock were isolated under variyng conditions, including elevated
temperature, low nutrient availability, and the absence of available oxygen. Individual
isolates are being screened for activities associated with microblally induced corrosion
of metals (WC). Preliminary determination of growth rates of whole YM microbial
communities under varying conditions was also undertaken. This work is reported in
Horn et al. (1996).
Methods. Samples of Topopah Springs tuff collected from a mined Fran ERdge
outcrop, and rock excavated during construction of the Exploratory Studies Facility
tunnel (Yucca Mountain, NV) were collected aseptically. Microorganisms were isolated
both aerobically and anaerobically from whole and aptically crushed (1.7-2.4 mm)
rock samples at room temperature by plating onto low nutrient R2 agar (Difco).
Organisms that suvive in nutrient-depleted environments and at elevated temperature
(50 0C) were isolated from crushed samples (1.0 g) using low nutrient R21 broth. The
resulting whole microbial communities were grown for extended periods (aerobic
incubation, 72 ; anaerobic incubation, 17 days) at room temperatures and 500C. After
extended cultivation, samples were incubated on R2 agar at the temperature of previous
growth. A representative group of morphologically distinct individual Isolates were
purified by repeated strealdng of single colonies, which were Identified primarily using
fatty acid analysis. The growth of microbes that possess sulfate-reducing and ironoxidizing capabilities was encouraged from crushed rock samples using other
specialized growth media
Growth rates were determined by adding 10g of crushed rock samples to 50 mL of
R2 broth. Samples were incubated aerobically by shaking in covered flasks at ambient
temperature, 300 C, and 5SVC Sterile controls were prepared by repeated cycles of
autodaving (120 0C) and Incubation. Growth was monitored by periodic live plating of
appropriate dilutions on R2 agar.
Crude calorimetic screens were used to Identify Individual strains that produced
the greatest quantity of a range of MIC-related capabilities. Add producers were
identified after growth of individual isolates in R2 broth containing pH indicators, the
color change of which gave a qualitative indication of add production. Production of
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hydrogen sulfide by individual isolates was detected by the ability to precipitate ferrous
iron after growth in various media. Generation of exopolysaccharide capsular material
was assessed afte gross examination of colony morphology. Ferrous Iron was assayed
calorimetrically using ferrozine reagent.
Results. While any given growth media permits only the growth of a small fraction
of a microbial community, a multiplicity of microbial types were still detected from
whole and crushed YM rock on R2 media; henceforth these were treated as a sample of
the total microbial conmunity present at this site. In general, the greatest diversity of
those microorganisms culturable on R2 arose from plated rock samples grown under
aerobic conditions at room temperature, although 17 anaerobic strains were purified
from rock samples Incbated at ambient temperature under anoxic conditions.
Extended growth at room temperature and 500C showed a low diversity of microbial
forms (one or two cell types). However, high cell numbers were reached after extended
growth under aerobic conditions (2 x 108 -10 9 cells/mL), while anaerobic conditions
produced low cell densities (e.g., 140 cells/mL), and no growth was evident after
extended anaerobic Incubation at 500C. In total, a group of over 60 isolates were
preserved for furher study. After one month, growth of iron oxidizers and sulfate
reducers is not evident In specialized media, although efforts continue to isolate thise
ypes of organisms.
Growth rates of whole communities of YM-derived microorganisms In low nutrient
R2 broth varied depending on the temperature of Incubation. While communities
grown at room temperature or 300C showed an average mean doubling time of 1.8 h,
those growing at 500 C demonstated doubling times of 32 h over a 9 or 10 hour growth
period. All cultures, however, demonstrated significant increases In cell numbers,
ranging to over 20,000 cells/mL of media, at the conclusion of the 10 h growth period.
Preliminary screening of over 60 YM-isolates shows that 27% produced enough acid
to decrease the pH of the growth media (pH S 5.3) under aerobic conditions; 5 of these
strains produced acid when incubated at 500 C 44% of those examined after growth in
anoxic conditions generated acid. Several isolates demonstrated marked production of
capsulr exopolysacdharide material. Studies aimed at screening Isolates for sulfide
production and iron oxddation are ongoing.
Discussion. We expect that both native microorganisms and those introduced as a
result of construction activities are represented in our samples. While identification of
all microbial community members requires application of alternative techniques oe,
ribosomal DNA analyses), these studies examined that portion of the YM community
capable of growth on R2 media under the conditions specified. These primary findings
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demonstrate that nricrobes present at the YM site are capable of survival and growth
under conditions approaching those anticipated after waste deposition. Some examined
members of the total microbial community can grow In the absence of oxygen and at
temperatures of at least 500 C Growth rates are measurable at ambient and elevated
temperatures, and probable spore-forming organisms are even capable of surviving
repeated exposure to 120 0 C Further in vitro denations will aid in determining in
situ rates of growth, which can then be correated with hydrologic flow rates. Depleted
nutrient conditions favor the growth of only a select.group of community members, but
these are capable of readdng high cell densities under aerobic conditions, even at 500C.
Of those anaerobic isolates capable of growth on R2 media, it appears the combination
of elevated temperatures and depleted nutrients are deleterious to growth.
Initial studies of MIC-assoclated activities demonstrate that YM microbial
inhabitants possess the abilities to both produce acidic conditions and blofilmgenerating materials. Production of blofilm -'slies" could facilitate the growth of
organisms even at a very low relative humidity. Other microbial activities Identified
with MIC are currently being assessed and crude screening methods are being followed
by more refined analysis to better aracerze those isolates identified in primary
screening protocols. Finally, microbial isolates that demonstrate the highest MICassociated activity rates will be used to assess the MIC resistance of various alloys
Intended for use in waste deposition.
Clearly, further correlation of environmental conditions and tHer effects on relevant
microbial activities is required to accurately predict the effects of microorganisms on
waste containment. However, these studies provide evidence that microbial Impacts are
pertinent to risk assessment of nudlear waste storage facilities.
6.3.1.7 Material behavior as a function of gradients of dhemical potential,
concentration, temperature. As was discussed previously, at the drift scale a
radioactive waste repository is extremely heterogeneous. This heterogeneity is the basis
for the existence of gradients in dhemical composition, temperature, relative humidity

and even porosity. These gradients are the basis of thermodynamic driving forces:
chemical potential, fugacity, concentration, temperature. As such they can drive
reactions and cause substances to dissolve and precipitate in a manner that is not
predicted based on average values for those parameters.
6.3.2 Historical Analogs as Long Term Experiments
In order to verify predictive capability we need to compare predictions to test cases
where similar processes are occurring These analogs need not mimic the potential
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repository In all aspects, but rather must be able to provide information regarding a
significant process In detail.
631 New Zealand. Microblally influenced degradation (MID) of concrete is
thought to occur when microorganisms present In the environment produce mineral or
organic adds that dissolve or disintegrate the concrete matrix. Three groups of bacteria
are known to create conditions which are conducive to destroying concrete integrity.
These microorganism are ubiquitous In the environment. They will, therefore,
eventually be found in any repository facility, regardless of depth, because of the free
movement of environmental contaminates Into the confined space. The concrete facility
of Interest is an operational, passive cooling tower shell located at the Ohaald Power
Station near Wairakel, New Zealand.
Concrete samples from the tower walls were obtained by coring, chiseling, and
scraping. Biofilm was retrieved by peeling It from the wall surface. Holes left from the
removal of cored samples were used for the emplacement of five concrete specimens
(including two proposed for the YW) made from different cement formulations.
Altogether a total of 29 specimens were recovered. The presence of microbes known
to be involved in MID have been verified. Further workl in this area was canceled due to
lack of funds.
Reference concrete and concrete-waste package composite specimens were
emplaced In hydrothemal springs along with the specimens described in the
geochemdstry section. The samples were retrieved, but have not been analyzed because
the program was canceled.
633 ModelingActivities
The license application (LA) for a potential nuclear waste repository at Yucca
Mountain in Nevada must be submitted in the near future. As part of Htis application
process, we must better understand the long-term chemical implications of introducing
natural and fabricated materials as well as microbes into a radioactive waste repository.
Some of these materials are introduced as a necessity of construction and others are
introduced passively and even unintentionally. Of the former explicitly chosen
materials, there may be an option to substitute alternates for some materials. Other
materials may not be interchangeable.
There are three reasons for using modeling to understand the chemical
modifications of the natural environment in a repository setting. The first is that the
chemical consequences of some of the materials under consideration are not common to
our experience for the long periods of time and/or the conditions of an underground
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radioactive waste repository. Computer modeling using fundamental c
principles allows us to project chemical Conditions far Into the future and to examine
the system from selected points in time. The second reason Is that modeling can
significantly reduce the number of experimental trials required to demonstrate a similar
understanding of chemical processes. Modeling chemical processes is economical and
efficient for both simulating long periods of time and for Investigating the consequences
of multiple combinations of materials. The third reason is to maintain the flexibility
required to support repository design and performance assessment efforts at this stage
in the design decision process where the advantages and disadvantages of multiple
options are being considered.
Modeling is effective, not as an endin itself, or as a tool to be used independently of
other efforts, but rather as a facet of a program that is coordinated with experimental
and historical analog activities. Such a coordinated program on a small scale is
demonstrated in progress report on the long-term chemical impact of diesel exhaust
WMelke et al., 1994). The strategy to model drift scale chemistry has been to focus on two
areas. First, we are developing materials specific modules that can be either operated
independently or can be inter-nnected to simulate design and construction options
under onsideration. Secondly and concurrently to the first, we are developing the
capability to simulate and visualize chdAl processes in three-dimensions within the
geological context of the Yucca Mountain. Conceptually, the modeling program was
most advanced in the area of cementitious materials (ordinary Portland cement (OPC)
grouts and concretes.
The most important role of the material specific chemical module is to reflect the
materials chemical significance in the most streamlined manner possible. Thus, if it can
be demonstrated that a material has no effect on the chemical environment, then it can
be eUminated from the modeling of that s o. Similarly, and probably more
realistically, if it can be demonstrated that a material Is involved to a significant extent
only in certain cemical processes, then there Is only need for computer simulation of
those processes. Of course, the modules are only as robust as their foundations, and
thus the chemical role that any materials play must be ecamined carefully across the
range of changing parameters to assure that overly simplistic assumptions have not
been made. If done correctly the modular approach can streamline the computer
modeling significantly without affecting the capability to comment on questions
significant to repository design.
At present our chemical modeling strengths lie In the ability to model the ablotic
geological system over long periods and a range of temperature and chemical
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conditions using aqueous geoc al modeling packages such as EQ3/6. This code is
based on fndamental dhemical principles and thus should be adaptable to any
materials. However, the adaptation of this code to simulate the long term chemical
degradation of non-traditionally geologic materials involves two considerations: first,
the adequate representation of significant chemical processes, and second the
representation of data for the appropriate phases in materials specific databases that
support the modeling packages. The database needs-will be described in detail below
with respect to cemnent. In the process, It is hoped that some general considerations
involving the databases will become clear. There are two aspects of chemical processes
to consider. First are those processes that have not yet been indluded In the code, abiotic
processes such as redox processes that are fundamentally important to modeling the
degradation of metals (and this Is presently being developed within the Geochemical
Modeling Task). Second are those processes which were not intended to be part of the
code. These Indlude all biotic processes, specifically the chemical consequences of
microbial activity.
With respect to biotic processes, the needs of chemical modeling in the repository

diverge significantly from the abilities of the traditional geological models. Abiotic
chemistry has seemed to adequately describe the rates and results of chemical processes
In systems of traditional geological interest. This may not be the case for a radioactive
waste repository. The abiotic chemistry Is only one part of the chemical needs because,
in a natural system even in the deep subsurface, as is discussed by Horn and Meike
(1995) microbes are bound to be present (native and introduced), and many of the
materials that may be Introduced into a radioactive waste repository may provide
nutrient sources to Initiate microbial blooms.
At present no work is being conducted in the modeling area
6.3.31 Drift scale thermochemical models. Our intent is to work from drift scale to
repository and ultimately mountain scale progressively establishing those spatial and
temporal characteristics that need to be transferred to the next larger scale. Thus, we
have not chosen a software program that has provided ease in initial rendering of the
engineered features. Rather, we have worked closely with a software company
(Dynamic Graphics, Inc.) to push the limits of a geological modeling program
(EarthVsioon T19 In its ability to render engineering dels.
The purpose of this work was to determine whether it would be possible to
represent repository design features at an appropriate level of detail within the
EarthVision, software modeling framework. This is not a simple computer generated
architectural design (CAD) program. In fact, developing the visual display was much
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less straight forward tanm might be Immediately apparent. The various features that are
shown In these models were produced by routines tbat were originaly formulated to
produce geological features. Therefore, all of the physical features were produced by
combinations of faulting, deposition, erosion and dcUlIng wells".
Certainly the work that went into producing these three-dimensional
representations of potential repository designs would not be worthwhile if they were
only intended as graphical representations. However, once built, the potential ultimate
benefits are great. Our goal is to use these representations for drift, repository and
mountain scale hydrological and chemical modeling that Include modifications due to
construction. The advantage of this software is that physical attributes can be assigned
to the various forms and thus they can be used to visuale the evolution of complex
chemical, hydrological and coupled chemical-hydrological models. An additional
intention is to locate materials, calculate volumes wIth ease, and locate the Interfaces
between materials of interest.
EarthVisiOnTM software has a number of significant potential advantages: 1) the

ability to use existing Nevada State Survey Coordinate data to interface with existing
geochemical and hydrogeologic models. 2)the ability to develop an interactive
approach between drift, repository and mountain scales to address hydrological and
cheical questions. We expect that the first use of this software will be in support of

drift scale hydrological and chemical modeling, using the chemical formulations for
grout and steel that have been used in the ESF.
This exercise has pushed the limits of the EarthVisionrm software in a number of
ways. The capabilities of the software are demonstrated in the figures. The
representation of a repository layout presently under consideration (Fig. 6-28) is plotted
using Nevada State coordinate grid references, so that It can easily be placed into any
other EarthVision represetaon of Yucca Mountair processes. The actual relative
of main and emplacement drifts are shown. We have demonstrated a level of detail
sufficient to Initdate modeling in support of major hydrological and chemical questions
concerning repository construction.
Figures 6-29 and 6-30 illustrate various aspects of the emplacement tunneL The cutaway view of the emplacement tunnel demonstrates the capability of the EarthVsionri
software to represent discontinuous shapes (Fig. 6-29). It was found that waste packages

were more easily modeled with rounded ends. Although the depiction in this case is for
computational simplicity, the shape may have some merits for structural integrity.
Figure 6-30 is illustrated to scale: a 25 m section of 4.3 m dian. emplacement tunnel,
with concrete Invert, gantry tracks and concrete waste package supports.
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Various aspects of the service tunnel are depicted in Figs. 6-31 through 6-33. The
simplified crossection rendering of a 20-r section of 7.6 m diam. service tunnel

(Fig. 6-31) shows concrete invert, shotcrete layer, and rockbolts for the metal grate
platform anchored into the surrounding rodk The metal platform supports are placed at
roughly 2 m intervals. A similar length of exposed srvice tunnel (Fig. 6-32)
demonstrates the level of detail that can be obtained for chemical and hydrological
modeling at the scale of tens of meters. The cementitious materials, concrete invert and
shotcrete are illustrated. The metal materials illustrated are the gantry car rails, platform
supports, platform and platform anchor rockbolts. Rock support rockbolts are
illustrated In 1igs. 6-33 through 6-37. The oblique view of the service tunnel (Rig. 6-33)
illustrates rodckbolt holes. Given standard spacing (15 m) as depicted on engineering
drawings, 104 rodkbolts would be found in this length of tunnel. A cross-sectional
rendering FItg. 6-34) and cut-away view (FIg.6-35) of service tunnel showing rockbalt
holes. The cross-sectional rendering (Fig. 6-36) and cutaway view (Fig. 6-37) show 36
rockbolts In a 20-m section of emplacement tunnel, given the standard spacing (1.5 m)
as depicted on engineering drawings. Using these visual/calculational tools we can
examine the chemical and hydrological effects of a plume of fluids equilibrated with
cement (e.g. elevated pH) moving Into the mountain. It is also dear that the orientation
and spacing of rockbolts can heavily influence hydrology. Using EarthVisionT
software It will be possible to examine the influence of rockbolts on hydrology on a
number of scales from single drifts to the repository and the entire mountain.
Because of its level of detail, EarthVisionTu allow, the display and manipulation of
individual rockbolts with grout (Figures 6-38,6-39). We have also pushed the ability to
model finite objects Calculation of material volumes is straightforward, as is illustrated
in the calculation of the volume of ceientitiousmaterials (approximately 54.1 m)
(Fig. 6-40), and the calculation of volume of metal materials (approxmately 14.4 m)
(indluding the waste packages of wall thickness -0.2m) in a 20-m section of 4.3 diam.
emplacement drift (Fig. 6-41).
6±3.2 Abloatc Models . The EQ3NR/EQ6 software package (Wolery, 1992;, Wolery
and Daveler, 1992) is composed of three executable programs (EQPT, EQ3NR and EQ6)
and a number of databases that are used at the modelers discretion (Fig. 6-42). EQpT
simply formats databases to be readable by EQ3NR and EQ6, and is not shown in the
figure. The input file for EQ3NR contains the analytical composition of the solution
(inluding total concentrations of dissolved components, pH, Eh and oxygen fugacity).
The code calculates the distribution of chemical spedes, using thermodynamic data
located in the selected database. The output consists of an output and apickup file,
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which is used to initialize the EQ6 input file. EQ6 models the reaction of the aqueous
solution with a set of minerals and gases, as well as fluid mixing and temperature
changes. A set of five data files is now available. Three of these (COM, SUP and NEA)
may be used with eithue the Davies equation, or the B-dot equation to calculate the
activity coefficients. Their use is restricted to rather dilute solutions (ionic strength less
than the sea water reference value). The two other data fles (HMW, PFM use Pitzer's
equations (Pitzer, 1979), and are suitable for the modeling of high concentrations
solutions. These databases are outlined below.
1. SUPdatabase.Based entirely on the SUPCRT92 program Johnson et al., 1992), this
database has a high level of Internal consistency. The database covers a wide
range of chemical species. However for the purpose of drift scale chemical
modeling it doesn't contain necessary data related to calcium-silicate-hydrate
species that might be formed In cements at temperatures between 60 and 3000 C.
2. NEA datBase. This database was produced by the Data Bank of the Nuclear
Energy Agency of the European Community (Grenthe, 1992), and is spedfically
tailored to conduct uranium studies.
3. HMWdatabase. This dataset Isbased on Harvie, Moller and Weare (1984). It can be
applied to both dilute solutions and concentrated brines, at 250C. It has also a
very high degree of internal consistency but it only treats the components present
in the "sea-salt-water" system. Important elements to the modeling of cement in a
geologic repository, like Al and Si are not Included In this database.
4. PITdatabase. This database Is based primarily on data summarized by Pitzer
(1979). This data file can also be applied to concentrated brines between 250 C and
1000 C. It covers a larger set of species than the HMW database, but it does not
address the silica and inorganic carbon species that are necessary to model

cement In a geologic repository. In addition, it contains some Internal
inconsistencies.
5. COM daabase.This dataset represents a melange of data found in the SUP and

NEA datasets, as well as data fromtheHMW dataset Other data inthis database
have been obtained by correlation or interpolation. This set therefore offers the
least assurance of internal consistency. However, it is the only means available to
model problems with a high degree of compositional complexity.
The development of a cement specific database that would allow the modeling of
cement-water, and ultimately cement-water-rock interactions has been interrupted.
EXPLORERS software is most often utilized to visualize complex data sets from
existing FORTRAN and C programs, especially those for which properties are linked to
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a three dimensional spatial coordinate system. However, because it has the capacity to
accept user-built modules it can also be used to encapsulate an existing program (in
FORTRAN or in C) into a 'module" (Fig. 6-43). Our intention is to utilize the complex
cihmical modeling capabilities and the modular format to develop materials specific
modules and preserve entire complex
It is our intention is to use EXPLORERT as a tool to encapsulate the EQ3/6 software
package Into three modules: EQPT, EQ3NR and EQ6. The ability to produce module
maps and to imbed whole maps inside modules creates a functional hierarchy of
computational maps that facilitates the series of complex and repetitive calculations that
must be conducted over a number of levels as the scenarios are developed and
compared. Each three module set will be encapsulated into a material specific module
using the appropriate default settings, databases and integrating the appropriate biotic
modules.
The material specific modules are powerful tools for repository design They allow
the flexlbility to deal with variable levels of uncertalnty and the ability to model and
compare materials specific drift scale Implications of repository design.
The material specific modules are the building blocks of design specific drift scale
modeling that can be saved as 'maps" In Explorer. The maps, which store complex

chemical modeling paths at a level above what can be done with current modeling
routines, can thus be used to retrace complex calculational steps and minimize operator
error. As such It also represents a step forward in the documentation of computer
modeling. The maps will interface with the EarthVision model described above to
provide access to time stepped three-dimensional understanding of repository
chemistry and hydrology.
6.3.33 Biotic Models (modeing microbiological activities). Although it is not
possible to produce rigorous models of microbially related chemistry at tis time, much
progress can be made toward determining the relative significance of microbial effects
with a simple box model. A box model treats microbial processes as a simplified
chemical reactor. We can view microbial reactions as enzymatically-controlled Chemical
processes which are governed by the size, Identity and metabolic state of the microbial
community as well as the traditional ablotic chemical parameters such as pH and
temperature. Each microbe must have an energy supply, a source of carbon, and a set of
nutrients essential for life. The energy supply generally Involves an electron acceptordonor process, the carbon supply is usually some form of organic matter or carbon

dioxide, and most microbes need sufficient amounts of rdtrogen, phosphorous, and
sulfur to live. Other elements are needed in trace amounts but are generally not limiting
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in terms of microbial growth, especially in a heterogeneous repository environment.
Water is also essential, and temperature is an important limiting factor. For a review of
these considerations with regard to a potential repository at Yucca Mountain, see Hom
and Melke (1995). Although specific microbes exist over subsets of this range, it Is
possible to establish, for this first step, a range of temperature over which microbes are
active, as opposed to inactive (e g. spore, dormant or dead state).
The first step in using a box model to understand microbial effects in a repository is
to establish limits to the total amount of microbial activity possible in the repository
based on the microbial needs listed above (e.g. energy, carbon, nutrients, water,
appropriate temperature). This type of approach is described well by McKinley &
Hagenlocher (1993) for the Swiss High Level Waste (HLW) and Low/Itermediate
Level Waste (ILLW) repositories. They exmine the energies available from all redox
reactions possible for the materials present in the repository which can be utilized by
microbes. This information is combined with an estimate of how much energy is needed
to synthesize the compounds which make up biomass (this number is 0.1 mole of ATP
to produce one gram of dry cell mass, which is equivalent to 450 kJ/mol if the efficiency
of energy utilization is 10%). With this approach, the total biomass that can be sustained
can be related to the masses of redox species that are present Pinally, If one can assume
an average biomass metabolic rate, then the chemical effects of the biomass in terms of
t, ligand production, gas production or any other rate of chemical
corrosion ean
change can be estimated and related to overall repository behavior.
A sitiar simplified approach can be used to determine the maximum possible
biomass based on the amounts of essential nutrients (phosphorous, nitrogen, and
sulfur) present in the repository. An average biomass is defined in Mc~inley &
Eagenlocher (1993), to have the composition C16o(to8o)N3P2S. The total amount of
possible blomass Is simply the total amount of accessible nutrient divided by its weight
fraction in biomass.
This Is complicated somewhat by the fact that nutrient availability may be a function
of corion rates of repository materials, whose rates themselves depend on active
biomass. Some nutrients are available only If they are released during corrosion of
repository materials. The overall process is therefore coupled and amenable to
modeling provided that some quantitative Information on the type of coupling is
available.

Applying this apprach to the Swiss HLW repository, MdKinley & Hagenlocher
(1993) found that for a bounding calculation not limited by microbe mobility, the overall
biomass was limited by energy availability, and not nutrient availability. The amounts
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of nitrogen, phosphorous, and sulfur available in the backfill in particular are much
higher than the total mass of electron donors needed to fuel microbial growth. The only
exception is during the first ten years of repository existence where the availability of
oxygen is expected to be high and, as a consequence, energy availability should also be
high. The availability of 02 over time in a potential Yucca Mountain repository drift is
still under discussion. This Is because the availability of air through the mountai's
fracture system, the amount of time that the repository drifts will be ventilated
artificially, and the amount of chemically conditioned backfill that may affect the f 02
have not yet been bounded. The proposed Yucca Mountain repository differs from the
Swiss in many ways, for example, the former is an unsaturated environment. However
although the Swiss conditions are not necessarily analogous to the Yucca Mountain
repository in many important aspects induding, for example fO2, it is illustrative to
follow through the calculation as an exercise.
The biomass production rates calculated for the Swiss HLW repository range
decrease from an initial rate of about 300 grams dry biomass/year/waste package to
long-term rates of about 0.3 g/y/wp. These values can be used to constrain likely
production rates of by-products such as organic ligands and gas generation, which in
turn affect radionuclide transport rates and repository performance. For this case, even
at maximum biological activity, the total production of organic complexing agents is
only approximately equal to the estimated release rates of radionucdldes. The net effect
of microbial activity in terms of solubilization of radionuclides is therefore small for this
repository.
Given that the conditions of the Swiss repository (e.g. granitic rock, repository
design, saturated rock) are quite different, the findings of McKinley & Hagenlocher
(1993) cannot be directly applied to the proposed Yucca Mountain repository.
Inforation gained from this simple box model approach should be used to prioritize
and guide more detailed work on microbial effects. More sophisticated models of
microbial effects should then be generated using this more detailed information.
However, because of the complex nature of microbial processes, and In particular their
abilities to evolve with time, express new genes when environmental conditions change,
and the diverse nature of microbial communities, it Is bun y that we could produce a
reliable mechanistic chemical model for microbial behavior in the short tern,. Our best
approach is to use our information on microbial behavior to define worst-case scenarios,
Identify parameters that limit microbial productivity, and incorporate these results into
our task of designing the engineeed barrier system.
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Thermal and othe perturbations of a microblally mediated chemical system occur as
a complex function of microbial Identity, microbial activity and colony growth
(biomass). In addition, individual species function over a relatively narrow temperature
range. Thus, even with respect to the traditional chemical parameters, biological
reactions operate according to different laws than tet ablotic reactions. However,
although not Identical to the ablotic case, it should be productive to take an approach
similar to existing ablotic chemical modeling to use the chemical laws of microbial
chemistry to predict long-term chemistry. This approach is also consistent with the
ultimate goal which is to develop models whch canbe operated in tandem with the
abiotic models.
The net chemical effect of a community of microbes can be thought of as a set of
mass inputs and outputs. For example, an autotrophic bacteria may take in bicarbonate
as a carbon source, and oxidize Iron to ferrous iron as an energy source. As by-products,
the bacteria may make acetate and as a consequence of oxidizing iron, lower the pH
Based on experimental observations of this type of bacteria in an envron
t similar to
an anticipated repository environment, it should be possible to write a reaction that
describes the overall chmical effects of this bacterial population. For each gram of
active biomass, there can be related a positive flux of acetate and acid generation, and a
negative flux of Iron and bicarbonate.
At the most simple level, models of microbial activity can be used as input into
EQ3/6 (Wolery, 1992). This approach offers the potential for modeling at a fairly high
level of complexity in a short period of time. Although microbial activity is not
explicitly provided for, the overall effect of microbial activity on repository corrosion
processes can be. Such an approach allows the net effects, in terms of how microbes
alter the local chemistry of teir environments, to be accounted for. Thus the chemical
effects of microbial activity can be rigorously coupled to materials Interactions in the
repository without specific identification of all microbial species in the repository or
explicitly providing for the details of microbial activity.
This type of model obviously lacks feedback from system parameters to the
microbial processes. Feedback between environmental conditions and microbial activity
Is the most difficult part of Implementing microbial activity into the simulation. But if
empirical relationships between microbial activity and environmental parameters such
as temperature and pH are available, they can readily be incorporated Into the
simulation. For example, microbial productivity is almost certainly pH dependent. Most
bacteria live only over a restricted pH range.
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The next step in making this type of model more realistic would be to incorporate
feedback between environmental parameters and microbial productivity. If the pH
changed significantly, it is likely that a new type of microbial population would exist,
with a different set of chemical effects. Likewise, if microbial activity were to change the
pH, the equilibrium condition between the aqueous fluid and the material with which It
is In contact, is changedc EQ3/6 currently has the capability to incorporate these types
of complexities into the simulation. Experimental data on the biomass production rates
of any variety of microbial populations which are dependent on pH, or on any other
parameter related to the chemical response or influence of microbial activity, can be
entered as reactants in the simulation. Kinetic control of these rates is also possible if
appropriate rate data are known. Given the complexity and interdependency of some of
these factors, it may be necessary to enter the numerical relationships as reactants into
EQ3/6 and in a step-wise or iterative fashion to take into account the chemical effects of
the microbial population.
The presence of other repository materials can also be induded In the simulation so
that coupling between all chemical processes is properly accounted for. For example,
the simulation may indude the host rock, a metal canister, and cement. As the reaction
proceeds, the effect of add generation on pH stability, the effect of acetate generation on
metal corrosion, the affects of bicarbonate utilization are all accounted for. The system
will evolve and have a pH which is controlled by the coupled interactions of all these
pH-dependent reactions. Likewise, the complete solution composition can be calculated
for any step along this reaction progress. The ability to do this stage of modeling will be
enhanced by the use of Explorerm software.
Our ultimate aim is to find an approach that can be integrated into a sophisticated
feedback linkage with the exsting EQ3/6 code. We aim to frame descriptions of
microbial activity In forms that mimic the abiotic thermodynamic and kinetic
descriptions. To do this we must distinguish between the two types of processes: those
that can be seen as perturbations from an equilibrium state, or as part of a new,
microblally mediated equilibrium state and thus comprise a module that will interact
with EQ3, and those cosiderations that affect rates of change and thus the kinetics and
thus comprise a module that will interact with EQ6 (Fig. 644). In developing the
descriptions we seek to define microbial activities in terms of three types of processes:
processes or conditions that can represent standard states, processes that can be
described in teAms of rates of change, and processes in which transfer of mass, energy or
other quantifiable units sum to zero. The advantage of these definitions is that they
translate well into the pre-existing abiotic themodynamic/kinetic framework. We will
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define standard states as points of reference that will allow us to quantify deviations
from those points. Describng processes In terms of equations that sum to zero has
many advantages. For example It ensures internal consistency and provides a
foundation for expanding from simple to multi-component systems.
6.4 Summary and Conclusions
Progress has been made In the Identification and,quantification of materials that
may be used as part of the construction of a radioactive waste repository at Yucca
Mountain. The major significant processes affecting the chemical Impact of those
materials on the Near Field Environment and the waste packages have also been
identified, as well as the data that Is required to be able to predict the outcome of many
of these processes over long periods of time. In the past we have emphasized those
processes and materials that would take the water chemistry or certain processes
outside of the bounds that are assumed based on the natural geochemistry, or the
limited knowledge of long term behavior. Our work in the near future is to use this
information to provide some bounds for chemical and mechanical modeling, but also to
narrow those bounds where they make a significant difference to perfrmance
assessment modeling. Many of the fundamental tools are in place to better bound
chemistries and behaviors, but others are still missing.
To date themostsgnificant unknowns that have been identified in the area of
introduced materials are the effects of microbial activity on water chemistry and
degradation rate of Important materials (and our ability to model those effects), the
effects of cement-water-rock chemistry over time, and the effect of metals corrosion
over time.
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Appendix A: Polymer Chemistry
Polymerization. Polymerization occurs via addition or condensation
polymerization. These basic chemical reactions are achieved through one of four
primary techniques by which polymers are formed from monomers (bulk, solution,
suspension, and emulsion). There are three properties which differentiate addition
polymerization from condensation polymerization. First, the repeat unit in the polymer
and the monomer have the same composition, although the bonding is different in each
for addition polymerization Second, the mechanism of these reactions places addition
polymerization in the kinetic category of chain reactions, with either free radicals or
Ionic groups responsible for propagating the chain reaction. Lastly, the product
molecules usually have a carbon chain backbone, with pendant substituent groups.
Chain growth polymers include polyethylene, polystyrene, polyvinylchloride (PVC),
polyisobutylene, and Teflon.
Chemical characterization Chemical characteization of polymers is a complex
issue because even within a given polymer class, it is not possible to make correlations
between polymers and simpler but chemically similar molecules, because each polymer
has its own unique set of properties that depend on chemical structures, chain lengths,
conformations, and degrees of branching and crystallinity. This diversity is further
complicated by the addition of filler, plasticizers, stabilizers as well as other additives.
Two products of the same polymeric substance but with different additives can react
differently to the same conditions. Thus, in order to completely understand the affects
of a given product, the range of chemical composition must be known. Beginning in the
1920s cellulose nitrate and cellulose acetate became widely used as well as phenolformaldehyde (Bakelite) which was the first synthetic thermoset (crosslinked) polymer.
Given this relatively recent arrival, limited insight can be gained on long-term behavior
through historical analogs. Thus, extension back In time will require a sound

understanding of fundamental chemical principles, which are outlined below. It must
be emphaszed that the degradation behavior is based on relatively short term
experiments and should only act as a first estimate for the prediction of long-term
stability In the context of a radioactive waste repository.
Molecular Weight Distribution. A polymeric material is made up of many polymer
molecules which are held together by entanglements and Intermolecular forces and
crosslinks. It is the exception when polymerizaion is carried out so that all polymers
have the same degree of polymerization. Thus it is difficult to define useful
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thermodynamic parameters for these materials. Molecular weight distribution reflects
the number of bonds or degree of polymerization and is a fundamental diagnostic
polymer property. Properties that are dependent on the number of molecules in a
system, called colligative properties, are osmotic pressure, boiling point, and freezing
point. Measurement of these properties can thus be used to determine the average

molecular weight and the degree of polymerization. Colligative properties have also
been used to assess the thermodynamic behavior of polymers in solution. The
molecular weight distribution represents the variation from the average of the polymers
within the material. A broad distribution in the degree of polymerization of a polymer
population is represented as a large "degree of freedom".
Theta Condition. When a polymer is In the thet condition, the tendency to spread
out is exactly balanced with the exciuded volume effect (real polymer conformations
should be more spread out than those predicted because only one polymer segment can
take up a certain space at a given time). Solvents which yield this "equilibrium" are
referred to as theta solvents and the temperature at which the theta condition is reached
for a given polymer/solvent pair is known as the theta temperature.
Many parameters are known for a theta polymer thus, interpretation can be less
complex if the polymer is In the theta condition. Given that much information about
polymers is in the realm of synthesis, where a theta condition may be sought, it is to be
expected that Information for conditions outside of the theta condition (which will be
the rule rather than the exception under repository conditions) are far less complete.
Thennoplastics vs Thennoset& All solid polymers can be categorized as either
thermoplastics and thermosets. The polymer molecules of thermoplastics are held
together by intermolecular forces. Thermoplastics soften when heated but do not
degrade until a certain temperature. They can be molded and remolded with the use of
heat. Examples of thernoplastics are nylon and polystyrene. 7hermosets on the other
hand contain polymer molecules which are joined by chemical crosslinks. They are
achieved by a chemical reaction which creates a crosslinked polymer which can not be
remolded once it is set. The crosslinks prevent bond motion (in some cases, the
crosslinked polymer can be stretched but the crossliis prevent the remolding possible
with thermoplastics). Examples of thermosets are epoxy and vulcanized rubber. The
polymer Is still a polymer before crosslinking but it is primarily used in its crosslinked
forms Polyester is an example of a polymer thatis used as a thermoplastic and which
can be crosslinked to become a themoset.
Polymer Elasticity. Depending on thelength of the polymer chains and on the
temperature, a particular type of polymer may occur as a viscous liquid, a rubbery
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solid, aglass or a partiallycrystallne solid. The longer the average length of the
polymer chains, the less viscous the polymer at a given temperature. The polymer
chains are colled and intertwined with each other. If the polymer is stretched, then the
chains slowly untangle and the polymer appears to flow. The relative movement of
polymer chains can be decreased by connecting the polymer chains with chemical
bonds called crosslinks. When the crosslinked network is stretched, the coils become
elongated, but when the stress is released or more energy is put into the system, the
polymer network returns to its original coiled state.
Transition Temperature. The physical state of polymers is temperature dependent
like most materials, polymers have a melting point (To.In addition, within the solid
state (T <T,, polymers can be In a vglassy" state or in a "rubber" state (different from a
crosslinked rubber). The glass transition temperature (Tg) determines the turning point
between "glass," where hre Is not rotation around bonds and "rubber," where
segmental bond motion begins. A polymer in the glass state, is stiff and often brittle,
but upon passing through its glass transition temperature becomes flexible and
malleable. Thus Tg and facts that affect Tg determine the mechanical characteristics of
the polymer.
The TS increases with molecular weight or degree of polymerization, as well ass
crystallinirty. Side branching usually dea-eases Tg by leading to a less ordered structure
as does heterogeneity of the polymer chain (i.e. copolymers). Chemical composition and
configuration (syndiotactic, atactic, isotactic) both affect Tg. In addition, Tg can be
lowered by the addition of plasticizers (a plasticizer Is defined as any substance which
when added to the polymer, lowers its glass transition temperature). For example,
water acts as a plasticizer in nylon. Most tlamoplastic polymers for consumer
applications (e.g. plastic bags, nylon running shorts and 2-L soda bottles) have a glass
transition temperature below room temperature for flexibility.
Crystalline and Amorphous States. The orientation of a polymer chain can be
ordered by physical force. Tlls is how fibers, as well as most plastic consumer products
are formed. A force is applied to the material above the TS and then the material is
cooled. Because It Is now a glass, the polymer will not return to its original disordered
state. However, as soon as the thtermoplastic polymer is heated, it will return to its
original form. Cxystalline regions are created by the packing of molecular chains
together. The crystallinity Is dependent on the material itself as well as the production

method For example, an isotactic polymer can be more easily packed than an atactic
polymer. Crystals can only be formed above the Tg and below the melting temperature
(TO. Cystallinity can also be achieved by adding particles to the polymer melt which
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create an area of reduced energy so that a crystal can propagate(more order means
more energy). Crystallinity affects most polymer properties Including Tg (increased
cystallinity Increases Tg), and wettability (crystallinity reduces wettability).
The noncrystalline or amorphous regions are important determinants of polymer
properties. Amorphous regions allow for wettablity ad elastiety in the polymer.
Many structures of polymers In terms of crystalline and amorphous regions have been
suggested but the exact structure of polymers are not known.
Additives. Additives to polymer resins Improve strngth, flexibility, flame
retardance, or appearance The term antioxidant Is broadly used to refer to Inhibitors for
autoxldation. heat stabilizers, melt stabilizers, light stabilizers, antifatigue agents and
antiozonants. All of these agents Interfere with the free radical reactions that lead to the
incorporation of oxygen into macromolecules. For example, N-phenyl B-napthylamine
and butylated hydroxytoluene respectively are added to elastomers and plastics to
reduce deteroration related to autoxddation (Mark et al., 1985). Plasticizers lower the
glass transition temperature of a material making processing easier and the polymers
more flexible. Phtalic esters are oomon plasticizers (Mark et al., 1985; Khinnavar and
Aminabhavi, 1992).
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Appendix B: Curing of Cementitious Material
Cement is predominantly composed of calcium-bearing phases that crystallize when
water is added to a mixture of carbonate, silicate, and other phases. Table B-I briefly
describes the nomenclature and standards of cement chemistry. The reactions and
structural changes take place over time scales of a few seconds to a year or longer and
are sensitive to temperature within the range of interest to the repository. Table B-2
chemistry of the major cement hydration reactions. Hydration reactions
summarizs
mthe
that predominate below 1000C as well as those that predominate above 1000C are
summarized (Bensted, 1989). Table B-3 lists formula of cement phases.
The most important reaction in curing cement at ambient conditions is probably the
hydration of calcium silicates. Alite, C 3 S,Is known to hydrate considerably faster than
belite, an Impurity-stabilized form of C2S at 250 C, and the former Is thus the primary
contributor to the early strength of concretes. Alite has often been cwsen for detailed
study because of this kinetic advantage. Other important phases in the hydration and
crystallization process include a calcium silicate hydrate gel, C-S-H (no stoichiometry,
crystallinity, structure, or degree of polymerization is implied), which is common to
most cements. The literature distInguishes at least two forms of this "Sgel: an early
phase that consumes most of the anhydrous starting material within about 28 days
(Glasser et al., 1987), and a more polymerized phase that increases In length as the
material ages. Although the details are poorly documented, some structural
characteristics of the C-S-H phase are well known. The quasi-crystalline C-S-H phases
that develop with aging are considerably more cvystalline, with either an imperfect
tobermorite-like structure or a Jennite-like structure. Tobermorite-like phases appear to
be favored as aging progresses in cements that contain siliceous blending agents
(Shrivastava and Glasser, 1986). The microstructural changes that accompany these
solid-state phase transformations may affect virtually all measurable thermal,
mechanical, and physical properties. These effects have not been described, and tey
remain unpredictable. The polymers appear to incorporate a range of Ions, and the C:S
ratio can also vary. As a consequence, the kinetics and degree of polymerization may
differ as a function of the composition of the starting materials.
inetic data are limited primarily to the formation of C-S-H from pure beta-C2 S and
C3 S. A review of the literature on the kinetics of belite and alite hydration (Baxret and
Bertrandle, 1986) suggests that the manims may be debated, but that the markedly
slower hydration of belite is thought to be similar to alite. In both cases, rapid
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dissolution within a few minutes of hydration is followed by a somewhat linear
increase to a mandmum ion concentration that represents supersaturation with respect
to portlandite. Subsequently, the otrationdecreases, first rapidly, then slowly and
linearly (Wu and Young, 1984; Brown et al, 1984). Competition between chemical
reactions that start at different times and differ in progress of reaction will determine
the overall rate. Brown et al. (1985) proposed that an initial hydrate forms that
eventually nucleates a more stable hydrate. The consequent increase in the rate of Ca++
and OH- liberation eventually supersaturates the solution with respect to Ca(OH)>,
which precipitates. The subsequent hydration of CsS Is diffusion-controlled. Grutzeck
and Ramachardran (1987) propose that a precipitate of a very-fine-grahned C-S-H
initially forms on the surface of C3S as a result of supersaturation and controls
subsequent hydration via diffusion. New material forms at the solid/hydrate interface
while the fine-gralned outer layer dissolves. A sufficiently supersaturated solution at a
pH of 115 will form relatively-coarsegalned C-S-H() at the expense of the finegrained Initial C-S-EI Bensted (1983a) finds that most of the Initial ettringfte is formed
from C3A at the greatest rate during the first 5 min, followed by a steady increase for up
to 2 hr. After 8 to 26 hr, when the gypsum Is gone, ettrigite reacts with C 4 AH1 3to form
monosulfate (Bensted, 1983b). The iron from ferrite Is thus freed to participate in
hydrous phases. Alkalis, whether present in the original grout or contributed by
additives or aggregate, are released In temperature-bensltive reactions from clinker
phases to the pore fluids within days (Glasser and lMarr, 1984; Glasser et aL, 1985), and
reach concentratins of 0.05 to 1.OM. The presence of alkalis depresses calcium
solubility and thus (1)determines the pH of the pore fluid (Macphee et al., 1989), and
(2) affects the hydration of alite and belite (Wu and Young, 1984).
Ettringite is the most prevalent sulfate-bearing hydration product below 80°C and Is
an important trivalent-ion-bearing phase. Within broad limits, ettringlte appears to

form Independently of the degree of hydration (Benrted, 1983a~b), but it is not stable
above 75 to 8WC under 100% relative humidity. Prediction of the fate of much of the
Al+++ and S04- hi the hydrated cement, and possibly Fex, is dependent on the
knowledge of ettringite thermochemistry. Ettrfngte fohmed from aluminate and ferrite

phases composes a continuous hydrated solid-solution. Analogous solid-solutions of
other phases may be formed from ferrite and aluminate. Above about 100 0C, iron-rich
monosulfate often forms as a conse

e of reactions that consume ettringite, whiih

loses much of its structural water on heating to 60°C and transforms to C6AS3}1 at
110 0C (Taylor, 1987) at pH 11. Ettringite ultimately decomposes to gypsum, aragonite,
and Al(OH) 3 (Grounds et al., 1985), and to crystallife calcium silicates that indlude
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SH
tobermorite, xonotolite, gyrolite, hydrogarnet, stratlingite, alpha-C2SHK and C 6 2 3
(Bensted, 1989). Tobermorite-lA Is a disordered strncure (Taylor, 1964) that
precipitates in water at temperatures greater than 100rC, but which has been observed
from cements leached at 250C and those cured at 60C (Barnes0 and Roy, 1983).
are
-Normal" tobermorite-11A decreases to 93-A spacing by 300 C These products
heated
also expected of cement formed at ambient conditions, cared, and subsequently
to 2100°C (Scheetz and Roy, 1989ab), a scenario that Is anticipated for the waste
repository.
other
The consequences of Incorporating aggregate materials, blending agents, and
additives such as fly ash, blast furnace slag Ubfs), sMiic fume, rice husk ash, and natural
1986;
pozzolan into cement have been investigated to a limited extent (Glasser et al,
of
Macphee et al, 1989; Andersson et at, 1989). Glasser et al. (1987) provide a summary
the chemical and mineralogical effects of these cement additives. Pozzolanic aggregate
materials react chemically to give the cement advantageous propertes. A pertinent
example of natural aggregates that behave as pozzolanas are some siliceous welded
at
tuffaceous roics. Other materials that may be added to cements to Influence the rate
by cement
which they cure Include an anhydrous material, "clinker which Is produced
water
kilns, and gypsum. Gypsum, which Is added to prevent flash setting, can lose
water
during grinding with diker to form hemihydrate. Rehydration of gypsum when
and
is added to the cement can compete with cement minerals such as ettrlngite
and
influence their aging kinetics. An aggregate of bfs creates a reducing environment
to oxidation
thus may Influence the mobility of Ions and complexes that are sensitive

conditions. The bfs additive contains materials foreign to the usual cement chemistry:
cement
large amounts of ferrous Iron, considerably more MgV than is present in usual
to
formulations, and, possibly, dispersed iron metal and Iron sulfide. Mg*+ is known
of
react with C-S-H to form Mg(OH)2 and thus destroy-the main cohesive phase
concretes. The oxidation of S and Fe could cause significant volumetric changes.
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polymer
seal
Figure 6-1. Scematic view (not to scale) of ESF drift cross-section mlustrates the placement of some
materdaL The shape of the invert is illustrated in tunnel cross-section, and the invert coss-section
parallel to the tunnel axis.
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Figure 6-2. Total water usage and total meters excavated are plotted as a function of time. It is clear that
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has not been exceeded. Total water usage to date averages roughly 2.47 kL/m.
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Figure 6-11. Experiment DF5. Topopah Spring tuff - water - diesel fuel interactions plotted as the log
ST with respect to quartz (solid circle), cristobalite (open circle with center dot), wollastonite (solid
diamond), K-feldspar (square with a slash), albite (open circle), anorthite (open square), muscovite
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Figure 6-12. Aqueous (A) pH (200 C), (B) total sulfur and (C) inorganic carbon of experiment DF5
plotted as a function of time.
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experimnent DF5 plotted as function of time.
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Figure 6-14 SEM photornicrographs of unreacted (A, B) and reacted Topopah Spring tuff (C, D). (B)
Magnification of the glassy matrix in the tuft. (C) Reacted Topopah Spring tuff showing a precipitated
Si-rich phase (D) Enlargement of the Si-rich precipitate.
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Figure 6-15. Experiment DF6. Topopah Spring tuff - FibercreteThIwater - diesel fuel interactions plotted as
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Figure 6-16. Aqueous (A) pH (200 C), (B) total sulfur and (C) inorganic carbon of experiment DF6
plotted as a function of time.
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Figue 6-18 SEM photomicrographs from experiment DF6 of reacted Topopah Spring tuft (A, B) and
reacted PibercreteTM (C, D). (B) Enlargement of the precipitates that form on the tuff surface, showing
books of layered Ca-silicate, calcite rhombs, and smaller pure silicate precipitate which may be
cristobalite. (D) Enlargement of the Ca-silicate phase found on the reacted FibercreteTm surface.
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Figure 6-19. The calculated (A) inorganic carbon concentration, and (B)total acetate concentration in a
solution of changing pH as a function of time. See text for detailed description of the assumptions and
calculations.
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Figure 6-20. XRD patterns of tobermorite run products; the No IC XRD patterns show a peak shift
from 1.4 to 1.1 inm tobermorite with time; the 120 IC XRD pattern shows only a single phase
tobermorite; crystallinity increased with longer run times and higher temperature.
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Figure 6-21. Effect of temperature on the growth rates of whole YM microbial communities in R2 media.
Rates varied depending on temperature of incubation. Crushed VM tuff was inoculated in media and
incubated aerobically at 20°C(G), 30°C (3), or 501C (A). Periodicilly samples were withdrawn and cell
count was determined by live planting (x), sterile uninoculated media incubated at 206C.
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IAl ESF

Bacteria derived from excavated ESF and Large Block Test rock
161 LB

Figure 6-22. Plated samples of whole and crushed rock and rock washes (using sterialized artificial pore
water) obtained from (A) the ESF muck pile and (B) the Large Block (LB) Test area suggest that the LB
samples show greater culturable species diversity. Future DNA analyses will better indicate total diversity of culturable and unculturable species.

I
ESF enrlchment

Thlobacfllus fenvokldwas

Figure 6-23. Screening tests for iron oxidizers indicate that ESF samples produced iron-oxidizing
cultures.
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Bacterial cells, blofllm material:
icroblally produced polysacchaulde,
,corroslon products (eg., FeO)

Figure 6-24. Microbially induced corrosion (MIC). Microbially-generated acids directly dissolve the
protective calcareous film on stainless steeL Coupling of protons with electrons results in electron
removal from the cathode, and forms hydrogen which is a substrate for microbial sulfate reduction.

Figure 6-25. Screening tests for slime producers indicate that large quantities of slime can be produced by
some bacteria that are extant in the ESF and LB.
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Figure 26. Effect of nutrients and growth on acid production in individual YM isolates. Each indicated
isolate was inoculated into R2 media (e), R2 + 0.5% glucose i), R2 + 0.75% proteose peptone J3 (&),
and R2 + glucose and peptone (a). Periodically, through subsequent growth the pH of the media was
determined.
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ESF and LB Isolates: Hydrogen Sulfide Production
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Figure 6-27. Preliminary results showed that sulfide production via desulfurylation increased for all
tested strains within a two day Incubation period, even in anaerobic cultures which metabolize and grow
more slowly than do aerobic cultures. R2B media + 0.75% Proteose peptone #3, lead acetate 12 days
incubation at room temperature and at 50C.
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Figure 6-28. Emplacement tunnel footprint is illustrated In the Nevada State coordinate grid, which will
allow for easy Integration of existing Yucca Mountain geological data. Relative sizes of main and
emplacement drifts are shown. Colors Indicate elevation (see legend).

Figure 6-29. Cut away view of the emplacement tunnel demonstrates the capability of the EarthVisonl u
software to represent discontinuous shapes (scale bar in meters). In this simplified model waste packages
(blue; 6 m x 0.2 m diam), cementitious materials (pink and lavender) gantry tracks (red) are installed in
the suwrounding rock (green).
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Figure 6-30. Illustration of a 25 m section of 43 m diam. emplacement tunnel (scale bar in meters). Waste
packages (blue; 6.5 x 1.75 diam.), concrete invert (green; roughly 1.5 m x 4 m), gantry tracks (red; roughly
3.5 m between tracks), and concrete waste package supports (gold; 5.3 m length) are shown to scale.

Figure 6-31. Simplified cross-section rendering of a 20-m section of 7.6-m diam. service tunnel (scale bar
in meters) shows rockbolts (pink; approximately 3 m long and 0.10 diam.) for the metal grate platform
(yellow; approximately 0.2 m thick) anchored into the surrounding rock (brown). The metal platform
supports (light blue; approximately 0.2 x 0.3 x 1.0 m) are placed at roughly 2 m intervals. A concrete invert
(purple; roughly 1.5 m) and shotcrete layer (gold; 02m thick) are shown.
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Figure 6-32. Exposed 20-m section of 7.6-m diam. service tunnel (scale bar in meters) demonstrates the
level of detail that can be obtained for chemical and hydrological modeling at a scale of meters. Concrete
invert (green) and shotcrete (gold) are the cementitious materials that are shown. Metal materials
illustrated are the gantry car rails (turquoise) platform supports (blue) platform (yellow) and platform
anchor rockbolts.

Figure 6-33. Oblique view of 20-rn section of 7.6-zn diam. service tunnel showing rockbolt holes. Given
standard spacing (1.5 m) as depicted on engineering drawings, 104 rockbolts would be found in this
length of tunnel.
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Figure 6-X Cross-sectional rendering of 20-m section of 7.6-m dianm service tunnel showing rockbolt holes

Figure
view 6-35
of 2-rCutaway
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Figure 635 Cut-away view of 20-mn section of 7.6-m diamy service tunnel showing roolt holes.
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%ar, I

Figure 6-36. Cross-sectional rendering of 20-m section of 5.0-m diam. emplacement tunnel showing
rockbolt holes. Given standard spacing (1.5m)as depicted on engineering drawings, 36 rockbolts would
be found in this length of tunneL

Figure 6-37. Cut-away view of 20-m section of 5.0-m diam. service tunnel showing rockbolt holes.
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Figure 6-38. Rockbolt detail showing steel rockbolt (gray) and exterior grout filling.

Figure 6-39. Caklulational detail of volume of grout (0.018214 m) used for one rockbolt.
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Figure 640. Calculation of material volumes is straightfqXward, as is illustrated in this calculation of the
volume of cementitious materials (approximately 54.1 ma) in a 20-m section of 4.3 diam. emplacement drifts

Figure 6-41. Calculation of volume of metal materials (approximately 14.4 m3 ) (including the waste
packages of wall thickness of roughly 0.2 m) in a 20-m section of 4.3 diam. emplacement drift.
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Figure 642 Diagram of interaction between various parts of EQ3/6. At present these interactions are
conducted manually by the modeler. In order to simulate systems at a higher level of complexity, it will
be necessary to automate some of these steps.

.*s

0_
Figure 6-43. Schematic diagram of the flow of information between EQ3NR, EQ6, the databases and the
Input and output files.
-w
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Table 6-1 Steel set materials and ESF locations.
Quantitybetween

Quantity between

Quantity between

00 + 58 and

024-COand
04+o oft
83
166

04+ooand
06.u0w0ft
132
264

Component
Item #1
Item #2

02+ooft
116
232

Item #3

232

166

264

Item #4
Iten #5
Item #6
Item #7

232
468
3521
1276

166
835
3567
891

264
1879
6017
1430

Wf)Tp omnponent, MKOIA
C() Bottom components, MIK#IB (2 parts per seo
(3)Side components, MK#iC a parts per set)
(4) eel set, sc;ms and Dutchmen (2 parts per set)
(5)Steel Set Shims (erence drawing BABEABOO-01717-2100411d2-3)
(6)Steel Laggng, C x ll5# Channel For Sted Sets -4 ft In length
(7)Tie rods for steel sets (erence drawing BABOOO-01717-2100-41102-03)

Table 6.2. Rockbolt types and associated materials
1*W

Rodkbolt te
Super Swelex7'1
(ong and short)

Explicitly referred to on
engineering diagrams
long only
(3000 mm. nom.)

Associated materials
water is applied at a regulated
pressure to inflate the bolt

Solid #8 Threaded1

long only

grouted into place

(long and short)

(3000 nun. nom.)

WiMLiarns'
Core'

(3000 mm. nonL)

grouted

no

urnkown

Hollow

Split Set '

' BABEABOOO.0717-2100-40157401.

2 Personal comUnkation, Eugene pbkorny.

Table 6-3a. Grout mineralogy of Fibercretelm.
Grout
mineralogy

Composition
(wt%)

Formula

Tricaldum silicate

3(CiO)SlO2

61

Dicaldumsilicate

2(CaO)SiO2

15

Tricalcium aluminate

3(C~aO)A120

6

Tetracalcium alhminoferrite

4(C&O)AnMOFe2O3

9
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Table 6-3b. Grout composition of
Fibercretel*.
Composition (wt%)

Oxide
.

-

21A
43
2.9
64.9
1.7
2.7

Ae203

Fe2O3
CaO
MgO
S03
Na20
Los onignition

053
0.B7
0.2

Insoluble residue

Table 6-3c. Steel fiber composition of
Fibercrete"'.
Element
Fe
C
Mn

P
S

Composition (WMg
99.8
0.08
0.0
0.040
0050

Table 6-4. Details of spills 001 through 010.
NO.

Date

Tunnel
station

Affected
surface
Invert
invert
TEM

Huld
-

12/10/94
SRP-00M

01/07/95

SRP-04

02/23/95

0+87
14i0
02+84

SRP405

03/0B/95

04+05

SRr-006
SRP-W
SRP4X07

03/21/95

04+60

unknown

oil

03/24/95

05+03

TBM

hydraulic fluid

03/24/95
03/25/95

05+01
05+13i7j

TBM
TUM

oil

03/25/95

05+16Z

TBM

oil

03/28/95

05+10

TBM

hydraulic fluid

04/14/95

05+45

TBM

hydraulic fluid

SRP-009

SRP-010

invert segum Mnt
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oil
oil
oil
oil

oil

Table 6-5. Spills reported through

09-August-95.
Spin No.

Date

SRP-011

05/06/95

SRP-12

05/31/95

SRP-013

06/m0/95

SRP-014

06/06/95

SRP-014a
SRP-0115

06/21/95
06/24/95

SRP-016

06/20/95

SRP-017

SRP-018

06/30/95
07/05/95

SRP-019

07/22/95

SRP-M2O

07/24/95

SRP-021

08/03/95

SRP-022

08/09/95

Table 6-6 Dust conh ol agents that have been considered for use in the ESF.
Product
name

Constituents

Company
__

Bio Cat 300-1

unknown

Applied Natural Systems, Inc.

Soil Master

PVAC/acrylic latex/tripolycate

ESSI/ EBCO

Petrotac
Coherex

asphalt, vacuum gas, oil, metal tallate

SynTech Products Corp.

petroleum
ocarbons
calcium lignin sulfonate and sugars

WitCo
GeorgiaPacific
Nevada Duit Control

Lignoste
R-8376 Surfactant
Agriloc
ChemLoc411

sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate
assumed hydrocarbon based on
decomposition products

SwiftAdhesives
Golden West Industries, Inc.

EMCSd

Vinyl acetate and acetaldehyde
assumed hydrocarbon based on physical
properties

Duston

citrus oil

Polo Citrus

.'_
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Soil Stabilization Products

Table 6-7. uC analyses of 50 mL diesel fuel samples collected at the ESF. Five samples
were taken from the storage tank and three were collected from the locomotive
motor. Prior to measurement using accelerator base4 mass spectrometry (AMS) an
aliquot from each sample was combusted to graphite.
CAMS

Sample

Fraction

No.

name

modem

D1 4 C

*

14 C age

>51200
>50300
>52800
>52200
>49900

26826
26827
26828
26829
26830

IM-D-95-l
IM-DF95-2
IM-Dr-95-3
IM-DF-9S
IM-DF-954

o0003
o000
-0.0007
o0
o0.006

0007
o0007
04007
O0008
0o0oo

-9997
-9995
-1000.7
-999.9

-999A

0.7
0.7
0.7
0
0.9

26831

DA-DF-95-6

0Do0os

0.0008

-999.1

0.8

>48800

26832
26833
26834

IM-DF-95-8
IM-Dr-95-9
IM-DF-95-7

0M0
o000
Oo007

0.0007
o00009
o00

-M99.9
-100.0

0.7
0.9
0.7

>52200
>52800
>49500
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Table 6-8 Experimental matrix. Diesel Pu Hydrous Pyrolysis.
Nominal
EaV.
No.
DFI

Temp.
ea
200

pressure
bas)
70

Duration
(a)
75

Roddng

not

Water
cmp.
MhQ

Samplk
composition
I water:
I diesel fuel

Continuous

Organic

Aqueous

Solid
liquid
aayss analysis
n/a
GC
((32
dilution)
n/a
n.

phase
analysis
HPLC

Gas
analysis
CMS

HPLC
GC

GMS

DF2

315

15

105

no

MliQ

10 watere
t diesel fue

DM3

200

70

87

continuous
after
66days

3mM
NaHC03

water
+ Fibeerete
wafer

XRD
SEM
/EDS

na.

ICP-AES
IC
CO2 gas anal.

GuS

DF4

200

70

80

yes

3mM
NOHCO3

tOwater:
I diesel fuel
Fiberoete
wafer

XRD
SEM
AiDS

ne.

GMS

DE;

200

70

76

yes

3 lM
NaHCO3

10water.
I diesel fuel
+ Tpt wafer

XRD
SEM
/ED6

n

200

70

79

yes

3mM
NaHCO3

lOwater:
I dIesel fuel
*Tptand
Fiberrete

XRD
SEM
/EDS6

na

HPLC
Cc
C02 gas anal.
IC ES
IC
HPLC
Cc
C0 gas anal.
ICP-AES
IC
HPLC
OC
a gasnal.
ICP-AES

D
F6

wafers
a/: not applablena.:
not anlzd
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IC

GM5

GUS

Table 6-9. Starting diesel fuel (LLNL
motor pool) compositions measured
by GC of CS2 extractions.
Average
% peak area
Carbon No.

C6-C 9

4.7±0.6

CIO-C14

295±1.6

C-S-C19
C20-C26
Total

52.6± 2.6
13.3±1.9
1O0.1
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Table 6-10. Organic compounds identified by GMS analyses of gas extraction
from aqueous samples from experiments DR, DF2, DF4, DF5 and DE6
Organic
compound

mehane
etlane
propyiene
r-butanke
i-butarke
trAns-2-butene
propane
i-pentane
r-pentane
2-pentene
2-wmethylpentane
2-methyl-1-pentene
c~dolmene
2,2- dim thybuta ne
benzene
2,hexene (ds~rans)
n-heptane
I-hepen
ethiylydopentane
toluene
1-methylcydohexene
1,1-dimethylcydlopentane
1,2-dizetylyopentane
I-ethylcyclohexerke

Formula
C2H6
C3H6
C4HIO

I)FI

DF2

Y

Y

DF4
Y

y

y

Y

Y

Y

Y

y

y

y

y

DF6
y

y

QsH1o
QSH 1 2
C6H12

y

y

y

y

y

Y

Y

Y

Y

y

y

y
y

C6Hl 4 4
C6H62

y
y

C6HUO

y

C,7H 1 4

Y

Y

Y

Y

y

y

y

C7H12
C7HI6
C7H84
C7HU4
C7H84
C7HU2

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

n-octane,

C8H 14
CSHIO
C8H 1 8

n-norkmwe

C9H20

y

xylene

DFS

y
y
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Table 6-11 Major hydrocarbons and their abundances relative to
maximnum peak area as determined by GCMS of fial aqueous samples
from experiments DF4, DF5, and DF6.
Perwent of naximum peak
area
Retention
time (min)

Compound

Boninsg
point (°C

DF4

DF5

DF6

23.66

1832

25.87

13.06

benzene

80.1

18.86

toluene

110.6

2456

ethyl benzene

1362

31.37

2821

21.65

25.19

p-xylene & m-xylene

1383

8.19

80.45

66.77

26.51

o-xylene

144A

4938

40.82

35.79

3022

1-ehyl 3methyl
benzene

1613

26.90

24.43

17.27

30.56

1,3,5- trimethyl
benzene

165

16.03

14.53

10.73

30.96

I-ethyl 2-nethyl
benzene

1652

16.00

13.97

11.09

31.63

1,AA-tdrnMetyl
benzene

169

52.67

49.77

37.08

32.64

1,2,3-turhinnyl
benzene)
indane

176

30.60

26.84

21.05

177.8

14.78

13.39

1055

33.03

100

100

100

36.62

1-methyl-242propenyl) benzene

198

24.05

36.91

tetrahydro
naphftalene

207.6

20.48

14.74

12.53

37A4

naphthalene

218

39.45

33.9

30.35
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Table 6-12. Yucca Mountain bacterial isolates displaying corrosioni-related activities.
strall#

Species ldentflcatlorb

ESP-C1

Cellulomonas flayigena

LB-71h-RT- 13Psexdomonas stuttzer
ESP-71h-RT-4
LBan-U7
LBan-UW2
LB-71h-50-3
ESPAn-U4
LBan-Cl
LBan-UW2
L1an-Ul
LBan-U2
LBan-U3
LB-71h-50-2
LB-71h-50-4
LB-71h-50-6
ESF.71h-RT-l
LB-Cl
LB-C2
LB-C7
LB-7th-RT 15
LB-71h-RT-4

Flavobacterium eateroaromaticam
uncharacterized
Cellutomonas turbata
probably Bacillus Jp.
Bacillus circular$
Arachnia proplonica (poor match)
Ceilulomenas turbata
Cellutomona: Salida
Bacilhs paball
Bacillus pantofhenficus
Bacillus pumfllas subgroup B
Bacillus subtfhas
probably Bacillus ip.
Plarobacterium esteroaromaticum
uncharacterized
nncharacterized
Preudommias tuaseri
Pevdomo
pMWuhM
Psendomonas pseudoflava

1LJ!W.6

Arthrobavhrrorna
nrM

Add Produdtons

Suflfide Producilond

x

X (oxic)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

X (oxic)

x

Sllme Production'

X (oxic/anoxic)
X (anoxic)
X (anoxic)
X (anoxic)
x (anoxic)
x (Moxic)
x (oxic)
x (oxIc)
x (oxic)
x (oxic)

x
x
x
x
x
x
A

.F- xplory Study Facit LB-large Mod; an-tsolated under anaerbk condons; C-crshed ra holaW U crnshed rock 1soa1e W-solated
from after wash
k;7hsolated aftr 71 ho of groh; RTrom teknpemte holats 50C
isolazt
bDetermired by fatty acd analysis usig the MID/Hewlet Padkard microbial dentIficatlon system AMtS
Analytkal Serve, Inc, VT), Identifcation of given
Isolates may be t tiv due to a esr deee of mlt wh tpe o
ms contaiedIn the MIS databas.
Teml
ed after growth hn R2 media (Reasoner and Gedrech, 195) with or with
0.5% g8ue and pH indkctRs brrocreol purple and methyl red
dojmfrd after growth in R2 ar

med (Dlfo) amntaiin

DetnlNed after growth on R2 agar (DWfeO).

0.75% proeese peptma i (Dlf)

mid lead aceat

Table B-i Cement nomenclature and standards. Designations for
ons such as the American Society
cements are standardized by or
for Testing and Materials CSIM) and the American Petroleum
Institute. Cement chemists have developed a nomenlature for phase
composition that is based on ratios of oxides; the notation carries no
structural implications. The following shorthand is standard.
Lettra

Fhae compositon

desgatin

C

CaO

S
M
H

M90

;C

N

H20

002
S03
Na2O

P 2 05
A

A1203

F
K

FW3

ARt
Afm

K20
Caldum aduminum trisulfate (eg., etringite)

CGldcm alhminm rnnosulfate
(eeg., "monosulfate")

OPC

Ordinay portand ceaent

SRPC

Sulphate-resistig portand cement
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Table B-2. Summary of major hydration reactions (Bensted, 1989).
Below 100C
Tricaium sicate (it): 2C3S + 6H
Dicddcm siie (bfite): 2C2S + 4H

(1)
(2)
0)
(a)

(b)
(c)

(C3S2H3) + 3CH (C-S-D
(C3S2H3) + CH

Triecddum ahadinate(sainafe):
CA + 3CS H2 + 26H=> C3A3 H (ettrngite)
Wben the gypsum is used up: C3A + CH + 12H => C4AH 1 3

(a)
(b)

This hen reacts with the ettringite formed- C3A3C 1H32 + 2C4AH13 >
3(C3A.iC . H12) + 2CH + 20H (aionosulphate)
CAlcim alhnferdte(fenc):
C2A45F0.5 + CHI + 3CSH 2 + 25H *> C3AoS Fos 3C(S H32 (ettrle)
When the gypsum is used up: C2AOSFos 4 2CH + lIH -> C4AOsFO.5H13

(c)

MTis then reacts with the ettringite fonred: 2C 4Ao 5 FosH1 3 +

(4)

C3AosFos3cS 132 -> 3(C 3 AosFOS.CS .H1 2) + 2CH + 20H

Above 100rC
(1) Main product Is a-dicaldm silicate hydrate, C2S%which has high permeability and low compressive
strength above 2000C it formstricaldum silicate hydrate, CS 2H3.
(2) Additions of -35to 40% silica yield tobermorite, CsS&Hp which has low permeability and good compressive
strngth; above 150WC it forms xonotlite, CjS(H and gyrolite, CAH2, which has higher permeability and lower
compressive strength.
(3) Hydroganet, Cas (AL Fe) lSiOS(O J and stratingite Ca2UFe)2SOr8H 2 O are also formed from the fte
and alurinate phases.
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Table B-S. Names, formulas, and standard terms of cement phases. CA Is the chemical abstracts
namber.

Name
Hydrous (roduct) Phases
Calcium hydroxide
Portlandite
Calcium silicate hydrates
Afwillite
C-S-H gel
C-S-H(V
C-S-H(II)
Foshagite
Gyrolite

Cement Std

Formula

CA#

Ca(OH)2

CH

1305-62-0

Ca3SI206.(0W2.2H20
CASl2OT3HIO

CSS 2 HS

16291-79-5
2419-31-9
1440464-9

Ci5iHi
CSS4-6HX

Ca4(SI0S)3(OH)2
4CaO.3SSI0 2 MH0
Ca8Srl6017](0HW6
Caj 6 Si 2 406o(OH)a.14H20
Ca 4 ESi6OnSXOWZ4H20

C4 S 3H

12214.32-3

C2 SSH 2

66899-82-9
16225487-9

Hllebrandite
Jwnnte
MetajennILNekolite
_/1

Okenite
FlomblexIte
Reyeritel
Riversldelte-91
Tobermorite-U4A

2CaO.Sl02,H20
C2 SH
2CaO.S102.xlHaO
aiihydrous
CS6H11
Ca9 (S16 0j 8 H 2 )(OHi)8.zH20
CpSstiy
Caq(SI 6 OIBHZ)COWf8.2H20
C3 SSH7
CasSI4Ois.HaO
C3 S 6 HS
SCaO.6SiOr8SH2o
CaSI20S-xH20
CaO.2S10 2 .2H20
CSSH6K
CaloSll8046.18H20
CS 2 R 2
CaSI2IO4(OkZH2O
CsS6HjOjs
Calo[SIUO031J(OH)6.18H20
(Xa"K 2 Cz4(SIAl)24058(OH)8-6H20
CaSH 2 (S10 3 )6-2HIO
C5SSEKg
CaSSI6016(0WH)8H20
CaSSI6016(OIW2.5H20
Ca,3SIGOj 6 (OH)zrxH20
CaG61S0f2(OWg.2H20
CSSI6Hl.
CSHX
C3 S 2 Hs
C4SSH 5

TobermoriteIlA
Ca.4 .S(S16015(OHb).)2H20
Ca 4 (SI 6 O0U(OW~j).2RiO
Cas(SI 6 OI6(OM2)-2R2O
Ca 6 (S16018).2H20
Tobermorite-iqA,
Tobermorite-9A

SCaO.6S1Oz-3H20
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CSS 6 H

15669-77-9
67412-69-5
13572-91-3
6370145-1
12427-05-3
32237-29-9
1464-13-8
12420453-6
12424-04-3
1470642-4
1319-31-9
11074-26-3

ss4n-00-0
68810-15-1
67412-684
67070-27-3
66732-74-9
12423-17-5
12323-54-5
12141-65-0

Table 6-3. (Continued.)
Name
Anhydrous (Reactant) Phases
Calcium exide
Lime
Calcium silicates
Belite
Alite
Calcium aluminates

Calcium fron aluminates
aFewjteN

CementStd

Formula

CA#

CaO

C

1305-784

beta-Ca2S1O4

P-C2S

Ca3SIOs

CSS

14981-103
10034-77-2
12168-85-3

CaA140 7
CaOA12 0 3
Ca 3 A12 0 6

CA 2
CA
C3 A

12042-783

Ca4Fe40w - Ca4 FeAlaOjo
solid soluton

C2 (AF)

Formula for end-member (Ca-SI-KO system) is not yet determined.

-w.
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Chapter 7.0 Integrated Testing
BrianE Viani
7.1 Introduction
The role of the Integrated Radionuclide Release: Tests and Model Development
activity (Integrated Testing) is to bound the flux of radionuclides that pass the
Engineered Barrier System/Near Field Environment (EBS/NFE) (Viani, 1995a). The
purpose of this activity is to measure and model the transport of radionuclide
elements from the waste form through the Introduced materials, their alteration
products, and altered host rock that will comprise the post-containment near field
environment of the potential repository at Yucca Mountain. Experimental
measurements will be combined with conceptual and mechanistic models to bound
the concentrations of radionuclide elements that will be released from the EBS/NFE
for any given release from the waste form. The estimated releases will be used by the
EBS/NFE Subsystem Performance Assessment task (EBS/NFE PA) to calculate the
source term to be used in Total System Performance Assessment (ISPA).
71.1 Scope of Integrated Testing Activities
Integrated Testing activities are directly concerned with measuring and modeling
the effects that hydrothermally altered EBS/NFE materials have on the transport of
radionuclides released from the waste form as it interacts with groundwater reentering the repository after the dry-out period. These interactions, which may
include sorption, precipitation, and matrix imbibition, are an important element of
the strategy for evaluating the Yucca Mountain site (CRWMS M&O, 1996). The most
important materials to be addressed include: waste package corrosion products,
backfill/packing, cementitious materials, and altered repository rock (Viani, 1995b).
7.±2 Relationship of Integrated Testing Activities to Other YMP Activities
To address the issues of radionuclide dispersion, retardation, and depletion in
the EBS/NFE, Integrated Testing activities will require material, data, and models
from the following activities: ambient and altered zone geochemistry and
thermohydrology, waste package materials and waste form testing, and man-made
materials (Viani, 1995a).
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7.1.2.1 Current Status of Integrated Testing Activities. As a result of the change
In reference repository design from a borehole emplaced waste package to a drift
emplaced waste package, the scope of Integrated Testing activities has expanded to
include the interaction of materials other than the host repository rock adjacent to
the waste package. Earlier Integrated Testing activities were focused on the proceses
expected to play a role in controlling radionudlide transport in the altered host rock.
Because of the expanded scope there are many areas that have not been addressed
that are important to the overall waste isolation strAtegy put forward by the project
(CRWMS MWO, 1996). To date, the Integrated Testing activity has addressed data
and models related to:
1. Diffusion of radionuclides through, and pore-size distribution of, repository
rocks.
2. Characterization of colloids in Yucca Mountain groundwaters and in
experimental fluids passed through repository rocks.
3. Transport of soluble conservative tracers through fractured repository rock at
elevated temperatures.
4. The role of diffusion in controlling sorption by the zeolite clinoptilolite.

_.

5. Testing cation exchange and surface complexation models against field data
for a fractured aquifer system.
7.2 Data Inputs Required for Bounding Transport and Source Terms
To assess the role of the EBS/NFE in controlling the flux of radionuclides
leaving the repository, the following information is necessary.
Near field environment properties that will be required indlude:
1. The temperature range over which transport will occur.
2. The flux of radionuclide-bearing groundwater exiting the waste canister.
3. The mode of groundwater flow; Le., saturated, unsaturated, episodic, etc.
4. The saturation state of the EBS/NFE materials comprising the flow path.
5. The potential of water in the system; Le., P/P0 H2 0.
EBS/MFE flow-path-component material properties that will be required include:
1. The composition of the radionudlide-bearing groundwater after it contacts the
waste form (pH, soluble species, colloidal species).
2. The elemental, mineralogical, microbial, and physical properties of container
corrosion products, hydrothermally altered backfill material, hydrothermally
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altered concrete and other introduced materials, and hydrothermally altered
repository rock
7.3 Chemical, Mineralogical, and Physical Characteristics of EBS/NFE Components
Expected to Significantly Affect Radionuclide Transport Through the EBSINFE
Except for episodic fracture flow, the low water flux expected in the postemplacement and post-containment environment will result in the fluid chemistry
being controlled by the flow-path component through which the fluid is passing.
The chemical and. mineralogical properties of certain of the EBS/NFE materials
comprising the effective flow path of radionudide-bearing groundwaters are
expected to play a major role in the transport of radionuclides. The following
sections summarize and highlight some of the features that can be important to
transport. The reader is to refer to reports and papers regarding the flow-path
elements listed below, some of which can be found in the Geochemistry, Man-Made
Materials, and Altered Zone sections of this report.
7.3.1 Waste Form
The waste form will control the rate at which radionuclides are released to the
contacting groundwaters. An expected scenario for. water to contact the waste form
would include the following events:
1. During the period of complete containment, container materials are corroded
by interaction with liquid and vapor-phase water at elevated temperature.
2. After containers are breached, waste forms Interact primarily with vapor
phase water during the period of rehydration of the repository, at a
temperature above ambient.
3. Liquid water contacts the vapor-altered waste and flows across it and
eventually out of the containers into the surrounding altered EBS/NFE
materials.
4. Without explicit provision for an oxygen sink, the EBS/NFE environment
is assumed to be oxygenated during the time period of radionuclide transport
through it.
Because of the unsaturated nature of the repository environment, and the
expected low flux of water contacting the waste form following breaching of the
waste container, waste forms will have an important effect on the composition of
the groundwater leaving the container; i.e., the fluid exiting the waste container will
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be strongly conditioned by the waste itself (and by interaction with the ancillary
materials in the container; e g., filler, spacers, etc.).
Groundwater reacting with spent fuel will have reduced levels of Si and other
constituents compared with ambient groundwater as a result of formation of
uranium silicates and other silicates (Wilson, 1990; Bates et al., 1995a). Layer silicate,
uranium-oxide, and uranium-silicate colloids will be released during the interaction
of groundwater with spent fuel (Bates et al., 1995a).
Interactions of groundwater with glass waste form may yield a distinctly different
chemistry than spent fuel. Laboratory experiments have shown that fluids reacted
with glass at high solid to solution ratios (saturated, and under dripping conditions)
have relatively high pH, and elevated levels of Si, B, and Li, and distinctly different
colloids than spent fuel (Bates et al., 1995b). The actual pH eVpected In the repository
will also depend on the reservoir of CO2 in gas phase in the system. A large
reservoir of CO2 could buffer the system at a lower pH than is observed in laboratory
experiments. Colloids released from glass are predominantly layer silicates with
some colloidal phosphates also observed.
We may expect that fluids emanating from the waste package are likely to
contain considerable quantities of radionuclide-bearing colloids, be depleted in
dissolved oxygen and Si (for spent fuel), and potentially high in pH (for glass). The
stability of the colloids that do leave the container is an issue that has not been
resolved.
7.3.2 Container Corrosion Products
It would be epected that breaching the waste container would occur as a result of
corrosion of the metallic components of the waste package in the humid, elevated
temperature regime anticipated during the repository cool-down period. Hence, the
first materials likely to be encountered by radionudide-bearing fluids leaving the
container are the corrosion products from the waste container. These corrosion
products are likely to be oxides and/or silicates of the metals comprising the
container wall and the internal structures of the container.
Mineralogically, these products would be expected to be dominated by oxides and
oxy-hydroxides of iron that may be substituted with various other metal elements,
and may be intermixed with other oxides formed from other metallic constituents
of the waste package. Physically, these materials would be expected to be finely
divided porous media that, depending on whether they were contained by
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surrounding materials, could be loose (i.e., a pile of sloughed off material) or
relatively compact.
Chemical interaction of radionudlide-bearing fluids with canister corrosion
products is expected to be dominated by surface chemical effects. Retardation of U,
Np, and other metals via surface complexation reactions (Meijer, 1990; Dzombak
and Morel, 1990) would be considerably greater than in Yucca Mountain tuffs
(Table 7-1). Adsorption of inorganic carbon and dissolved silica may also be
significant (Van Geen et al., 1994; Waite et al., 1994; Dzombak and Morel, 1990).
Because the corrosion products are expected to be finely divided, there may be a
potential for addition of iron oxide and other metallic oxide colloids to the
groundwater. There will also be a potential for filtration of waste-form derived
colloids.
733 Backfill
Although the emplacement of backfill has yet to be finalized, if tuff is used, its
chemical effects will be moderate in comparison with its physical effects.
Hydrothermal alteration of the tuff is not expected to alter Its mineralogical or
chemical composition outside the range displayed by the tuffs presently existing at
Yucca Mountain (Viani and Bruton, 1992b). However, redistribution of relatively
small quantities of silica, coupled with precipitation/dissolution of sorptive
minerals could significantly change the behavior of a specific crushed tuff with
respect to radionudide transport. A crushed tuff of coarse sand to gravel would
present an effective barrier to transport as long as It remains unsaturated (Conca,
1990). However, episodic flow might short circuit the backfill and potentially entrain
significant quantities of colloids. The colloids derived from this material should be
similar in composition, but not in quantity, to those found in present day Yucca
Mountain groundwaters.
73.4 Characterization of Natural Coloids at Yucca Mountain
We have dhacterized the types of colloids that are found naturally in Nevada
Test Site WNMS) and Yucca Mountain groundwaters and in core flow experiments
using TSw2 tuff (Buchholtz-ten Brink et al., 1990, 1992; Martin et al., 1991; Viani and
Martin, 1994b).
The transport of radlonucides through the EBS/NFE and the far field may be
affected by the presence and/or formation of colloids suspended in the fluid phase
(Triay et al., 1993a). Suspended colloids may affect the transport of radionuclides by
_
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increasing the partitioning of the radionudlide into the fluid phase, by changing the
flow path of the radionudlide, and by reducing the groundwater travel time to the
accessible environment. The primary focus of collold studies carried out in the
Integrated Testing activity has been to develop tedhniques to identify inorganic
colloidal particles (<1 pm) that may be present in natural and experimental aqueous
fluids. The methods developed were used to characterize colloids in groundwater
collected from the NIS, including water from well J13, and In fluid obtained from
laboratory core-flow experiments (Viani and Martin, 1994a).
7.3.4.1 Colloids in Yucca Mountain groundwaters. Groundwaters from 10 wells
were sampled and the suspended colloids characterized by filtration and gravimetric
analysis, x-ray diffraction (XRD), x-ray fluorescence (XRF), light scatterin& scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (including
energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and selected area electron diffraction
(SAED)J (Viani and Martin, 1994b).
The gravimetrically measured concentration of suspended particles >0.15 pm was
on the order of 1 mg/L. In light of previously published colloid concentrations for
deep groundwaters (McCarthy and Degueldre, 1993) and for water from Well J13
(Ogard, 1987), it Is likely that these measurements overestimate the in situ
groundwater colloid load. Given the strong relationship between pumping rate and
colloid load (Puls et al., 1992), It is probable that collolds may have been stripped
from the well-bore area during sampling.
Characterization of the colloids using the instrumental techniques listed showed
that with the exception of a few particles that were obvious contaminants (eg.,
metal particles), the colloidal particles that were identified were consistent with the
lithology of the aquifer from which the groundwater was drawn. Of the particles
identified by SAED and EDS, a large fraction are layer silicates. Based on the
mineralogy of the groundwater-bearing rocks, it appears that these particles are
present in the groundwater at a greater fraction than they are in the rock. This may
represent a bias toward fracture-filling minerals, which are often layer silicates, or It
could represent a pervasive contaminant There may also be a bias toward
identifying layer silicates because of their stability under the electron beam
(contrasted with zeolites) and because they may dominate the larger (>0.5 pm)
particles that were suitable for Identification by SAED. Colloidal silica polymorphs
(quartz, cristobalite, amorphous silica) and Iron oxides were also identified in the
groundwater samples.
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73.4.2 Collolds in J13 groundwater. Groundwater from Well J13 was analyzed
for colloids on samples collected about 25 yr apart. The colloid concentration from
the earlier sampling was determined by filtration and gravimetry. For the later
samplinge, collold concentration was determined by counting particles retained on

0.OlSjim polycarbonate filters.
The number of particles ranged between 0.6 and 1.5 x 1010 partides/L These
values are similar to Degueldre's estimate for an earlier sampling of Well J13
groundwater (Grr, 1993). If the number of particles counted in the later sample of 113
(<0.4jun fraction) Is converted to mass according to McCarthy and Degueldre's
formula (1993) (assuming a density. of 2 g/cm 3 ), the concentration would range
between 0.007-0.016 and 0.5-0.125 mg/L, for 100 and 200 nm spherical particles
respectively. These estimates are similar to Ogard's (1987) estimate, but are one to
two orders of magnitude smaller than the concentration for J13 measured
gravimetrically (1.7 mg/L). It is likely that the latter value overestimates the colloid
load because of contamination or too rapid a pumping rate during sampling.
The role that natural colloids may play in transporting radionudlides through
the EBS/NFE will depend directly on their affinity for radionuclide species that may
sorb to them, the reversibility of sorption, and their concentration. For linear
instantaneous sorption of a radionuclide species on suspended colloids, the ratio of
the radionudlide carried In the solution In the presence of the colloid to that in the
absence of the colloid is approximated by:
Ccs /Cs

+ MicKd,

where, tnr Is the concentration of colloid In suspension, and Kd is the equilibrium
linear partition coefficient for the radionuclide species on the colloid. This
relationship holds for soluble radlonuclide species whose concentrations are
controlled by either a solubility limit or by partitloning to the host rock. It is
apparent that very large KXj's (>10 mL/g) and collold concentrations (>2 mg/L) are
required to increase the radionudlide carrying capacity of the solution by a significant
amount (Fig. 7-1). Of the colloids Identified, only illite and cinoptilolite (for Cs), and
the Iron oxides (U, Np) have the potential for KJ's above 104 mL/g. Waste package
corrosion products have the potential to add considerable quantities of colloidal
1 Water samples were collected under the direction of Ines R. Thay, LANL Unfiltered, 0.4pm, and
0.05-pm filtered samples were collected on 11/16/93 and sent to LLNL where they were refrlerated
until analyzed.
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oxides to the EBS/NFE. Because Np has been identified by total system performance
analysis (TSPA) calculations as a major contributor to released dose, the issue of
colloidal transport of Np will need to be addressed.
73.4.3 Colloids in effluent from flow experiments. Suspended particles in
samples of fluids that had passed through a saw-cut fracture (25-pm aperture) in a
core of Topopah Spring tuff (Viani and Martin, 1993, 1994a) were analyzed by TEM,
EDS, and SAED. These particles consisted of iron oxides (hematite) and layer silicates
(mica1 illite), and could be reasonably ascribed to the core sample or derived from
the tools used to create the fracture.
7.3.5 Cementitious Materials
The most likely flow-path component a radionuclide-bearing fluid will
encounter after passing through waste package corrosion products is the
hydrothermally altered remains of concrete-bearing invert or other structures. The
chemical effect of these materials on radlonudlide transport will be most important.
The pH of fluids within this flow-path component would be expected to be quite
high (>12) when the cement is relatively fresh (young). Calcium alumrinosilicate gels
present In fresh cement will eventually alter to crystalline phases. Because the
thermodynamic data for cement minerals are sparse (Bruton et al., 1993), predicting
the mineralogical and chemical composition of the hydrothermally altered cements,
and the effect of this alteration on radionuclide transport, is uncertain.
Experiments and modeling have suggested that the pH of fluids passing through
concretes at ambient temperatures would be expected to remain very high for tens of
thousands to hundreds of thousands of years (Atkinson et al., 1989). However, the
pK, sorptive capacity, and ability of the hydrothermally altered material to sequester
radionudlides could be significantly different from unaltered concrete.
Radionuclide partition coeficients, Kd's, measured for cements (Table 7-1) appear
quite favorable in comparison to Kjds for Yucca Mountain devitrified tuffs,
especially for U and Np (the radionudide with the greatest long-term impact on
repository performance). It is possible that the lKd's that are measured for U
(potentially Np as well) in cement may reflect the precipitation of a relatively
Insoluble phase in addition to sorption (Atkins et.al., 1988).
At least during the early stages of the repository, the cement components would
be expected to release significant quantities of colloids (Ramsay et al, 1988). It is not
known whether this release of colloidal material would continue after the cement
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has undergone chemical and mineralogical alteration associated with long-term
heating.
The physical state of concretes and other cementitious materials may evolve
from a consolidated and fractured porous medium.to a highly fractured and/or
crushed porous medium as a result of chemical and physical alteration.
7.3.6 Altered Host Rock Adjacent to the Engineered Barrier
The host rock immediately adjacent to the EBS that will likely be altered by
hydrothermal interaction with groundwater and the potentially reactive fluids
leaving the repository is the last flow-path component considered part of the
EBS/NFE.

In the absence of influx of alkaline fluids, the alteration products and chemistry
of the flow-path component would be expected to be similar to that of a crushed-tuff
backfill flow-path component. However, interaction of alkaline fluids derived from
cementitious materials with the repository host rock may cause significant
alteration of the flow-path, especially the hydrologic connection between fracture
and matrix. A potential for dissolution of rock at the contact with cement or
concrete by alkaline fluids, and subsequent downstream precipitation of calcite,
calcium silicates, and zeolites could potentially reduce the porosity adjacent to the
fracture and also the permeability In a direction normal to the fracture wall, thus
"armoring" the fracture, and reducing the extent of radlonuclide retardation due to
matrix imbibition and diffusion (Steefel and Uchtner, 1994). This could also
potentially decrease the permeability so that fluid flow rates might be significantly
reduced, resulting in longer travel times.
7.4 Transport Studies in Host Rock and Minerals
7A.41 Characterization of Repository Rock Pore Size Distribution and Diffusion
of Actinides
Based on the earlier concept of waste package emplacement in boreholes within
the repository rock, Integrated Testing studies focused on diffusive transport of
radionuclides in near-field TSw2 rock Pore size distribution measurements
(Buchholtz-ten Brink et al., 1992, Klavetter and Peters, 1986) and direct
measurement of elemental tracer concentration profiles in TSw2 samples exposed to
actinide-bearing solutions (Phinney et al., 1987, MdKeegan et al., 1989) are in
agreement. A volumetrically small (< -2-5%) proportion of the interconnected rock
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porosity permits relatively rapid diffusion (on the order of the limit in aqueous
solutions; iLe., I x 107 cm2 /s a 25-C). A slower diffusive component, having
apparent diffusion coefficients on the order of I x 1fF 1 6 cm 2 /s (a 90C), is also

observed.
7.4.1.1 Pore-slze-distributlon. Mercury porosimetry measurements (Buchholtz
ten Brink et al., 1992, Klavetter and Peters, 1986) have shown that the large majority
(>95%) of pores In the matrix of TSw2 are on the order of several hundredths of a
micrometer. A small component of porosity is contained In pores on the order of
one to several micrometers. This porosity appears to be associated with microfractures.
7.4.1l2 Diffusion. Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) allows the direst
measurement of the concentration profile of a diffusing species in a solid. The
concentration profile can be used to determine the diffusion coefficient for the
element. Analysis of polished wafers of Tsw2 samples that were exposed to
radionuclide-bearing solutions shows diffusion to be bimodal. Long-term exposures
of the tuff samples to radionuclide-tracer solutions (180 d e 90o0 yielded
concentration profiles that could be modeled assuming a single diffusion coefficient
on the order of 1 x 1016 cm2/s (Phinney et al., 1987). In short-term exposures (8 h a
250C), concentration profiles could not be modeled using a single diffusion
coefficient. Elevated levels of tracer (3-40 x background) were observed at depths of
-10-15 pm, indicating that fast paths allow a proportion of the diffusing species to be
transported at rates approaching that in solution (McKeegan et al., 1989). These fast
paths may not be identifiable visually or by scanning electron microscopy or optical
microscopy. The resulting distribution of diffusing species Is distinctly non-uniform
and reflects the non-uniform distribution of the pm-scaled fast paths. These results
suggest both fast and slow diffusional paths will need to be accounted for to
realistically predict retardation of radionuclides due to matrix Imbibition.
In contrast to these results, Rundberg (1987) inferred from the concentration
variation with time for Cs and Sr tracer solutions Jn contact with Yucca Mountain
tuff wafers that diffusion is relatively rapid (1 x 106 cm2 /s) but mass transport is
limited by slow (1 x 1f14 cm2/6) intracrystalline diffusion in zeolite and smectite
cation exchangers. The diffusion of actinide tracers were not able to be modeled
using this approach, presumably because they were excluded from the internal
regions of the cation exchangers. Because zeolites and smectite exchangers are not
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abundant (< 2%) inTSw2, intracrystalline diffusion cannot explain the
concentration profiles determined using SIMS.
7.4.2 Diffusion of Radlonudides In Clinoptilolite
Hydrothermal alteration of TSw2 repository rock and other tuffs in the EBS/NFE
(eg., crushed tuff backfill and/or invert) may create additional masses of sorbing
minerals such as clinoptilolite or smectite. Although not abundant in the TSw2,
smectite and clinoptilolite are significant phases lining fractures that are expected to
be the main hydraulic pathways for radionuclide migration from the waste package
(Carlos, 1985). The retardation of radionudlides due to interaction with these
minerals via cation exchange will be less than expected if the cation exchange
reaction is limited by the rate of intracrystalline diffusion. Secondary ion mass
spectromety (SIMS) was used to obtain information regarding the rate of
Intracrystalline diffusion of Cs and Sr during cation exchange (Roberts et al., 1995;
Viani et al., 1994).
Clinoptilolite crystals oriented to either the (010) or (001) crystallographic face by
mounting in epoxy were rendered nominally homolonic with respect to Na, K, and
Ca by exchange with NaCI, KCI, or CaCL2 salt solutions as verified by quantitative
wavelength dispersive spectroscopy using an electron microprobe (EMP). The
homolonic crystals were then exposed to either a Cs/cation or Sr/cation (cation
Na, K, Ca) solution at two different temperatures (30-32*C and 90oC). The mounted
crystals were placed in the bottom of a teflon Erlemeyer flask and 100 mL of the
relevant diffuser/cation solution was added to the flask. The sealed flasks were
placed in an orbital shaker for the ambient temperature experiment (-30-32*C); and
a shaking water bath held at 90CC for the higher temperature experiment.
The geochemical modeling code EQ3/6 (Wolery et al., 1990) was used to select
binary solution compositions that would not change significantly (<5%) during
the course of the diffusion experiment so as to maintain a constant concentration
boundary condition. Solution compositions were selected so that the equilibrium
amount of diffusing trace cation in clinoptilolite (Cs or Sr) would be small (-1 mol% of the exchange cations), and the concentration of the trace cation in solution
would be analytically measurable.
Concentration vs. depth profiles were then determined by SMIS. These were
obtained for Cs, Sr, Ca, Na, K,Rb, Al, and Si by sputtering through the crystal while
rastering the ion beam over a 100 FIm square. The conversion of sputtering time to
depth was made by measuring the depth of the sputtered raster using a profilometer.
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Figure 7-2 shows the SIMS depth profile for the Cs/Ca ambient temperature
experiment. The SIMS raw data has been corrected for background, ratioed to the Al
signal, and then normalized to a nominal surface concentration value of 0.01
(consistent with EQ3/6 modeling predictions and with the post-diffusion EMP Cs
analysis data). An attempt was made to fit this data to a single (constant) diffusion
coefficient using the analytical solution to the diffusion equation for a constant
concentration boundary condition and an infinite half-plane (Viani et al., 1994). The
shape of the experimental data is such that no choice of a constant diffusion
coefficient will reasonably match the data.
In contrast, if the binary interdiffusion coefficient D, is compositionally
dependent, and is functionally related to composition and trace diffusion
coefficients according to (Lanford et al, 1979):
D=

D&Dw

where Xin is the mole or equivalent fraction (relative concentrations) of the inward
diffusing component and Din and Dout are the trace diffusion coefficients for the
inward and outward diffusing components, then it Is possible to effectively match
the observed data by appropriate choice of Din and Dout. The inward and outward
tracer diffusion coefficients that result from matching model to data are 2.0 x 10-13
and 1.5 x 10-18 cm2 /s, respectively. Although no direct measurements of diffusion
coefficients have been reported for clinoptilolite, these data agree with
radiochemical measurements of self diffusion coefficients of Cs and Ca in a similar
zeolite, mordenite (Breck, 1984), and with diffusion coefficients inferred from batch
adsorption experiments for dinoptilolite-bearing tuffs (Rundberg, 1987). Further
analysis of the SIMS data for this experiment, for experiments conducted at other
concentrations of Cs and Sr, and at other diffusion times are necessary before this
simple two-component model can be verified.
Analysis of Cs diffusion profiles into nominally Ca clinoptilolite for ambient and
0
90 C, and for Sr diffusion into Ca clinoptilolite at ambient temperature reveal
several important points:
1. Using a binary interdiffusion model, the ambient temperature diffusion of Cs
can be reasonably modeled.
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2. The tracer diffusion coefficients estimated from the Cs and Sr diffusion
profiles in the ambient temperature xp ents indicate diffusion
coefficients on the order of 10713 and 10418 an 2 /s for Cs and Sr, respectively.
3. The diffusion of Cs Into the Ca dlinoptilolite at 901C was rapid enough to
increase the Cs content several orders of magnitude above background to a
depth of at least 35 pm (the maxdmum depth probed) over a 12-day exposur
4. It is apparent that small amounts of Na, K, and trace levels of Rb are present
in the nominal Ca dinoptilolite crystals and their concentrations are not
constant with depth. It is possible that at least some of the observed diffusion
of Cs may occur by preferential exchange with the residual monovalent
cations in the Ca exchanged crystal.
The experimental data and the parameters derived from them indicate that
diffusion of Cs and Sr into clinoptilolite Is probably not rapid enough to allow the
assumption of local cation-exchange equilibrium for situations In which
groundwater flow is relatively rapid and clinoptildlite crystal size is relatively large;
e.g., in fractures. Applying equilibrium distribution coefficients obtained from batch
adsorption experiments using fine-grained clinoptilolites (1-2 pm) to predict
adsorption during flow through fractured media may not be justifiable.
7.4.3 Flow and Transport Through Topopah Spring Tuff
Fracture flow Is expected to dominate the flux of H120 in the altered repository
host rock. Matrix flow, if It occurs, will be very slow in comparison. Physical
processes related to high suction potential and a potentially discontinuous waste
phase will tend to limit flow even beyond the limits imposed by low permeability.
Baseline Information regarding the potential for retardation and matrix imbibition
of soluble radionudlides and/or colloids is necessary to assess flow and transport. In
addition, the effects on radionudlide transport of alteration of the host rock by
hydrothermal interaction with groundwater, or with reactive fluids derived from
EBS/NFE introduced materials, needs to be addressed.
This section summarizes results of flow and tracer tests using core samples
of devitrified Topopah Spring tuff containing saw-cut fractures. Experiments were
undertaken using -5.1-cm-diameter by 5.1-cm-long cylindrical cores. A saw-cut
parallel to the length of the core was made and two 1/8-Inch-wide 1-mil (-25-pm)thick gold shims inserted to maintain a fixed aperture between the surfaces. The
core sample was mounted in an apparatus in which confining pressure,
downstream pore pressure, flow rate, and core temperature could be varied
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(Fig. 7-3). Initial experiments were performed using a pump without he ability to
maintain constant upstream pressure or constant flow. Subsequent experiments
were performed using a pump that maintained constant flow. Pressures,
temperatures, and cumulative flow (initial device) or flow rate (late experiments)
were monitored and periodically logged to a computer. Confining pressures were
maintained between 35 and 50 bar; pore pressures varied between 0.1 and -5 bar.
Details of the apparatus and the sample treatment are given in Viani and Martin
(1993, 1994a).
7.43.1 Bacterial plugging of flow path. To prevent the growth of bacteria during
the flow test, a core sample was sterilized by autodaving in-situ by raising the
temperature of the flow test device to 1200 C for approximately 12 hours. After
cooling to ambient temperature, the temperature was again raised to 1201C for
12 hours. Filtered (0.05 pmn), deionized (milli-Q) water was pumped through the core
and permeability monitored for two flow tests lasting approximately 6 and 8 weeks.
Despite sterilization of the core, flow rate, differential pressure, and permeability
varied, apparently as a result of bacterial fouling of the fracture aperture. In one test,
permeability showed a relatively strong correlation with differential pressure
(Fig. 7-4). The observed flow behavior suggested that the fracture gradually dosed
due to material filling the aperture, and that by increasing the differential pressure,
this material was forced out. To test this, samples of the effluent fluid were taken at
times when the flow rate, differential pressure, and permeability were high (Fig. 7-4)
and analyzed using transmission and scanning electron microscopy to see if particles
were present that could account for the decrease in permeability.
TEM and SEM analyses identified bacteria and Inorganic particles in the effluent
samples. The most abundant particles appeared to be rod shaped bacteria (-1-1.5 AM
long) and were observed In all three samples. Although no obvious source of carbon
was introduced into the system, it is apparent that the growth of this bacterium was
sufficient to essentially dose the 25-pm-fracture aperture. Differential pressures on
the order of 05 bar and flow rates on the order of 5 mL/h were necessary to
acleanse the aperture. However, as shown in FMg. 7-4, even after increasing the flow
rate by Increasing the differential pressure, dosing of the aperture occurred
subsequently. In subsequent tests, using a constant flow pump, plugging was not
observed, even though the sample was not sterilized. Although plugging is not
observed under constant-flow regime, bacterial growth is almost certainly occurring.
Apparently, the bacteria are continuously eluted from the fracture without building
up enough to dose it. Bacterial growth in the subsurface could significantly impact
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the path that fluids will take in the fractured flow-path components of the
EBS/NFE.
7.4.32 Summary of flow test results. To obtain consistent hydraulic data, the
constant flow pump was used for subsequent tests. A series of flow tests were
performed for a single core sample at three temperatures (23,59, and 92 0C) and two
flow rates (0.2 and 2.0 mL/h). Bromide and iodide were used as tracers. The average
permeability at 230 C was on the order of 0.06 millidarcy (md) and was independent
of the flow rate and average pore pressure (Table 7-2). This value is approximately
one third to one fifth that of the lowest permeabilities previously observed for the
same core sample (Viani and Martin, 1994a), and for a different sample having the
same fracture aperture (Viani and Martin, 1993). ThIs could reflect the growth of a
bacterial population In the fracture channel as noted above, or may reflect small
differences in effective fracture aperture.
The observed permeability is more than 2 orders of magnitude smaller than
would be predicted (de Marsily, 1986) for a 25-pm aperture with smooth walls
(33 md). If one assumes all the flow is via the fracture, the effective aperture width is
calculated to be 3.1 pM. It is possible that some reduction in the gold shim thickness
may have occurred upon loading. Deformation of the core sample Itself under
confining pressure may also contribute to the low permeabilities observed;
however, based on an analysis of the effect of confining pressure on permeability
(Fig. 7-5), it appears unlikely that this could explain the observation. At 590 C, the
average permeability is slightly larger (-0.1 md) and also appeared to be independent
of the flow rate and average pore pressure.
At 92 0C, the average permeability varied between 0.08 and 2.34 md and was
independent of the flow rate but dependent on average pore pressure. For flow tests
In which the average pore pressure was less than 0.1 bar (5 runs) the average
permeability was -0.2 md. For runs In which the average pore pressure was greater
than 0.5 bar (7 runs) the average permeability was -1.9 md (Table 7-2).
It is clear that pore pressure has a significant effect on the permeability at 92°C.
This effect is non-linear; i.e., increasing pore-pressure above the -0.5 bar threshold
does not result in a continued increase In permeability. However, the phenomenon
does appear to be reasonably reversible, because sequential runs taken at pore
pressures below and above 0.5 bar yielded similar results to the previous runs at
equivalent pore pressures. If the phenomenon were related to changes in aperture
width, a reversible change of -5 pm would be required. One possibility is that
exsolution of dissolved air from the feed solution (between 23 and 92°C, a liter of
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H20 would exsolve about 5 an3 of gas at 92oC and I bar) may partialy block the
aperture. This blockage would lessen at higher pore pressures. However, the
exsolution would also be expected to have affected the runs at 590 C as well, and this
was not observed.
Permeability also varied with confining pressure. The variation In Instantaneous
permeability with confining pressure can be explained by a change In the fracture
aperture that depends on confining pressure. In the example shown (Fig. 7-5), the
effective aperture width need only change by -0.06 pm to cause the change in
permeability observed. This response Is reversible. Similar observations were made
by Roberts and Un (1995) and Mohanty et al. (1995) for fractured welded tuffs.
7.3.3 Tracer experiments. A dilute Na-Cl-HCO3 solution containing Br or Itracer was eluted through the core under constant flow conditions. Following a
period of flow of the standard feed solution (dilute NaCI, NaHC03, pH -7.5), a
560 AL pulse of either NaBr or Nat tracer solution (0.75 mM) was injected upstream
from the core. The average recovery of tracer downstream from the core was 95 and
102% for Br- and r-, respectively. These recoveries are within experimental error of
100%; under these conditions both Br- and I- are considered to be conservative
tracers.
Figure 7-6 shows an example of I- tracer breakthrough curves for replicated run
conditions. The generally excellent reproducibility In'the tracer breakthrough curves
suggest complete flushing of the tracer between runs and no measurable changes to
the hydrologic or chemical state of the sample. These results also indicate that porepressure, confining pressure, and flow rate effects are essentially reversible.
7.43.3.1 Effect of flow rate, pore pressure, and temperature on breakthroughof

tracer. Figure 7-7 shows the effect of flow rate on elution of conservative tracer. The
tracer elutes slightly sooner (in terms of volume eluted) and exhibits less tailing at a
lower flow rate. This effect appears to be independent of pore pressure. Early
breakthrough may reflect a relatively greater impact of longitudinal dispersion at
the lower flow rate. The reduced tailing region for the breakthrough curve for the
lower flow rate suggests that a given volume of post-pulse solution Is more effective
in 'sweeping out" tracer that has diffused into the matrix during passage of the
tracer pulse through the fracture. At the slower flow rate, the rate of mass transfer of
tracer from matrix to fracture via diffusion relative to advection of tracer through
the fracture is greater than at the higher flow rate. For the flow rates and tracer pulse
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volumes utilized, it is probable that diffusion into the matrix occurs primarily via
the fast paths described in section 7.4.1.
Figure 7-8 shows the effect of pore pressure on the breakthrough of the tracer.
This figure shows that the initial breakthrough is retarded, and the tailing region of.
the pulse is extended relative to the case where pore pressure is low. This suggests
that pore pressure controls the fracture/matrix connectivity possibly by controlling
the width of micro-fractures that may emanate from the main fracture pathway. At
higher pore pressure the number and/or width of micro-fractures intersecting the
saw-cut fracture may increase. This would Increase the mass transfer of tracer into
the matrix during passage of the pulse, and the volume of matrix containing tracer
that must be flushed following the pulse.
Figure 7-9 shows the role that temperature plays in controlling the initial
breakthrough and the extent of tailing in the tracer pulse. The volumetric elution of
the tracer occurs earlier, and the tailing is less pronounced the greater the
temperature of the experiment. This may reflect an increase in the diffusion
coefficient of the tracer. Physical retardation expected to result from the diffusion of
radionuclides into the matrix may be reduced with increasing temperature.
7.43.32 Composition of effluent. Table 7-3 shows chemical analyses for selected
elements in the feed solution and after the breakthrough of the tracer. The major
observation is the positive correlation of dissolved Si and negative correlation of Ca
and Mg with temperature, and the negative correlation of Si, Ca, and Mg with flow
rate at 920C. The silica concentrations observed in the 02 mL/h runs at both 23 and
920 C indicate slight supersaturation with respect to equilibrium with quartz but
significant undersaturation with respect to cristobalite. If the length of the core were
longer, or the flow rate slower, it would be expected that the concentration of silica
in the effluent would approach saturation with cristobalite.
The effects of confining pressure, pore pressure, flow rate, and temperature on
permeability and transport of a conservative tracer through a saw-cut sample of
Topopah Spring tuff have been measured and are likely to affect the degree of
retardation of radionuclides in fractured materials in the near-field environment.
Increasing pore pressure tends to increase the retardation due to matrix diffusion;
increasing temperature has the opposite effect.
These findings strengthen the argument that transport experiments for fractured
samples must be undertaken using flow-test apparatuses that allow the variation of
confining and pore pressures, because not only is the permeability of the sample
affected, but the so is the nature of the breakthrough curve. Experiments that have
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previously been conducted with core samples that were epoxied In place do not
provide data to test phenomena which would be expected to play a role in the
transport of radionuclides through fractured media at Yucca Mountain. Hence,
relationships between physical variables such as pore pressure and confining
pressure, and chemical phenomena such as radionudlide transport, will not be
adequately accounted for in transport and performance assessment models unless
transport experiments are undertaken using the type of apparatus used In this study.
The study of biological impact on flow and transport will require experimental
apparatuses that will be able to mimic the flow regime expected In the EBS/NFE;
otherwise, important phenomena may be missed.
7.5 Field Testing Sorption Models Under Conditions of Fracture Dominated Flow

NOW

Modeling the chemical processes likely to impact the transport of radionudides
through the EBS/NFE will require coupled flow and chemical reaction models
capable of predicting the effects that dissolution/precipitation,
adsorption/desorptlon, and aqueous speciation have on radionuclide transport. In
the EBS/NFE, transport will be strongly influenced by adsorptive retardation in
flow-path components (e.g., waste package corrosion products, concrete, altered
TSw2). Previous application of surface chemical models to laboratory experiments
and field observations (Viani and Bruton, 1992ab) resulted in model refinement
and a better understanding of the limits of model applicability. However, there are
limits to the application of laboratory experiments to confidence building and
testing modeling approaches. Field testing can play an important role in this
confidence building process.
The underground hard rock laboratory In Asp5, Sweden (HRL) afforded a unique
opportunity In a well-constrained field test to assess the ability and utility of cation
exchange and surface complexation models to explain the evolution of fluid
composition over time in a fractured aquifer (Bruton, 1996; Viani and Bruton,
1996a,b). The matrix rock at the HRL is predominantly granite. Although its
chemical and hydraulic properties would be expected to differ from the matrix rocks
at Yucca Mountain, the processes accounting for mass transfer between fracture and
matrix, sorption and diffusion, are identical to those expected to retard radionuclide
movement at Yucca Mountain.
Construction of the HRL laboratory initiated relatively rapid downward flow of
dilute shallow groundwater through fractures that were intersected by the
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underground excavation. The groundwater In one of the intersected fracture Zones
(Redox Zone) was sampled just prior to the intersection of the underground tunnel
with It (@70 m) and regularly thereafter for a period of several years. The shallow
groundwater was also sampled before and following the Initiation of flow at a depth
(<15 m) just below where the fracture zone Is expressed at the ground surface.
Fractures in the dominantly granitic rocks are lined with a variety of sorbing
minerals, including illite/smectite, chlorite, sericite, and iron oxides (Tullborg,
1995b).

The groundwater at tunnel depth is considerably more saline than the shallow
groundwater (Ionic strength 0.006 vs. 0.18 m). Hence, the Induced flow of
groundwater into the tunnel is also accompanied by mixing of the two water types.
Cation exchange has been hypothesized to play a role In controlling the observed
variation in fluid chemistry (Banwart et al., 1994). A comparison of simulated
mixing of groundwater using geochemical modeling codes with the observed
evolution of groundwater at Asp5 suggests that the groundwater mixing is
accompanied by mass transfer between fluid and fracture minerals via cation
exchange and surface complexation reactions.
7.5.1 Cation Exchange
7.5.11 Modeling approach. The geoeical modeling package EQ3/6 (Wolery
et al., 1990; version 3245R116), to which a cation-exchange model was added (Viani
and Bruton, 1992ab), was used with an assodated thermodynamic data base (version
DATAOR19) to simulate the mixing between the shallow (HBH02) and native
(tunnel depth; KA0483A) fluids. A cation-exchange model employing the Vanselow
convention (Sposito, 1981) was used for the simulations. Details of the
implementation of this option in EQ3/6 and examples of Its application may be
found in Viani and Bruton (1992ab). Fluid chemistries predicted to result from
mixing were compared with those monitored from boreholes Intersecting the
fracture zone.
The conceptual model of fluid mixing imposed by EQ3/6 is a simplified
approximation of the actual process that is occurring at AVp. Inherent to this
simplification is the assumption that the shallow groundwater undergoes no
compositional change (i.e., no reaction with its surroundings) prior to mixing with
the native groundwater, and that mixing occurs only in the presence of a cation
exchanger that Is initially in equilibrium with the native groundwater.
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not the same as that predicted by the cation exchange model Fig. 7-10). A number of
causes might contribute to this discrepancy:
1. The actual mixing of fluids in the fracture system is not adequately simulated
by the simple mixing algorithm embodied in EQ3/6. Because of the
potentially large ratio of cations on the exchanger to those in the fluid,
differences between the simulated mixing process and the actual mixing
process would probably have the greatest effect on the most dilute mixed
fluids.
2. More than two "endmember" fluids may be Involved in the mixing and
cation exdhange process (Laaksoharju et al, 1995).
a The chosen cation-exchange model, exchange energies, or assumption of
exchange equilibrium may not be correct. Of these potential shortcomings,
only exchange disequilibrium would likely result in significantly different
predictions. As observed for exchange equilibrium in clinoptilolite (section
7.42), exchange disequilibrium would likely occur only if exchange were
limited by inter and Intracrystalline diffusion of exchange cations In the
fracture-lining exchangers. The diffusion rate in undisturbed fracture fill at
the HRL has not been measured.
7.5.14 Predicting the level of exchangeable Cs. The ability to model the
partitioning of trace elements such as Cs and Sr is A major rationale for using cationexchange models. Previous work has shown that cation-exchange models can
relatively accurately predict the partitioning of Sr and Cs to zeolitized tuff from
Yucca Mountain (Viani and Bruton, 1992a, 1992b).
Data available from the HRL allowed a comparison of observed vs. predicted
partitioning of Cs in a field situation. Samples of fracture filling minerals collected
at the intersection of the HRL tunnel with the fracture zone were analyzed for Cs
and other trace elements using sequential extraction techniques to determine the.
proportion associated with the exchange sites on the minerals (Landstrbn and
Tullborg, 1995). The concentration of exchangeable Cs In the fracture fill for Redox
Zone fracture was -0.6 ppm. Assuming that all of the exchangeable Cs is associated
with the illite and/or sericite components of the fracture filling, and assuming their
abundance to be 5%, the predicted concentration of exchangeable Cs in the fracture
fill based on the measured concentration of Cs In the groundwaters collected at
those fractures varied between 0.9 and 1.2 ppm (Viani and Bruton, 1996). The
predicted values are in reasonable agreement with the measured values which gives
further confidence in the modeL
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Geochemical modeling simulations of the role of cation exchange in fluid
mixing and in trace metal partitioning suggest that this phenomenon plays an
important role In the short-term chemical dynamics that are occurring in the Redox
Zone fracture systemn. We conclude:
1. Because of the similarity of the exchange properties of smectite and those of
the planar site in filite, the major cation occupancies (Na, Ca, and Mg)
predicted for the illite exchanger are very similar to those predicted for a
smectite exchanger.
2. Cation exchange is a plausible mechanism to explain apparent sources and/or
sinks for Ca, Sr, and Na during mixing of dilute shallow groundwater and
native groundwater in the Redox Zone.
3. Cation-exchange simulation of the partitioning of Cs and Rb onto ilite
predicts that almost all of the "mobile pool of these elements Is associated
with the exchanger. The predicted level of exchangeable Cs and that measured
by sequential extraction of fracture gouge are in reasonable agreement.
4. The quantity of exchanger (-0.1 equiv/L of groundwater) necessary for the
simulation to match the observed fluid data is physically reasonable, and is
consistent with the observed fracture mlneralogy. This estimate agrees with
estimates by Banwart et al. (1995b) that are based on modeling and on fracture
fill material properties.
7.52 Surface Complexation
As shown above, the observed variability of fluid chemistry at the Aspw Hard
Rock Laboratory is not fully described by conservative fluid mixing models. Ion
exchange may account for some of the observed discrepancies. It is also possible that
variably charged solids such as oxyhydroxides of Fe can serve as sources and sinks of
anions and cations through surface complexation.
The most successful models describing adsorption onto iron and other oxldes are
surface complexation models (Dzombak and Morel, 1990). Surface complexation
reactions on hydrous ferric oxides involve sorption of both cations and anions.
Because U, Np, and other metals are strongly sorbed by Iron oxides (Table 7-1), it Is
Important to gain confidence in applying these models to predict the retardation of
these radionuclides through the various oxides expected In the EBS/NFE (sec 7.3.2).
Geochemical modeling of the surface chemistry of hydrous ferric oxides (HFOs)
in equilibrium with shallow (HBH02) and native (KA0483A) HRL Redox Zone
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waters shows that HFOs can serve as significant, pti-sensitive sources and sinks for
cations and anions (Bruton and Vianl, 1996).
A variety of cations (e.g. H+, Ca*4, Sr++, Ba++) and anions (HCO3, S047-, HPO4)
are known to sorb onto hydrous ferric oxides at 25"C (Dzombak and Morel, 1990).
Hematite and Fe-oxyhydroxide are commonly found as fracture fillings at Asop
(e g., Tullborg, 1995b). Banwart et al. (1994) estimated that the abundance of hematite
in altered granite is 1-2%, and that the abundance of FeI-oxyhydroxldes in the
fracture coatings is 4%. Microfractures close to the fracture surface contain what
appears to be iron oxyhydroxide.
The approach used to simulate the effect of sorption onto iron oxides via surface
complexation is similar to that taken by Viani and Bruton (1994, 1996) to test the
hypothesis that ion exchange affects the composition of groundwaters sampled from
boreholes in the ERL tunnel. Geochemical modeling computer codes containing
surface complexation models capable of simulating sorption onto HFOs were used
to:
1. Calculate the potential for HFOs to serve as reservoirs and sinks of ions. The
dependencies of Ion sorption on pH in shallow and deep waters from the
Redox Zone at Aspb were calculated to evaluate the potential for changes in
major element chemistry during fluid mixdng owing to the sorptive behavior
of HF"Os.
2. Simulate mixing between the shallow and deep waters that are believed to
contribute to the observed changes In fluid chemistry with time in the Large
Scale Redox Experiment
Surface complexation refers to chemical reactions between reactive functional
groups exposed on a solid surface and aqueous species in an adjacent fluid. Surface
complexation reactions lead to the sorption and desorption of anions and cations.
The reactive functional groups at the solid surface (often referred to as 'sites")
derive from unsatisfied bonds created by the discontinuity of a three-dimensional
structure.
The reactive sites on the surfaces of oxide minerals may be negative, neutral or
positive depending on the extent of their protonation. Hence, the net charge on the
surface may be positive or negative, depending on the pH of the solution. Because
the charge of reactive sites in oxides Is controlled by pH, surface complexation
reactions are much more sensitive to pH than ion exchange; the extent of ion
sorption can change drastically within a few pH uwits.
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The surface complexation reactions comprising the sorption model are provided
for in the React geochemical modeling code. React is a part of The Geochemist's
Workbenchm (Bethke, 1994) set of software tools for calculating fluid-mineral-gas
equilibria. React combines the calculational abilities of EQ3 and EQ6. EQ3/6, used by
Viani and Bruton (1994, 1996) to describe ion exchange, could not be used as it does
not provide for surface complexation reactions.
React can simultaneously provide for aqueous speciation in the fluid phase,
mineral dissolution and precipitation, and surface complexation onto a sorbent,
such as HFO. However, mineral dissolution and precipitation reactions were not
considered in the calculations described here.
React employs the generalized two-layer surface complexation model of
Dzombak and Morel (1990). The generalized two-layer model Is an extension of the
diffuse double layer model, with provision for two types of sorption sites (weak and
strong) and surface precipitation (see Dzombak and Morel, 1990 for an extensive
discussion of the models).
React contains a data base of surface complexation constants from Dzombak and
Morel (1990) assuming a generalized two-layer surface complexation model.
Although the most comprehensive compilation of constants to date, Dzombak and
Morelrs data set lacks complexation constants for carbonate species.
At low pH values, anions such as sulfate and carbonate tend to be sorbed by
HFOs. Preliminary calculations with Dzombak and Morels data set suggested that
sulfate surface complexes dominate the total mass of sulfate in the fluid+sorbent
system. However, the Dzombak and Morel (1990) data set does not provide for
competition between sulfate and carbonate for sorption sites. Therefore, a literature
search was made to Identify experimental studies yielding carbonate complexation
constants that could be added to the Dzombak and Morel (1990) data set.
Waite et al. (1994) determined carbonate complexation constants as part of a
larger study to measure U(VD sorption onto HFOs. They used a two-site diffuse
double layer model. Van Geen, Robertson, and Ledde (1994) focused on
complexation of carbonate species at the goethite surface and used a single-site
diffuse double layer model to extract complexation constants from their sorption
experiments.
The complexation constants from both papers were incorporated into two new
versions of the React complexatlon constant data base from Dzombak and Morel
(1990). Simulations were carried out with each of the three data bases (a) Dzombak
and Morel (1990), (b) Dzombak and Morel plus carbonate complexation data from
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Waite et al. (1994), and (c) Dzombak and Morel plus carbonate complexation data
from Van Geen, Robertson, and Leide (1994) for comparison.
Scoping calculations using all three data bases suggested that the data of Van
Geen, Robertson, and Lecide (1994) predicted significantly greater amounts of
carbonate sorption than data from Waite et al. (1994). Because Van Geen, Robertson,
and Lecde's (1994) study focused more closely on carbonate sorption than Waite et
al. (1994), data bases from (a) Dzombal and Morel (1990) and (b) Dzombak and Morel
plus carbonate complexation data from Van Geen, Robertson, and Leckie were used
to explore the impact of sorption on fluid chemistry.
For these calculations, goetbite was used as a proxy for a variety of iron
oxyhydroxides such as ferrihydrite and hematite that can act as sorbents. Goethite
was assumed to contain 0.205 moles of sorption sites (0.2 weak, 0.005 strong) per
mole of Fe (Dzombak and Morel, 1990). Iron oxyhydroxides can vary significantly in
terms of their surface area and corresponding total number of surface sites per mole
of Fe. However, by relating our calculations to the number of surface sites available
for reaction, we obtain a common frame of reference for all forms of HFOs. The
mass of goethite per kilogram of H20 was varied from 0.1 to 10 g/kg H20 to
illustrate the effects of variations in sorbent fluid ratio. The relations between mass
of goethite, number of surface sites, and fluid mass are discussed below.
The result of surface complexation reactions of goethite in the shallow and
native groundwaters are shown in Fig. 7-13 and Fig. 7-14 as a function of pH. One
gram of goethite, serving as a proxy for Fe-oxyhydroxides, was assumed to be In
equilibrium with 1 kg of H20 having the composition of the shallow or native
groundwater. Sorbed fraction in Fig. 7-13 and Fig. 7-14 refers to the fraction of a
given element that resides on HFO surfaces relative to the total amount of that
element In the fluid+sorbent system It is calculated as the sum of the
concentrations of sorbed species containing a given element, divided by the sum of
the amount of the element in solution and the amount of the element sorbed. For
example, a sorbed fraction of 0.5 implies that if there are 100 mg/kg S04 In solution,
100 mg/kg S04 are bound to the MFO surface as surface complexes.
The sorbed fraction is a useful measure of the effectiveness of a sorbent as a
reservoir of ions. When the sorbed fraction exceeds 0.5, the mass of the sorbed
element Is greater than that in the fluid. A change in solution composition, such as
pH, could release those ions and significantly increase the ion concentration in the
fluid.
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Carbonate surface complexes comprise a significant fraction of total carbonate in
the fluid+sorbent system. For example, Table 7-6 shows that over 10 times as mudh
carbonate (1121 mg/kg expressed as bicarbonate) is sorbed onto HPR surfaces as is.
contained In the fluid (114 mg/kg) given a sorbentfluld ration of 10 g of goethite per
kilogram of H20. Thus, the caculations suggest that HFOs at shallow depths may
serve as Important reservoirs or sources of carbonate if conditions, such as an
increase in pH, favor desorption of carbonate.
Competition for surface sites can be appreciated by considering the results of
simulations for which carbonate surface complexes are excluded (not shown). Under
these conditions, the percent sulfate predicted to be adsorbed is 5 to 50 times greater
for the shallow groundwater and S to 4 times greater for the native groundwater. It
is apparent that carbonate species are sorbed to a much greater extent than sulfate.
To relate the calculations described in this report to attributes of natural systems,
we must establish the relevance of the masses of goethite used per kg H20. For a
given fracture width, we calculated the thickness of a continuous goethite fracture
coating yielding land 10 grams of goethite per kg H 2 0 MFig. 7-15), assuming a fully
saturated system. Goethite, hematite, and iron oxide stains are common in the
fracture fill at Aspb, with estimated abundances as great as several percent by weight
of the fracture fill (Banwart et al., 1994, 1995; Tullborg, 1995ab). For a fracture fill
with a fractional porosity of 0.1, a rock density of 2800 kg/L, and 0.1% by weight of
iron oxdde, approximately 25 g of iron oxide would be associated with each kg of
pore water. Thus, considering the petrographic observations of the abundance and
distribution of HFOs observed at Asp5, the quantifies of goethite per kg of H20 used
in the calculations are reasonable and conservative. Based on 0205 mol of sites/nmol
Fe (Dzombak and Morel, 1990), there are 2.31 x 103 moles of surface sites per gram
of goethite. Even though goethite does not form continuous surface layers in
nature, the calculation nonetheless demonstrates that the masses of goethite
considered in this report are conservative, yet can account for a great deal of surface
complexation.
The results of geochemical simulations such as those described here are only as
reliable as the surface complexation constants and the complexation model upon
which the predictions are based. For example, if the carbonate complexation
constants from Van Geen, Robertson and Lecke (1994) overestimate the degree of
formation of surface carbonate complexes, the degree of S04 sorption would
increase.
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pressure, and confining pressure; hence thermo-mechanical effects of repository
construction and waste emplacement may significantly alter the transport properties
of the existing fracture network
In addition to chemical effects of Introduced materials, the presence of significant
biological activity could significantly affect flow paths by plugging fractures.
Natural groundwater colloids are ubiquitous, but may not be present In large
enough quantities to significantly affect radionudlide transport. Introduced
materials, such as container corrosion products, backfill, and cements will add to the
colloid population that is available for transporting radionuclides.
Surface chemical models that describe sorption via cation exchange and surface
complexation approaches have been used to simulate mixing of groundwater
mixing in a fractured aquifer and found to be consistent with observation. This
enhances our confidence that these models/approaches will have applicability to
Yucca Motmtain and can be applied once material and design Issues are resolved.
7.7 Summary of Gaps In Information Required to Bound Radionuclide Transport in
the EBSINFE
Very little experimental data exists for radionuclide transport through EBS/NFE
materials at the temperatures and fluxes expected in the repository. Hence,
modeling efforts to derive the flux-of radionucdides through the EBS/NFE will not
be constrained by data. In addition to basic thermodynamic data regarding solubility
and speclation of radionuclides at elevated temperature in the chemical
environments expected in the EBS/NFE, bounding the flux of radionuclides
through the EBS/NFE will also require:
1. Sorptive/chemical properties of the altered Internal components of the waste
package.
2. Sorptive properties of waste package corrosion products. Experimental
measures of transport of critical soluble and/or colloidal radionuclides
through waste package corrosion products at elevated temperatures.
3. Mineralogy and physical status of altered cementitious materials.
Characterization of the mode of interaction of actinides with altered
cementitious materials. Experimental measures of transport of critical soluble
and/or colloidal radionuclides through altered cementitious materials.
Characterization of colloids derived from altered cementitious materials.
W
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Figure 7-1. Relationship between ratio of concentration of radionuclide carried by solution in presence
of colloid to that in absence of colloid, C,. /C,, vs. K. for radionuclide on colloid, at two concentrations
of colloid.
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Figure 7-2. Variation of Cs with depth as measured by SIMS for nominally homoionic Ca-clinoptilolite
in contact with a Cs/Ca solution at 30 IC for 32 d. Open circles are data points; solid line represents
binary interdiffuslon model with DC, - 2.0 x 10u and DQ;Gc = 1.5 x 10" cn 2 /s; dashed line represents
background required to fit the model to the data.
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Figure 7-3. Schematic diagram of device used for flow and tracer tests.
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Figure 7-4. Variation of permeability and differential pressure with time for partial segment of flow
test (FT040293) at 22 VC, showing repetitive loss of permeability due to bacterial plugging of a saw-cut
fracture. Dotted vertical lines indicate points at which samples were taken for microscopic analysis.
The apparatus used for this flow-test did not have the ability to maintain a constant flow rate.
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Figure 7-5. Variation in instantaneous permeability due to variation in confining pressure.
(T - 59 "C; flow rate - 0.2 mL/h, FT050295).
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Figure 7-6. Relative concentration (C/C.) breakthrough of two separate 560-gL pulses of Ir tracer for 0.2
mL/h flow rate, 92 "C,and low pore pressure (collected 10 days apart).
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Figure 7-7. Relative concentration (C/Q breakthrough of 560-gL pulse of 1-tracer for 0.2
(FTO80695MLC) and 2.0 (Fr072695MLC) mL/h flow rates at 92 IC and low pore pressure.
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Figure 7-8. Relative concentration (C/CJ breakthrough of 560 pL pulse of r tracer for 02 mL/h flow
rate at 92 C and 1 bar (FTID82395MLC) and low (FTr81695MLC) pore pressure.
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Figure 7-9. Relative concentration (C/Ce) breakthrough of 560 gL pulse of r tracer for 0.1 and 0.2 mL/h
flow rates at 23 (1T040495MLC), 59 (FrD51295MLC) and 92 (PTO81695MLC) OC and low pore pressure.
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Figure 7-10. Comparison of EQ3/6 simulation of the variation of Na and Ca concentrations vs. Cl
expected for mixing shallow (HBH02) and native (KA0483) groundwaters in the presence of 0.1
equiv/kg H 2 0 illite exchanger (solid lines) with the observed groundwater composition [solid (Na)
and open (Ca) circlesL and with predictions based on conservative mixing model (dashed lines).
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Figure 7-11. Predicted occupancies of exchange sites for illite in equilibrium with shallow (HBHO2)
groundwater.
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Figure 7-12. Predicted occupancies of exchange sites for illite in equilibrium with native (KA0483)
groundwater.
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Figure 7-13. Fraction of total quantity of HC0j, S0o Ca, and Sr sorbed onto 1 g goethite/kg 10
in shallow (HBHO2) groundwater at 25 C using Dzombakl and Morel (1990) surface
complexation data with carbonate surface species from Van Geen, Robertson, and Leckie (1994).
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Figure 7-14 Fraction of total quantity of HCO3 , SO 4, Ca, and Sr sorbed onto 1 g goethite/kg H20
in native (KA0483A) groundwater at 25 "C using Dzombak and Morel (1990) surface
complexation data with carbonate surface species from Van Geen, Robertson, and Leckie (1994).
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Table 7-1. Summary of partition coefficient
EBS/NFE flow-path components.>)
Flow-Path

(ad)ranges

for selected elements with selected

Cs

Np

Component

U

ML/g

Iron Odde

1 x 10° -1 x10'oQ

3 x 10' - 9 x 103

2 x 103 - 2 x 10

Cement0

1X10 -1x l0

2 x 10 - 3 x 10'

I x 10 - 6 x 103

Devitrified Tuff

1 x 10' - 1 x 1031'

0

0

-1x1X

t

-

1 x10 1 '

(1) Kd's depend on solution com ition, solid/solution ratio, specific surface of adsorbent, and
concentration of uranium. The Idranges listed for devitrified tuff and iron oxdde are for
dilute carbonate-bearing solutions wih pH's between>-7 to -8.5; similar to what would be
expected at Yucca Mountan The solution composition for cements is controlled by the
neraction with pore water and cement ad would beexpected to be similar for any dilute
groundwater that interacts with it.
(2) Hematite; Cornell, 1993; Todorovic et al., 1992.
(3) Hematite; Triay et al, 1993b.
(4) Hematite; Ticknor, 1994; Ho and Miller, 1986.
(5)Yucca Mountain tuf&, Meijer, 1990
(6) Portland cements; Albinsson et al, 1993.
(7) Yucca Mountain tuff; Thomas, 1987.

Table 7-2. Summary of flow tests with saw-cut Topopah Spring core sample.
Temperature
OC

Flow Rate
mL/h

Pore Pressure )
bar

Permeabiity a
md

Hydraulic
Apeture

23

0.1, 0.2, 2.0

0.1 - 2.0

0.060±0.005

3.1

59

0.2, 2.0

0.1 - 2.5

0.10±0.035

3.6

92

0.2, 2.0

0.06 - 0.09

0.19±0.14

4.5

92

0.2, 2.0

0.5 - 3.1

1.86±0.47

9.6

(1) Pore pressures are average values computed over the duration of each flow test. The
tabulated values show the range in average pore pressures observed for runs at that
temperature and the indicated flow rates.
(2)The permeabilities are average values calculated from the average of the instantaneous
permeabilities for a given flow test. Instantaneous permeabilities varied with confining
pressure, and over time.
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Table 7-3. Composition of feed solution and effluaet fromwpooled samples taken after
breakthrough of the tracer.
Eement

Feed solution

Effluent
23 eC
0.2 mL/h

92 'C
0.2 mL/h

92 C
2.0 mL/h

Ca

0.05

4.54

3.62

2.46

Lt

<0.01

1.08

0.83

0.53

Na

33

37

34

31

KC

<0.01

0.4

1.7

1.2

Si

0.08

2.65

22.49

6.91

Sr

<0.02

0.12

0.09

0.06

Table 74. Cation-exchange energies for illite and smectite at 25 'CO".
Exchange Energy, kcal/equiv

Smectite

- lite
W

Exchange Reaction

Site I

Site H

Planar Site

Na -+ 0.5 (Ca, Mg, Sr,
Ba)m

1.4

0.2

0'>

-0.12

Na

-+

K

-2.2

-2.3

-1.22

-0.35

Na

-

Rb

-6.5

-4.2

-1.62

-0.63

Na

-

Cs

-7.8

-4.2

-2.10

-1.08

0.005

O.Q3

0.965

1.00

Relative fraction of sites

(1) Data for illite from Brouwer et al. (1983; Tables I and II). Data for smectite from Fletcher
and Sposito (1989) except for Na -, (Rb, Cs) which are from Gast (1972). Note: these data
are strictly accurate at 25 IC only. It was assumed that for the purposes of these

imulations, the variation of exchange energy betweeA 25 °C and the groundwater
temperature (-10 C) is a second order effect.
(2) A Na -, 0.5 (Ca, Mg, Sr, Ba) signifies the conversion of I equivalent of exchanger from the
Na form to the Ca, M, Sr, or Ba form.
(3) The exchange energy for Na - 05 (Ca, Mg, Sr, Ba) deduced from Brouwer et al. (1983) data
for the planar site was adjusted to be consistent with their data for Cs -4 Na, Rb -+ Na, and
Rb -+(Ca, Mg, Sr, Ba) exchange.
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Table 7-5. Ratio of predicted mass of cation on exchanger") to mass of cation in fluid for three
groundwaters at Ap8.
Shallow (HBH02)
15 m

Native (KA0483A)
tunnel depth

Na

1.3

0.30

Ca

41.7

1.07

N%

41.7

1.21

Cation

(1) Calculations assume 0.1 equiv/kg of H2 0.

Table 7-6 Predicted sorbed fractions and concentrations of sorbed Ca, Sr, 504, and HCO3, in
mg/kg, in shallow (HBH02) groundwater as a function of mass of goethite/kg H2 O.°)

Predicted sorbed fraction and

Mass of goethite

g/kg 1O

concentration (mg/kg, in parentheses) of sorbed species.
Ca

Sr

S04

HCO 3

0.1

0.0015 (0.06)

0.0016 (0.0003)

0.0022 (0.04)

0.09 (11.21)

1.

0.015 (0.63)

0.016 (0.003)

0.022 (0.43)

0.50 (112.1)

10.

0.13 (6.31)

0.14 (0.03)

0.18 (4.31)

0.91 (1121)

42.8

0.16

19.5

114.

Concentration in
coexisting fluid
phase, mg/kg

(1) Calculated using Dzombak and Morel (1990) surface complexation data base with carbonate
complexation constants from Van Geen, Robertson, ard Leckie (1994). The sorbed fiactions
are calculated assuming the goethite is in equilibriumn with an aqueous solution having the
composition of the shallow groundwater.
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